
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report contains the single failure analysis for the Nuclear 
Instrumentation (NI), Reactor Protection System (RPS), and 
Essential Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). Block 
diagrams of the NI/RPS and ESFAS are presented Figures 3.4-2 and 
5.4-1, respectively.  

The single failure analysis of the Solid State Control System 
(SSCS) is provided in FSAR Appendix 7A. This system is the 
interposing logic system between the actuating systems and the 
actuated equipment. The SSCS is a completely redundant system 
where each train is physically, electrically, and environmentally 
seperated from the other train.  

2.0 REACTOR TRIP SWITCH SYSTEM 

2.1 Scope 

The Reactor Trip Switch (RTS) System is designed to perform a 
specific protective function, the manual initiation of a reactor 
trip. Therefore, it is required that this system be designed at 
a very high level of reliability. The criterion for protective 
systems for nuclear power generating stations, established in the 
IEEE Standard 279-1971, Section 4.2, states that "Any single 
failure within the protection system shall not prevent proper 
action at the system level when required". This analysis 
demonstrates that the RTS System meets the single failure 
criterion.  

2.2 Summary and Conclusion 

2.2.1 Summary 

This report describes the single failure analysis performed on 
the Reactor Trip Switch System. The RTS System is a redundant 
two-station-system designed to manually initiate reactor trip.  
Each station contains two identical, separate, and independent 
power interrupt circuits and is capable of initiating a reactor 
trip. The approach to demonstrating that the RTS System meets 
the single failure criterion is based on the analysis of Figures 
2.2-1 to 2.2-4. The analysis covers the detailed description of 
the mechanical and electrical design and physical layout of each 
station. To demonstrate the redundancy, separation, and 
independence of the RTS System protective function, diagramatic 
representation is made according to the above drawings. Failures 
are analyzed, using reliability equations and fault tree 
diagrams, to determine their effects on the RTS System 
performance. These effects and those on the RPS are tabulated in 
Table 2.8-1. Assumptions concerning the equipment external to 
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the RTS System and the associated interface connections are made.  

Thb definitions of specific terms used are given.  

2.2.2 Conclusions 

This analysis shows that the RTS System is redundant and that 

each RTS Station is physically separated from the other. It also 

shows the redundancy, independence and separation of the trip 
switch channels and thereby the corresponding separation and 

independence of the trip switches and terminal board connectors.  
The analysis shows that all potential failures identified in this 

analysis are type I detectable failures as defined by IEEE 

Standard 379-1972. Component failures which cause vital power 
interruption during normal plant operation, i.e., generate 

spurious reactor trip signals (e.g. trip switch fails "open") are 

detectable by anomalous indications. Component failures which 

will prevent the generation of a manual trip signal (e.g. trip 

switch fails "closed") are detected by periodic tests designed to 

test for such conditions.  

The analysis shows that in the event of a single failure, which 

may fail one station, the manual trip action can be initiated by 

using the remaining available station; the loss caused by a 

single failure will not preveht the RTS System from performing 
its function.  

Therefore, it may be concluded that, considering all possible 

events of single failures within the RTS Station, its redundancy, 

independence, and separation assures that, the RTS System meets 

the single failure ctiterion.  

2.3 Definitions 

A. Actuator - A component or assembly of components that directly 
controls the motive power (electricity, compressed 
air, etc.) for actuated equipment.  

B. Availability - The probability that an item is inoperable 
and committable state at the start of the 
mission, when the mission is called for at 
an unknown point in time.  

C. Cut Sets - Cut Sets are collections of such basic events 
that if they all occur the system failure is 

guaranteed to occur.  

D. Channel - An arrangement of components and/or modules as 

required to generate a single-protective-action 
signal when required by a generation station condition.  

(A channel loses its identity where single-action 
signals are combined).
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E. Components - Items from which the system is assembled (such 
as resistors, capacitors, wires, connectors, 
transistors, switches, relays, etc.) 

F. Failure - For this analysis, a failure is defined as an event 
which can prevent the RTS System from manually 
initiating a trip signal to the CRD trip devices.  

G. Path Sets - Path sets are collections of such basic events 
that if none of them occur the system failure 
is guaranteed to not occur.  

H. Protective Action - A protective action can be at the channel 
level or the system level.  

1. A protective action at the channel 
level is the initiation of a single 
channel when the variable sensed 
exceeds a limit.  

2. A protective action at the system 
level is initiation of the operation 
of a sufficient number of 
actuators to effect a protective function.

I. Protective Function 

J. Protection System -

- A protective function is the sensing of 
one or more variables associated with a 
particular generating station condition, 
the signal processing and the initiation 
and completion of the protective action 
at variables established in the design bases.  

The electric and mechanical devices and 
circuitry (from sensors of the process 
variable to the actuation device input 
terminals) involved in generating those 
signals associated with the protective 
function.

Note: These signals include those that.  
actuate engineered safeguards such 
as containment isolation, core spray, 
safety injection, pressure reduction, 
and air cleaning.  

K. Redundancy - The existance of more than one means for 
accomplishing a given function.  
Each means of accomplishing the function need 
not necessarily be identical.  

L. System - Where not otherwise qualified, the word "system"
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refers to the nuclear power generating station 
protection system which encompasses all electric.  
and mechanical devices and circuitry (from sensors 
to actuation device input terminals) involved in 
generating those signals associated with the 
protective function.  

M. Trip Switch - A -switch used in RTS Station to interrupt the 
power source to the CRD trip devices.  

2.4 Reactor Trip Switch System Description 

2.4.1 General Description 

The reactor is tripped by interruption of vital power to the 
Control Rod Drive (CRD) trip devices. This power interruption 
can be accomplished automatically by the Reactor Protection 
System (RPS) or manually by the reactor operator.  

For manual initiation of a reactor trip, power to the CRD trip 
devices is interrupted by manual actuation of the Reactor Trip 
Switch circuits, located electrically between the RPS outputs and 
CRD trip devices. Two independent RTS units, called Stations 
(Figure 2.4-1) are provided for each Nuclear Steam Supply System.  
The two RTS Stations are redundant and installed at separate 
locations on the main control panel (Figures 2.2-3 and 2.2-4).  

Each RTS Station comprises three identical, separate, and 
independent switching channels. Two of these channels are used 
to interrupt vital power to the CRD trip devices and the third 
channel is provided for use in response-time testing of the CRD 

trip breakers. The two power interrupt or trip channels of both 

RTS Stations are functionally combined into a one out of two, 
twice reactor trip system. The functional combination of the 

trip channels is such that the two trip channels in either of the 

two RTS Stations (AB or CD) can trip the reactor. Certain 

combinations of two channels (AD or BC), one channel from each 
station, can trip the reactor (See Figure 2.6-3).  

2.4.2 Detailed Description 

The RTS Station is contained in an aluminum housing which is 

divided into four enclosures by aluminum barrier plates, as shown 

in Figure 2.2-2. Three of these enclosures contain identical 

electrical switching circuits which consist of two contact blocks 

and one terminal board. The fourth enclosure houses the operator 

pushbutton assembly, which is mounted to the front housing wall 

through a special opening with the pushbutton projecting out from 

the housing. Each enclosure is provided with an input and output 
conduit fittings (also called connectors) mounted through 
separate outside walls of the enclosure.
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There are four (4) vital power busses, 120 VAC, 60 Hz, which 
supply power through the RTS Stations to the CRD trip devices.  
Each RTS Station is designed to receive two (2) of these busses, 
one bus per trip switch channel (RTS Station No. 1 receives 
busses A and B, and RTS Station No. 2 receives C and D, see 
Figure 2.6-2) to maintain the power input to the CRD trip devices 
during normal plant operation, and to interrupt this power source 
when initiated by the operator.  

Each of the trip switch channels is provided with two sets of 
normally closed contacts, one for each power bus conductor. The 
two contact blocks within a channel are mounted in tandem, so 
that both contacts can be opened by one actuating rod, 
simultaneously interrupting power in both bus conductors. The 
switch actuating rod in each switch assembly is equipped with a 
spring loaded tip and is arranged in a rod housing, which extends 
through channel barrier plates to the pushbutton assembly 
enclosure. Each rod is linked to a pushbutton plate, which is a 
part of the pushbutton assembly, by an adjustable screw.  

All three screws are adjusted for normal simultaneous actuation 
of all three switches. The spring loaded feature is provided so 
that in the event one or more switches are jammed and become 
inoperative, this condition will not prevent the common actuator 
from actuating the remaining switch or switches.  

The switch contacts in each of the channels are wired to the 
assigned points on a barrier type terminal board. Thus, points 1 
and 3 are provided for inputting power bus conductors and points 
2 and 4 are provided for outputting bus conductors to the CRD 
trip devices. Identical input and output connecting terminals 
are provided for the CRD response time test circuit.  

All active and moving components which comprise the RTS Station 
can be tested in parts or as a whole when the reactor is shut 
down. However, during power operation, such tests can be 
performed only on a single channel basis. Testing trip switches 
requires removal of the operator pushbutton assembly, which 
mechanically gangs all three switch actuators to a single 
pushbutton adaptor, so as to make it possible to actuate each 
switch separately.  

For the purposes of a single failure analysis, the RTS Station 
begins with the input terminal points and ends with the output 
terminal points.  

2.5 Assumptions 

In performing the single failure analysis of the RTS System, it 
was assumed that the equipment external to the RTS System and the
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associated interface connections have no effect on the 
pefformance of this system.  

Specifically, it was assumed that: 

1. Each of the four Reactor Protection System instrument 
channels which feed their output signals (vital power 
busses) to the Reactor Trip Switch Stations, is 
separate, independent, and fully redundant.  

2. Each of the four vital power busses, which are fed from 
the Reactor Protection System instrument channels to the 
Reactor Trip Switch Stations as channels A, B, C, and D, 

respectively, is separate, independent, and fully 
redundant.  

3. Each transmission line, which conducts vital power from 
Protection System to the Reactor Trip Switch Stations, 
is electrically independent, and physically separated 
from each other.  

4. Each transmission line, which conducts vital power from 
the Reactor Trip Switch Stations to the Control Pod 
Drive trip devices as channels A, B, C, and D, 

respectively, is electrically independent and physically 
separated from each other.  

5. Each of the four Control Rod Drive trip devices, which 
receives vital power from the Reactor Trip Switch 
Stations, is separate and independent.  

2.6 System Analysis 

The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate that no single 
failure, which can occur within the RTS System, can prevent 
manual initiation of a reactor trip. There are three basic 
conditions which, if not met, may cause the loss of a protective 

function; redundancy, independence, and separation. This 

analysis will demonstrate that adequate redundancy, independence, 
and separation have been designed into the RTS System to prevent 

the loss of a protective function.  

Figure 2.6-1 is a diagramatic representation of the RTS Station 
based on Figure 2.2-1. This diagram emphasizes the individual 

signal paths of bus conductors, including terminal boards and 

trip switches, and the barriers which separate the busses as well 

as input and output interfaces.  

Figure 2.6-2 shows only the electrical circuits of the trip 

switch channels which carry/interrupt the vital power busses in 

each of the RTS Stations. According to this figure, the RTS
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protective function'is initiated by simultaneous opening of 
switch contacts in both of the RTS Station channels.  

Figure 2.6-3 is a diagram which shows functional signal paths of 
the RTS System and the corresponding trip function channels' 
combination. A reliability diagram for this function based on 
the station redundancy is shown in Figure 2.6-4, part (a).  

According to this diagram, the path sets for the mission success 
are: 

p =St. 1 1 

p 2=St. 2 

Combining these paths sets into the system success expression 
gives 

S = (St. 1) v (St. 2) 

with the corresponding probability equation 

P = (St. 1) + (St. 2) - (St.. 1) (St. 2) 

where (ST. 1) (ST. 2) is the probability of both events occuring 
simultaneously.  

For the single failure analysis this expression is simplified to 

P = (St. 1) + (St. 2) 

which shows that either of the two RTS Stations can initiate a 
reactor trip. Therefore, when both stations are functional and 
available, the reactor operator may select either of the two RTS 
Stations to manually initiate a reactor trip. In the event of a 
single failure the remaining station will make it possible to 
initiate a reactor trip. According to the diagram in Figure 
2.6-3, the arrangement of the protective function signals at the 
input to the CRD trip devices (external to the PTS System) is 
such that four (4) possible combinations of channels can provide 
the manual trip function signals to the CRD trip devices. These 
are: 

A and B (Channel A and Channel B) 

A and D (Channel A and Channel D) 

B and C (Channel B and Channel C) 

C and D (Channel C and Channel D)
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Figure 2.6-4 part (b), is a reliability diagram for the manual 
reactor trip function based on the channel combination.  

According to this diagram, the path sets are: 

p1=A,B p =B,C 1 3 

p =A,D p =C,D 
2 4 

Combining these paths sets into the system success expression 

gives 

S=(A B)u(A D)u(B C)u(C D) 

with corresponding probability equation 

P =AB + AD + BC + CD 

- ABC - ABD - ACD - BCD + ABCD 

where (ABC), (ABD), (ACD), (BCD) are the probabilities of 3 out 
of 4 events occuring simultaneously, and ABCD is the probability 
of all four events occuring simultaneously.  

For this analysis the above expression is simplified to 

P AB+AD+BC+CD 

which shows that any one of the four prearranged combinations of 
two channels can initiate a reactor trip. Two of these 
combinations appear in the probability of success expression for 
the system based on station redundancy (AB,CD). The remaining 
two combinations (AD,BC) require manual actuation of both 
stations simultaneously.  

According to Figure 2.6-4, part (a), the cut sets for the RTS 

System based on the station level redundancy are (St. 1) and (St.  
2) so that the system failure event is expressed by 

F = (St. 1) (St. 2) 

and the probability of system failure is given by 

P = (St. 1)(St. 2) 

This expression is represented in the form of a fault tree in 

Figure 2.7-1.
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According to Figure 2.6-4, part (b), the cut sets for the manual 
reactor trip function are (A,B) (A,D),(B,C) and (C,D) and the 
system failure expression is 

F = (AuB) (AuD) (BuC) (CuD) 

and the probability equation is 

P = (A+B) (A+D) (B+C) (C+D) 

This expression contains repeated events and is represented as 
such in the form of a not-reduced fault tree in Figure 2.7-2, 
transfer-in events for this fault tree are shown in Figure 2.7-4.  
Reducing this expression to non-repeated events gives 

P = AC + BD 

which is the top of the fault tree shown on Figure 2.7-3.  

According to the above reduced probability of failure expression, 
failure of any single trip switch channel will not fail the 
manual reactor trip function. This expression also proves that 
failure of any two channels making up one of the four functional 
combinations (AB,AD,BC,BD) will not fail the PTS System.  

The probability of failure expression also shows that a single 
failure, which can fail a trip switch channel, cannot cause a 
reactor trip. Local effects, and the effects of single failures 
on the RPS are presented in the failure mode and effect analysis 
in Table 2.8-1.  

All tests designed to test for availability of active and moving 
components within a single channel can be performed during normal 
power operation. If any RTS channel is in a bypassed mode, e.g., 
being tested, the manual protective trip action can be initiated 
by using the remaining, working redundant channels.  

Figures 2.2-3 and 2.2-4 show the arrangement of the RTS Stations 
on the main control panel. Both stations are installed 
vertically on the main control panel at a distance of 
approximately 9 feet from each other. This separation of the RTS 
Stations ensures that in the event of a common-mode failure, a 
failure of one station does not result in failure of the other 
station.  

Figures 2.2-1 and 2.2-2 show the RTS Station outline and 
installation, and the RTS Station assembly, respectively. These 
drawings show that each RTS channel circuit begins with the input 
terminal points, where the vital power bus is fed through the 
trip switch to the output terminal points, where each channel 
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circuit ends. Each channel within the RTS Station is independent 
and physically separated from the other channel by a barrier.  
Moreover, since the two RTS Stations are independent and 
physically separated, all RTS System channels are independent and 
separated from each other. This ensures that in the event of a 

single failure, a failure of one channel does not result in 
failure of the other channel.  

2.7 Fault Tree Diagrams 

Figures 2.7-1 to 2.7-4 are the fault tree diagrams developed for 
the PTS System.  

2.8 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

The FMEA for the RTS System is presented in Table 2.8-1.  

3.0 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION/REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM 

3.1 Introduction 

The Babcock and Wilcox Company RPS-II reactor protection system 
has been designated for use in Bellefonte Units 1 and 2.  

To ensure the availability of reactor protective functions under 
all plant operating conditions, a detailed single failure 
analysis of the B&W RPS-II was performed. During the course of 

the single failure analysis, failure mode and effect analyses and 

fault tree diagrams were developed for the B&W RPS-II.  

This chapter presents the results of the single failure analysis 
and the resultant qualitative conclusions regarding the RPS 

availability.  

3.2 Summary and Conclusions 

The failure modes and effects analysis and the fault tree 
diagrams contained in Sections 3.6 and 3.7 respectively, were 
developed in independent efforts. The results of the analysis 
were subsequently reviewed in integrated single failure/common 
mode failure analyses, as documented in Section 3.5.  

The single failure analysis, based on the results of the FMEAs, 
concluded that no single postulated failure of the NI/RPS will 

inhibit the actuation of a reactor trip when required. In 

addition, no postulated single failure was shown capable of 

compromising the subsystem channel bypass interlock feature 

(i.e., no single failure will permit the intentional or 

accidental simultaneous bypass of more than one subsystem).
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The common mode failure analysis was conducted by correlation of 
the results of the FMEAs with NI/RPS design data, plant design, 
and other factors as described in Section 3.5. The common mode 
failure analysis established that the NI/RPS may be vulnerable to 
common mode failure, induced by a control room fire. An 
assessment of the NI/PPS cabinet configuration based on 
Regulatory Guide 1.120 and Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 
indicates that the proposed NI/RPS cabinet arrangement may not 
provide adequate separation, when considering fire as a possible 
cause of CMF. As noted in Section 3.5, further analyses would be 
required in order to accurately assess the extent of this 
vulnerability, if any. Development of these analyses is beyond 
the scope of this document.  

3.3 Bases for Analysis 

The purpose of the single failure analysis for the NI/RPS is to 
demonstrate how the system complies with Regulatory Guide 1.53, 
"Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power 
Plant Protection Systems", IEEE Standard 379-1972, "Trial Use 
Guide for the Application of Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear 
Power Generating Station Protection Systems", and the single 
failure criterion from IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for 
Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations". The 
scope of the analysis has been limited in accordance with the 
conditions set forth by the Babcock and Wilcox Company.  

The analysis was performed at the system level and included all 
signals leaving and entering the NI/RPS cabinets located in the 
Main Control Room. Within the NI/RPS cabinets, the analysis was 
performed at the module level. Table 3.3-1 presents a summary of 
failure mode considerations that were incorporated into the 
failure analysis. Figure 3.3-1 identifies the NI/RPS interfaces.  
Table 3.3-2 is a glossary of terms that describe the method of 
detection of postulated failures in the FMEA tables.  

Section 3.3.1 identifies applicable analysis and design criteria.  
Section 3.3.2 presents a summary of assumptions that were 
incorporated into the analysis.  

3.3.1 Analysis and Design Criteria 

The NI/RPS failure analysis will be governed by, but not limited 
to, the following design and analysis criteria: 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.53, "Application of the Single
Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Plant Protection 
Systems".  

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for Protection Systems 
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations".
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3. IEEE Standard 379-1972, "Trial-Use Guide for the 
Application of the Single-Failure Criterion to Nuclear 
Power Generating Station Protection Systems".  

4. IEEE Standard 352-1975, "Guide for General Principles of 
Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Generating Station 
Protection Systems".  

5. Regulatory Guide 1.75, "Physical Independence of 
Electric Systems".  

3.3.2 Analysis Assumptions 

System design descriptions, drawings and procedures, were 

provided to the Babcock & Wilcox Company for use in the analysis.  
Assumptions were made about detailed system operation and design 
when the referenced data was not sufficiently explicit. In 
making these assumptions, a conservative approach was taken in 
all cases; systems and components were assumed to fail in the 
least desirable mode.  

Erroneous Input Signals 

In several cases, an erroneous or constant input signal to a 

bistable or the calculating module was postulated. It is assumed 
that the erroneous signal will inhibit the trip function of the 

receiving device.  

Hot Shorts 

Hot shorts to field wiring are postulated for all electrically 
conductive cables entering the NI/RPS cabinets. For hot shorts 
to cables entering the NI/RPS cabinets, no credit was taken for 
possible spurious channel trips occurring as a result of the 
impressed voltage.  

Loss of signal or High Signal From One Detector, 
Top or Bottom, Neutron Monitoring Channel 

It is assumed that loss of signal from one detector will not 

produce a sufficiently high power imbalance signal to result in a 

spurious calculating module trip.  

Additionally, it is assumed that a high output signal from one 

detector will not cause a sufficiently high total power or power 
imbalance signal to generate any spurious trips.
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Reactor Coolant Temperature Channel Failures

In analyzing the RC temperature channels, several failures were 
postulated, some of which would produce a slight loading effect 
on the linear bridge or signal converter outputs. It is assumed 
that the resultant effect is sufficient to inhibit the channel 
trip function.  

Module Interlock Failures 

In the event of a shorted module interlock contact, it was 
assumed that the failure would be detected only when the module 
is removed for repair or replacement. It should be noted that 
many of the interlocked modules do not normally require module 
withdrawal for test or calibration. However, this failure ,will 
have no effect on normal operation of the NI/RPS, and merely 
represents a degradation of one of the system's auxiliary 
functions.  

Calculating Module Input Failures 

It is assumed that shorting of a Calculating Module (CM) analog 
input to signal ground or failing open an input signal lead will 
result in a failure to trip on any of the calculating module 
functions utilizing the affected input (parameter).  

3.3.3 Assumptions Based on NI/RPS Interface Design 
Considerations 

In order to demonstrate that the NI/RPS will actuate a reactor 
trip in spite of any single failure, it is necessary to make 
certain assumptions regarding the NI/RPS interface with other 
plant systems. These assumptions include: 

1. Number and location of process sensor taps 

2. Routing of sensing lines 

3. Routing of electrical cables 

4. Separation/redundancy of power supplies 

5. Location of NI/RPS cabinets 

6. IE to IE, IE to non-IE interfaces 

Sensing Taps 

It is assumed that redundant, separate process connections are 
provided for redundant parametric measurements. Spacing between
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redundant taps is maximized, and may be enhanced by the use of 
qualified missile/pipe whip/fire barriers.  

Routing of Sensing Lines and Electrical Cables 

It is assumed that the sensing lines from the process taps to the 
detectors will be routed such that redundant lines are not 

subject to damage from a credible common cause, or adequate 
separation is or maintained through the installation of qualified 
missile/pipe whip/fire barriers.  

It is assumed that any field wiring from detectors or power 
supplies to the NI/RPS will be routed or otherwise protected such 

that redundant cables are not subject to damage from a credible 
common cause. As a minimum, the separation criteria of 
Regulatory Guide 1.75 will be employed.  

Separation/Redundancy of Power Supplies 

It is assumed that each of the four NI/RPS subsystems is powered 

from a separate, independent vital ac bus.  

Equipment Locations 

It is assumed the redundant local (field mounted) detectors are 
mounted on separate instrument racks where practical, or 
otherwise protected by qualified missile/pipe whip/fire barriers, 
as required to preclude simultaneous damage to redundant 
detectors from credible external phenomena.  

All NI/RPS cabinets will be located in the Main Control Room, 
where they are protected from missile/pipe whip phenomena. In 

addition, the control room environment will maintain the required 
atmospheric conditions: 

1. Air temperature: 400 F to 1100 F 

2. Relative humidity: 80% maximum 

NI/RPS Electrically Isolated Interfaces 

The only NI/RPS interfaces requiring electrical isolation are 

those communicating between redundant divisions (IE) and those 

communicating with the non-IE environment. Interfaces between 

redundant divisions of Class IE equipment are those between the 

redundant NI/RPS subsystems; these consist of channel trip and 

bypass signals. All signals are transmitted between subsystems 
via fiber optic cables, which are electrically nonconductive, and 
qualified to IEEE-383 flame test criteria. All interfaces 
between the NI/RPS cabinets and non-IE components or systems are 

through the Protection Auxiliary Cabinet (PAC), which is
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physically and electrically isolated from the NI/RPS cabinets.  
All signals from the NI/RPS to the PAC are transmitted via fiber 
optic cables, as described above. These precautions preclude the 
propagation of credible external electrical faults into the 
NI/RPS circuitry.  

3.4 Reactor Protection System Definition 

3.4.1 Reactor Protection System - Overview 

The Bellefonte 1 and 2 Nuclear Instrumentation/Reactor Protection 
System (NI/RPS) is designed to monitor selected plant parameters 
and to initiate a rapid reactor shutdown (SCRAM) in the event an 
abnormal operating condition is detected. Plant parameter 
setpoints included in this analysis are typical values; required 
values are specified in the Technical Specifications.  

The NI/RPS functions to protect the reactor from the following 
abnormal conditions: 

1. High reactor power 

2. High reactor power to reactor coolant flow 

3. High reactor coolant outlet temperature 

4. High Reactor Coolant System pressure 

5. low reactor coolant pressure 

6. High pressurizer level 

7. Low pressurizer level 

8. High power/AT (startup) 

9. Reactor power level in excess of low DNBR calculated 
setpoint 

10. Reactor power level in excess of offset calculated 
setpoint 

11. Unacceptable reactor coolant pump operating status 

12. High Reactor Coolant System pressure while in shutdown 
bypass mode 

The NI/RPS consists of four totally independent subsystems (A, B, 
C, D), each providing separate instrument channels for 
measurement of reactor power, reactor power imbalance, reactor 
coolant temperature, pressure, and flow, pressurizer level, and
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reactor coolant pumps operating status. Of the aforementioned 
parameters, items 1 through 7 and 12 are monitored directly, 
through separate analog trip channels. Conditions 8 through 11 
are determined indirectly, each being calculated by the 
calculating module. A separate calculating module is provided in 

each of the four subsystems.  

Each instrument channel (or calculating module) generates a 

channel trip when its measured (or calculated) parameter setpoint 
is exceeded.  

Each subsystem contains a reactor trip module (refer to Section 
3.4.3.8), which is capable of tripping one of the four circuit 
breakers controlling the input power supplies to the control rod 

drive mechanisms.' The circuit breakers are configured in a one

out-of two-twice (1/2 x 2) logic, as shown on Figure 3.4-1.  

Upon generation of a channel trip signal in one subsystem, a 

corresponding trip signal is sent to each of the remaining 
subsystems, through optically-isolated links (refer to Section 

3.4.3.9). The receipt of two channel trips by a reactor trip 
module will cause the module 2/4 logic to trip, subsequently 

tripping the associated CRD circuit breaker. Referring to Figure 
3.4-1, it will be noted that by tripping one circuit breaker 

associated with each source (A or C and either B or D), all power 
to the CRD power supplies will be disconnected. Deenergizing the 

CRD power supplies will result in the release of all rod drive 

lead screws, allowing the control rods to drop into the core, 
shutting down the reactor.  

For purposes of maintenance or periodic test, one subsystem may 

be placed in a bypass mode, through operation of a key switch on 

the reactor trip module. While a subsystem is in bypass, any 
channel trip signals generated in that subsystem will not cause 
the RT module to go to a channel tripped state. However, the 

subsystem 2/4 logic remains unaffected, continuing to be 

responsive to trip signals from any of the remaining subsystems.  

When a channel is placed in the bypass mode, a "channel bypassed" 

signal is sent, via optical links, to each of the remaining 

subsystems. Receipt of the "channel bypassed" signal causes a 

subsystem to be locked out of the bypass mode; thus, only one 

subsystem may be bypassed at a time. With one subsystem in 

bypass, channel trip signals can only be generated by 3 
subsystems; the system logic is placed in a 2/3 configuration.  
However, it should be noted that the CRD breaker configuration 

will remain in a 1/2 x 2 configuration.
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3.4.2 Definition of System and Analysis Boundary 

The essential signal conditioning, logic circuits, and associated 
modules of the NI/RPS are contained within 8 cabinets located in 
the Main Control Room. Each of the 4 NI/RPS subsystems is 
contained within 2 of these cabinets.  

For purposes of the single failure analysis, the NI/RPS boundary 
is defined as extending from the process sensor outputs up to, 
but not including, the reactor manual trip switches (refer to 
Figure 3.4-2). Included in the single failure analysis are all 
NI/RPS instrument cabinets and all associated interconnecting 
cables (electrically conducting and fiber optic). In essence, 
the system boundary as defined for the single failure analysis 
encompasses all components capable of either directly initiating 
or contributing to the generation of a reactor trip. Excluded 
from the analysis but defining the limits of the Reactor 
Protection System are the reactor manual trip switches and all 
cable and components from the reactor manual trip switches up to 
and including the CRD scram breakers. Process sensors, although 
analyzed to develop signal failure modes, were not subjected to 
detailed (internal) component/hardware analyses. Also excluded 
for purposes of this analysis is the Protection Auxiliary Cabinet 
(PAC). Connected to each NI/RPS subsystem by fiber optic cables 
only, this cabinet contains non-Class IE annunciation, 
instrumentation, and logic circuits including source range 
neutron instrumentation bypass logic and control rod startup rate 
withdrawal inhibit logic. None of the PAC functions are utilized 
or required in order to effect any of the NI/RPS reactor 
protective trip functions.  

3.4.3 Definition of Reactor Protection System Trip Modes 

Following are descriptions of the Reactor Protection System trip 
functions. All four NI/RPS subsystems are provided with 
identical trip channels for each trip function.  

3.4.3.1 Overpower - Reactor Trip 

Refer to Figure 3.4-3. The reactor overpower trip function is 
provided by a power range neutron monitoring channel. A dual 
section uncompensated ion chamber provides output signals 
proportional to reactor neutron flux. Each pair of detectors is 
installed with one detector monitoring the top of the reactor 
core and one detector monitoring the bottom of the reactor core.  

The signals from the ion chambers are fed into linear amplifiers; 
the output signals from these amplifiers are simultaneously sent 
to a summing amplifier and a scaled difference amplifier. The 
scaled difference amplifier produces an output signal 
proportional to the difference in signal level between the top
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and bottom ion chambers. This signal is proportional to core 
power imbalance, and is sent to the calculating module for use in 

computing the offset and low DNBR trip functions. The summing 

amplifier combines the signals from both top and bottom 
detectors, and produces an output signal proportional to total 
reactor power level. The total reactor power signal is sent to 

the following modules: 

1. Local and remote total reactor power indicators 

2. Overpower bistable 

3. Power/flow bistable 

4. Calculating module, for use in computing the offset and 
low DNBR trip functions 

Under normal plant operating conditions, the overpower bistable 

is set to trip at an input signal level corresponding to 105.5% 

of rated reactor power. During plant shutdown, operational 

procedures require that the overpower bistable setpoint be reset 

to approximately 5% of rated reactor power.  

A trip of the overpower bistable will be indicated at the NI/RPS 

indicating panel, and the bistable trip causes a channel trip 

signal to be sent to the reactor trip module. The receipt of a 

single channel trip at the reactor trip module causes the 2/4 

trip logic to be placedin an 1/3 configuration. Simultaneously, 
the channel trip signal is transmitted by optical links to each 

of the remaining subsystems, placing,all 2/4 trip logic circuits 

in 1/3 configurations. Annunciation of channel trip is provided 

at all 4 NI/RPS indicating panels.  

Both top and bottom.uncompensated ion chambers are supplied power 

from a single detector power supply module. In the event of an 

internal failure of the power supply which causes the output 

voltage to increase beyond a setpoint value, the detector power 

supply will trip itself off line. Annunciation of the power 

supply fault is provided at the Protection Auxiliary Cabinet.  

Proper operation and calibration of the power range channel is 

verified during periodic subsystem test, by use of the power 

range test module. The power range test module provides test and 

calibration output signals-which enable,testing of the power 

range neutron monitoring channel throughout its response range.  

3.4.3.2 Power/flow - Reactor Trip 

Refer to Figure 3.4-4. The power/flow trip function initiates a 

reactor trip signal in the event of an unacceptable reactor power 

level/reactor coolant flow ratio. The point at which a channel
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trip is initiated is determined by the setpoint of the power/flow 
bistable, which is normally set to trip when reactor power level 

reaches approximately 1.10 x % flow.  

The power/flow bistable receives a total reactor power signal 
from the power range neutron monitoring channel (Figure 3.4-3), 
which is compared to a scaled reactor coolant flow signal to 
determine whether a power/flow trip is required. Each of the two 

reactor coolant loops (A and B) is monitored by a differential 

pressure transmitter, the output signal of which is proportional 
to the square of reactor coolant loop flow. The output signals 
of the Ap transmitters are fed into square root extractors, in 
order to obtain a signal which is directly proportional to 
reactor coolant loop flow.  

Output signals from both square root extractors are fed to a 
common buffer amplifier, where they are combined to produce a 
scaled flow signal representative of total reactor coolant flow.  
The output of the buffer amplifier is fed to local and remote 
reactor coolant flow indicators, and to the power/flow bistable.  

Proper operation and calibration of the reactor coolant flow 
channel is verified during periodic subsystem test, by use of the 

flow test module.. The flow test module provides test and 
calibration output signals which enable testing of the reactor 
coolant flow channel throughout its response range.  

It should be noted that the power/flow and low DNBR trip 
functions are essentially complementary. The low DNBR (a 

calculated trip function) provides protection during accidents 
causing a gradual decrease in reactor coolant flow, while the 

power/flow trip provides protection in the event of a sudden 
decrease in reactor coolant flow. The power/flow trip function 
would, for example, provide the primary reactor trip in the event 
of sudden mechanical failure of a reactor coolant pump.  

3.4.3.3 High Reactor Coolant System Pressure - Reactor Trip 

Refer to Figure 3.4-5. The Reactor Coolant System is protected 
against overpressure under all plant operating conditions.  
Separate trip functions provide overpressure protection during 
normal plant operation and during plant shutdown operation. The 
high RC pressure trip function limits reactor coolant pressure to 
preclude unnecessary opening of the pressurizer safety relief 
valves in the event of primary or secondary system transients 
which contribute to an increase in reactor coolant pressure.  

A single reactor coolant pressure transmitter is provided for 
each subsystem; the output signal of the pressure transmitter is 
fed into a buffer amplifier, and the resultant reactor coolant 
pressure signal is sent to the following modules:
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1. High RC pressure bistable

2. Low RC pressure bistable 

3. Shutdown bypass high RC pressure bistable 

4. Calculating module - For use in computing the flux/AT 

(startup) and low DNBR trip functions 

5. Plant computer 

The high RC pressure kistable is set to trip at pressures above 

2370 psig. A trip of the high RC pressure bistable will cause a 

channel trip signal to be sent to the subsystem reactor trip 

module. Referring to Figure 3.4-6, it will be noted that the 

high RC.pressure trip function is operative under all plant 

operating conditions. The high RC pressure bistable trip output 
remains in the RT module trip string in both normal and shutdown 
bypass operation.  

Shutdown bypass of a subsystem is effected by actuation of a 

keylock switch, which energizes auxiliary relay K1.2 (refer to 

Figure 3.4-6), causing the shutdown bypass high RC pressure 
bistable to be switched into the reactor trip module trip string.  
This bistable will then bypass the low RC pressure bistable, the 

power/flow bistable, the high and low pressurizer level 
bistables, and all calculating module trips. When shutdown 

bypass is in effect, the shutdown bypass high RC pressure 
bistable provides the primary.trip in the event of system 

overpressurization. The shutdown bypass high RC pressure 
bistable is set to trip above 1850 psig;.consequently, the 
bistable is manually reset (with system pressure 1850 psig) 

before activating the shutdown bypass, to avoid a spurious 
subsystem channel trip.  

The shutdown bypass is required to allow maneuvering of control 

rods when the RC pressure is below the low RC pressure trip 

setpoint and when no RC pumps are operating. Shutdown bypass is 

used only for the following purposes: 

1. Zero power physics test 

2. Control rod drive integrated checkout 

3. Control rod drive electrical test 

4. Control rod drive trip test 

5. Plant startup
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Each subsystem is equipped with a pressure test module for use 
during periodic test. The pressure test module generates test 
and calibration signals to enable testing of the reactor coolant 
pressure channel throughout its response range.  

3.4.3.4 Low Reactor Coolant System Pressure - Reactor Trip 

Refer to Figure 3.4-5. The low RC pressure trip function serves 
to protect the reactor in the event of a pressure-decreasing 
transient. The low RC pressure trip is effected by the low RC 
pressure bistable, which receives a pressure signal from the RC 
pressure buffer amplifier (as described in Section 3.4.3.3). A 
trip of the low RC pressure bistable will cause a channel trip 
signal to be sent to the subsystem reactor trip module. The low 
RC pressure bistable, set to trip at pressures below 2000 psig, 
is bypassed when shutdown bypass is in effect.  

3.4.3.5 High and Low Pressurizer Level - Reactor Trips 

Refer to Figure 3.4-7. The high pressurizer level trip function 
serves as a backup to several of the primary NI/RPS trip 
functions. By serving to maintain a minimum pressurizer steam 
volume, this trip provides a backup to the high RC pressure trip, 
and (depending on plant operating conditions), may provide a 
backup to the power/AT trip function.  

A single level transmitter for each subsystem provides a 
pressurizer level signal to a buffer amplifier. The output 
signal of the buffer amplifier is sent to the following modules: 

1. High pressurizer level bistable.  

2. Low pressurizer level bistable.  

3. Plant computer.  

The high pressurizer level bistable is set to trip above 380" 
pressurizer level. A trip of this bistable will cause a channel 
trip signal to be sent to the subsystem reactor trip module.  

The high pressurizer level bistable is bypassed while shutdown 
bypass is in effect; the relatively low trip setpoint of the 
shutdown bypass high PC pressure bistable makes the high 
pressurizer level trip superfluous.  

The low pressurizer level trip function serves to maintain a 
minimum pressurizer water level, primarily to ensure that the 
pressurizer heaters remain covered. Like the high pressurizer 
level trip, this trip function is intended as a secondary trip; 
the low pressurizer level trip provides a backup for the low RC 
pressure trip function.  
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The low pressurizer level bistable, set to trip at levels below 
160P, is bypassed while shutdown bypass is in effect, as in the 
low'RC pressure bistable. This permits system depressurization 
without generating spurious low pressurizer level trips.  

Each pressurizer level channel is equipped with a pressure/level 
test module, for use during periodic test. The pressure/level 
test module generates test and calibration output signals to 
enable testing of the'pressurizer level channel throughout its 
response range.  

3.4.3.6 Reactor Coolant Temperature Trip Functions 

3.4.3.6.1 High Reactor Coolant Temperature - Reactor Trip 

Refer to Figure 3.4-8. The high PC temperature trip function 
limits the operating temperature of the Reactor Coolant System.  
Serving as a secondary trip function, it provides a backup trip 
for several of the primary NI/RPS trip functions. It will be 
noted (refer to Figure 3.4-6) that this trip function remains in 
effect in all plant operating modes; the high RC temperature 
bistable is not bypassed while shutdown bypass is in effect.  

Two RTDs (one per channel) are installed in the reactor coolant 
Loop A hot leg; these RTDs provide temperature signals to 
subsystems A and B. A similar set of RTDs is installed in the 
Loop B hot leg, providing temperature signals to subsystems C and 
D. The output signal of each RTD is fed into a temperature 
test/linear bridge module. The output signal of the linear 
bridge, proportional to hot leg temperature, is input to a signal 
converter, and subsequently to the Th (hot leg temperature) 
bistable. While being monitored by the Th bistable, the hot leg 
temperature signal (output from the signal converter) is 
simultaneously input tothe calculating module, for use in 
computing the flux/AT (startup) trip function. The high RC 
temperature bistable is set to trip at temperatures above 6440 F; 
a bistable trip will cause a channel trip signal to be sent to 
the subsystem reactor trip module.  

The temperature test/linear bridge module, while providing a 

power supply/signal conditioning function in normal system 
operation, is also used to conduct periodic temperature channel 
test. The temperature test module generates test and calibration 
output signals, to enable testing of the temperature channel 
throughout its response range.  

3.4.3.6.2 Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature Channels 

Similar in configuration to the hot leg temperature channel, one 
RTD is installed in each of reactor coolant Loop A and Loop B 
cold legs, in order to monitor reactor coolant inlet temperature.
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The RTD output signals are each fed through a separate instrument 
channel, consisting of a temperature test/linear bridge module, 
and a current-to-voltage signal converter. The output signals 
from the signal converters, proportional to Loop A Tc (inlet 
temprature) and Loop B Tc, are input to the calculating module, 
where they are used in computing the flux/AT and low DNBR trip 
functions.  

With the exception of the Loop A Th bistable, the Loop A Th, Loop 
A Tc, and Loop B Tc temperature channels are identical in 
configuration. All equipment features employed in normal or test 
operation are functionally identical.  

3.4.3.7 Calculating Module Trip Functions 

Refer to Figure 3.4-9. Each subsystem is provided with a 
calculating module. Taking inputs from most of the NI/RPS 
instrument channels, the calculating module continuously develops 
and adjusts several dynamic reactor trip setpoints, based on 
mathematical relationships between the measured plant parameters.  
Three trip functions are based on setpoints determined by the 
calculating module; these are the flux/AT (startup) trip, the 
core offset trip, and the low DNBR trip. A fourth trip function, 
the RC pump status trip, is based solely on four digital inputs, 
one from each reactor coolant pump. In addition to these trips, 
the calculating module is provided with a "surveillance" trip 
function. A number of self-checks and comparisons are performed 
by the module periodically; detection of an off-normal condition 
will result in a channel trip.  

The calculating module is also provided with its own manual test 
functions. During periodic subsystem test, the operability of 
all trip functions, input circuits, output contacts, and several 
module internal functions can be verified.  

3.4.3.7.1 Core Offset - Reactor Trip 

Core offset is defined as power imbalance divided by total power, 
or A4/4m. The function of the offset calculation is to establish 
a dynamic flux trip setpoint, based on power imbalance, in order 
to minimize unequal power distribution within the core at 
operating power levels.  

In determining the offset trip setpoint, the calculating module 
utilizes the total power signal from the summing amplifier, and 
the power imbalance signal from the scaled difference amplifier 
(both in the neutron monitoring instrument channel; refer to 
Section 3.4.3.1). The calculated flux setpoint also varies as a 
function of whether offset is positive or negative (whether power 
distribution is greater at the top or at the bottom of the core).  
Below 10% of rated power, the value of offset is automatically
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set to zero; consequently, the offset trip function is inhibited 
below 10% power.  

In the event the offset trip setpoint is exceeded a solid state 

trip output is placed in a nonconducting mode. The offset trip 

output is shared by two othercalculating module trip functions, 
the low DNBP trip and the RC pumps status trip. As shown in 

Figure 3.4-6, placing this output in the nonconducting state will 

cause the subsystem RT module trip string to "open", initiating a 
channel trip.  

3.4.3.7.2 RC Pumps Status - Reactor Trip 

The RC pump status trip prevents reactor operation when the 

Reactor Coolant System flow capacity is reduced to an 

unacceptable level. The Reactor Coolant System is provided with 

four RC pumps, two in each of Loop A and Loop B. The system may 

be operated in any of 3 RC pump status conditions: 2/2, 2/1, 1/1 

(two pumps running in each loop, two pumps running in one loop 
with one pump running in the other, or one pump running in each 

loop). Unacceptable operating conditions are 2/0, 1/0, 0/0, and 

in any of these cases, an RC pump status trip is issued.  

A single relay output contact (for each NI/RPS subsystem) is 

provided for each reactor coolant pump; closure or opening of the 

contact provides indication of the pump status (running/not 
running). The contact outputs are fed to the calculating module 

(through its contact buffer), where the status comparison is 

made.  

In the event an unacceptable RC pump status is detected, a solid 

state trip output is placed in a nonconducting mode. Placing 
this output (which is shared with the low DNBR and offset trip 
functions) in a nonconducting mode will cause the subsystem RT 

module trip string to "open", generating a channel trip. As 
shown in Figure 3.4-6, the RC pump status trip ( and all other 
calculating module trips) are disabled when shutdown bypass is in 

effect.  

3.4.3.7.3 Flux/AT (Startup) - Reactor Trip 

The flux/AT trip function is intended to provide protection 

against severe power transients occurring while in the startup 

(near zero) power range. The flux/AT trip is based on a fixed 

setpoint; a trip is issued if total flux is greater than 15% of 

rated power and the temperature differential across the reactor 

core (AT) is less than 80 F. The temperature differential across 

the core is defined as the difference between the reactor coolant 

hot leg and cold leg temperatures. If AT is greater than 80 F, 

the flux/AT trip is disabled, and the calculating module provides 

a local indication that the trip function is not in effect.



Additionally, this trip function is disabled (as are the offset, 
DNBR, and RC pump status trips) while shutdown bypass is in 
effect.  

In determining whether a flux/AT trip is required, the 
calculating module utilizes the total power signal from the 
neutron monitoring channel summing amplifier (Section 3.4.3.1), 
the outlet temperature signal, Loop A and B inlet temperature 
signal, and the RC pump status.  

In the event that both of the aforementioned conditions are met, 
a flux/AT trip is issued, causing a solid state output contact to 
be placed in a nonconducting mode. This action effectively 
causes the subsystem PT module trip string to "open", generating 
a channel trip.  

3.4.3.7.4 Low DNBR - Reactor Trip 

The low DNBR trip is a calculated function which serves to 
protect the reactor core from a departure from nucleate boiling 
(DNB). Utilizing several measured parameters and a number of 
stored constants, several mathematical expressions are computed 
to determine a flux trip setpoint. Employed in the determination 
of the low DNBR flux trip setpoint are reactor coolant pressure, 
inlet temperature, RC pump status, and core offset (refer to 

* Section 3.4.3.7.1). The low DNBR trip provides backup protection 
for several primary NI/RPS trip functions, while functioning as 
the primary trip for certain reactor coolant flow transients.  

In the event the calculated low DNBR flux trip setpoint is 
exceeded, a solid state trip output is placed in a nonconducting 
mode. This action effectively causes the subsystem RT module 
trip string to "open", resulting in a channel trip. It should be 
noted that the low DNBR output is shared with the offset and RC 
pump status trip functions; these trips are all inhibited while 
shutdown bypass is in effect.  

3.4.3.8 Reactor Trip Module 

When abnormal plant operating conditions dictate that a reactor 
trip is required, the trip action is initiated by a channel trip.  
Channel trips are effected by bistables or by the calculating 
module and occur when a measured or calculated parameter setpoint 
is exceeded.  

All bistable and calculating module trip outputs are solid state 
switches; in the untripped state, the switches normally conduct.  
As shown in Figure-3.4-6, the trip outputs are wired in a series 
string, with a dc voltage applied to the circuit. In normal 
operation (all modules untripped), a -15V dc signal is present at 

Am the RT module channel trip input. By tripping any one module,
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the series string is opened, causing a loss of signal at the RT 
module channel trip input, and initiating a channel trip.  
Annunciation of channel trip occurs at redundant local and remote 
indicators.  

A channel trip causes four normally energized phototransistor 
isolation devices within the RT module to be deenergized. In the 

energized state, each device functions as a conducting transistor 
switch; deenergization causes the switch to "open". The output 

of one phototransistor is wired into the RT module two-out-of
four logic. The outputs of the remaining three phototransistors 
are sent to an optical encoder and are transmitted via optical 

link to the other 3 subsystems. In each subsystem, the signal is 

converted back to a relay contact actuation, which is wired into 

the subsystem 2/4 logic. Thus, a channel trip in one subsystem 
is simultaneously received by all 4 subsystems; the 2/4 logic of 
each subsystem receives a "channel tripped" signal, placing each 

2/4 logic network in a 1/3 configuration. Transmission of the 

channel trip signals by optical link provides for fiber optic 
cable as the sole interconnecting medium between subsystems.  
Refer to Section 3.4.3.9 for a description of the optical 
isolation system.  

Receipt of two channel trip signals at the RT module 2/4 logic 
causes a subsystem trip. The logic network trips, causing two 
solid state switches to become nonconducting; these switches 

control the vital ac supply to the associated CRD scram breaker 
undervoltage coil (refer to Figure 3.4-11). Deenergization of 
the CRD scram breaker undervoltage coil results in a breaker 

trip. Since channel trip signals are simultaneously input to all 

four subsystems, all four CRD breakers will trip simultaneously.  
A simultaneous trip of all 4 breakers may not occur if a 

subsystem malfunction has occurred. These situations are 

described in detail in the failure modes and effects analysis, 
Section 3.6.  

3.4.3.9 Optical Isolation System 

Refer to Figure 3.4-10. Signals transmitted between any of the 

four subsystems are transmitted only through optical links.. No 
electrically conductive cables are used between subsystems, 
precluding the possibility of propagation of electrical faults 

between subsystems. A subsystem can transmit or receive a 

channel trip or channel bypass signal in conjunction with any of 

the other subsystems.  

In the event of a channel trip, a trip signal (opened contact) is 

generated by the reactor trip module; this signal is fed into 
a 

dedicated digital input module. In this module, the digital 

input signal is encoded and is then sent to an optical 

transmitter. The optical transmitter converts the encoded signal
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to a modulated light signal; the light signal is fed into a fiber 
optic cable, which carries the signal to an optical receiver in 
another subsystem. Any failure of the fiber optic cable will 
result in a safe (tripped) system action.  

At the receiving subsystem, the optical receiver converts the 
modulated light signal back into an (encoded) electrical signal, 
which is subsequently fed into a deicated digital output module.  
The digital output module converts the encoded signal back to a 
digital (1 or 0) signal, which is the inverse of the digital.  
signal generated by the tripped subsystem. This digital signal 
is then fed into a contact output module, which converts the 
digital input signal to an open or closed relay output contact.  
The relay output contact is wired into the RT module 2/4 trip 
logic of the receiving subsystem. An open contact will input a 
channel tripped signal to the 2/4 logic, placing it in a 1/3 
configuration.  

The channel bypass interlock utilizes the optical isolation 
system in a similar fashion. Placing a channel in manual bypass 
causes a relay contact in the RT module to open; this contact is 
wired into the SS dedicated digital input module. Bypass signals 
are transmitted through the optical link in the same manner as 
are channel trip signals.  

Upon receipt of a channel bypass signal, a series contact string 
in the contact output module is opened.! Opening this contact 
string (in series with the RT module bypass circuit of the 
receiving subsystem) causes the channel bypass feature of the 
receiving subsystem to be inhibited., 

3.4.3.10 Subsystem Channel and Shutdown Bypass Features 

The subsystem channel bypass feature is described in Sections 
3.4.1 and 3.4.3.9. The shutdown bypass feature is described in 
Section 3.4.3.3. Referring to Table 3.6-4, it will be noted that 
no postulated single failure of shutdown-bypass-related 
components can prevent the initiation of a reactor trip, when 
required. Worst-case failures of these components cause the 
NI/RPS to be placed in a 2/3 configuration.  

Worst-case failures of channel-bypass-related components will 
cause the NI/RPS to be placed in a 2/3 configuration, as 
described in Tables 3.6-7 and 3.6-9. With one channel 
intentionally in the bypass mode (system operating in a 2/3 
configuration), a worst-case failure of a non-bypassed channel 
will cause the NI/RPS to be placed in a 2/2 configuration. No 
single failure will defeat the channel bypass interlock feature, 
in that simultaneous bypass of more than one subsystem would not 
be possible.
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3.5 Reactor Protection System Failure Analysis

3.5.1 single Failure Analysis 

Failure mode and effect analyses (FREAs) and fault tree diagrams 

(FTDs) were generated as part of the RPS single failure analysis.  

The purpose of the single failure analysis is to determine the 
vulnerability of the NI/RPS to single failures and to establish a 

system performance baseline for the common mode failure analysis 

(CMFA). The FMEAs and FTDs are presented in Sections 3.6 and 3.7 

respectively.  

The single failure analysis investigated each NI/RPS trip mode to 

determine if any single equipment failure could inhibit the 

actuation of a required protective trip. The analysis 

demonstrated that no single RPS equipment failure or support 

system interface failure would inhibit the actuation of a 

protective reactor trip.  

3.5.2 Common Mode Failure Analysis 

Common mode failures (CMFs) have been generally defined as 

multiple unit failures due to a single cause. The cause of 

failure may be separated into six broad and generic categories: 

1. Functional deficiencies 

2. Equipment design deficiencies 

3. Operation and maintenance errors 

4. External phenomena 

5. External normal environment.  

Table 3.5-1 presents a summary of preventive measures which are 

available to prevent CMFs. Each of the generic failure causes 

were addressed in the CMFA.  

The CMFA was developed for both the individual RT modes and for 

the integrated RPS which incorporated all the RT modes available 

at Bellefonte Units 1 and 2. The responsiveness of all available 

reactor trip modes to selected reactor transients was evaluated.  

Figure 3.5-1 presents a summary of the RTs available at 

Bellefonte Units 1 and 2 during each of the transients. The 

detailed results of the CMFA are most significant when evaluated 

from the viewpoint of the integrated RPS responsiveness to the 

selected transients.
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3.5.2.1 Combinations of Failures

The first step in the CMFA involves identification of the 
combinations of failures or events required for system failure.  
The single failure analysis generated the baseline data for the 
analysis of events and failure combinations which must exist to 
cause the loss of a RT function. Each RT function which is part 
of the Bellefonte Units 1 and 2 design was investigated to 
determine the combination of failures required to inhibit the 
function.  

The RPS equipment associated with each of the RT functions can be 
grouped into the following six major functional elements which 
could fail in a non-tripped state and inhibit the required RT: 

1. Sensor 
2. Sensor trip logic 
3. Channel trip logic 
4. Interchannel data link (transmit) 
5. Interchannel data link (receive) 
6. Subsystem trip logic.  

The first functional element, sensor, includes the sensor 
transmitter, power supply, and signal conditioning components.  
The second element consists of the bistable associated with the 
applicable RT mode. The third functional element, channel trip 
logic, includes all components from the bistables to the 
subsystem reactor trip module and to the optical data link with 
the other subsystems. The fourth element includes the subsystem 
fiber optic transmitter components and cables. The fifth element 
includes the subsystem fiber optic receiving equipment. The sixth 
element includes the subsystem trip module. The last four 
elements, channel trip logic through subsystem trip logic, are 
common for all trip modes in a given RPS subsystem.  

Figure 3.5-2 presents a typical array of RPS component failures 
required to inhibit a RT. The minimum number of element failures 
varies between two and three.  

3.5.2.2 CMFA During Transient 

The second step in the CHFA evaluates the overall effect of 
potential CMFs on the integrated RPS responsiveness to the 
following reactor transients.  

1. Rapid reactivity increase transient (rod ejection, rod 
withdrawal, end-of-life steam line rupture) 

2.. Uncontrolled rod withdrawal at near zero power 

3. Severe RC pump coastdown accident
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4. RC flow transient (pump mechanical failure)

5. RC flow transient (not pump mechanical failure) 

6. Low pressure transient 

7. Slow reactivity insertion pressure transient.  

The Reactor Protection System Topical Report, BAW-10085, Revision 

2, dated August 1977, was assessed for each of the seven 
transients to determine the primary RT mode responsive to the 

transient and to determine if any alternate trip modes were 
available to back up the primary mode. Figure 3.5-1 summarizes 
the analysis results.  

Table 3.5-1 presents a summary of preventive measures which have 
been successfully utilized to prevent CMFs. Specific preventive 

measures provided by the RPS design against various causes of 

CMFs are discussed for each of the transients in the following 
sections.  

3.5.2.2.1 Rapid Reactivity Increase Transient 

Functional Deficiencies: The functional and equipment diversity 

that exists in the RPS design is the primary defense against CMFs 

caused by functional deficiencies. Three RT modes, which monitor 

dissimilar plant operating parameters, can initiate a RT during 

the transient to mitigate the consequences of the transient. The 

parameters measured are flux, pressure, and temperature. Credit 

can also be taken for the equipment diversity of the flux, 

pressure, and temperature sensors plus the signal conditioning 
equipment associated with each of the sensors.  

Design or Manufacturing Deficiencies: Protection against CMFs 

due to design or manufacturing deficiencies of the RPS components 

is achieved by establishing and implementing a comprehensive 

quality assurance program, throughout the design, manufacturing 
and installation of this NI/RPS equipment. Any additional 

analysis to evaluate the RPS vulnerability to design or 

manufacturing deficiencies is outside the scope of this report.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The functional and equipment 

diversity between the three applicable RT modes (overpower, high 

RC outlet temperature, and high RC pressure) is reflected in 

differences in calibration and maintenance procedures. No single 

common mode error was hypothesized that could inhibit all three 

RTs responsive to the transient.  

External Phenomena: The NI/RPS equipment cabinets are located in 

the Main Control Room, where they are afforded protection from 

external physical phenomena such as missiles and pipe whip.
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However, contingent upon the arrangement and separation of the 
cabinets, the NI/RPS may prove vulnerable to CMF, induced by a 
postulated control room fire.  

An assessment of the NI/RPS cabinet configuration based on 
Regulatory Guide 1.120 and Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 
indicates that the proposed NI/RPS cabinet arrangement may not 
provide adequate separation, when considering fire as a possible 
cause of CIF.  

The NI/RPS cabinet design incorporates fiber optic and metal wall 
barriers between redundant circuits,. In addition, the system 
installation drawings provide for a two inch air gap between 
subsystem cabinet assemblies. In order to determine the adequacy 
of the separation provided by these measures, the following 
evaluations should be conducted in accordance with Regulatory 
Guide 1.120 and Branch Technical Position 9.5-1: 

1. Quantitative evaluation of the combustible loading 
inside and adjacent to the NI/RPS cabinets.  

2. Perform fire hazards analysis for Main Control Room.  

Following compilation of this information, it will be possible to 
accurately evaluate the separation provided for the NI/RPS 
cabinets. In lieu of conducting these analyses, the worst-case 
assumption must be made that a control room fire will induce a 
common-mode failure (it is assumed that the resultant over
heating will fail all four NI/RPS subsystems in the untripped 
state).  

The worst case analysis assumption that the RPS would fail in the 
untripped state due to the effects of overheating caused by 
external phenomena is extremely conservative. The RPS design 
incorporates numerous fail-safe features which could propagate a 
RT. Evaluation of the worst case analysis assumption is outside 
the scope of this report.  

External Normal Environment. Proven hardware and design concepts 
have been incorporated as part of the RPS design philosophy.  
Standard, reliable equipment or components have been included 
throughout the RPS design. The.operating envelope design 
specifications for all RPS equipment are compatible with both the 
plant environment during normal operation and the environment 
propagated by the postulated reactor transients. In addition to 
the standardization of components with proven designs, the 
following measures, which are recognized preventive measures 
against CMFs propagated by external normal enviornment, are 
normally part of the Bellefonte Unit 1 and 2 RPS design: 

1. Functional diversity
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2. Design administrative controls

3. Operational administrative controls 

4. Safe failure modes 

5. Equipment diversity 

No CMF, caused by external normal environment, was hypothesized 
which would inhibit any automatic reactor trip mode.  

3.5.2.2.2 Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawal at Near Zero Power 

Functional Deficiencies: The functional and equipment diversity 
that exists in the RPS design is the primary defense against CMFs 
caused by functional deficiencies. Two RT modes, which monitor 
dissimilar plant operating parameters, can initiate a RT during 
the transient to mitigate the consequences of the transient. The 
parameters measured are flux, pressure, and temperature. Credit 
can also be taken for the equipment diversity of the flux, 

pressure, and temperature sensors plus the signal conditioning 
equipment associated with each of the sensors.  

Design or manufacturing Deficiencies: The discussion presented 
for the rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) 
is applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The functional and equipment 
diversity between the two applicable RT modes (power/ AT and high 
RC pressure) is reflected in differences in calibration and 
maintenance procedures. No single common mode error was 
hypothesized that could inhibit both RTs responsive to the 
transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 
Section 3.5.2.2.  

External Normal Environment: The discussion presented for the 

rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is 
applicable for this transient and all transient events discussed 
in section 3.5.2.2.  

3.5.2.2.3 Severe RC Pump Coastdown Accident 

Functional Deficiencies: The functional and equipment diversity 
that exist in the RPS design is the primary defense against CMFs 
caused by functional deficiencies. Two RT modes, which monitor 

dissimilar plant operating parameters, can initiate a RT during
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the transient to mitigate the consequences of the transient. The 

parameters measured are flux, flow (Ap), and contacts which 
indicate the pump on-off status. Credit can also be taken for 
the equipment diversity of the flux, flow, and pump status 
sensors plus the signal conditioning equipment associated with 
each of the sensors.  

Design or Manufacturing Deficiencies: The discussion presented 
for the rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) 
is applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The functional and equipment 
diversity between the two applicable RT modes (PC pump status and 

power/flow) is reflected in differences in calibration and 
maintenance procedures. No single common mode error was 
hypothesized that could inhibit both RTs responsive to the 
transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 
Section 3.5.2.2.  

External Normal Environment: The discussion presented for the 
rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is 
applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

3.5.2.2.4 RC Flow Transient - Initiated by Pump Mechanical 
Failure 

Functional Deficiencies: The functional and equipment diversity 
that exists in the RPS design is the primary defense against CMFs 
caused by functional deficiencies. Four PT modes, which monitor 
dissimilar or a combination of plant operating parameters, can 
initiate a RT during the transient to mitigate the consequences 
of the transient. The parameters measured are pressure, 
temperature, pump status flux, and flow. Credit can also be 
taken for the pressure, temperature, flux, flow and pump status, 
sensors plus the signal conditioning equipment associated with 
each of the sensors.  

Design or Manufacturing Deficiencies: The discussion presented 
for the rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) 
is applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The functional and equipment 
diversity between the four applicable RT modes (power/flow, low 

A DNBR, high RC outlet temperature, and high RC pressure) reflected
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in.differences in calibration and maintenance.procedures. No 
single common mode error was hypothesized that could inhibit all 
four responses to the transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 
section 3.5.2.2.  

External Normal Environment: Thp.discussion presented for the 

rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is 

applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

3.5.2.2.5 RC Flow Transient - Not Initiated by Pump iechanical 
Failure 

Functional Deficiencies:. The functional and equipment diversity 
that exists in the RPS design is the primary defense against CMFs 
caused by functional deficiencies. Two RT modes, 'which, monitor 
dissimilar or a combination of plant operating parameters, can 
initiate a RT during the transient to mitigate the consequences 
of.the transient. The parameters measured are flux, pressure, 
flow, temperature, and,pump status. Credit can also be taken for 

the equipment.diversity of the flux, pressure,,temperature,.flow, 
and pump status sensor plus the ,signal conditioning equipment 
associtaed with each of the sensors.  

Design or Manufacturing Deficiencies: The discussion presented 

for the rapid reactivity increase.transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) 
is applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The functional and equipment 
diversity between the two applicable RT modes (low DNBR and 

power/flow) is reflected in differences in calibration and 
maintenance procedures. No ,single common mode error was 
hypothesized that could inhibit both RTs responsible to the 
transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 

Section 3.5.2.2.  

External Normal Environment: The discussion presented for the 

rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is 

applicable for this transient event and all transient events 

discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.
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3.5.2.2.6 Low Pressure.Transient 

Functional Deficiencies: The functional and equipment diversity 
that exists in the RPS design is the primary defense against CMFs 
caused by functional deficiencies. Two RT modes, which monitor 
dissimilar plant operating parameters, can initiate a RT during 
the transient to mitigate the consequences of the transient. The 
parameters measured are pressure and level. No credit can be 
taken for equipment diversity because both the pressure sensor 
and the level sensor (Ap) and their associated signal 
conditioning equipment are similar in configuration.  

Design or Manufacturing Deficiencies: The discussion presented 
for the rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) 
is applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The calibration and maintenance 
procedures for the pressure and level sensor channels could be 
very similar. Worst case analysis postulated that the bistable 
setpoints were erroneously calibrated to remain in the untripped 
state when a low level signal is present. This would disable 
both the low level and the low pressure RTs. However, it was 
postulated that the error was consistent and the high pressure 
and high level bistables were also miscalbirated and would trip 
on low level and low pressure. No single common mode error was 
hypothesized that would inhibit all possible RTs during a low 
pressure transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 
Section 3.5.2.2.  

External Normal Environment: The discussion presented for the 
rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is 
applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.  

3.5.2.2.7 Slow Reactivity Insertion Pressure Transient 

Functional Deficiencies: The discussion presented for the low 
pressure transient (Section 3.5.2.2.6) is applicable for this 
transient.  

Design or Manufacturing Deficiencies: The discussion presented 
for the rapid reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) 
is applicable for this transient event and all transient events 
discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.
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Operating or Maintenance Errors: The calibration and maintenance 
procedures for the pressure and level sensor channels could be 

very similar. Worst case analysis postulated that the bistable 
setpoints were erroneously calibrated to remain in the untripped 
state when a high level signal is present. This would disable 
both the high level and the high pressure RTs. However, it was 

postulated that the error was consistent and the low pressure and 
low level bistables were also miscalibrated and would trip on 

high level and high pressure. No single common mode error was 

hypothesized that would inhibit all possible RTs during a slow 
reactivity insertion pressure transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 
Section 3.5.2.2.  

Operating or Maintenance Errors: The calibration and maintenance 

procedures for the pressure and level sensor channels could be 

very similar. Worst case analysis postulated that the bistable 

setponts were erroneously calibrated to remain in the untripped 
state when a high level signal is present. This would disable 
both the high level and the high pressure RTs. However, it was 

postulated that the error was consistent and the low pressure and 

low level bistables were also miscalibrated and would trip on 

high level and high pressure. No single common mode error was 

hypothesized that would inhibit all possible PTs during a slow 
reactivity insertion pressure transient.  

External Phenomena: The discussion presented for the rapid 
reactivity increase transient (Section 3.5.2.2.1) is applicable 
for this transient event and all transient events discussed in 
Section 3.5.2.2.  

3.6 Reactor Protection System Failure Modes and Effects 
Analysis 

Each trip channel was analyzed on a modular basis, by postulating 
failure modes and causes for each successive module in a given 

trip string. The resultant effects on the NI/RPS system were 
determined in each case through use of the system schematics, 
technical manuals, and other system documentation. In some 

cases, determination of the effects of a failure required 

analysis at the component level (i.e., transistor, resistor), 
while in other cases, a "Black Box" analysis was adequate.  

Table Title 

3.6-1 Reactor Overpower Trip Channel 
3.6-2 Reactor Power/Flow Trip Channel 
3.6-3 Reactor Coolant Temperature Trip Channel
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3.6-4 Reactor Coolant Pressure Trip Channels 
3.6-5 Pressurizer Level Trip Channel 
3.6-6 Calculating Module Trips 
3.6-7 Reactor Trip Module 
3.6-8 Subsystem Power Supplies 
3.6-9 Optical Isolation System 
3.6-10 Cabinet Cooling Fan System 

3.7 Reactor Protection System Fault Tree Diagram 

Fault tree diagrams have been generated for the NI/RPS. The top 
level event postulated for the fault tree development is that the 
system did not initiate a protective reactor trip when required.  
The top level fault tree diagram is presented in Figure 3.7-2.  
Standard fault tree symbols were used in the fault tree diagram 
presentation. Figure 3.7-1 identifies and defines the symbols 
depicted in the fault tree diagram. The fault tree diagrams 
(Figures 3.7-2 through 3.7-31) have incorporated triangular 
transfer symbols to identify sub-trees which would lead to the 
event depicted. Table 3.7-1 presents a listing of transfer 
symbol numbers and the figure number which defines the transfer 
symbol.  

4.0 CONTROL ROD DRIVE CONTROL SYSTEM TRIP BREAKERS 

4.1 Introduction 

The CRDCS Trip Actuation System is designed to remove 480V ac rms 
source power from the CRDCS system within 80 milliseconds upon 
receipt of a command from the Reactor Trip Switch(es) and/or the 
Reactor Protection System Equipment. The removal of 120 VAC 
channels "A", "B", "C", and "D" from the respective trip breaker 
undervoltage coils in a one-out-of-two-taken-twice configuration 
(Figure 4.1-1) constitutes a system trip function.  

4.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to identify single failures that 
could cause an individual trip breaker to fail under trip-command 
conditions, and to investigate if the system trip function would 
be jeopardized should such failures exist.  

4.3 Summary and Conclusions 

No credible single failure could be established in the trip 
actuation system that would prevent a system trip function. The 
Diamond Power IE equipment was analyzed in accordance with RG 
1.53 and found acceptable utilizing tests completed under B&W 
inquiry for RG 1.75.
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The DPSC Report #665E-1-15 demonstrated that a fire internal to a 
breaker compartment did not impair the trip function of that 
breaker. The breaker cabinet assembly is made of fire retardant 
material, therefore, a fire internal to any breaker compartment 
would not be transferred to any other compartment of that same 
breaker or to other redundant channels.  

4.4 Basis for Analysis 

4.4.1 Analysis and Design Criteria 

The Control Rod Drive Control System Trip Breaker failure 
analysis will be governed by, but not limited to, the following 
design and analysis criteria: 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.53, "Application of the Single
Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Plant Protection 
System." 

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for Protection Systems 
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." 

3. IEEE Standard 379-1972, "Trial-Use Guide for the 

Application of the Single-Failure Criterion to Nuclear 
Power Generating Station Protection System." 

4. IEEE Standard 352-1975, "Guide for General Principles of.  

Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Generating Station 
Protection Systems." 

4.4.2 References 

1. Diamond Power Report 665-1-75, "Qualification to Heet RG 
1.75." 

2. Diamond Power Report 665-77-1, "CRDCS Trip Breaker 
Reliability Study." 

4.4.3 Analysis Assumption 

The discussion has addressed the breaker internal wiring and 
circuitry. The assumption to external cabling and power sources 
is as follows: RPS cabling to provide trip signals are isolated 

from each other and other IE channels and from Non-IE cabling in 
accordance with the guidelines/criteria of RG 1.75/IEEE 384.  

4.5 CRDCS Trip Breaker Failure Analysis 

This analysis used fault-tree methods to approach an individual 

breaker trip failure from a systematic direction. The fault-tree 

was organized to develop the failure from three separate paths:
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1. Mechanical failure

2. Electrical failure 

3. Breaker reclosing following trip 

4.5.1 Mechanical Failures 

Manufacturing errors are detected by the CRDC manufacturer during 
functional testing prior to shipment to the plant site. Further 
functional testing is also performed at the utility installation 
before the system is put into service.  

A failed component shown on the fault-tree diagram (Figure 4.6-1) 
classified as Type 1 or 2 or 3 Detectable. These failures are 
detected during periodic testing after installation, and would 
not prevent the system redundancy from completing the trip 
function during the period between scheduled tests.  

4.5.2 Electrical Failures 

The prevention of trip capability due to proximity of IE to Non
IE wiring and components within the control areas of the breaker 
enclosure is not credible as demonstrated by Tables 4.5-1 and -2 
and DPSC Test Report 665-1-75, "Qualifiction to Meet RG 1.75." 

The failures described on the fault-tree path again can be 
classed as Type 1 or 2 or 3 Detectable. Manufacturing wiring 
errors are detected by functional testing prior to shipment to 
the utility. Again, further testing at the utility installation 
would assure proper breaker operation before the CRDC Trip System 
is put into service.  

Table 4.5-2 outlines the communication paths between the breaker 
assemblies. No prevention of individual breaker trip capability 
was found to exist.  

4.5.3 Breaker Reclosing Following Trip 

This failure is classified as Type 1 or 3 Detectable. Should it 
occur, the system redundancy would enable completion of the trip 
function. The analysis is shown on Sheet 21of Figure 4.6-1.  

4.6 CRDC Fault Tree Analysis 

Figure 4.6-1 is the fault tree diagram for the CRDC trip breaker.  

5.0 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM 

5.1 Introduction
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The Babcock and Wilcox Company Engineered Safety Features 
Actuation System (ESFAS) has been designated for use in 
Bellefonte Units 1 and 2.  

To ensure the availability of ESFAS protective functions under 

all plant operating conditions, a detailed single failure 

analysis of the B&W ESFAS was performed. During the course of 
the single failure analysis, failure mode and effect analyses and 
fault tree diagrams were developed for the B&W ESFAS.  

This report presents the results of the single failure analysis 
and the resultant qualitative conclusions regarding system 
availability.  

5.2 Summary and Conclusions 

The Bellefonte Unit 1 and 2 Engineered Safety Features Actuation 

System (ESFAS) design has been reviewed in detail to determine 
the system vulnerability to both single and common mode failures.  
Analyses were performed to determine if hypothesized single and 
common mode failures could inhibit any of the ESFAS functions 
described in Section 5.4.3. Failure mode and effects analysis 
(FHEA) and fault tree diagrams (FTD's) were generated to 
establish baseline for evaluating the system vulnerability to 
both single and common mode failure..  

The FMEA and FTD's demonstrated that no single ESFAS equipment 
failure could inhibit the actuation of any function described in 

Section 5.4.3.  

The common mode failure analysis was conducted by correlation of 

the results of the FHEAs with ESFAS design data, plant design and 

other factors as described in Section 5.5. The common mode 
failure analysis established that the ESFAS may be vulnerable to 

common mode failure, induced by a control room fire. An 
assessment of the ESFAS cabinet configuration based on Regulatory 
Guide 1.120 and Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 indicates that 

the proposed ESFAS cabinet arrangement may not provide adequate 

separation, when considering fire as a possible cause of CMF. As 

noted in Section 5.5, further analysis would be required in order 
to accurately assess the extent of this vulnerability, if any.  

Development of these analyses is beyond the scope of this 
document.  

5.3 Basis for Analysis 

The purpose of the single failure analysis for the ESFAS is to 

demonstrate how the system complies with Regulatory Guide 1.53, 

"Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power 
Plant Protection Systems," IEEE Standard 379-1972, "Trial Use 

Guide for the Application of Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear
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Power Generating Station Protection Systems," and the single 
failure criterion from IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for 
Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." The 
scope of the analysis has been limited in accordance with the 
definition of plant protection systems per IEEE.  

The analysis was performed at the system level and included all 
signals leaving and entering the ESFAS cabinets located in the 
Main Control Room. Within the ESFAS cabinets, the analysis was.  
performed at the module level. Table 5.3-1 presents a summary of 
failure mode considerations that were incorporated into the 
failure analysis. Figure 5.3-1 identifies the ESFAS interfaces.  
Table 5.3-2 is a glossary of terms that describe the method of 
detection of postulated failures in the FNEA tables.  

Section 5.3.1 identifies applicable analysis and design criteria.  
Section 5.3.2 presents a summary of assumptions that were 
incorporated into the analysis.  

5.3.1 Analysis and Design Criteria 

The ESFAS failure analysis will be governed by, but not limited 
to, the following design and analysis criteria: 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.53, "Application of the Single 
Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Plant Protection 
Systems." 

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for Protection Systems 
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." 

3. IEEE Standard 379-1972, "Trial-Use Guide for the 
Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear 
Power Generating Station Protection Systems." 

4. IEEE Standard 352-1975, "Guide for General Principles 
of Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Generating 
Station Protection Systems." 

5. Regulatory Guide 1.75, "Physical Independence of 
Electric Systems." 

5.3.2 Analysis Assumptions 

System design descriptions, drawings and procedures were provided 
by the Babcock & Wilcox Company for use in this analysis.  
Assumptions were made about detailed system operation and design 
when the referenced data was not adequate or explicit enough. In 
making these assumptions, a conservative approach was taken in 
all cases; systems and components were assumed to fail in the
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least desirable mode. The following assumptions were 
incorporated into the ESFAS failure analysis: 

1. Separate and independent RC pressure bypass switches are 
used in analog subsystems A, B, and C.  

2. When.the dedicated.digital input (DDI) module, optical 
transmitter (OT),, or optical receiver (OR) module .loses 
its inputpower, the dedicated digital output (DDO) 
module detects off-nominal frequency or absence of a 
signal, and provides trip signals at the output.  

3. %hen.the DDO module or the digital output driver (DOD) 
module loses its input power, the output fails 
untripped.  

4. In the fault trees it was assumed that a redundant 

digital channel (A or B) in a protective system will be 

disabled if any one of the unit control modules in that 

channel fails. i detailed analysis of each unit control 

module failure and its impact on the system's 
performance is required to determine whether a unit 
control module failure can disable a safety system.  
This detailed analysis is not within the scope of this 

report.  

5. In the fault trees it was assumed that failure of either 
output in a unit control module will fail the unit 
control module. Most of the unit control modules supply 
actuation signals to two independent controllers. Since 

analysis of each controlled device and its effect on the 

system is outside of the scope of this analysis, for 
conservatism, a complete failure of a unit control 
module has been assumed.  

6. HPI, LPI, and MSIV fault trees - The HPI and LPI trips 
can be initiated with RC, RB, SG-A, or SG-B bistables 
and the MSIV trip can be initiated with RB, SG-A or SG-B 
bistables, thus providing functional diversity for trip 
actuation. However in the fault trees it was assumed, 
for example, that the failure to initiate HPI can be 

caused by failure of any one bistable in the wired OR 

logic. For conservatism it is assumed that during a 
transient only one monitored variable will change and 
the bistable fails to trip.  

7. Separate +15V dc power supplies are used in the analog 
and digital subsystems.  

8. In the analysis of transmitter power supplies, it was 
assumed that "off nominal output" failure mode is
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possible and could be caused by a failure of the power 
supply voltage regulator or other internal circuit 
failure. For the worst case analysis it was assumed 
that this failure could inhibit a trip.  

5.3.3 Assumptions Based on ESFAS Interface Design Considerations 

In order to demonstrate that the ESFAS will remain functional in 
spite of any single failure, it is necessary to make certain 
assumptions regarding the ESFAS interface with other plant 
systems. These assumptions include: 

1. Number and location of process sensor taps 

2. Routing of sensing lines 

3. Routing of electrical cables 

4. Separation/redundancy of power supplies 

5. Location of ESFAS cabinets 

6. IE to IE, IE to non-IE interfaces 

Sensing Taps 

It is assumed that redundant, separate process connections are 
provided for redundant parametric measurements. Spacing between 
redundant taps is maximized, and may be enhanced by the use of 
qualified missile/pipe whip/fire barriers.  

Routing of Sensing Lines and Electrical Cables 

It is assumed that the sensing lines from the process taps to the 
detectors will be routed such that redundant lines are not 
subject to damage from a credible common cause, or adequate 
separation is maintained through the installation of qualified 
missile/pipe whip/fire barriers.  

It is assumed that any field wiring from detectors or power 
supplies to the ESFAS will be routed or otherwise protected such 
that redundant cables are not subject to damage from a credible 
common cause. As a minimum, the separation criteria of 
Regulatory Guide 1.75 will be employed.  

Separation/Redundance of Power Supplies 

Following ESFAS vital power supply alignment is assumed: 

ESFAS Element Vital Bus 

Analog Channel A I 
Analog Channel B IV 
Analog Channel C 
Digital Channel A
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Digital Channel B

Equipment Locations 

It is assumed that redundant local (field mounted) detectors are 
mounted on separate instrument racks where practical, or 
otherwise protected by qualified missile/pipe whip/fire barriers, 
as required to preclude simultaneous damage to redundant 
detectors from credible external phenomena.  

All ESFAS cabinets will be located in the Main Control Room, 
where they are protected from missile/pipe whip phenomena. In 
addition, the control room environment will maintain the required 
atmospheric conditions: 

a. Air temperature: 400 F to 1100 F 

b. Relative humidity: 80% maximum 

ESFAS Electrically Isolated Interfaces 

The only ESFAS interfaces requiring electrical isolation are 

those communicating between redundant divisions (IE) and those 

communicating with the non-IE environment. Interfaces between 

redundant divisions of class IE equipment are those between the 

redundant analog channels and the digital logic channels. All 

signals are transmitted between the analog and digital channels 
via fiber optic cables, which are electrically nonconductive, and 

qualified to IEEE-383 flame test criteria. All interfaces
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between the ESFAS cabinets and non-IE components or systems are 
through the Protection Auxiliary Cabinet (PAC), which is 
physically and electrically isolated from the ECFAS cabinets.  
All signals from the ESFAS to the PAC are transmitted via fiber 
optic cables, as described above. These precautions preclude the 
propagation of credible external electrical faults into the ESFAS 
circuitry.  

5.4 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Definition 

The Bellefonte Unit 1 and 2 Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
System (ESFAS) consists of all the sensor instrumentation, 
implifiers, bistable units, trip logic units, unit control 
modules and other equipment required to sense off-normal plant 
conditions and initiate action of various safety features devices 
to protect the reactor core during a LOCA, a steam line break, or 
a feedwater line break, and to mitigate the consequences of these 
accidents. The ESFAS initiates the following safety systems: 

1. High-pressure injection (HPI) 

2. Low-pressure injection (LPI) 

3. Decay heat removal letdown isolation valve interlock 
(DHI) 

4. Core flood isolation valve interlock (CFI) 

5. Reactor Building isolation and cooling (BIC) 

6. Reactor Building spray pump actuation (BSP) 

7. Reactor Building spray valve actuation (BSV) 

8. Isolation of main steam and main feedwater lines (MSIV) 

9. Auxiliary feedwater valve control (FOGG) 

10. Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) to Reactor Building 
emergency sump switchover.  

5.4.1 System Overview 

The ESFAS consists of three independent analog subsystems and two 
independent digital subsystems as shown in Figure 5.4-1. Each of 
the three analog subsystems monitors reactor coolant pressure 
(RC), Primary Containment pressure (RB), BWST level, and main 
steam line pressure of both steam generators (SG-A and SG-B).  
Each analog subsystem processes these signals through signal 
conditioning devices and bistables. The bistables compare the 
input signals to preset setpoints and output trip signals to the
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logic buffers when the trip conditions are satisfied. In the 
analog subsystems, a bistable trip deenergizes a corresponding 
logic buffer, the outputs of which feed trip signals through 
optic isolators to digital subsystems. Module withdrawal in a 
trip string, testing of a trip channel, or loss of vital power, 
will trip the affected analog trip channel.  

Each digital subsystem receives signals from the three analog 
subsystems. These signals feed into the 2/3 trip logic modules 
which generate and transmit output trip signals to the unit 
control modules when a coincidence of two out of three trip input 
signals exists. Each 2/3 trip logic module includes manual trip 
and reset capability. Each unit control module (except FOGG) 
includes an auto/manual pushbutton assembly which can be used to 
inhibit unit control module output after a trip has been 
initiated. A logic test module is included with each 2/3 trip 
logic module for complete testing of the trip logic and the 
associated unit control modules. The digital subsystems have to 
be energized to produce a trip output. Loss of power, module 
withdrawal or testing will not cause a digital channel trip.  

5.4.2 Definition of System and Analysis Boundary 

The system boundary for the single failure and common mode 
failure analyses has been defined from the sensor input to the 
ESFAS cabinets up to the unit control module output as shown in 

Figure 5.4-1. The effect of sensor failure has been included in 

the analyses. However, the analysis of all the possible failure 
modes of each sensor was out of scope. Switches and test 
equipment which directly interface with, and, if failed, can 
affect operation of ESFAS were included within the system 
boundary. The unit control module output relay contacts 
connection to the ESFAS cabinet terminals formed the ESFAS output 
boundary. The ESFAS-PAC system boundary has been assumed to be 
at the input to the PAC cabinets. The effect of the PAC system 
failures on the ESFAS have not been analyzed because adequate 
isolation exists .between ESFAS and PAC to meet single failure 
criteria. A faulted PAC cannot propagate a failure within the 
ESFAS.  

Plant parameter setpoints,included in this analysis are typical 
values. Required values are specified by the plant technical 
specifications.  

5.4.3 Definition of System Functions 

5.4.3.1 High Pressure and Low Pressure Injection - ECCI System 

The High Pressure (HPI) and. Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Systems 
are designed to furnish cooling water to the reactor core to 

compensate for a loss of normal cooling capacity which could
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result during a postulated LOCA. Figure 5.4-3 shows the analog 
portion of a HPI and LPI actuation channel. A conditioned RC 
pressure signal inputs into a trip and a bypass bistable. The 
trip bistable generates a trip signal when the RC pressure falls 
below the 1600 psig trip setpoint. The bypass bistable is used.  
to inhibit the trip bistable during normal periods of reactor 
depressurization. Under normal plant operating conditions the 
bypass bistable is tripped, opening the inhibit circuit. A wide 
deadband on the bypass bistable prevents it from resetting when 
RC pressure subsequently falls below the 1850 psig setpoint.  
During reactor depressurization the trip bistable is inhibited by 
depressing the RC pressure bypass switch when the RC pressure is 
1600 1RCP g1850 psig. Actuation of the RC pressure bypass switch 
also inhibits SG-A and SG-B trip bistables. The output of the 
trip bistable is a wired OR, using RC, RB, SG-A and SG-B trip 
bistable output phototransistors. Figure 5.4-2 shows a logic 
diagram representation of the bypass and trip functions. When 
any of the above bistables trip, the normally conducting 
photo-transistor in a bistable unit turns off, opening the wired 
OR circuit and deenergizing the auxiliary relay module HPI and 
LPI relays. The auxiliary relay module is used for trip signal 
isolation and signal fan out. Upon trip the auxiliary relay 
output contacts disconnect -15V dc power from the HPI and LPI 
logic buffers causing it to deenergize. The logic buffer output 
contacts open (relay F1.2 and K1.3 deenergized), sending trip 
signals to the digital A and B subsystems through the Dedicated 
Digital Link (DDL).  

A pressure test module is included in the RC pressure channel for 
testing of the buffer amplifier and checking of the bistable unit 
setpoints. When the RC pressure channel is in test the HPI and 
LPI logic buffers are tripped.  

5.4.3.2 Decay Heat Removal Letdown Isolation Valve 
Interlock and Control (DHI) 

The ESFAS portion of the DHI is designed to provide signals to 
automatically close valves DHV-XA and DHV-XB, (shown in Figure 
5.4-4) to prevent them from opening when the Reactor Coolant 
System pressure is greater than 400 psig.  

In the analog subsystem A, RC pressure signal is input into the 
DHI bistable. The bistable trips when the RC pressure is greater 
than 400 psig. The bistable output relay is connected to a 
contact buffer module which provides the actuation signals to 
DHV-XA. When the DHI bistable is in reset, the contact buffer 
output relay is energized. A bistable trip deenergizes the 
contact buffer output relay, transmitting an actuation signal to 
valve DHV-XA. In the analog subsystem B, the contact buffer 
output feeds into a DDL in the digital B subsystem as shown in 
Figure 5.4-11. The output of the DDL (DOD relay contact)
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connects to a contact buffer which provides the actuation signal 
foi valve DHV-XB. In normal operation the.DHI bistables are 
tripped and output continuous signals to close DHI valves. Loss 
of'power to the analog A subsystem will cause the DHV-XA valve to 
remain closed. Loss of power to the analog B subsystem will 
cause the DHV-XB valve to remain closed. Loss of power to the 
digital B DDL or DHI digital B contact buffer will cause the DHV
XB valve to receive an "open" signal from the DHI contact buffer, 
but this fault will not affect the valve position since the DBI 
valves are interlocked once they are closed.  

5.4.3.3 Core Flood Isolation Valve Interlock and Control 

The CFI is designed to automatically open and prevent closing of 
two isolation valves when the RC pressure is at or above 750 
psig. This ensures that the core flood tanks are capable of 

performing their emergency core cooling function when required.  
The CFI system valves are shown in Figure 5.4-5.  

In analog subsystem A, the RC pressure is input into a bistable 
which trips when the RC pressure is at or above 750 psig. In the 
untripped state, the bistable output is a closed relay K1.5 
contact which completes a circuit energizing contact buffer relay 
K2. When the bistable trips, relay K1.5 contact opens, 
deenergizing contact buffer relay K2. The output contacts of the 
contact buffer provide the signal for valve interlock and 
control. In analog subsystem B the output of the contact buffer 
feeds a signal to a DDL as shown in Figure 5.4-11. The output of 
the DDL connects to a contact buffer which provides the actuation 
signal for valve B. In normal operation the CFI valves are open.  
Loss of power to analog A, B or digital B subsystems will not 
affect the valve position since the CFI valves will be 
interlocked once they are opened.  

5.4.3.4 Reactor Building Pressure Channel 

Reactor Building integrity is ensured by two independent pressure 
reducing systems operating on different principles: the Reactor 
Building Spray System (BSS) and the Reactor Building Cooling and 
Isolation (BIC) Systems. These systems operate to prevent 
Reactor Building pressure from exceeding design limits for any of 
the spectrum of postulated Reactor Coolant System break sizes and 
to rapidly reduce the driving force for leakage of radioactive 
materials from the Reactor Building.  

Figure 5.4-6 shows a block diagram representation of the Reactor 
Building pressure trip channels. Both the BSS and BIC systems 

monitor the Reactor Building pressure. The measured pressure 
signal is processed through signal conditioning devices where it 
is converted to a 4-20 mA output signal. The output electrical 

signal is inversely proportional to the measured variable so that
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an instrumentation fault that produces a zero or low electrical 
signal will produce a trip output. A buffer amplifier converts 
the 4-20 mA signal to 0-10V dc signal and feeds it to three 
bistables: 

1. Reactor Building isolation and cooling (BIC) bistable 
which trips when the RB pressure exceeds 4 psig.  

2. Reactor Building spray pump (BSP) bistable which trips 
when the RB pressure exceeds 10 psig.  

3. Reactor Building spray valve (BSV) bistable which trips 
when the RB pressure exceeds.10 psig.  

The BIC bistable output is a wired OR logic with RC, SG-A and 
SG-B bistables as shown in Figure 5.4-2. When a BIC bistable 
trip occurs, the BIC, HPI, LPI and MSIV/MADV control logic 
buffers deenergize and trip one channel inside the trip logic 
modules associated with these logic buffers.  

The BSP and BSV bistables form the Reactor Building Spray System.  
The bistable output signal from each bistable feeds into the 
respective logic buffer modules which transmit a trip signal to 
the BSP and BSV trip logic.  

A pressure test module is included in the RB pressure channel for 
testing of the buffer amplifier and the bistable setpoints. When 
the RB pressure channel is under test, the BIC, BSP and BSV logic 
buffers are tripped.  

5.4.3.5 Main Steam Line Isolation (MSIV) and Modulating 
Atmospheric Dump Valve (MADV) Control 

The ESFAS is designed to trip the HPI, LPI and initiate main 
steamline and feedwater isolation in the event of a postulated 
steam or feedwater line break.  

Each analog subsystem monitors SG-A and SG-B pressure as shown in 
Figures 5.4-2 and 5.4-7. Each monitored variable is processed 
through signal conditioning electronics and a buffer amplifier.  
The output signal from the buffer amplifier in the SG-A channel 
is fed into the SG-A trip and bypass bistables. The output 
signal from the buffer amplifier in the SG-B channel is fed into 
the SG-B trip and bypass bistables. The SG-A and SG-B bistable 
output phototransistors are part of the wired OP logic with the 
RC and RB pressure bistable output signals as shown in Figure 
5.4-2. When SG-A or SG-B or RC or RB pressure bistable trips, 
the MSIV/MADV control, HPI and LPI logic buffers will deenergize 
and transmit trip signals to the digital subsystem 2/3 trip logic 
modules.



During startup and reactor depressurization the SG-A and SG-B 
trip bistables are bypassed by the SG-A and SG-B bypass 
bistables. The bypass bistables will inhibit the SG-A and SG-B 
bistables when the SG pressure is less than 750 psig and the RC 
pressure bypass switch is in the "bypass" position.  

Each steam generator pressure channel includes a pressure test 
module for buffer amplifier testing and checking of the bistable 
set points. Initiation of a pressure test in either pressure 
channel will trip the MSIV/MADV control logic buffer.  

5.4.3.6 Feed Only Good Generator (FOGG) 

Figure 5.4-8 shows SG-A and SG-B auxiliary feedwater (AFW) valve 
arrangement. Auxiliary feedwater flow to each steam generator is 
controlled with four valves. Three valves receive independent 
actuation signals from the three analog subsystems. The 
actuation signal for the fourth valve is supplied by the digital 
subsystem B. The AFW valve logic (or FOGG) is designed to 
prevent a single failure in the FOGG actuation system or an AFW 
valve failure from: 

1. Terminating AFW flow to a good steam generator, and 

2. Supplying AFW flow to a failed steam generator.  

The FOGG actuation system is designed to provide, in the presence 
of an ECCI trip, "open" or "close" signals to the AFW valves in 
accordance with the following criteria: 

1. If both or neither steam generator is pressurized, AFW 
flow is established to both steam generators.  

2. If only one steam generator is pressurized, AFW flow is 
established to that unit, and continuous close signals 
are transmitted to terminate flow to the unpressurized 
steam generator.  

Figure 5.4-9 shows a typical FOGG initiation logic in an analog 
subsystem.. To derive the initiation logic, the SG-A and SG-B 
bistable output relays are used in conjunction with two AFW 
contact buffers. The contact buffer modules are deenergized in 
the absence of an ECCI trip. When an ECCI trip occurs (Ch 1A or 
Ch 1B) the contact buffer modules are energized and will respond 
to input signals from the SG-A and SG-B bistables as shown in 
Table 5.4-1.  

A fourth, independent FOGG actuation channel for AF.W valves V6B 

and V8A is derived from the three analog subsystems and the 
digital B subsystem as follows.
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In each analog subsystem two output phototransistors in the SG-A 
and SG-B bistables are connected as shown in Figure 5.4-10. A 
normally conducting phototransistor (bistable urLripped) is 
represented with a closed contact and a phototransistor 
conducting when the bistable is tripped, is represented with an 
open contact. Figure 5.4-10 also shows the four possible trip 
combinations. FOGG1 and FOGG2 outputs from Figure 5.4-10 feed 
into a digital output driver (DOD) module (Figure 5.4-11) where 
each input is connected to a parallel set of Ch 1A and Ch 1B N.O.  
relay contacts. These contacts respond to ECCI (Ch 1A and Ch 1B) 
actuation signals.  

Channel 1A and 1B actuation signals are derived as follows. A 
normally open contact from Ch 1A unit control module feeds into a 
dedicated digital input module (DDI) which transmits a pulsed 
signal to the optical transmitter (OT).. The OT transmits the 
pulsed signal through the optical link and the optical receiver 
(OR) to the dedicated digital output module (DDO). The output of 
the DDO module is a logic 1 which inputs into the digital output 
driver module (DOD). The exclusive-OR gate at the DOD input is 
set up to invert the incoming signal (one input of the gate is 
connected to +5V dc). Since both inputs are high, the DOD module 
output relays remain deenergized. If, for example, the Ch 1A (or 
Ch 1B) unit control module output contact closes, the DOD module 
output relays will energize. The output relays (Ch 1A and Ch 1B) 
connect the steam generator bistable FOGG1 and FOGG2 outputs to a 
noninverting DDI module. When the DOD output contacts are open 
(one SG is tripped or Ch 1A and Ch 1B are untripped), the DDI 
module transmits a pulsed signal to the OT. The OT transmitts 
the pulsed signal through the optical link and the OR into a DOD 
module, the output of which will be a logic 0 (the output NAND 
gate inverts the signal). The logic 0 is input into a 
noninverting exclusive-OR gate in the DOD module. Since both 
inputs into the exclusive-OR gate are low, the output relays 
which are used to trip the FOGG1 and FOGG2 2/3 trip logic inputs, 
remain deenergized. The inputs into the 2/3 trip logic remain 
open and the FOGG unit control modules remain deenergized. 'If 
the input into the noninverting DDI module is a short to ground 
(SG bistable is untripped and Ch 1A or Ch 1B tripped) the DOD 
module output relay(s) will energize, shorting the 2/3 FOGG1 (or 
FOGG2) trip logic inputs to ground through the closed DOD output 
contacts. This will energize a single channel inside the 2/3 
trip logic module.  

Based on the above description the FOGG1 and FOGG2 channels are 
assumed to operate as follows: 

1. In the absence of an ECCI trip the FOGG1 and FOGG2 unit 
control modules remain deenergized regardless of what 
the steam generator A and B FOGG1 and FOGG2 output 
states are.
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2. In the presence of an ECCI trip the following can occur: 

a. If both SG-A and SG-B bistables are both untripped 
or tripped, FOGG1 and FOGG2 inputs into the 
noninverting DDI module are shorted to ground. The 
FOGG1 and FOGG2 unit control modules will energize 
and the normally closed output contact in each 
module opens. The FOGG unit control module output 
relay is in series with a normally open Ch 1B (ECCI 
trip) unit control module output relay. Since the 
FOGG (1 and 2) unit control module output relays 
are open, the AFW valves V8A and V6B remain open.  

b. SG-A tripped and SG-B untripped - FOGG1 input into 
the noninverting DDI module is an open (open 
circuit inside SG-A bistable) which will keep FOGG1 
unit control module deenergized. Since FOGG1 unit 
control module is deenergized and Ch 1B unit 
control module is energized the output contacts in 
these modules are closed sending a "close" signal 
to valve V8A. FOGG2 input into the noninverting 
DDI module is a short to ground (inside the 
bistable) which will energize FOGG2 2/3 trip logic 
module and its unit control module. The FOGG2 unit 
control module open output relay contact is in 
series with a closed Ch 1B UC module output relay 
and the AFW valve V6B receives an "open" signal.  

c. SG-A untripped and SG-B tripped - FOGG2 unit 
control module will output a "close" signal to 
valve V6B and FOGG1 will output an "open" signal to 
valve V8A.  

Table 5.4-2 shows the digital subsystem B FOGG logic.  

5.4.3.7 Borated Water Storage Tank to Reactor Building 

Emergency Sump Switchover 

The BWST switchover system is designed to open the two Reactor 
Building emergency sump valves and the two low pressure injection 
to high pressure injection crossover valves before the BWST 
coolant supply is exhausted during HPI and LPI System operation.  

In the BWST switchover system shown in Figure 5.4-12, BWST level 

signal is processed through signal conditioning electronics, a 
buffer amplifier, and is input into a low level trip bistable.  

In analog subsystem A, the BWST level signal is also fed into a 

low level pretrip bistable and a high level alarm bistable. The 

output of the bistable is a relay contact (which is closed when 
the trip bistable is untripped) supplying -15V dc to the BWST 
logic.buffer. When a low level trip occurs, the bistable output
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relay contact opens, deenergizing the BWST logic buffer. Two 
independent outputs from the logic buffer input into the digital 
A and B subsystems through the dedicated digital link.  

A level test module is included in the BWST channel for on-line 
testing of the BWST buffer amplifier and checking of the bistable 
setpoints. During testing, the BWST channel is tripped.  

5.4.4 Dedicated Digital Link, 

The logic buffer module in each analog channel provides separate 
trip signals to the digital A and digital B subsystems. Figure 
5.4-13 shows the Dedicated Digital Link (DDL) used for electrical 
isolation between the analog and the digital subsystems.  

Figure 5.4-13 shows only one DDL which interfaces analog 
subsystem A to digital subsystem A. Another DDL is used to 
interface analog subsystem A to digital subsystem B. The DDL 
includes the dedicated digital input (DDI), optical transmitter 
(OT), optic cables, optical receiver (OR), dedicated digital 
output (DDO) and digital output device (DOD) modules. The DDI 
module receives trip signals from the HPI, LPI, BIC, BSP, BSV, 
MSIV and BWST logic buffers. Under normal plant operating 
conditions logic buffer output contacts are closed shorting the 
DDI inputs to ground. If any one logic buffer trips, a DDI input 
will open which corresponds to a tripped state. The DDI module 
is set to operate in the inverting mode and outputs a pulsed 
signal which corresponds to a tripped state to the OT. The 
signal is transmitted through the fiber optics to the OR and DDO 
module. In the DDO module the pulsed signal is converted to a 
standard TTL or CMOS voltage level and inverted to a logic 1 
output with the output NAND gate. The logic 1 output from the 
DDO inputs into a noninverting exclusive-OR gate in the DOD 
module. The DOD latches the trip signal and energizes the output 
relay of the tripped channel. The DOD closed output relay 
contact energizes a single analog channel in the digital logic 
channel.  

5.4.5 Digital Logic Channel 

The digital logic channel is shown in Figure 5.4-14. It consists 
of a trip logic module, manual trip pushbutton, manual trip 
contact buffer, manual reset pushbutton, manual reset contact 
buffer, logic test module and unit control modules with 
Auto/Manual pushbutton switches.  

The trip logic modul'e consists of a 2/3 trip logic, manual trip 
logic, latching circuit, test and indicator circuitry. The 2/3 
trip logic is used for automatic trip initiation. When any two 
of the three inputs (channels A, B or C) to the trip logic module 
are shorted to ground, the relays associated with these inputs
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energize and their contacts in the 2/3 trip logic close. The 
closed contacts connect 118V ac vital power to the trip bus which 

supplies 118V ac power to the unit control modules. When the 

trip bus is energized, a latching relay inside the trip logic 
module energizes, latching the 118V ac power on the trip bus and 
energizing the manual bus.  

If the trip conditions are removed from the trip logic module 

inputs, the trip bus and the manual trip bus will remain 

energized. The latching circuit can be disabled with the manual 

reset switch by placing the switch in the reset position. A 

manual trip is initiated with the manual trip pushbutton. When 

the manual pushbutton is depressed, two relays will energize and 

cause a trip.  

The trip logic module includes switches, indicators and relays 
for testing of the trip circuitry. In addition to its own test 

capability a logic test module is used in each digital logic 

channel for on line testing of the trip logic module and the unit 

control modules. The test module uses negative half wave voltage 

for testing of the trip logic and the unit control modules. The 

test module includes wide range of test positions and test 

combinations for testing of the digital logic channel. During 

testing, the digital channel is receptive to all valid trip 

signals.  

The unit control modules are connected to the trip logic via the 

trip, manual, and test buses. The unit control modules buffer 

the output trip signal between the trip logic module and the 

final action unit. During a trip, in each unit control module 

connected to the trip logic module trip bus, two output relays 
will energize, their contacts will close, transmitting actuation 

signals to the devices connected to the output relay contacts. A 

typical unit control module has two auto/manual pushbuttons for 

manual control of the output relays. The output relays can be 

deenergized by depressing the manual pushbutton of the associated 

circuit. When the manual pushbutton is depressed a relay inside 

the unit control module energizes and disconnects the trip bus 

from the output relays. The manual inhibit will latch in (the 

manual bus enables the manual latching circuit) through a series 

of normally open relay contacts one of which closes whenever a 

trip condition exists on the manual trip bus and the other one 

closes when the manual pushbutton is depressed. Control of the 

output relays is returned to the digital logic channel by 

depressing the auto pushbutton which interrupts the latching 

circuit.  

5.5 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System 

Failure Analysis 

5.5.1 single Failure Analysis 

Failure mode and effect analyses (FHEA's) and fault tree diagrams 

(FTD's) were generated as part of the ESFAS single failure 

analysis. The purpose of the single failure analysis is to
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determine the ESFAS vulnerability to single failures and to 
establish a system performance baseline for the common mode 
failure analysis (CMFA). The FMEA's are presented in Tables 5.6
1 through 5.6-8. The FTD's are represented in Figures 5.7-2 
through 5.7-52.  

The single failure analysis investigated each of the ESFAS 
functional requirements to determine if any single equipment 
failure could inhibit the actuation of a required function. The 
analysis demonstrated that no single ESFAS equipment failure or 
support system interface failure could inhibit the actuation of 
an engineered safety feature.  

5.5.2 Common Mode Failure Analysis 

Common mode failures (CMF's) have been generally defined as 
multiple unit failures due to a single cause. The cause of 
failure may be separated into five broad and generic categories: 

1. Functional deficiency 

2. Equipment design deficiency 

3. Operation and maintenance errors 

4. External phenomena 

5. External normal environment 

Table 5.5-1 presents a summary of preventive measures which are 
available to prevent CMF's. Each of the generic failure causes 
were addressed in the CHFA.  

5.5.2.1 Combination of Failures 

The first step in the CMFA involves identification of the 
combinations of failures or events required for system failure.  
The single failure analysis generated the baseline data for the 
analysis of events and failure combinations which must exist to 
cause the loss of an ESFAS function. Each function which is part 
of the Bellefonte Units 1 and 2 ESFAS design was investigated to 
determine the combination of failures required to inhibit the 
function. The following sections denote the possible failure 
combinations which would inhibit each ESFAS function.  

5.5.2.1.1 High Pressure and Low Pressure Injection 

The HPI and LPI functions were previously described in Section 
5.4.3.1. For the purpose of this analysis, the system components
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were grouped into the following six major functional elements 
which could fail to a non-tripped state and inhibit the actuation 
of the required ESF functiont 

1. Sensor 

2. Analog channel trip logic 

3. Analog to digital channel link 

4. Digital channel trip logic 

5. Digital channel and output modules 

6. Vital power supply 

The first functional element, sensor, includes the sensor 
transmitter, input signals, power supplies, and signal 
conditioning. The second functional element, analog channel trip 

logic, includes the bistable units, auxiliary relay modules and 
output buffers.  

The third element, includes components from the output buffer to 

the digital channel receiving equipment. The fourth element 
includes all the digital channel components to the unit control 
modules. The fifth element is the digital channel unit control 

modules. The sixth element, vital power, is a support system to 

the ESFAS. The failure combinations of ESFAS components which 

would disable a ESFAS is not independent of vital power.  
Therefore, vital power has been added for completeness. Table 

5.5-2 presents the vital bus alignment for the major ESFAS 

elements. Figure 5.5-1 shows the failure combination of the 

major system and support elements which would have to occur to 
inhibit HPI and LPI actuation.  

5.5.2.1.2 Decay Heat Removal Letdown Isolation Valve 
Interlock and Control 

The DHI function was previously described in Section 5.4.3.2.  

For the purpose of this analysis, the system components were 

grouped into the following five major functional elements which 

could fail to a non-tripped state and inhibit the actuation of 

the required ESF function.  

1. Sensor 

2. Analog channel trip logic 

3. Analog to digital channel link 

4. Digital channel output modules
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5. Vital power supply

The contents of the functional elements are similar to those 
presented for the HPI and LPI functions in Section 5.5.2.1.1.  
The only difference is that the fourth element of the DHI 
function contains all digital channel components from the output 
of the receiving equipment through the output contact kuffer.  
Figure 5.5-2 shows the failure combination of the major system 
and support elements which would have to occur to inhibit DHI 
actuation.  

5.5.2.1.3 Core Flood Isolation Valve Interlock and Control 

The CFI function was previously described in Section 5.4.3.3.  
For the purpose of this analysis, the system components were 
grouped into five major functional elements which could fail into 
a non-tripped state and inhibit the actuation of the required ESF 
function. The five major functional elements are identical to 
those presented for the DHI function in Section 5.5.2.1.2.  
Therefore, Figure 5.5-2 also presents the failure combinations 
required to inhibit CFI actuation.  

5.5.2.1.4 Reactor Building Isolation and Cooling 
and Building Spray System Actuation 

The BSS and BIC functions were previously described in section 
5.4.3.4.. For the purpose of this analysis, the system components 
for each of the functions were grouped into six major functional 
elements which are identical to those presented for the HPI and 
LPI functions in Section 5.5.2.1.1. Therefore, Figure 5.5-1 also 
presents the failure combinations required to inhibit BIC and BSS 
actuation.  

It should be noted that the BIC and BSS actuation functions share 
a common functional element, sensors.  

5.5.2.1.5 Main Steam Line Isolation and Modulating 
Atmospheric Dump Valve Control 

The MSIV/MADV control function was previously described in 
Section 5.4.3.5. For the purpose of this analysis, the system 
components were grouped into six major functional elements which 
could fail into a nontripped state and inhibit the actuation of 
the required ESF function. The six major functional elements are 
identical to those presented for the HPI and LPI functions in 
Section 5.5..2.1.1.  

Therefore, Figure 5.5-1 also presents the failure combinations 
required to inhibit MSIV/MADV control actuation.
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5.5.2.1.6 Feed Only Good Generator

The FOGG function was previously described in Section 5.4.3.6.  
For the purpose of this analysis, the system components were 
grouped into the following five major functional elements which 
could fail to a non-tripped state and inhibit the required 
actuation of the required ESF function.  

1. Sensor 

2. Analog channel trip logic 

3. Analog to digital channel link 

4. Digital channel 

5. Vital power supply 

The first functional element, sensor, includes the sensor 
transmitter, input signals, power supplies and signal 
conditioning. The second functional element includes the 
bistable units and output contact buffers. The third element 
includes all components after the output buffer to the digital 
channel receiving equipment. The fourth element includes all 

digital channel B FOGG's components. The fifth element reflects 
the ESFAS vital power supply support requirements.  

Figure 5.5-3 shows the failure combination of the major system 
and support elements which have to occur to inhibit FOGG 
actuation.  

5.5.2.1.7 Borated Water Storage Tank to Reactor Building 
Emergency Sump Switchover 

The BNST function was previously described in section 5.4.3.7.  
For the purpose of this analysis, the system components were 

grouped into six major functional elements which could fail to a 
non-tripped state and inhibit the actuation of the required ESF 

function. The six major functional elements are identical to 

those presented for the HPI and LPI functions in section 
5.5.2.1.1. Therefore, Figure 5.5-1 also presents the failure 
combinations required to inhibit BWST actuation.  

5.5.2.2 Assessment of CHF Causes 

The cause of CMF's may be separated into five broad and generic 

categories: 

1. Functional deficiency 
2. Equipment design or manufacturing deficiency 
3. Operation and maintenance errors 
4. External phenomena 
5. External normal environment.
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Table 5.5-1 presents a summary of preventive measures which are 
available to prevent CMF's. The first step in the CNFA involves 
identification of the combinations of failures or events required 
for system failure. This analysis is presented in the preceding 
section of this report, Section 5.5.2.1. The second step of a 
CMFA is to systematically evaluate the system vulnerability to 
the CHF causes. The system vulnerability to each of the five 
generic causes is assessed in Sections 5.5.2.2.1 to 5.5.2.2.5.  

5.5.2.2.1 External Normal Environment 

Proven hardware and design concepts have been incorporated as 
part of the ESFAS design philosophy. Standard, reliable 
equipment or components have been included throughout the ESFAS 
design. The operating envelope design specifications for all 
ESFAS equipment are compatible with both the plant environment 
during normal operation and the environment propagated by the 
effects of the postulated plant transients that the ESF's were 
designed to mitigate. Protection against CHF's due to external 
normal environment is achieved by equipment qualification testing 
to the worst case environment, and by periodic testing which 
ensures that all ESFAS equipment is operational and would operate 
when required.  

5.5.2.2.2 Design or Manufacturing Deficiency 

Protection against CNF's due to design or manufacturing 
deficiencies of the ESFAS components is achieved by establishing 
and implementing a comprehensive quality assurance program during 
the design, manufacturing and installation of the ESFAS 
components. Any additional analyses to evaluate the system 
vulnerability to design or manufacturing deficiencies is outside 
the scope of this report.  

5.5.2.2.3 Operational or Maintenance Errors 

Functional and equipment diversity, and operational 
administrative controls are the primary defenses against 
operations and maintenance errors. Functional diversity is 
discussed in Section 5.5.2.2.5. Equipment diversity is not a 
feature of the ESFAS design. The ESFAS design incorporates 
standardized components and proven system design features that 
have been thoroughly analyzed, tested, qualified, and used in 
similar applications to enhance the overall system performance 
and reliability.  

The detailed test procedures for most ESFAS components have been 
reviewed. The review of the integrated ESFAS and ESF site test 
procedures is outside the scope of this report.
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5.5.2.2.4 External Phenomena

The ESFAS equipment cabinets are located in the Main Control Room 
where they are protected from external physical phenomena such as 
high radiation, floods, tornados, mvissiles and pipe whip.  

Based on an assessment of the ESFAS cabinet configuration and 
separation, performed in accordance with the Regulatory Guide 
1.120 and Branch Technical position 9.5-1, the ESFAS cabinet 
arrangement may not provide adequate separation when fire is 
considered as a possible cause of CHF. Communication between the 
redundant ESFAS channels is through fiber optics which has been 
qualified to IEEE 383 Standard. The redundant circuits are 

separated by metal wall barriers and two inch air gap between 

subsystem cabinet subassemblies. The fire rating of the cabinet 
walls or the wall/air gap combination is not defined for the 
system design. Worst case analysis postulated that the fire 
rating was not adequate. Flammability tests have been performed 
on most of the ESFAS components. However, the data resulting 
from these tests cannot be directly translated into a fire rating 
requirement on a cabinet by cabinet basis. The development of 
ESFAS fire barrier requirements is outside the scope of this 
report.  

The cooling air for ESFAS cabinet assemblies located in the Main 
Control Room shall not exceed 1100 F (ambient) or contain 
relative humidity in excess of 80 percent. Any phenomena (e.g., 
fire) which could propagate this effect on redundant ESFAS panels 
could affect the performance of the ESFAS. Worst-case analysis 
postulates that the ESFAS fails to perform its function when the 
cabinet assemblies are subjected to ambient temperatures above 
1100 F. Evaluation of the worst case analysis assumption is 
outside the scope of this report.  

5.5.2.2.5 Functional Deficiency 

The most effective defense against functional deficiency is 
functional diversity. Functional diversity includes the use of: 

1. Different plant parameters for protection against a 

given event, 

2. Different means of initiating a protective action, and 

3. Different principles of operation of redundant 
components.  

The ESFAS monitors several plant parameters: 

1. Reactor Coolant Pressure 

2. Reactor Building ,Pressure
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3. Steam Generator Pressure

4. Borated Water Storage Tank Level 

These parameters have been selected by BSW based on the safety 
analyses presented in Chapters 6 and 15 of the Bellefonte FSAR.  
These parameters provide the necessary information for initiating 
a protective action.  

The required ESFAS response is directly or functionally aligned 
with the plant parameters selected for monitoring. The ESFAS 
does not monitor perturbations to secondary or tertiary effects 
as a basis for initiating a corrective action.  

5.6 ESFAS Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

The failure mode and effects analysis of the B&W ESFAS was 
divided into eight separate analyses, covering each of the ESFAS 
instrument channels, and several auxiliary component assemblies.  
The analyses are presented in the following tables: 

Table Title 

5.6-1 Reactor Coolant Pressure Channel 
5.6-2 Steam Generator Pressure Channels 
5.6-3 Reactor Building Pressure Channel 
5.6-4 Borated Water Storage Tank Level Channel 
5.6-5 Dedicated Digital Link 
5.6-6 Digital Subsystem A 
5.6-7 FOGG, DHI, and CFI Digital Subsystem B Channel 
5.6-8 Power Supplies 

Each trip channel was analyzed on a modular basis, by postulating 
failure modes and causes for each successive module in a given 
trip string. The resultant effects on the ESFAS were determined 
in each case through use of the system schematics, technical 
manuals, and other system documentation. 'In some cases, 
determination of the effects of a failure required analysis at 
the component level (i.e., transistor, resistor), while in other 
cases, a "Black Box" analysis was adequate.  

5.7 ESFAS Fault Tree Diagrams 

Fault tree diagrams have been generated for each of the ESFAS 
functions. The top level event postulated for each of the fault 
tree diagrams is that the system failed to actuate the required 
engineered safety feature. Sub-trees (figures 5.7-2 through 5.7
52) were developed for each of the top level events.  

Standard fault tree symbols were used in the fault tree diagram 
presentation.. Figure 5.7-1 identifies and defines the symbols
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depicted in the fault tree diagrams. The fault tree diagrams 
have incorporated triangular transfer symbols to identify 
sub-trees which would'lead to the event depicted. Table 5.7-1 

presents a listing of transfer symbol numbers and the figure 
number which defines the transfer symbol.
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TABLE 2.8-1 

REACTOR TRIP SWITCH SYSTEM 
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

Symptoms and Local Effects 
l' di l4'

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
D- t ; ti P i

Effect 
Upon: 
0 0o

Remarks and
o Me Mo1 e -cause -nc u n Depndnt a 4-e ec on - s on Effects

1 Reactor 
Trip 
Switch

Fails Open

Fails 
Closed

2 Operator 
pushbutton 
assembly

3 Pushrod 
Assembly

High 
Contact 
Resistance 
Mechanical 
Failure 

Electrical 
Short, 
Mechanical 
Failure

Fails Trip 
Unactuated Mechanism 

Fails Pushbutton 
Actuated mechanism 

jammed

Fails 
Unactuated

Rod Stuck, 
Broken 
Spring

Fails Rod 
Actuated Mechanism 

Jammed.

4 Terminal 
Board 
Contact 
(TB1-1, 
-2,-3,-4; 
TB2-1,-2,

Fails Open High .  
Resistance 
Contact.  
Defective 
Screw

Loss of Vital Power Bus to 
corresponding CRD Trip 
device (unwarranted channel 
trip).  

Failure to achieve trip 
when manually initiated.  

Unable to actuate trip 
switch, both trip channels 
inoperative 

Loss of Vital Power Busses 
to corresponding CRD Trip 
devices 

Unable to actuate trip 
switch, trip channel 
inoperative.  

Loss of Vital Power Bus to 
CRD trip device.  
Unwarranted channel trip.  

Loss of Vital Power Bus to 
corresponding CRD Trip 
device (unwarranted 
channel trip).

Annunciated.  
Channel Trip 
Alarm Indi
cator.  

Not 
annunciated.  
Periodic 
Testing.  

Periodic 
test 

Annunciated.  
Trip Alarm 
Indicator

N/A

Redundant 
Actuating 
Channels 

Redundant 
trip switch 
station

N/A

Periodic Redundant 
Test Trip Switch 

Station

Annunciated.  
Channel Trip 
Alarm Indi
cator.  

Annunciated.  
Channel Trip 
Alarm Indi
cator.

N/A

N/A

Nuisance Immediate 
Trip detection as 

channel trip.

None Operator will 
be unaware of 
problem until 
test.

None

Unwarranted 
reactor 
trip

None

operator will oe 
unaware of problem 
until test.  

Immediate 
detection as 
channel trip in 
both channels.  

Operator will be 
unaware of problem 
until test. Other 
switch in station 
O.K.

Nuisance Immediate 
Trip detection. Other 

Switch in station 
O.K.  

Nuisance Immediate 
Trip detection as 

channel trip.

Failure 
dA

N 

N



TABLE 3.3-1 (Sheet 1)

BELLEFONTE NI/RPS FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATION

Component Failure Mode

energized 
deenergized 
contact fails closed (Note 1) 
contact fails open (Note 1) 
contact fails closed (Note 1) 
contact fails open (Note 1)

Switch

Test Jack

Auxiliary Relay 
Panel 

Power Supply 

Power Supply 
Monitor 

Analog (p or AP) 
Sensor Transmitter

Ion Chamber

Fails in normal (#1) position (Note 3) 
Fails in #2 position 
Fails in #N position 
N.O. contact fails open (Note 1) 
N.O. contact fails closed (Note 1) 
N.C. contact fails open (Note 1) 
N.C. contact fails closed (Note 1) 

Short to signal ground (Note 3) 

Loss of control power 
Loss of auxiliary power 
For each input signal line 

- Fail open 
- Short to ground 
- Spurious input 

Loss of input power (Note 4) 
Loss of output 
Off nominal output 

Fail to detect off nominal voltage 
Spurious trip 
Loss of input power 
Test jack shorts to ground 
Loss of input signal from any dc supply 

Fail high 
Fail low 
Output signal constant 
Open signal line 
Signal line shorts to ground 
Hot short to signal line 

Same as analog sensor transmitter

Relay Fail 
Fail 
N.O.  
N.O.  
N.C.  
N.C.



TABLE 3.3-1 (Sheet 2)

BELLEFONTE NI/RPS FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATION

Component

Linear Amplifier 

Power Range 

Scaled Difference 
Amplifier 

Summing Amplifier 

Reactor Trip 
module 

Contact Buffer 
Module

Failure Mode

Fail high 
Fail low 
Output signal constant 
Open signal line 
Signal line shorts to ground 
Loss of input power 

Loss of input signal #1 
Loss of input signal #2 
Loss of both input signals 
Switch failure 
Test jack failure 
Relay failures' 
Loss of input power 

Fail high 
Fail low 
Output level constant 
Loss of input power 
Test jack failure 

Loss of input power 
Fail high (each output & both) 
Fail low (each output & both) 
Output level constant 
Test jack failure 

Subsystem fail tripped 
Subsystem fail untripped 
Channel fail tripped 
Channel fail untripped 
Loss of (each) output channel tripped signal 
Loss of input power 
Module interlock contact fail open 
Module interlock contact fail closed 

Switch failures 
Test jack failures 
Relay failures 

Loss of input power 
Transformer failure 
Relay failures 
Switch failure

0



TABLE 3.3-1 (Sheet 3)

BELLEFONTE NI/RPS FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATION

Component 

Buffer Amplifier 
Module 

Square Root 
Extractor 

Temperature Test & 
Linear Bridge Module 

Signal Converter 

Calculating Module 

Bistable Module

Failure Mode 

Loss of output signal 
Erroneous output signal 
Test jack failure 
Loss of input power 

Fail high 
Fail low 
Output level constant 
Loss of input power 
Loss of input signal 
Test jack failures 

Loss of input signal 
Fail high 
Fail low 
Output level constant 
Loss of input power 
Switch failures 

Loss of input signl 
Fail high 
Fail low 
Output level constant 
Loss of input power 
Relay failures 
Test jack failures 
Switch failures 

Loss of input power supplies 
For each input signal line: 

- Fail high 
- Fail low 
- Fail open or shorted to ground 

Switch failures 
Output solid-state switches 

- Fail tripped 
- Fail untripped 

Cooling fan status indicating circuit 
failures 

Fails tripped 
Fails untripped 
Loss of input power 
Test jack failures 
Switch failures



TABLE 3.3-1 (Sheet 4)

BELLEFONTE NI/RPS FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATION

Component 

Pressure Test 
Module 

Pressurizer Level 
Flow Test Modui 

Optical Receiver 
Module 

Dedicated Digital 
Output Module 

Contact Output 
Module 

Dedicated Digital 
Input Module 

Optical Transmitter 

Optical Cable

Failure Mode 

Los of input power 
Lbs6 of each output signal 
Each output signal shorts to ground 
Switch failure 
Test jack failure 

Same as pressure test module 

Loss of input power 
Loss of (each) input optical signal 
Loss of (each) output signal 
butut signal (each) fail constant 

Loss of input power 
Oftpt (each) fail low or tripped 
out put ('eih) fail high 

Loss of input power 
Relay failukes 

Loss of, ihput power supply 
Each output fails tripped 
Each output fails untripped 

Loss of input power supply 
Loss of input signal (each) 
Off nominal input signal (each) 
Output fail untripped (each).  
Output signal off nominal (each) 

Fail open

NOTES: 

1. The analyst will determine if the analysis results are 

significant and that this level of detail is required and 

justified.  

2. Analysis of hot shorts inside the cabinets is not required 

because the pIower supply monitor would detect the failure and 

trip the subsystem power supplies. (Hot shorts will be 
contained within a division of separation, in accordance with 

Regulatory Guide 1.75). Hot shorts inside the cabinets will 

be evaluated as part of the analysis on the power supply 
monitor.



TABLE 3.3-1 (Sheet 5) 

3. If a module has switches (excluding set point switches) or 
test jacks on the front panel, the effect of these component 
failures shall be considered by the analysis.  

Where test jacks are provided with isolation resistors, the 
worst-case analysis (consistently applied) will assume that 
the loading effects produced by shorting to signal ground 
will still be sufficiently pronounced to affect the circuit 
function. Specific effects are noted in the FMEAs (Section 
3.6).  

4. Loss of vital power effects are considered at both the 
subsystem and the integrated system levels.



TABLE 3.3-2

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

1. Channel trip alarm 

2. Interchannel comparison 

3. Periodic surveillance 
of indicators 

4. Periodic test 

5. Off nominal output 

6. Constant or erroneous 
output

Visual and/or audio indication 
of a trip at the protection 
auxiliary cabinet, at the NI/ 
RPS cabinets, and at the main 
control board.  

Comparison of meter readings/ 
indicating lamp status between 
subsystems, for a given instru
ment channel function (PC pres
sure, PC temperature, etc.).  

Refers to the periodic check of 
meters, indicating lamps, etc., 
conducted each shift by plant 
operators.  

Testing performed at periodic 
intervals as defined in the 
technical specifications.  

Erroneous module output; gen
erally applied to power supplies.  

Incorrect or inaccurate sensor, 
transmitter, or module output.

0



TABLE 3.5-1 

COMMON MODE FAILURE PREVENTIVE MEASURES

FAILURE CATEGORY 

External normal environment 

Design or manufacturing 
deficiency 

operational or 
deficiency 

Operational or 
Maintenance errors 

External phenomena 

Functional deficiency

POSSIBLE PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

Functional diversity 
Design administrative controls 
Operational administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Proven design 
Standardization 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Physical separation 
Design administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Physical separation 
Design administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Operational administrative controls 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Physical separation 
Design administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Design administrative controls 
Equipment diversity



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 1) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

No. Name
Failure 

Ande.
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Dett-.- in

Inherent 
Compensating 

Dr vii

Effect 
Upon: 
NIT/DRPSge p . o o ere

Remarks and 
Oth Ef f cts

1.1 SS A un
compen
chamber 
(top)

Fail high Component High signal level will pro
failure duce maximum output signal 

from top ion chamber linear 
amplifier; the signal is 
input to the scaled differ
ence and summing amplifiers 
power imbalance signal, 
which is input to the 
calculating module. The 
CM may generate a spurious 
offset trip.  
If the failure causes the 
total power signal to ex
ceed the overpower set
point, the overpower bi
stable will generate a ss 
channel trip.

Interchannel 
comparison of 
bulance indi
cators, peri
odic test, 
spurious SS 
channel trip.

Only 2/4 
channel 
initiate 
RT. 3 
channels 
remain 
uneffected.

Svstem is 
placed in 
for flux
related 
trips.

Worst case analysi 
assumes that a 
spurious trip 
does not occur.

1.2 See 1.1 Fail low See 1.1 Loss of signal from the 
top detector will simulate 
a core power imbalance 
situation.  
A spurious offset trip 
will be generated by the 
calculating module.

See 1.1 See 1.1 See 1.1

1.3 See 1.1 Output 
level 
constant

1.4 See 1.1 Shorted, 
open, or 
grounded 
signal 
leads

See 1.1

Broken 
wire, loose 
termina
tion, in
sulation 
failure

Offset, overpower, power/ 
flow, and low DNBR trips 
are effectively disabled.  
Depending on detector out
put signal level, delayed 
channel trips or spurious 
channel trips will occur.  

Resultant effect is the 
same as fail low, item 1.2

See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1

Cause



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 2) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

No. Name
Failure 

Mo de
symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisi n

Effect 
Upon: 
N I/RPS

Remarks and.  
Other Effects

1.5 See 1.1 Hot short 
to signal 
lead

2.0 SS A un
compen
sated ion 
chamber 
(bottom) 

3.1 Top 
chamber 
linear 
amplifier

Insulation 
failure

All modes

Output Component 
fail high failure, 

high input 
signal

3.2 See 3.1 Output Component 
fail low failure, 

low input 
signal

3.3 See 3.1 Constant 
output 
signal

Component 
failure, 
constant 
input 
signal

The external voltage will 
be superimposed on the low 
level output signal. Al
though the overvoltage 
condition may lead to 
eventual component failure, 
and subsequent spurious 
channel trip, for conver
vatism the effects are the 
same as those for ion 
chamber fail high. See 1.1 

The top and bottom ion 
chambers are identical in 
configuration. The FMEA 
for the top chamber (item 
1.0) is also applicable 
for the bottom chamber.  

same effect as top ion 
chamber fail high. See 1.1 

Same effect as top ion 
chamber fail low. See 1.2 

Same effect as top ion 
chamber output level 
constant. See 1.3.

See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1 

See 1.3

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1 see 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1

.See 1.1

See 1.1

Provision N I/RPS. Nae' d



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 3)

FA.ILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER -TRIP

Failure
N o. Name node

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Pro is n;

Effect 
Upon: 
NTI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects~

3.4 See 3.1 Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 

3.5 See 3.1 Input sig
nal lead 
fail open 
or fail 
shorted 
to ground 

3.6 See 3.1 Output 
signal 
lead fail 
shorted 
to ground 

3.7 See 3.1 Test jack.  
J3..0 
shorted 
to ;ground 

3.8 See 3.1 Module 
interlock* 
contact 
fails 
shorted

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination 

Broken 
-wire, 
loose ter
nation, 
insulation 
failure 

Insulation 
failure 

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contami
.nation 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation,.  
shorted 
terminals

See 1.2

Same effect as loss of 
-input signal. See 1.2.

see 1.2

See 1.2

Nodule withdrawal fails to 
generate an automatic SS A 
channel trip. Secondary 
effects of module with
drawal (loss of output 
signal) may cause the 
calculating module-to 
generate a -spurious 
.offset trip.

See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1

-Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1 see 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

Failure 
does not 
affect 
normal 
SS A 
operation

None. Chan
nel can be 
manually 
tripped or 
placed in 
bypass

Worst case analysi 
assumes that a 
spurious trip does 
not occur.

0



0TABLE 3. (Sheet 4) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

JNo Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Dependent Failures
Method of 
Detect in

Inherent 
Compensating 

Pr-ovi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
NIRPs

Remarks and 
other Effects

3.9 See 3.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination, 
contami
nation

Opening module interlock 
contact causes the RT 
module to generate a 
SS channel trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

System is 
placed in a 
1/3 config
uration.

4.0 Bottom 
chamber 
linear 
amplifier

5.1 SS A 
power 
range 
test 
module

All modes

Loss of 
signal 
from 
top ion 
chamber

Contact of 
K1.4 fails 
open(hangs 
up), or 
open sig
nal lead 
or signal 
lead short 
to ground

The top chamber and bottom 
chamber linear amplifiers 
are identical in configu
ration. The FMEA for the 
top chamber amplifier 
(item 3.0) is applicable 
for the bottom chamber 
amplifier 

Loss of signal from one 
detector will simulate a 
power imbalance situation.  
The calculating module may 
generate a spurious offset 
trip.

Interchannel only 2/4 
comparison of channel 
total power trips are 
and power im- reqd to 
balance indi- initiate 
cators RT. 3 

channels 
remain 
unaffected

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for power
related 
trips.  
(Worst-case 
assumption: 
plant op
erating at 
part load.

worst case analysis 
assumes that a 
spurious trip does 
not occur.

5.2 See 5.1 Loss of 
signal 
from bot
tom ion 
chamber

See 5.1 
for K2.4

See 5.1 See 5.1 See 5.1 See 5.1 See 5.1

Mode Detection Provision Nil'RPSN. . am
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TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 5) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: 
NIT/R PS

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

5.3 See 5.1 Loss of 
signal 
from 
both ion 
chambers

Short 
across 
signal 
leads

All power-related channel 
trips are inhibited.

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators

See 5.1 System is 
placed in 
2/3 con
figuration 
for power
related trips

Test output 
to scaled 
difference 
amplifier 
& summing, 
amplifier 
fails 
energized

Relay K1.6 
faile en-.  
ergized

High input signal level 
from one detector will 
simulate a power im
balance situation. Cal
culating module may 
generate a spurious 
offset trip.

see 5.1 See 5.1 See 5.1

5.5 See 5.1 Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 

5.6 See 5.1 Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in posi
tion #1 
"operate" 

5.7 see 5.1 Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in test/ 
operate 
position 
#2-

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination 

.Iecbanical 
failure 
(jams or 
binds)

See 5.6

See 5.3

Unable to test overpower 
trip instrumentation 
channel.

The test interlock contact 
is closed when switch S1.0 
is in any position other 
than #1 "operate".  
This will cause the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel (test) trip.

See 5.3

Periodic 
testing

SS A channel 
trip) alarm

See 5.1 See 5.3

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion 

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as a 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of 
SS A until 
failure is 
repaired 

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  
Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of SS 
.A until 
failure is 
repaired .

Switch Positions: 
41 Operate 
*2 Test/operate 
43 Zero 
#4 Range 
#5 Calitration 

output

PNo Nae

Failure 
.ode-

5.4 See 5.1 See 5.1

. rvso N/P1 . M



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 6)

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Detecton Proiin

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/'RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects

N. Name node cause nc e knDtcto rvso

5. See 5.1 Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in posi
tions 3, 
4, 5 

5.9 See 5.1 Relay K1.4 
"a" con
tact fail 
shorted

5.10 See 5.1 Relay K1.4 
"a" con
tact fail 
open

See 5.6 See 5.7

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation, 
shorted 
terminals 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation, 
loose ter
mination

See 5.6

See 5.7

See 5.6

The effect of this .failure See 5.1 
is the same as loss of input 
signal from top ion chamber.  
See 5.1.

See 5.7 See 5.7 

See 5.6 See 5.6

See 5.1 See 5.1

5.11 See 5.1 Relay K2.4 
"a" con
tact fail 
shorted 

5.12 See 5.1 Relay K2.4 
"a" con
tact fail 
open 

5.13 See 5.1 Relay K3.4 
or relay 
K4.4 "a" 
contact 
fail open

See 5.9

See 5.10

See 5.10

See 5.6 See 5.6

The effect of this failure See 5.1 
is the same as loss of input 
signal from bottom ion 
chamber. See 5.1..

see 5.6 See 5.6

See 5.6 See 5.6

See 5.1 See 5.1

See 5.6 See 5.6

. Failure

see 5. 1

See 5. 1

0



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 7) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects method of 
Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating.  

Prvisqin

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

5.14 See 5.1 Relay K3.4 
or relay 
K 4.4 "a" 
contact 
fails 
shorted 

5.15 See 5.1 Cal. out
put relay 
K1.6 fail 
energized 

5.16 See 5.1 Cal out
put relay 
11.6 fail 
deener
gized 

5.17 See 5.1 Cal. out
put relay 
K1.6 
either "a" 
contact 
fail open

5.18 see 5.1

5.19 See 5.1

Cal. out
put relay 
K1.6 
either 
"a" con-.  
tact fail 
shorted 

Cal. out
put relay 
K1.6 
either "b" 
contact 
fail open

See 5.9 Erroneous output signal will See 5.3 
be produced, as follows: 
1. From top ion chamber, if 

K3.4 fails shorted.  
2. From bottom ion chamber, 

if K4.4 fails shorted.

Component Erroneous signal outputs 
failure from scaled difference 

amplifier and summing 
amplifier. Spurious or 
premature offset of over
power trip may occur.  

See 5.15 Unable to calibrate scaled 
difference and.summing 
amplifiers during periodic 
test.

Component 
failure, 
loose ter
mination 
contami
nation 

Component 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals, 
contami
nation

See 5. 17

Unable to complete cali
bration procedure during 
periodic test.

See 5.17

See 5. 1 

See 5.6

see 5.6

See 5.6

See 5.17 See 5.6

N

No. Name

0

See 5.1 See 5.1 

See 5.1 See 5.1

see 5.1 

See 5.1

see 5.6 See 5.6

See 5.6 See 5.6

See 5.6 See 5.6

See 5.6 See 5.6

Provision NI/RPSNo Name Mode Cause
Failure

Cause



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 8)

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects 
d F I iles

Method of 
De4-tctio'n

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause IncludingU-p- -u-- a r eeto rviin N/P

5.20 See 5.1 

5.21 See 5.1

5.22 see 5.-1

Test in
terlock 
contact 
fail open 

Test in
terlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted 

m odule 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

5.23 See 5.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

6.1 SS A 
detector 
power 
supply

Mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination, 
contami
nation 

Mechanical 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals, 
contami
nation

.Failure to produce auto

.matic channel trip when 
switch S1 is .placed in 
any position other than 
"operate".  

Closure of the test inter
lock -contact will cause the 
RT module to operate a SS A 
channel trip.

See 5.20 Opening the ,module inter
lock contact will cause 
the RT module to generate 
a SS A channel trip.  

See 5_21 Module withdrawal fails to 
produce a SS :A channel trip

Loss of Shorted or 
output grounded 

output, or 
component 
failure

6.2 See 6.. 1 Off nomi
nal output

Component.  
failure in 
regulating 
circuit

The power supply is common 
to both top and bottom ion 
chambers. Same effect as 
in item 5.3.  

Both detectors will generate 
erroneous outputs.

see 5.6 

See 5.7

See 5.7 

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

See 5.3 

If voltage is 
above setpoint, 
local and re
mote annunci
ation. Below 
setpoint, 
periodic test 
will reveal 
failure

See 5.6 None 

See 5.7 System is 
placed in 
a 1/3.con
figuration 

See 5.7 See 5.21 

See 5.7 None. The 
channel can 
be manually 
*tripped or 
placed in 
bypass.  

See 5.3 See 5.3

only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
RT. 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected

System is 
placed in 
a .2/3 con
figuration 
for power
related 
trips

Worst case analysis 
assumes that a 
spurious trip does 
not occur.

Failure



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 9) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Failure

6.3 See 6.1 Loss of in
put power 

6.4 See 6.1 Test jack 
J4.0 fail 
shorted 
to ground

6.5 See 6.1 Power 
switch 31.0 
fail in 
open (OFF) 
position

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

+15 V power 
supply 
failure, 
or loss of 
vital bus 

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

All bistables trip, causing 
a channel trip..  

Detector power supply auto
matic over-voltage trip 
feature is inhibited. If, 
overvoltage condition 
occurs, resultant high out
put signals from ion cham
bers may initiate an over
power trip.  

Same as loss of output.  
See 6.1

SS A channel 
trip alarm 

Periodic test

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators; 
remote annunci
ation of power 
supply fault

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS channel 
trip 

only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected 

See 6.4

Effect 
Upon: 
NI /RPS

Remarks and 
Othpr Effects

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration 

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for power
related 
trips

See 6.4

6.6 SS A 
detector 
power 
supply

Power 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
closed (ON) 
pos it ion

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

Unable to deenergize power 
supply with switch S1.0

6.7 See 6.6 Reset 
switch 
S2.0 fails 
open (in 
normal 
position)

See 6.6 Unable to reset module 
following power supply test

See 6.6 See 6.4 See 6.4

No * Nae

Periodic 
test

NoneModule 
removal 
causes 
power 
supply 
deenergi
zation

Provision NI/RPS9 . -
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects 
l i D endenqt Failures

Inherent 
method of Compensating 
DeteioP n Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

No-. Name Moue Cause Inc ueeto Provision

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.8 See 6.6 Reset 
switch 
S2.0 fail 
closed 
(in reset 
position) 

6.9 See 6.6 Hot short 
to output 
signal 
lead

See 6.6 See 6.4

Insulation 
failure

The external voltage will 
be superimposed on the high 
voltage output signal of 
the power supply. One or 
more of the following 
effects.will be noted: 
1. The .extraneous voltage 

will cause both ion 
chambers to generate 
erroneous output signals 

2. The extraneous voltage 
will be sensed by the 
power supply overvoltage 
monitor circuit, which 
will trip .the power 
supply off.

See 6.6

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators, 
periodic test 
or annunci
ation of power 
supply trip

See 6.4 See 6.4

See 6.4 See6.4

6.10 See 6.6 Output sig
nal lead 
fail open

6.11 .See 6.6 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

Loose ter- Same effect as output fail 
mination or low. See 6.1 
broken wire

Loose ter
mination, 
contami
nation

Open module interlock con
tact causes the RT module 
to generate a SS A channel 
trip.

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators: 
remote annunci
ation of power 
supply fault 

See 6.3

See 6.4 See 6.4

See 6.3 See 6.3

Failure

0
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
NI /R~PS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.12 see 6.6

7.1 Power 
imbalance 
scaled 
differ
ence 
amplifier

7.2 Power 
imbalance 
scaled 
dif
ference 
amplifier

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted 

Output 
fail high

Output 
fail high

7.3 See 7.2 Constant 
output 
signal

Short Module withdrawal fails to 
terminals generate a SS A channel 

trip.

Component 
failure, 
high input 
signal

Component 
failure, 
low input 
signal 

Component 
failure, 
constant 
input 
signal

High power imbalance signal 
is input to calculating 
module; spurious offset 
trip may be generated.

Low power imbalance signal 
is input to calculating 
module; an offset of zero 
is calculated. Offset trip 
is inhibited. Overpower and 
and power/flow trip func
tions are not affected.  

Calculating module will be 
insensitive to changes in 
power imbalance.. Offset 
trip is inhibited. Over
power and power/flow trip 
functions are not affected

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement 

Interchannel 
comparison of 
power imbal
ance indicators

Interchannel 
comparison of 
core offset 
indicators

Interchannel 
comparison of 
core offset 
indicators, 
periodic test

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation 

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
RT. 3 
*channels 
remain 
unaffected

None. The 
channel may 
be manually 
tripped or 
placed in 
bypass 

System is 
placed in a 
2/3 config
uration for 
offset
dependent 
trips.  
(Worst case 
assumption: 
plant oper
ation at 
part load) 

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for offset 
trips.

Worst case analysis 
assumes that a 
spurious trip does 
not occur

See 7.2 See 7.2

0 0

Provision NI/RPS.o NaeMd
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provuision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode .Cause Inc u ng e_ _ _ an

7.4 See 7.2 Loss of in
put power 
supply 

7.5 See 7.1 Loss of in
put signal 

7.6 See 7.1 Test jack 
J1,J2.,J4, 
fail 
shorted 
to ground 

7.7 See 7.2 Test jack 
J3,J5 fail 
shorted 
to ground

7.8 See 7.2 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Broken wire 
loose ter
mination 

Broken wire 
loose ter
mination, 
component 
failure, 

input sig
nal lead 
shorted 
to ground 

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation 

Human 
error, 
Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation.  

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation 
shorted 
terminals

Same effect as output fail 
low. See 7.2..  

Loss of input signal causes 
a relatively high power im
balance signal to.be gener
ated. The calculating 
Module may generate a 
spurious offset trip.  

Same effect as.loss of 
input signal, See 7.5.  

Same effect as output sig
nal.lead fail.shorted to 
ground (or fail open) Zero 
power imbalance signal is 
input to the calculating 
module; an offset .of zero 
is calculated. The offset 
trip function .in .inhibited.  

Module withdrawal fails to 
generate a SS A channel 
trip.

See 7.2 

See 7.1 

See 7.1

See 7.2 See 7.2 

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See 7.1 See 7.1

Periodic test See 7.2 
see 7.2

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS -A 
operation

See 7.2

None. The 
channel can 
be manually 
tripped, or 
or placed 
in bypass

0

Failure

See 7. 1
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

No. Name
Failure 

Mode p

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Including Dependent Failures

Method of 
Detectin

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prvis~ in

Effect 
Upon: 
N TI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

7.9 See 7.2 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

Mechanical.  
failure, 
contami
nation 
loose 
termination

Opening module interlock 
contact causes RT module 
to generate a SS channel 
trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 System is 
trip logic placed in 
prevents a a 1/3 con
spurious figuration 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.

8.1 Subsystem Output 
A total fail high 
power 
summing 
amplifier

8.2 Subsystem Output 
A total fail low 
power 
summing 
amplifier

8.3 See 8.2 Output 
level 
constant

8.4 See 8.2 Output #1 
only fail 
low

Component 
failure, 
high input 
signal

Component 
failure, 
low input 
signals.

Component 
failure, 
erroneous 
input 
signal

High power signal is input 
to overpower and power/flow 
bistables, and to the calcu
lating module. The over
power bistable trips, 
causing the RT module 
to generate a SS A channel 
trip.  

Overpower, power/flow trips 
are disabled. Calculating 
module receives low total 
power signal, at power 
levels less than 10 FP,.  
the calculating module sets 
offset - 0, inhibiting the 
offset trip function.  

Overpower, power/flow, off
set trip functions are 
inhibited.

Component Low total power signal is 
failure input to the calculating 

module Calculated trips 
dependent on power signal 
may be inhibited. Over
power and power/flow trips 
are not inhibited.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators; 
periodic test 

See 8.3

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip 

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to.  
initiate 
RT. 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for power
dependent 
trips

See 8.2 See 8.2

See 8.2 See 8.2

Detection Provision NI/RPS.o NaeMd
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
I l di D e dent Falue D~eect i n

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

NO . . iName Mode C cause nc u n

Remarks and 
Other Effects

8.5 See 8.2 Output #2 
only fail.  
low 

8.6 See 8.2 Test jack 
J1.0 fail 
shorted 
to ground

8.7 See 8.2 Test jack 
J2.0 fail 
shorted , 
to ground 

8.8 See 8.2 Test jack 
J,3. 0- fail 
shorted 
to ground 

8.9 See 8.2 Test jack 
J4.0 fail 
shorted 
to ground 

8.10 See 8.2 Test jack 
J5.0 fail 
shorted 
to ground

Component Loss of overpower and 
failure power/flow trip functions 

(no total power signal is 
fed to the bistables).  
Calculated trips remain 
functional.

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
or con
tamination

See 8.6

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

See 8.8 

See 8.8

Output signal of top ion 
chamber linear amplifier 
is shorted to ground. A core 
power imblance situation is 
.simulated; the calculating 
module may generate an off
set trip.  

Output signal of bottom ion 
chamber linear amplifier is 
shorted to ground. See 8.6.  

Same effect as output #1 
only fail low., See 8.4.,

Same effect as output #2 
only fail low. See 8.5.  

Same effect as both out
puts fail low. See 8.2.

Periodic test 

see 8.2

See 8.2

Interchannel, 
comparison of 
total power 
indicators; 
periodic test

see 8.5 

See 8.2

See 8.2 

See 8.2

See 8.2

See 8.2 Worst case analysis 
assumes that no spu 
rious trips occur.

See 8.2 - See 8.2

See 8.2 See 8.2

see 8.2 See 8.2 

See 8.2 See 8.2

Failure



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 15) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includina Denendent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

8.11 See 8.2 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted 

8.12 See 8.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open 

9.1 Overpower Fails 
bistable tripped 

9.2 Overpower Fails un
bistable tripped

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation, 
shorted 
terminals 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation 
loose ter
mination 

Component 
failure or 
high input 
signal 
level 

Component 
failure or 
low input 
signal 
level

Module withdrawal fails to 
generate SS A channel trip

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

Opening of module interlock See 8.1 
contact causes RT module to 
generate a SS A channel trip

Bistable trip causes the 
SS A RT module to generate 
a SS A channel trip.  

SS A overpower trip func
tion is disabled.

SS A channel 
trip alarm 

Periodic test

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation

None. The 
channel can 
be manually 
tripped, or 
placed in 
bypass

See 8.1 See 8.1

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip 

only 2/4 
channel 
trips rqd 
to ini
tiate.RT.  
3 channels 
remain 
unaffected

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration 

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for over
power trips

9.3 See 9.1 Loss of in- Broken wire The bistable will go to 
put power loose ter- the tripped state.  
supply mination 
(+15 or -15V 
supply)

See 9.1 See 9.1 See 9.1



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 16)

FAILUREMODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Failure
No Name rIode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

9.4 See 9.1 Memory re
set switch 
S1.0 fail 
closed 

9.5 See 9.1 Memory re
set switch 
S1.0 fail 
open 

9.6 Overpower State re
bistable set switch 

S2.0 fails 
in "reset"' 
position 
or fails 
open. (in
termediate 
posit ion), 

9.T Overpower State re
bistable set switch 

S2.0 fails 
in "normal" 
position 

9.8 Overpower Test jack 
bistable J1.0 

shorted 
to ground'

nechanical 
failure or 
shorted 

echanical
failure or' 
loose ter
mination 

qep 9.4

See 9.5

Human"
error',, 

mechanical 
failure, 
or con
tamination

Following bistable trip, 
memory reset LED remains 
din.  

Unable to reset "trip 
memory" following bistable 
trip. LED remains bright.  

Deadband voltage drops to 
zero, disabling the deadband 
feature. Bistable will 
spontaneously reset if input 
signal level moves back to
ward normal value, crossing, 
the bistable setpoint.

Periodic test

Periodic test 

See 9d.4

manual.state reset feature See 9.5 
is disabled. Automatic re
set remains functional.,

With zero setpoint voltage,, See 9.1 
bistable immediately trips, 
initiating.a channel trip.

None 
required 

No effect 
on normal 
SS A.  
operation 

Reactor 
trip 
module 
latching 
feature 
will seal 
in channel 
trips 
despite 
bistable 
reset 

In normal 
operation, 
the bi
stable is 
in the 
automatic 
reset mode

None

None

None Channel trip signal 
need only be presen 
for 3.5 msec to 
ensure RT module 
latch-in

None

See 9.1 See 9.1

. gaemd Provision
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP -

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
. Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisnion

Effect 
Upon: 
STI/R Ps

Remarks and 
ot-her E!ffects

9.9 See 9.8 Test jack 
J2.0 
shorted 
to ground 

9.10 See 9.8 Test jack 
J3.0 
shorted 
to ground 

9.11 See 9.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open 

9.12 See 9.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

See 9.8

See 9.8

Loose ter
mination 
contami
nation

See 9.6

Total power input signal 
is shorted to ground; over
power and power/flow trips 
are disabled. See 8.2.  

Open module interlock con
tact causes the RT module 
to generate a SS A channel 
trip.

Shorted Module withdrawal will 
terminals still generate a SS A 

channel trip, by opening 
the RT module trip string.

Periodic test See 9.6

See 8.2

See 9.1

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.  
Module with
drawal will 
generate a SS 
A channel trip 
but will not 
generate a 
"test" trip

None

See 8.2 See 8.2

See 9.1 see 9.1

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation

None

10.0 Subsystem All modes 
B nuclear 
instru
mentation 
channel 

11.0 Subsystem All modes 
C nuclear 
instru
mentation 
channel

All nuclear instrumentation 
channels (SS A, B, C, D) are 
identical in configuration.  
The FMEA for SS A is appli
cable for all subsystems.  

See 10.0

Failure 
M A C seo.viio ameR ote eEaue.cgsN 

N



TABLE 3.6-1 (Sheet 18)

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
OVERPOWER TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
il D t -tion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prvi iion

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. : Name _ Mode . Cause - Includingi a u-es Depesi cIRP

12.0 Subsystem All modes 
D nuclear 
instru
mentation 
channel

see 10.0

0

Failure



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 1)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Noa N ae
Failure 

o ,-A
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Faiue Dtcin

Inherent 
Compensating 

Dois. _, n

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
O4her. EFfe

1.1 RC flow 
loop A 
Ap.  
trans
mit ter 
RC-FT-1A1

1.2 RC flow 
loop A 
Ap 
trans
mitter 
RC-FT-1A1

Fail high Component 
failure, 
damaged 
sensor 
line

High analog flow signal 
is input to the buffer 
amplifier and to the power/ 
flow bistable. Power/flow 
trip function is inhibited.

Fail low Component Low analog flow signal is 
failure input to the buffer ampli

fier and to the power/flow 
bistable. Power/flow 
bistable initiates a SS A 
channel trip.

Periodic 
surveillance 
of reactor 
coolant flow 
indicators

SS A channel 
trip alarm.

Only 
2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini-.  
tiate RT.  
Three 
channels 
remain 
unaffected.  

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT 
due to a' 
single 
SS channel 
trip.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for power/ 
flow trips.

System is 
placed in 
1/3 con
figuration

1.3 RC flow 
loop A 
Ap 
trans
mitter 
RC-FT-1A1 

1.4 RC flow 
loop A 
A p 
trans
mitter 
RC-FT-1Al 

1.5 RC flow 
loop A 
Ap 
trans
mitter 
RC-FT-1A1

Output 
signal 
constant

Open 
signal 
line

signal 
line 
short to 
ground

Component Constant analog loop A flow 
failure signal is input to buffer 

amplifier, leaving the 
channel insensitive to 
changes in loop A flow.  
Power/flow trip function 
is inhibited.

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination

Same effect as sensor 
output fail low. Refer 
to 1.2.

Insulation See 1.4 
failure

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.2 System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  

See 1.4 See 1.4

1.6 RC flow Not Insulation External voltage is super
loop A short to failure imposed on the transmitter

Periodic 
surveillance

The short The system 
is isola- will be in

worse case 
analysis assumes

Cause Includina Denendent Failures Detection. - -



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 2)

FAILURE HODES &-EFFECTS'--ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
i D d t F l tt

Inherent 
Compensating 

P o- isinn

Effect 
Upon: 
RPDS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects

No. Name Mode Cause.; Inlud n * e e------------t

signal, causing an errone
ous flow signal to be input 
to the buffer amplifier.  
Overvoltage- may cause 
eventual component failure, 
causing lossof flow signal 
and .subsequent channel trip.

of loop A flow 
indicator, 
channel trip, 
or periodic 
test

ted from 
the PT, 
module by 
the tuffer 
amplifier.

a 2/3 con
figuration 
for power/ 
flow trips.  
If SS A 
channel trip 
does occur, 
the system 
will be 
placed in a 
1/3 configu
ration.

that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

2.1 RC flow: 
loop. B 
Ap 
trans
mitter 
RC- FT--B1 

3.1 +24V dc.  
trans
mitter 
power.  
supply 
LX5-C

All 
modes

Loss. of 
output

Component 
failure, 
broken 
wire,_ 
output..  
shorted 
to..ground

Differential pressure trans
mitters RC-FT-1lA1 and 
RC-FT-1B1'are identical in 
configuration. The FMEA for 
the loop A .transmitter is 
applicable-for the loop B 
transmitter.-.  

The-power supply output-is 
common to both differential 
pressure-transmitters, 
RC-FT-1A1 and RC-FT-1BT.  
Loss of -+24V' supply will 
cause-both transmitters to 
generate a zero- output 
signal.. The power/flow 
bistable will-trip, causing 
the SS A trip module to go
to the tripped state.

SS-A channel.  
trip alarm

RPS-2/4 -- The-system 
trip logic is placed in 
inhibits a 1/3 con
a -spuri- figuration.  
ous PT 
due to a 
single 
channel 
trip.-

3.2 +24V dc 
trans
mitter 
power 
supply 
LX5-C

Off 
nomi
nal, 
output

Component The associated flow trans
failure mitters will generate 

erroneous outputs. One of 
the following conditions 
will result: 
1. Premature or spurious 

power/flow channel 
trip..  

2. SS A fails to generate 
a power/flow channel 
trip (setpoint 
exceeded).

Periodic 
surveillance 
of RC flow 
indicators, 
periodic test, 
or SS A channel 
trip alarm.

only- 2/3 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate FT.  
3 chan
nels 
remain un
affected.

The system 
is placed 
in a 2/3 
configura
tion for 
power/flow 
trips.

Worse case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not.  
occur.

Failure

Ap 
trans
mitter 
RC-FT-1A1

signal.  
line



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 3) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: 
RIs

Remarks and

No. Name Mode Cause Including repeAL ra. u t on

3.3 +24V dc 
trans
mitter 
power 
supply 
LX5-C 

4.1 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor

Loss of 
input' 
power

Output 
fails.  
high

Fault at 
vital bus, 
main or 
auxiliary 
power dis
tribution 
panel.  

Component 
failure, 
high in
put signal 
level

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 3.1.

High.analog flow signal is 
input to buffer amplifier, 
and to the power/flow 
bistable. The SS A power/
flow trip is inhibited.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
surveillance 
of RC flow 
indicators

See 3.1 See 3.1

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips re
quired to 
initiate 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected.

System is 
placed in a 
2/3 config
uration for 
power/flow 
trips.

4.2 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor

4.3 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor 

4.4 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor 

4.5 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor

Output 
fails 
low

Output 
signal 
constant

Loss of 
input 
power 

Loss of 
input 
signal

Component 
failure, 
low input 
signal 
level, 
output 
shorted 
to ground 

Component 
failure, 
constant 
input 
signal 

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination 

Signal 
cable fail 
open, or 
shorted to 
ground, ex-

Low analog flow signal is 
input to the buffer ampli
fier and to the power/flow 
bistable. Power/flcw 
bistable trips, causing the 
RT module to generate an 
SS A channel trip.  

Constant analog flow signal 
is input to the buffer 
amplifier, leaving the 
channel insensitive to 
changes in loop A flow.  
The SS A power/flow trip 
is inhibited.  

Same effect as output fail 
low. See 4.2.

See 4.4

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 4.4

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 4.1 See 4.1

See 4.2 See 4.2

See 4.2 See 4.2

Failure

0



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 4)

-FAILURE BODES-& EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

symptoms and Local.Effects Method of 
D 4- 4i

Inherent 
Compensating 

Droi snf

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Other Effects
No. Name node Cause Including Dependent r u-

ternal in
put resis
tor fail 
shorted

4.6 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor 

4.7 RC flow 
loop A 
square 
root 
extractor 

5.1 RC flow 
loop B 
square 
root ex
tractor 

5.2 RC flow 
loop B 
square 
root ex
tractor

5.3 RC flow 
loop B 
square 
root ex
tractor

Input 
lead from 
flow test 
module 
fails 
shorted 
to ground 

Test.jack 
fails 
shorted 
to ground 

All modes

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

Module .  
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

See 4.4Insulation See-4.4 
-failure

See 4.4echanical See 4.4 
failure, 
human 
error, con
tamination

Loose 
termina
tion, con
,tamination

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion.

Loop A and loop B square 
root extractors are identi
cal in configuration. The 
PFEA for unit A (item 4.0) 
is applicable for unit B.  

open-module. interlock con
tact will -cause the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel "test" trip.

Module withdrawal will not 
cause the RT module to 
generate a channel "test" 
trip.

6.1 Buffer Loss of Component Loss of signal input to 
ampli- output failure, the power/flow bistable; 

S 0

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement 

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 4.2 See 4.2 

See 4.2 See 4.2

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT 
as the 
result of 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.  

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion.

System is 
placed in a 
1/3 config
uration.

None

RPS 2/4 The system 
trip logic is

0

Failure
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TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 5) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects 
I l 4 di D d 1 t F il sC-

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
D t- i4- P ii fl

Effect 
Upon: 
RD1s0

fier 
(A2-8-10)

6.2 Buffer 
ampli
fier 
(A2-8-10) 

6.3 Buffer 
ampli
f ier 
(A2-8-10)

6.4 Buffer 
ampli
fier 
(A 2-8- 10)

signal

Loss of 
input 
power

Erroneous 
output 
signal

Test 
jack 
shorted 
to ground

6.5 Buffer Module 
amplifier interlock 
(A2-8-10) contact 

fail open

open sig
nal line, 
signal line 
shorted to, 
ground 

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination

the bistable will trip, 
causing the SS A RT module 
to go to the channel 
tripped state.  

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 6.1.

Component Erroneous input to the 
failure power/flow bistable; a 

premature or spurious 
power/flow trip may-result, 
or the erroneous signal 
may cause bistable failure 
to trip when parameter set
point is actually exceeded.

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Loose 
termina
tion, con
tamination

If any of the test jacks 
short to signal ground, the 
effect of the failure is 
the same as a low input 
signal to the buffer ampli
fier. The power/flow 
bistable will trip, causing 
the SS A RT module to go to 
the channel tripped state.  

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a ss A 
channel "test" trip.

logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm 

Periodic 
surveillance 
of RC flow 
indicators, 
periodic 
test, or SS A 
channel trip 
alarm.

SS A channel 
trip alarm 

SS A channel 
trip alarm

changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 6.1 See 6.1

SS A 
power/flow 
trip is 
inhibited.  
only 2/4 
channel 
trip re
quired to 
initiate 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain un
affected.  

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT as 
the result 
of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.  

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents, 
a spuri
ous RT 
as a 
result of

In.worst 
case, system 
is placed 
in 2/3 con
figuration.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that no spurious 
trips occur.

System is 
placed in 
1/3 config
uration.  

System is 
placed in 
1/3 config
uration

Failure 
" d

Remarks and 
oth1 Effects-o. ame o e a use nc u ng rpe eN 

N



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 6)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
iA

Inherent 
Compensating 

n cisinf

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS Q

Remarks and

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependent zailures DeteL- 

a single 
SS channel 
trip.

6.6 Buffer Nodule 
amplifier interlock 
(A2-8-10) contact 

fail 
shorted.

7.1 Power/ 
f low 
bistable

7.2 Power/
flow 
bistable

7.3 Power/ 
flow 
bistable

7.4 Power/ 
flow 
bistable

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion-

Fails Component 
tripped failure or 

low input.  
signal
level

Fails 
untripped 
(setpoint.  
exceeded), 

Loss of.  
input 
power.sup
ply (+15V 
or -15V 
dc)

Memory 
reset 
switch 
S1.0 
fail 
closed

Component 
failure 
or high 
input 
signal 
level 

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion 

Mechanical 
failure or 
shorted 
contacts

Module withdrawal will not 
cause RT module to generate 
a channel "test" trip.  
However, channel trip will 
occur, as the result of 
flow signal.  

Bistable trip will cause 
the SS A RT module to go 
to the channel tripped 
state.

SS A power/flow trip is 
disabled. No other SS A 
channels are impaired.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement 

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
test

The power/flow bistable will See-7.1 
go'to the tripped state.

Following bistable trip, 
memory 'reset LED remains 
dim.

Periodic 
test

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS
A opera
tion.  

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT as 
the result 
of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.  

only 2/4 
power/flow 
channels 
are re
quired to 
initiate 
an RT..

None

System is 
placed in 
1/3 con
figuration.

System is 
placed in 
2/3 config
uration for 
power/flow 
trips.

See 7.1 See 7.1

None 
required

None

0

Failure
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TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet .7) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

No. Name
Failure 

Motie
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi .; __

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and

7.5 Power/ 
flow 
bistable 

7.6 Power/ 
flow 
bistable

7.7 Power/ 
f low, 
bistable

7.8 Power/ 
flow 
bistable

Memory re
set switch 
S1.0 fail 
open 

State re
set switch 
S2.0 fails 
in "reset" 
position 
or fails 
open 
(inter
mediate 
position) 

State re
set switch 
S2.0 fails 
in "nor
mal" posi
tion 

Test jack 
J1.0 
shorted 
to ground

Mechanical 
failure or 
loose ter
mination

See 7.4

See 7.5

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
or 
contamina
tion

Unable to reset "trip 
memory" following bistable 
trip. LED remains bright.

Periodic 
test

The deadband feature is dis- Periodic 
abled. Bistable will test 
spontaneously reset if 
input signal level moves 
back toward normal value, 
crossing the bistable 
setpoint.

manual state reset feature 
is disabled. Automatic 
reset remains functional.

Scaled flow signal is 
shorted to ground; zero 
flow signal is input to 
bistable. Apparent power/ 
flow imbalance causes bi
stable trip, causing RT 
module to go to the 
channel tripped state.

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

None 
required

Reactor 
trip 
module 
latching 
feature 
will seal 
in chan
nel trips, 
despite 
bistable 
reset.

In normal 
operation, 
the bi
stable is 
in the 
automatic 
reset 
mode.  

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT as 
the result 
of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.

None

None Channel trip 
signal need only 
be present for 3.  
msec. to ensure F 
module latch-in.

None

System is 
placed 
in 1/3 con
figuration.

7.9 Power/ 
f low 
bistable 

7.10 Power/ 
f low 
bistable

Test jack 
J2.0 
shorted 
ground

Test 
jack 
J3. 0 
shorted

See 7.8 See 7.6 Periodic 
test

See 7.8 Total power signal is 
shorted to ground; zero 
power signal is input 
to overpower and power/

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power 
indications

See 7.6 None

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips re
quired to.

The system 
is placed in 
2/3 configu
ration for.

Athe- Effects



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 8) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP .

No. Name
Failure 

Mode ~
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Dttin

Inherent 
Compensating 

P .i4 i

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

to ground

7.11 Power/ 
flow 
bistable

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

flow bistables, inhibiting 
both trip channels.

Loose 
termina
tion, con
tamination

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a 
channel "test" trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

initiate 
RT; fail
ure has 
no impact 
on remain
ing 3 SS.  

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT as 
the result 
of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.

overpower 
and power/ 
flow trips.

The system 
is placed 
in a 1/3 
configura
tion.

7.12 Power/ 
f low 
bistable

8.1 Flow 
test 
module -

8.2 Flow 
test 
module

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted 

Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 
fails in 
"operate" 
(p1)i 
position

Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in #2 
position

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure or 
human 
error

Module withdrawal will not 
cause the RT module to 
generate a channel "test" 
trip. However, channel 
trip will occur as a 
result of opening the RT 
module trip string..  

Unable to test the square 
root extractors and buffer 
amplifier.

The test interlock contact 
is closed when switch S1.0 
is in any position other 
than #1 (operate). This 
will cause the RT module 
to generate an SS A channel 
test trip.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

The None 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A operation.

This 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS A 
operaticn.  

RPs 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT due 
to a 
single SS 
channel

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of SS 
A until 
failure is 
repaired.

switch positions: 
1. Operate 
2. Test operate 
3. zero 
4. 16% Input 
5. 100% Input 
6. 50% Input 
7. Bias 
8. Calibration 

output

The system 
is placed 
in a 1/3 
configura
tion.

0

Cause~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ sfcuiaDnnetFiue eeto rov s on 

er 
e.o NaeMd

-77-:77



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 9)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

No. Name Mode cause Inc.lud.4 e n 
udin ..- 4 in

Remarks and 
Other Effects

8.3 Flow 
test 
module

8.4 Flow 
test 
module

8.5 Flow 
test 
module 

8.6 Flow 
test 
module

8.7 Flow 
test 
module

Rotary 
switch 
fails in 
position 
#3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8 

Loss of 
input 
power

Test 
jack 
J2 short 
to ground.  

Output 
signal 
line 
fail 
open

Test 
output 
line (s)

See 8.2 See 8.2

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure 

Loose .  
termina
tion, 
broken 
wire 

Insulation 
failure

see 8.1

See 8.2

Periodic 
test

see 8.1

Failing open any of the 6 
signal lines to the square 
root extractors will have 
no effect other than in
hibiting the performance 
of the periodic test 
procedure.  

The power/flow bistable may 
trip, as a result of the 
loading effect on the flow

Periodic 
test 

Periodic 
test

Periodic 
test, inter
channel com-

trip.  

See 8.2 See 8.2

The flow See 8.1 
test 
module 
only ac
tively 
interfaces 
with the 
square 
root ex
tractor 
and tuffer 
amplifier 
during.  
periodic 
test. The
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A operation.  

See 8.4 See 8.1

See 8.1 See 8.1

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con-

Worst case assump 
tion is that flow 
signal is not

Failure



TABLE 3.6-2 (sheet 10) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Faiue Dtin

Inherent 
Compensating 

P_- o. isi

Effect 
Upon: 
Rons

Remarks and 
oth EffC

8.8 Flow 
test 
module

short to 
ground 

Test 
interlock 
output 
(-15V) 
short to 
ground

signal.

Insulation 
failure

parison of 
RC flow 
indicators.

The power supply monitor 
will detect the fault, and 
trip the SS A power 
supplies off line, causing 
a channel trip, a SS A 
trip, and tripping the CRD 
"A" scram breaker.

SS A trip 
alarm

required 
>to ini

tiate an 
RT.  

The RPS 
2/4 logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT due 
to a 
single SS 
trip. The 
tripping 
of a 
single 
CRD 
breaker 
will not 
cause an 
RT.

figuration 
for power/ 
flow-trips.  

The system 
is placed 
in 1/3 con
figuration 
The RT 
breaker con
figuration 
changes from 
1/2 x 2 to 
1/2.

decreased suffici
ently to initiate 
a power/flow trip.

8.9 Flow 
test 
module 

8.10 Flow 
test 
module 

8.11 Flow 
test 
module

Test 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
closed 

Test 
interlock 
contact 
fail open 

module 
interlock.  
contact 
fail open

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Loose 
termina
tion, con
tamination

Closure of test interlock 
contact causes RT module to 
generate an SS A channel 
test trip.  

Failure to generate auto
matic test trip when switch 
51 is moved from the 
"operate" position.  

Open.module interlock 
contact will cause the RT 
module to generate a 
channel "test" trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm 

Periodic 
test 

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 8.7 See 8.7

An SS A 
channel 
trip will 
occur as 
a result 
of the 
normal 
periodic 
test pro
cedure.  

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single

See 8.7 

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
-figuration.

No Name
Failure 

N -q -

- -~ ~ ~ 

0

Cause Includina Denendent Failures Detection r v 
n 

er 
ec s

.



TABLE 3.6-2 (Sheet 11)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
POWER/FLOW TRIP

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
t ti P ic i

Effect 
Upon: 
DD

Remarks and 
Olther Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependent rallures e n o E

8.12 Flow 
test: 
module

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fails 
shorted.

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion

9.0 Subsystem All 
B flow modes 
channel 
components 

10.0 Subsystem All 
C flow modes 
channel 
components.  

11.0 Subsystem All 
D flow modes 
channel 
components

Module withdrawal will.  
not cause RT module to 
generate a channel "test" 
trip.  

The flow channel instru
mentation in all subsystems 
is identical. The EMEA for 
for SS A components is ap
plicable for all subsystems.  

See 9.0 

See 9.0

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.

SS channel 
trip.  

The fail
ure has 
no effect 
on ncrmal 
SS A 
operation.

Failure

None



No. Name
Failure

ause ~
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
-Incluin nd tA 4ai D4 t%4 ti

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

go Nm M U -e- __ _ repev en ue e tcer oL t s

1.1 RC Loop 
A Th RTD, 
RC-TE-3A2

Resistance 
fail high.

Component 
failure, 
open 
element

High analog Loop A Th SS A channel 
temperature signal is input trip alarm 
to the Loop A Th bistable.

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 configu
ration.

The bistable trips, causing 
the SS A RT module to generate 
a SS A channel trip.  

(A high analog Loop A Th 
temperature signal is also 
input to the calculating 
module. This causes a large 
AT to be calculated, 
effectively inhibiting the 
SS. A calculated BA T trip.)

1.2 RC Loop 
A Th RTD 
RC-TE-3A2

Resistance Component 
fail low failure, 

or shorted 
element

Low analog Loop A Th tem
perature signal is input 
to the Loop A Th bistable, 
and to the calculation 
module.

Interchannel 
comparison of 
RC outlet tem
erature indica
tors, periodic 
test

only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to initi
ate RT. 3 
channels 
remain .  
unaffected.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for RC out
let tempera
ture depen
dent trips.

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes that 
both condi
tions required 
for 6/AT trip 
are not present.

The low temperature signal 
will inhibit the bistable 
from tripping, but the 
calculating module will 
generate a O/AT (startup) 
trip, if the following condi
tions exist: 
1. Total indicated flux >15.0% 
2. AT <80F.

1.3 RC Loop 
A Th RTD 
RC-TE-3A2

Output 
signal 
constant

Component Loop A Th bistable and cal
failure culating module will be 

insensitive to changes in 
RC outlet temperature. SS

Periodic 
test

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required

System is 
placed in 
2/3 config
uration for

TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 1) 

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

*-t..) .4



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 2)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PEacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS'

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Ot-her Effects-

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection PLs.L__

A Loop A Th - related trips 
(bistable and calculated) 
are inhibited.

to initi
ate RT.  
3 chan
nels .re
main 
unaffected

RC outlet 
temperature 
trips.

1.4 RC Loop 
A Th RTD 
RC-TE-3A2

Signal 
lead fail 
open

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termi
nation

Failing open one signal lead 
will cause an increase in 
effective lead resistance, 
causing a corresponding 
increase in measured RC 
temperature.

Interchannel 
comparison of 
RC outlet tem
perature indi
cators

See 1.3 See 1.3 Worst case 
analysis 
assumes that 
a spurious trip 
does not occur.

1.5 RC Loop 
A Th RTD 
RC-TE-3A2 

1.6 RC Loop 
A Th:RTD 
RC-TE-3A2

Signal 
lead fail 
shorted to 
ground 

Hot'short: 
to signal.  
lead:

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Insulation
failureL

See 1.4 See 1.4

External.voltage is super-- Interchannel 
imposed on the transmitter comparison of 
signal, causing an erroneous Loop A Th 
RC temperature signal..to:be (RC outlet) 
input to the Loop. A Th bi- temperature 
stable and to the calcu- indicators, 
lating module. The signal periodic 
converter provides protec- test, or 
tion for the bistable and channel 
calculating -module. One or trip 
more of the -following 
effects will be noted: 
1. Immediate, spurious high RC 

outlet temperature bistable 
trip.  

2. Impressed overvoltage may 
cause eventual component 
failure, causing one of 
the following to occur: 
a) Same effect as RTD fail 

high.  
See 1.1 

b) Same effect as RTD fail 
low.  
See 1.2

See 1.4 See 1.4 

The short See. 1.2 
is isola
ted from 
the RT' 
module by.  
the signal* 
converter.

RPS 2/4 system is
Component Same effect as RTD fail SS A channel

Failure

See 1.4 

See 1.2

2.1 Loop A.Th Output



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 3) 

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

No. Name
Failure 

M nd 0 Symptoms and Local Effects 
I l di

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon:

u ependent rallures Detection Provision RPS Other Effects
tempera
ture 
test & 
linear 
bridge 

2.2 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
& linear 
bridge

2.3 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture 
test 
& linear 
bridge 

2.4 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
S linear 
bridge

2.5 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
£ linear 
bridge

fails 
high 

Output 
fails 
low

Output 
signal 
constant 

Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 
(dc or 
118V ac) 

Test 
interlock 
contact 
fail
open

f ai lure, 
high input 
signal 
level 

Component 
failure, 
low input 
signal 
level

high. See 1.1 

Same effect as RTD fail 
low. See 1.2

Component Same effect as RTD fail 
failure constant. See 1.3

Broken 
wire,.  
loose 
termina
tion

lechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion, loose 
termination

Low analog RC outlet tem
perature signal is input 
to the Loop A Th bistable.  
Same effect as output fail 
low, item 1.2.  

Failure to automatically 
generate a SS A channel 
test trip when switch S1 
is moved from the "operate" 
position

trip alarm 

See 1.2

Periodic 
test 

See 1.2

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT 
due to a 
single 
SS channel 
trip.

placed in a 
1/3 configu
ration.

See 1.2 See 1.2

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to initi
ate RT.  
3 channels 
remain un
affected.

System is 
placed in 
2/3 configu
ration for 
RC outlet tem
perature trips.

See 1.2 See 1.2

SS A None 
channel 
test trip 
will occur 
as a result 
of the nor
mal periodic 
test pro
cedure

2.6 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture

Test 
interlock 
contact

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina-

Spurious SS A channel test 
trip occurs..

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre-

System will 
be placed in 
1/3.configu-

Remarks and
Cause

. -~ ~J



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 4)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS 

Inherent Effect 

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of Compensating Upon: Remarks and 

No. -Name - Mode Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection Provision RPS

test & 
linear 
bridge

2.7 Loop A Th 
tempera-.  
ture test 
& linear 
bridge

fail 
closed

Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in "oper
ate" (#1) 
position

tion, shor
ted termi
nals

Unable to test SS A tempera- Periodic 
ture channel test

vents 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip 

This 
failure 
has no 
effect 
on normal 
SS A 
operation

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of 
SS A until 
failure is 
repaired

Switch positions: 
1. Operate 
2. Test operate 
3. Low output 

test 
4. Medium output 

test 
5. High output 

test 
6. Zero/bias 
7. Range 
8. Calibration 

output

2.8 Loop A I 
2 tempera
ture teE 
& linear 
bridge

1h Rotary 
* switch 
;t S1.0 fails 

in "test 
operate" 
(#2) po
sition

Mechanical Thectest interlock contact SS A channel 
failure, -is -closied when-switch S1.0 trip alarm 

contacts is in any position other 
hung up, than #1 (operate). This 
contamina- will cause the RT module 
tion, human to generate a SS A chan
error nel (test) trip.

RPS 2/4 
trip logic pre

vents a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

The system is 
placed in a.  1/3 configura

tion. Unable to 
complete periodic 
test of SS A until 
failure is repaired.

2.9 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
& linera 
bridge

Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 
fails in 
position 
3,4,5,6,7,8

2.10 Loop A Th Output 
tempera- signal 
ture test line fail 
& -linear -open 
bridge 
module

See 2.8 See 2.8

Loose 
termina
tion, 
broken 
wi re

Low analog RC outlet tem
perature signal is input to 
signal converter and Loop A 
Th-bistable. SS_.A high RC 
outlet temperature trip is 
inhibited.

See 2.8 

Interchannel 
comparison 
of loop A RC 
outlet temnpera
ture indicators

See 2.8 See 2.8

only 2/4 
channel 
trips required to 
initiate 
RT. 3 

channels 
remain

System is5 
placed in a 
2/3 confignration for 
high RC 
outlet 

tempera
ture trips.

worst case 
analysis assumes 
that both conditions required 
for3/-ff trip 
are not present, 

and spurious 
trip does not

Mechanical 
failure 
(Jams or 
binds)

ration



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 5)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Incluiding Dlepndent Fai luires

Method of 
Detectf-in

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

unaf
fected

Remarks and 
Oth.1 E:ff t

occur.

2.11 Loop A Tb 
tempera
ture test 
F linear 
bridge 

2.12 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
& linear 
bridge 
module 

2.13 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
& linear 
bridge 
module 

2.14 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture 
test & 
linear 
bridge 
module

2.15 Loop A Th 
tempera
test & 
linear 
bridge 
module

Output 
(+) signal 
line fail 
shorted to 
ground 

Output 
(-) sig
nal line 
fail 
shorted 
to ground 

"Zero" 
output 
contact 
fail open 
(switch 
contact 
ST-C-6) 

"Zero" 
output 
contact 
fail 
shorted 
(switch 
contact 
S1-C-6) 
associated 
signal 
lead fail 
shorted 
to ground 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Insulation 
failure

Insulation 
failure

No effect if (+) lead is Periodic 
shorted to ground; this test 
lead is normally at ground 
potential. If failure occurs 
while in a test mode, com
pletion of periodic test will 
be inhibited.  

Zero input signal to signal See 2.10 
converter will cause SS A 
high PC outlet temperature 
trip to be inhibited.

Mechanical with rotary switch S1.0 in 
failure, "zero/bias" position, it 
contamina- will not be possible to 
tion, loose zero the input of the 
termination module.

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion, 
shorted 
terminals

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion

Erroneous (low) analog tem
perature signal in input to 
the Loop A Th signal conver
ter. SS A Loop A Th 
RC outlet temperature trip 
is disabled.

Periodic 
test

Interchannel 
comparison of 
RC outlet tem
perature indi
cators, peri
odic test

Module withdrawal will not Module with
result in spontaneous "test" drawal for 
trip of RT module. repair or 

replacement.

No effect None 
on nor
mal SS A 
temperature_ 
channel op
eration.

See 2.10 .See 2.10

The fail
has no 
effect on

None

normal SS 
A operation.

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to initi
ate RT; 
3 chan
nels 
remain

System is 
placed in 
2/3 configu
ration for 
high RC outlet 
temperature 
trips.  

unaffected

The fail- None 
ure.has 
no effect 
on normal 
SS A 
operation

Includina~~e eenen salrs Deeto

.~JJ.
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FAILURE MODES AND-EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Failure symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
D t tio ;-

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prvis iomn

Effect 
Upon: 
nPS

No. Name Mode cause, including uepenusnr_ r 11ureing2/ Testm

2.16 Loop A Th 
tempera
ture test 
& linear 
bridge 
module.

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open.

Loose Open module interlock con
termination tact will cause RT module 
contamina- to generate a "test" trip.  
tion

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
logic 
prevents, 

a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip

Remarks and 
Other-Effects

The system 
is placed 
in a1/3 con
figuration

3.1 Loop ATh 
signal 
converter 
module-

Loss of 
input 
signal

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termination

Low analog-PC outlet tem
paerature signal is-input 
to the'Loop ATi bistable.  
High RC outlet temperature 
temperature trip is-inhi
bited..

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC outlet 
temperature 
indicators, 
periodic test.

See 2.10 See 2.10

3.2 Loop A Th 
signal 
converter 
module

Output
signal 
level 
fail high

Component
failure, 
high input 
signal:
level

Low analog RC outlet tempera
ture is, simultaneously input 
to the'calculating module.  
The: calculatihg-module 
will.- generate: a- 0/AT trip 
if the'following conditions 
exist: 
1. Total indicated flux >15% 
2. AT <80?

High analog RC outlet-tem- See-2.16 
perature signal, isinput 
to the Loop A Th-bistable, 
and to the calculating 
module.  

The loop A Th. bistable will 
trip, causing the SS A RT' 
module to generate a SS 
channel trip.

See 2.16 See 2.16

3.3 Loop A Th 
signal 
converter.  
module.

Output 
signal 
level
fail low

3.4 Loop A Th Output

Component 
failure, 
low-input 
signal 
level 

Component

See 3.1 See 3.1 See 2.10 see 2.10 See 2.10

Loop A Th bistable and cal- Periodic test only 2/4 System is

See 2.10

!. A
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FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

uJ-b )a me
Failure 

Nm
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

" - 4 = -

Effect 
Upon:- Remarks and

ctrJv s.on rC otthic nz.cts

culating module will be 
insensitive to changes in 
RC outlet temperature

SS A RC outlet temperature-related 
trips (bistable and calculated) 
are inhibited.

SS chan
nel trips 
are re
quired to 
initiate 
RT; 3 
channels
remain 
unaffected

placed in 
a 2/3 configu
ration for 
RC outlet 
temperature 
related trips

3.5 See 3.4 Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 

3.6 See 3.4 Input 
relay 
K1.1 fail 
energized' 

3.7 See 3.4 Input relay 
K1.1 fail 
deenergized

3.8 see 3.4 Input test 
jack or 
temp. out
put jack 
fail 
shorted to 
ground

Broken.  
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion 

Component 
failure, 
or input 
lead fail 
shorted to 
ground 

Component 
failure, 
or input 
lead fail 
open 

Human 
error,.  
mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion

See 3.1 See 3.1

Erroneous RC outlet temper
ature signal is input to 
Loop A Th bistable and to 
the calculating module.  
SSA RC outlet temperature
related trips are inhibited 

Will be.unable to carry out 
zero/bias adjustment during 
periodic test

Interchannel 
comparison of 
RC outlet 
temperature.  
indicators, 
periodic test

See 3.4

Same effect as loss of input See 3.1 
signal. See 3.1

See 2.10 See 2.10

See 3.4 See 3.4

This 
failure 
has no ef
fect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion 

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips 
required 
to initi
ate PT; 
3. chan
nels re
main 
unaffected

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes that 
no spurious 
trips occur.

None

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 
configura
tion for 
high RC 
outlet 
tempera
ture trips.

orst case 
analysis 
assumes that 
both condi
tions re
quired for 
S/ AT trip 
are not 
present

3.9 See 3. 4 Output Mechanical See 3.1 
signal signal lead failure

See 3.8 See 3.8

signal 
converter 
module

signal 
level 
constant

failure, 
constant 
input 
signal

NO Name

See 3. 1 See 3. 8



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 8)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
ProviAon

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause nc u ng ep n 

converter shorted to 
module ground

3.10 See 3.4 Meter 
signal 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
in "pres
sure set
point" 
position

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion, human 
error

Unable to use meter M1.0 
to obtain indication of out
put temperature signal .

See 3.4 Indi ca- None 
tion of. RC 
outlet tem
,perature is 
provided at 
redundant.local 
and remote lo
cal

3.11 See 3.4 meter se- See 3.10 Meter M1.0 maintains con
ect switch tinuous reading if.an 
S1.0 fail in attempt is made to~place 
"temp." S1.0 in the "pressure set
position point" position.

3.12 see 3.4 Meter 
select 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
open.  
(intermedi
ate posi
tion)

mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion

zero output reading on See 3.4 See 3.10 None

3.13 See 3.4 "Pressufe 
setpoint" 
or bias" 
test jack 
shorted 
to ground.  

3.14 See 3.4 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted 

3.15 See 3.4 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion 

Loose ter 
mination 
contamina 
tion

Sliht loading .effect on 
temperature output ampli
fier bias-voltage will 
cause erroneous (low).  
temperature output signal.  
SS A RC outlet temperature
related trips, will be un
reliable.  

Module withdrawal will not 
result in spontaneous "test" 
trip of RT module.

Interchannel 
comparison of 
RC outlet tem
perature 
indicators 
periodic 
test 

Module with
drawal for 
repair replace
ment

Open module -interlock .con- See 3.2 
tact will cause RT module 
to generate a "test" trip

See 3.8 See 3.8 

See 3.7 - None 

See 3.2 See 3.2

0

Failure

See 3.4 None .  
required

None

0

-
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FAILURE BODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 

REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Symptoms and Local Effects

Inherent 
method of Compensating 
Detect ion Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name mode _ u U_ .* - D e i Provision

4.1 High RC 
outlet 
tempera
ture 
bistable

Fails 
tripped 
(setpoint 
exceeded)

Component 
failure 
or high 
input 
signal 
level

The bistable will go to the 
tripped state, causing a 
A channel trip

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT as a 
result of 
a single S! 
channel tri

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration

Fails Component 
untripped failure 

or low 
input 
signal 
level

4.3 See 4.1 Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 

4.4 See 4.1 Memory 
reset 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
in "reset" 
position 

4.5 See 4.1 Memory 
reset 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
in "nor
mal" posi
tion

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

Mechanical 
failure 
or shorted 
contacts 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion

SS A high RC outlet tem
perature trip is disabled

Periodic 
test

The bistable will go to the See 4.1 
.tripped state, causing a 
SS A channel trip.

Following histable trip, 
memory reset LED remains 
dim 

Unable to reset "trip 
memory" following bistable 
trip. LED remains bright

Periodic 
test 

Periodic 
test

See 3.13 System is 
placed in a 
2/3 configuration 
for high RC 
outlet tem
perature trips.  

See 4.1 See 4.1

None re
quired 

None 

required

None 

None

4.6 See 4.1 State 
reset 
switch 
S2.0 fails 
in "reset" 
position 
or fails 
open

See 4.4 Deadband voltage drops, to See 4.5 
zero, disabling the deadband 
feature. Bistable will spon
taneously reset if input 
signal level moves back 
toward normal level, crossing 
the bistable setpoint

Peactor None 
trip Mo
dule 
latching 
feature 
will seal 
in channel latch-in.  
trips de-

Channel trip 
signal need 
only be pre
sent for 3.5 
msec to ensure 
RT module

Failure

. -t~, ~., -

4.2 See 4.1
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FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of

No. Name Mode Cause __ Inc u e n 44AntFiue De cio

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

4.7 see 4.1

(inter
mediate 
position) 

State 
reset 
switch 
S2.0 
fails in 
"normal" 
position

4.8 See 4.1 Test jack 
J1. 0 
shorted 
to ground 

4.9 See 4.1 Test jack 
J2.. 0 
shorted to 
ground 

4.10 See 4.1 Test jack 
J3.0 
shorted to 
ground

spite bi
stable 
reset.

See 4.5. Manual state reset feature See 4.5.  
is disabled. Automatic 
reset remains functional.

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, or 
contami
nation

See 4.8

See 4.8

With zero setpoint voltage, 
bistable immediately trips, 
initiating .a channel trip.

See 4.6

PC outlet temperature input 
signal is shorted to ground; 
high RC outlet temperature 
trip is inhibited

See 4.1

See 4.5

I 
C 
C 
t

This failure also shorts 
to ground the PC outlet t 
temperature signal to 
the calculating module.  
The calculating module 
will generate a OAT 
(startup) channel trip 
if the following condi
tions exist: 
1. Total indicated power >15% 
2. AT <8 0 F.

Interchannel 
comparison 
f RC outlet 
emperature 
indicators, 
eriodic 

test

In normal None.  
operation, 
the bi
stable is 
in the auto
matic reset 
mode.  

See 4.1 See 4.1

See 4.6 None

See 3.8 See 3.8 Worst case analysis 
assumes that both 
conditions re
quired fort / AT 
trip are not 
present.

4.11 see 4.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Shbrted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion

Module withdrawal does not Moduel with
cause RT module -to generate drawal for 
a "test" trip. However, repair or 
channel trip will occur as a replacement 
result of opening the RT

The fail- None 
.ure has no 
effect on 
manual SS A 
operation

Failure

0
-i
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TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 11) 

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

No. Name
Failure 
Mode Cause

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Including Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

4.12 See 4.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open.

5.1 RC Loop A 
inlet 
temp. RTD 
RC-TE-4A5

5.2 See 5.1

Resistance 
fail high

Resistance 
fail low

Loose 
termina
nation, 
contami
nation 

Component 
failure, 
open 
element

Component 
failure, 
shorted 
element

module trip string.  

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a 
channel "test" trip.  

High analog Loop A Tc tem
perature signal is input 
to the calculating module.  

This causes a relatively 
small AT to be calculated.  
A O/AT trip will be gene
rated, if T<80 F and power 
level >15%. The h'igh Tc 
value also causes the low 
DNBR flux setpoint to be 
decreased.  

Low analog Loop A Tc tem
perature signal is input to 
the Cm, causing a relatively 
high AT to be calculated 

The 0/AT trip is effectively 
inhibited, and the low DNBP 
flux setpoint is raised.

See 4.1

Interchannel 
comparison of 
RC loop A in
let tempera
ture indi
cators, peri
odic test

See 5.1

See 4.1 . See 4.1

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate PT 
3 chan
nels re
main 
unaffected

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
related 
trips.  
( /AT, 
low DNBR)

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes that 
no spurious 
trips occur

See 5.1 see 5.1

5.3 See 5.1 Output 
signal 
constant

Component The CM will be insensitive See 5.2 
failure to changes in PC loop A inlet 

temperature.  

The OAT and low DNBR trip 
functions will not be respon
sive to changes in loop A 
inlet temperature.

5.4 See 5.1 Signal 
lead fail 
open

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

Failing open one signal lead 
will cause a slight increase 
in effective lead resistance 
causing a corresponding 
slight increase in measured 
PC inlet temperature. some

Interchannel 
,comparison of 
RC loop A in
let tempera
ture indica
tors

See 5.1 See 5.1

See 5.1 See 5.1

See 5.1

.o Nm



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 12)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

No. NameMoe

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

inaccuracy will be intro
duced into CM calculations 
involving RC inlet tempera
ture.. (0/ATs low DNBR).

5.5 See 5.1 Signal 
lead fail 
shorted 
to ground 

5.6 See 5.1 Hot short 
to signal 
lead

6.1 Loop A Tc 
tempera
ture test 
& linear 
bridge 

6.2 See 6.1

Output 
fails 
high 

Output 
fails 
low

Insulation 
failure

See 5.5

Component 
failure:, 
high input 
signal 

Component 
failure, 
low input 
signal 
level

See 5.4 See 5. 4

External voltage is super- See 5.1 
imposed on the transmitter 
signal causing an erroneous 
RC temperature signal to be.  
input to the CM. The signal 
converter provides protection 
for the-CM. One or more of 
following effects will be 
noted.: 
1. Spurious channel trip, ini

tiated by the calculating 
module.  

2. Eventual component failure, 
causing Loop A Tc-dependent 
trip functions to be inhi
bited.

Same effect as RTD fail 
high. See 5.1

Same effect as RTD fail 
constant. See 5.2.

See 5.1

See 5.2

See 5.1 See 5.1

The short See 5.1 
is iso
lated 
from the
CM by the 
signal 
converter..

See 5.1 See 5.1

See 5.1 See 5.1

6.3 See 6.1 Output 
signal 
constant

Component Same effect as RTD fail 
failure constant. See 5.3

Periodic test See 5.1 system is 
placed in a 
2/3 configu
ration for 
Loop A Tc-de
pendent trip 
functions

See 5. 1

See 5. 1

See 5.1

*1

Provision R PIS
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TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 13) 

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

No. Name
Failure 

lode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

IncludinaD elcndeint Failu1ro lI ,n

Inherent 
Compensating 

P3 i i

Effect 
Upon:

g p rv s on S Other EL L s

Remarks and

6.4 See 6.1 Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 
(dc or 
118V ac) 

6.5 See 6.1 Test 
inter
lock 
contact 
fail open

6.5 See 6.1 Test inter
lock 
contact 
fail 
closed

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
nation

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion, 
loose 
termina
tion 

mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion, 
shorted 
terminals

Low analog PC inlet tempera- See 5.2 
ture signal is input to the 
CM. Same effect as output 
fail low, item 5.2.

Failure to automatically 
generate a SS A channel 
test trip when switch Si 
is moved from the "operate" 
position.

Spurious SS A channel test 
trip occurs.

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 5.1 See 5.1 See 5. 1

SS A None 
channel 
test trip 
will occur 
as a result 
of the normal.  
periodic test 
procedure.

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip

System is placed 
in a 1/3 config
uration.

6.7 See 6.1 Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in "oper
ate" (#1) 
pos it ion

Mechanical 
failure

Unable to test SS A tempera- Periodic 
ture channel. test

This 
fai lure 
has no 
effect 
on nor
mal SS A 
operation

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of 
SS A un
til failure 

is repaired.

Switch positions: 
1. Operate 
2. Test operate 
3. Low output 

test 
4. Medium output 
test 

5. High output 
test 

6. Zero/bias 
7. Range 
8. Calibration 

output

*6.8 See 6.1 Rotary 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in "test 
operate" 
(#2) posi-

See 6.7 The test interlock contact 
is closed when switch S1.0 
is in any position other 
than $1 (operate). This will 
cause the RT module to 
generate a SS A channel test

See 6.6 See 6.6 The system 
is placed 
in a 1/3 
configura
tion. Un
able to



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 14)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

trip.

Inherent 
Compensating 
Provision-

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

complete 
periodic 
test of 
SS A un
til 
failure 
is re
paired.

6.9 See 6.1 Rotary 
switch 
s1.0 
fails in 
position 
3,4,5,6,

See 6.7 See 6.6 See 6.6 See 6.8 See 6.8

6.10 See 6.1

6.11 See 6.1

6.12 See 6.1

7,8.  

Output 
signal 
line fail 
open

Output 
(+) sig
nal line 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

Output 
(-) sig
nal line 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

Loose 
termina
tion, bro
ken wire

Insulation 
fai lure

Insulation 
failure

Low analog RC outlet tem
perature signal is input 
to-signal converter and C.  
If power level P15%, and 
AT< 8 F., the calculating 
module will generate a 

/Ar SS A channel trip.  

No effect if (+) lead is 
shorted-to ground; this 
lead is normally at 
ground potential. If 
failure occurs while 
in.a test mode, com
pletion of periodic 
test will be 
inhibited.  

Zero input signal to CM 
will cause a relatively 
high AT to be calculated 
The O/AT trip is
effectively inhi
bited, and the low 
DNBR flux setpoint

See 5.4

See 6.7

See 6.10

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips 
required 
to ini
tiate RT.  
3 chan
nels re
main un
affected

No effect 
on nor
mal 
SS A 
tempera
ture 
channel 
operation

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for RC inlet 
temperature 
related' 
trips.  
(0/AT, 
low DNBR) 

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test 
until the 
failure is 
repaired.

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes 
that both.  
conditions 
required 
for 0/AT 
trip are not 
present

See 6.10 See 6.10 Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that no spuri
ous trips occur.

Failure 
Md A

t ion

.un 

Name
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FAILURE NODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Incli 4n De elnntn Failur nr~ l4~ I

Inherent 
compensating 

Prov~ iin

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

6.13 See 6.1 "Zero" 
output 
contact 
fail open 
(switch 
contact 
S1-C-6)

6.14 See 6.1 "Zero" 
output 
contact.  
fail 
shorted 
(switch 
contact 
S1-C-6) 
or asso
ciated 
signal 
lead 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

6.15 See 6.1 Module 
inter
lock 
fail 
shorted 

6.16 See 6.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

7.1 Loop A TC 
signal 
converter 
module

Loss of 
input 
signal

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion, 
loose 
termina
tion 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 
shorted.  
terminals, 
insulation 
failure 

Shorted 
terminals 
contamina
tion 

Loose 
termina
tion, con
tamination 

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

is raised.  

With rotary switch S1.0 in see 6.7 
"zero/bias" position, it 
will not be possible to 
zero the input of the module

Erroneous (low) analog 
temperature signal is input 
to the Loop A Tc signal 
converter and to the CM.  

A relatively high6 T is 
calculated, causing the 
2/LT trip to be effec
tively inhibited. The 
low Tc value also causes 
the low DNBR flux setpoint 
to be raised.  

Module withdrawal will not 
result in spontaneous "test" 
trip of RT module 

Open module interlock con
tact will cause RT module 
to generate a "test" trip 

Low analog PC inlet tempera 
ture is input to the calcu
lating module. The Cm will 
generate a M/AT trip if 
the following conditions 
exist: 
1. Total indicated flux>15%.  
2. AT<8oF

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC inlet 
temperature 
indicators, 
periodic 
test 

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

See 6.6

See 6.7 See 6.11

See 6.10 See 6.10 

See 6.7 None

See 6.12

See 6.6 The system 
is placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

Interchannel 
comparison 
of PC inlet 
temperature 
indicators, 
periodic 
test

See 6.10 See 6.10 See 6.10

)N Nae
Failure 

Mod Caus co.ovmseoe gPp



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 16)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Inherent Effect
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of Compensating 

PD i in

Upon: 
DDs

Remarks and 
otiher Effets

No. Name Mode Cause Tn-luding D

7.2 See 7.1 Output 
signal 
level 
fail high

Component 
failure, 
high input 
signal 
level

High analog RC inlet tem
perature signal is input to 
the calculating moduel. A 
relative low AT is cal
culated.  

A /AT trip will be 
generated if AT<8 0 F 
and power level >15%. The 
low DNBP flux setpoint 
is decreased.

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC Loop A 
inlet temper
ature indica
tors, periodic 
test

See 6.10 System is 
placed in a 
2/3 configu
ration for 
RC Loop A 
inlet tem
perature 
dependent.  
trips (3/AT 
low DNBR).

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes 
that no spur
ious trips occur.

7.3 See 7.1 Output 
signal 
level 
fail low 

7.4 See 7.1 Output 
signal.  
level 
constant

Component 
failure, 
low input.  
signal 
level 

Component 
failure, 
constant 
input 
signal

See 7.1 See 7.1

The calculating. module will Periodic 
be insensitive to changes in test 
RC inlet temperature. Cal
culated Tc-dependent trips 
are inhibited

See 6.10 See 7.2

only 2/4 
SS chan
nel trips 
are re
quired to 
initiate 
RT. 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected

System is 
placed in.  
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for RC in-, 
let tempera
erature-re
lated trips 
(8/AT, low 
DNBR).

7.5 See 7.1 Loss of 
input 
power 
supply 

7.6 See 7.1 Input 
relay 
K1. 1 
fail 
energized 

7.7 See 7.1 Input 
relay 
K1.1 
fail

See 7.1

Component 
failure, 
or input 
lead fail 
shorted to 
ground 

Component 
failure, 
or input 
lead fail

Erroneous RC inlet tempera
ture signal is input to the 
calculating module. Some 
inaccuracy is introduced 
into CM calculations 
involving RC inlet tempera
ture 

will be unable to carry out 
zero/bias adjustment during 
periodic test

See 7.1

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC inlet 
temperature 
indicators, 
periodic 
test 

Periodic test

See 6.10 See 6.10

See 7.4 See 7.4

This 
failure 
has no 
effect

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes that 
no spurious 
trips occur.

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test

Failure

See 6.10

Ai
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FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

P i i

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Oth, EV t r

until the 
failure is 

repaired.

7.8 See 7.1 Input test 
jack or 
temp. out
put jack 
fail 
shorted to 
ground 

7.9 See 7.1 Output 
signal 
lead 
shorted 
to ground 

7.10 See 7.1 Meter 
select 
switch 
S1.0 
fail in 
"pressure 
setpoint" 
position 

7.11 See 7.1 Meter 
select 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
in "temp." 
position

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

Same effect as loss of input See 7.1 
signal. See 7.1

See 7.1 See 7.1

Unable to use Meter M1.0 
to obtain indication of 
output temperature sig
nal.

See 7.10 Meter M1.0 maintains con
tinuous reading if an 
attempt is made to place 
S1.0 in the "pressure set
point position.

Periodic 
test

See 7.10

See 6.10 See 6.10 See 6.10

See 6.10 See 6.10 See 6.10

Indica- None 
tion of RC
inlet tem
perature is 
provided at 
redundant 
local and 
remote 
locations

None re
quired

None

7.12 See 7.1 Meter 
select 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
open 
(inter
mediate 
position)

Mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination

Continuous zero output 
reading on meter M1.0.

slight loading effect on* 
temperature output ampli-

See 7.10

"Bias" Human 
test jack error,

See 7.10 None

see 6.10 System is 
placed in

Failure

deener
gized

open on normal 
SS A 
operation

Worst case 
analysis

rov s. nr e -no. Name uode

See 7. 17.13 See 7. 1



TABLE 3.6-3 (Sheet 18)

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REacTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE TRIPS

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Includ~ingD el~ndentpli FailIurs

method of 
Detect ion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision
No. Name o e-ause-p

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

shorted mechanical 
to ground failure, 

contamina
tion

7.14 See 7.1

7.19 See 7.1

8.1 RC Loop.  
inlet 
tempera
ture

odule 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open 

All modes

Shorted 
terminals, 
contamina
tion 

Loose 
termina
tion, con
-tamination

9.0 Subsystem All.modes 
B temper
ature 

- instru
mentation 

10.0 Subsystem All modes 
C temper
ature 
instru
mentation 

11.0 Subsystem All modes 
D temperature instru
entation

fier bias voltage will 
cause erroneous (low) 
temperature output 
signal. CM trips which are 
dependent on RC inlet 
temperature ( BAT,. low 
DNBR) will be inaccurate 

Module withdrawal will not 
result in spontaneous "test" 
trip of RT module

2/3 configu
ration for 
RC-inlet 
temperature 
related 
trips

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

Open module interlock con- See 6.6 
tact will cause RT module 
to generate a "test" 
trip.  

The RC Loop A and Loop B inlet 
temperature instrumentation are 
identical to configuration.  

The FNEA for: the Loop A instru
mentation (items 5,.6, and 7) is 
also applicable for the Loop B 
instrumentation.  

All temperature instrumentation 
channels (SS A, B, C, D) are 
identical in configuration, 
except-for transmitter numbers 
and distribution of transmitters 
between loops A and B. The FMEA 
for SS A components is applicable 
for all subsystems.  

See 9.0 

See 9.0

The fail
ure has 
no effect 
on normal 
SS A 
operation

None

See 6.6 See 6.6

0

Failure 
M A

assumes 
that a 
spurious 
trip does 
not occur.

C
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 
Made Cause

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Includina Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
FPS

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

1.1 Subsystem 
A PC 
pressure 
trans
mitter 
(RC-PT
2A1)

Fail 
high

1.2 See 1.1 Fail 
low

1.3 See 1.1 Output 
signal 
constant

Sensor 
failure, 
component 
failure,

Sensor 
failure, 
component 
failure, 
power 
supply 
failure, 
ruptured 
sensor 
impulse 
line

Sensor 
root valve 
closed, 
blocked or 
plugged 
impulse 
line

High analog pressure signal 
to the buffer amplifier
The high RC pressure bi
stable and the shutdown by
pass RC pressure bistable 
will both trip and cause 
the subsystem (SS) trip 
module to go the channel 
tripped state. The buffer 
amplifier output to the 
calculating module will 
disable the DNBR channel 
trip. The calculated set
point for the trip .will 
be overstated as a result 
of the high input pressure 
signal to the calculatinj 
module.  

Low analog pressure signal 
to the buffer amplifier.  
The low RC pressure bi
stable will trip and cause 
the SS trip module to go 
to the channel tripped 
state. The buffer ampli
fier output to the calcula
ting module will cause a 
premature DNBR channel 
trip. The calculated set
point for the trip will be 
understated as a result of 
the low input pressure 
signal to the calculating 
module.  

Constant analog PC pressure 
signal to SS A pressure in
strumentation and trip 
logic. The SS A low PC 
pressure bistable, high 
RC pressure bistable will 
not trip. The RPS coinci
dence logic for RT's gener
ated by high or low RC 
pressure changes from 2/4

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 1.1

.Interchannel 
comparison 
of PC pres
sure indica
tors and 
periodic 
test

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
reactor 
trip (RT) 
due to a 
single SS 
channel 
,trip.

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 1.1 See 1.1

only 2/4 
high or 
low PC 
pressure 
or DNBR 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to gener
ate an RT.

One invalid SS 
channel trip may 
be bypassed. When 
one SS trip module 
is bypassed, the 
FPS logic changes 
to a .2/3 configu
ration.

See 1.1

The RPS 
coincidence 
logic for 
high PC 
pressure 
RTs, low PC 
pressure 
RTs and DNBR 
RT's changes 
from 2/4 to



TABLE 3.6-4 (Sheet 2)

FAILURE-MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.4 See 1.1 Open 
signal 
line 

1.5 See 1.1 Signal 
line 
shorts 
to 
ground 

1.6 See 1.1 Hot short 
to signal 
line

Broken 
wire

Insulation 
breakdown, 
insulation' 
wear 

Insulation 
breakdown 
to wear

to 2/3. The calculated DNBP 
trip setpoint will not I 
change. During periods of 
decreasing power levels 
(pressure), the DNBR trip 
setpoint will be over
stated. During periods of 
increasing power levels, the 
DNBR trip.setpoint will be 
understated and a DNBR 
channel trip may result.  
Worst case analysis postu
lated a decreasing power 
mode and the DNBR channel 
trip was assumed disabled.  

The effect of the failure is 
the same as fail low. See 
1.2.

See 1.4

The voltage level will be 
superimposed on the trans
mitter signal and generate 
erroneous signal levels.  
At least one, of the follow
ing conditions will result: 
1. Premature or spurious 

low RC pressure channel 
trip. (Burned out buffer 
amplifier input resis
tor.) 

2. Premature or spurious 
high RC pressure channel 
trip.  

3. Premature or spurious.  
DNBR channel trip.

Other SS 2/3.  
A trip 
functions 
are not 
impaired 
by the 
failure.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 1.4

Periodic 
surveillance 
of RC pressure 
indicators, 
periodic test, 
or SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

The short 
is iso
lated from 
SS A RPS 
circuits 
by the 
buffer 
amplifier.  
Worst case 
analysis 
postulated 
an immedi
ate, 
spurious 
SS A 
trip. The 
PPS 2/4: 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious

Based on the 
worst case 
analysis, 
the RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  
SS A cannot 
be placed.  
in the by
passed 
state-if 
the sub
system 
power sup-

01

See 1.1 

See 1.1

S
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FAILURE MODES 8 EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

2.1 +24 V 
trans
mitter 
power 
supply 
(LX 5-C)

Loss of Component 
output failure, 

broken 
wire, out
put 
shorted.  
to ground

The power supply output is 
common to RC pressure trans
mitter, RC-PT-2A1, and RC 
flow (Ap) transmitters, 
RC-FT-1A1 and RC-FT-181 and 
the pressurizer level 
transmitter RC-LT-1A1. All 
the transmitters will 
generate a zero output 
signal. The low PC pressure 
bistable, the low pres
surizer level bistable and 
the power/flow bistable will 
all trip and cause the SS A 
trip module to go to the 
channel tripped state.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.  

RPS 2/4 
logic 
inhibits 
a spuri
ous RT 
due to a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.

ply is 
tripped 
off-line.  

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 

*a 1/3 con
figuration.

2.2 See 2.1 Off 
nominal 
output

Component The associated pressurizer 
failure level transmitters, RC 

pressure and flow trans
mitters will generate 
erroneous outputs. One or 
more of the following 
conditions will result.  
1. Premature or spurious 

low RC pressure 
channel trip.  

2. Premature or spurious 
high RC pressure 
channel trip.  

3. Premature or spurious 
power/flow channel 
trip.  

4. Premature or spurious 
low pressurizer level 
channel trip.  

5. Premature or spurious 
high pressurizer 
level channel trip.  

6. SS A channel trip 
propagated by one.of

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC pres-.  
sure indi
cators, RC 
flow indica
tors, and 
pressurizer 
level indica
tors, periodic 
test or SS A 
channel trip 
alarm

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT; 
3 channels 
remain 
unaffected.

Worst case 
analysis 
postulated 
a failure 
to trip 
when re
quired, on 
one or more 
of the 
measured 
parameters 
requiring 
+24V for 
transmitter 
operation.  
System is 
placed in a 
2/3 config
uration for 
all trip 
functions 
requiring 
+24V supply.

.o .am Md
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSTS 
REACTOR.COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependet Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

the three channel 
trips.  

7. RC pressure trips are 
inhibited, in addition 
to other trip func
tions utilizing the 
+24V transmitter 
power supply.

2.3 See 2.1 Loss of 
input 
power

3.1 RC. pres
sure 
buffer 
amplifier

.Loss of 
output 
signal

Vital bus 
faulted, 
main or 
aux. power 
dist. panel 

Component 
failure, 
open signal 
line, sig
nal line 
shorted to 
ground

The effect of the failure 
is-the same as 2.1.

Loss of signal inputs to 
the low RC pressure bi
:stable, high RC pressure 
bistable and shutdown by
pass high RC :pressure: 
bistable. The low RC 
pressure bistable -will trip 
.and cause the SS A trip 
module to go.to the channel 
tripped state.

SS A trip 
alarm

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 2.1 See 2.1

See 2.1 See 2.1

3.2 See 3.1 See 2.3 Feeder The effect of the failure is See 3.1 
fails open is the same as 3.1.

3.3 See 3.1 Erroneous 
output 
signal 

3.4 See 3.1 Test jack 
shorts to 
ground

Component 
failure, 
transmitter 
failure 

Human 
error, 
mech.  
failure, 
contamina
tion

Erroneous .inputs to the RC 
pressure bistables. A pre
mature or spurious high or 
low RC pressure channel 
trip will result. The SS 
A trip module will go to 
the channel tripped state.  

If any of the test jacks 
short to signal ground the 
effect of the failure is 
the same as a low RC pres
sure signal to the buffer 
amplifier. The RC low 
pressure bistable will 
trip and generate an SS A

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC pres
sure indica
tors, periodic 
test, or SS A 
channel trip 
alarm.  

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 2.1 See 2.1 

see 2.1 See 2.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

Failure

0

.

No NMe
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
CI l4 di D d t F Il

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
D% t. 6; Dti o i __

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effectsc

3.5 See 3. 1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
open

Loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion

channel trip.  

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
to generate a SS A channel 
test trip.

See 3.4 RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic, 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

3.6 See 3. 1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

4.1 High RC 
pressure 
bistable 
(Al-2-7)

Fails 
tripped 
(setpoint 
exceeded)

4.2 See 4.1 Fails 
untripped

Shorted Module withdrawal will still 
terminals generate a SS A channel 

trip. Loss of buffer am
plifier output signal will 
cause the low PC pressure 
bistable to trip, initia
ting a SS A channel trip.

Component 
failure or 
high input 
signal 
level

Component 
failure or 
low input 
signal 
level

The bistable will command 
the SS A trip module to the 
channel tripped state.

SS A high PC pressure 
channel is disabled. No 
other SS A channels are 
impaired.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or, 
replacement.  
Buffer ampli
fier withdrawal 
will cause a 
channel trip 
but will not 
cause a "test" 
trip.  

High RC pres
sure channel 
trip alarm 
and SS A 
channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
test

The None 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A operation.

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.  

only 2/4 
high PC 
pressure 
channels 
are re
quired to 
actuate 
a RT.

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
to a 1/3 
conf igura
tion.  

RPS high 
PC pressure 
channel RT 
logic 
changes 
from 2/4 to 
2/3. No 
other RPS 
channels are

Failure

NO. rName Mode ause ne n _n1_Dn-- SOhrE4e
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms-and Local Effects Method of 
Dletpct ion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

See 4.1 Loss of 
input 
power

Feeder 
fails 
open

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 4.1.

High RC 
pressure 
channel trip 
alarm and 
SS A trip 
alarm

impaired.  

See 4.1 See 4.1

4.4 See 4.1 Memory re
set switch 
(S1) fails 
to reset 
position

4.5 See 4.1 

4.6 See 4.1

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
-tion, human 
error

Memory -re- see 4.4 
,set switch 
(S1) fails 

-in normal 
position

State -re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
to reset 
position

4.7 See 4.1 State re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
in normal 
position 

4.8 See 4.1 Module in
terlock 
contact 
fail 
open

,See 4.4

See :4.4

Loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion

The memory lamp assembly 
-will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip 
(high RC pressure) are 
removed.  

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp. assembly when the bi
stable trip conditions no 
-longer. exist.

Periodic 
test

See 4.4

The bistable dead band-after See 4.4 
trip..is disabled. 4.When the 
input signal drops below the 
trip-setpoint, the bistable 
will reset.  

The bistable design incor- See 4.4 
porates a manual and auto
matic reset feature. The 
manual reset feature is 
disabled.

open module interlock 
contact will cause the RT 
module to generate a 
channel test trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of SS A.

None

See 4.4 None 

The SS A None 
reactor 
trip 
module 
will seal 
in the 
SS trip.  

The unit 'None 
is normal
ly operated 
in the 
automatic 
reset mode.

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

Failure 
M d

4.3

No.luin .ee n ameure oDetectigo .N
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
P i i

No. Name mode Cause, s.fu LLt.AS IIn ka uretL_- - - . r- - o n

Effect 
Upon: 
D D

Remarks and 
Ot Ef f~i t

4.9 See 4.1 Module in
terlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

5.1 Low PC 
pressure 
bistable 
(Al-2-9)

Fails 
tripped 
(below 
setpoint)

Shorted IModule withdrawal will still 
terminals cause a SS A channel trip.  

Removal of bistable will 
cause the RT module trip 
string to open, initiating 
a SS A channel trip.

Component 
failure or 
low input 
signal 
level

5.2 see 5.1 Fails Component 
untripped failure or 

high input 
signal 
level

The bistable will command 
SS A trip module to the 
channel tripped state.

SS A low RC pressure 
channel is disabled. No 
other SS A channels are 
impaired.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.  
Removal of 
bistable will 
cause a SS A 
channel trip, 
but will not 
cause a 
"test" trip.  

Low RC pres
sure channel 
trip alarm 
and SS A 
channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
test

of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.  

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion.

RPS 2/4 
logic 
inhibits 
a spuri
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.  

Only 2/4 
low PC 
pressure 
channels.  
are re
quired to 
actuate a 
RT.

None

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  

RPS low PC 
pressure 
channel.  
PT logic 
changes 
from 2/4 
to 2/3. No 
other RPS 
channels 
are re
paired.

5.3 See 5.1 Loss of 
input 
power 

5.4 See 5.1 Memory re
set switch 
(Si) fails

Feeder 
fails 
open 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 5.1.  

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when

See 5.1 

Periodic 
.test

See 5.1 See 5.1

The 
failure 
does not

None

Failure
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AFAI-LURE MODES & -EFFECTS -ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

,Symptoms and Local Effects 
TI l; di D d t F l

-Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

Dnd t n t P, ov s n

Effect 
Upon: 
Ds

to reset hung up, the conditions of.trip (low 
position contamina- *.RC pressure) are removed.  

tion, human 
error

5.5 -See 5.1 Memory re
set.switch 
(Si) fails 
in normal 
position 

5.6 See 5.1 -State re
set switch 
(S2) .fails 
to-reset 

.. position 

5.7 See 5.1 State re
set switch 

,z'(S2) fails 
in normal 
position

See .5.4

See 5.4 

See 5.4

.Unable toreset the memory 
lamp assembly-when the bi
stable trip.conditions no 
longer exist.  

The bistable-dead band 
-after trip-is.disabled.  
--When the .input signal 
-increases above-the trip 
setpoint, .the bistable 
will reset.  

-The:bistable-.design -incor
-porates a-manual-and auto
matic resets feature. The 
-manual reset~feature is 
disabled.

See 5.4

Periodic 
test 

See 5.6

See 5.4 None

The SS A 
trip module 
will seal 
in the SS 

-.channel trip.  

-The unit -. None 
is normal

-ly- operated 
in- the 
-automatic 
reset mode.

5.8 See 5.1 Module in- Loose ter
terlock mination, 
contact contamina
fail -tion 

-open

5.9 See 5.1 Module in- Shorted 
terlock terminals 
contact 
,fail 
shorted

-open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
-tmodule to generate a SS A 
channel -test -trip.

Module withdrawal will 
still generate a SS A 
channel trip, if-shutdown 
bypass is not in effect.  
Removal of bistable will 
cause the RT.module trip 
string to open (unless by
passed by the shutdown by-

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.  
Removal of 
bistable will 
cause a SS A 
channel trip

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 

-prevents 
a. spurn
,ous RT as 
the result 
of-a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.  

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion, or 
on SS A

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

None

. Failure Remarks and

impair 
automatic 

.or manual 
-operation 
of SS.A.

No0. Nvame rvMode -cause nl te-fcs
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACT1OR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
I nl diA De elonnt Failu ,res

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detect-- Iion Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
R PS

6.1 Shutdown 
bypass' 
high RC 
-pressure 
bistable

Fails 
tripped 
(setpoint 
exceeded)

Component 
failure or 
high input 
signal 
level

pass relay contact), ini
tiating a SS A channel trip.  

1. When not in the shutdown 
bypass mode, the shutdown 
bypass aux. relay iso
lates the bistable output 
from the reactor trip 
module input circuits 

2. When in the shutdown by
pass mode (via keylock 
switch), SS A RT module 
will trip.

but will not 
cause a "test" 
trip.  

Shutdown by
pass trip 
alarm

operation 
in shut
down by
pass mode.

1. None 1.  
are re
quired 
when not 
in shut
down 2.  
bypass.  

2. When in 
shutdown 
bypass 
RPS 2/4 
logic 
inhibits 
a spuri
ous RT 
due to a 
single 
SS chan
nel trip.

No effect 
when not 
in shut
down by
pass.  
When in 
shutdown 
bypass, 
the RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
the system 
changed to 
a 1/3 
configura
tion.

6.2 See.6.1 Fails Component 
untripped failure, 

or low 
input 
signal 
level

1. When not in the shut
down bypass mode, the 
shutdown bypass auxil
iary relay isolates the 
bistable output from 
the reactor trip module 
input circuits.  

2. When in the shutdown bv
pass mode, the bypass 
will not automatically 
be removed as the 
reactor pressure in
creases above the shut
down pressure range.  
SS A can only generate 
a ,channel trip for high 
RC pressure, overpower 
and high temperature.

Periodic 
test

1. None 1.  
required 
when not 
in shut
down 
bypass. 2.  

2. When in 
the shut
down by
pass 
mode, 
with RC 
pressure 
increas
ing, the 
shutdown 
bypass 
high RC 
pressure 
bistables 
in the*

No effect 
when not 
in shut
down by
pass.  
If the 
operator 
does not re
move the 
shutdown 
bypass 
prior to 
startup, 
the con
figuration 
following 
RT logic 
channels 
change 
from 2/4 
to 2/3

Failure 
ds

Remarks and

o. N~ame Mo e ------ ncecio urvso ng p
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANTT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Detetioln Provisin

Nio. Niame . Mo e a use . n g peeto rvso P

Effect 
Upon: 
R PS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.3 See 6.1 Loss of 
input 
power 

6.4 See 6.1 Memory re
set switch 
(S1) fails 
to.reset 
position

Feeder 
fails 
open

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion, 
human 
error

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 6.1.  

-The -memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bist-able was tripped when 
the conditions of trip 
(high RC pressure) are re
moved..

See 6.1 

See -6.2

three 
unf ailed 
subsystems 
will trip 
when their 
setpoints 
are ex
ceeded.  
However, 
the by
pass is 
normally 
manually 
removed 
prior to 
startup.  

See 6.1 See 6.1

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or.manual 
operation 
of the 
shutdown 
bypass 
bistable.

-None, 
either in 
the shut
down by
pass mode 
or in 
normal 
operation.

-6.5 See 6.1 Memory re
set switch 
(Si) fails 
in, normal 
position 

6.6 See 6.1 State re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
to reset

See 6.4 

See 6.4

Unable to-reset the memory See 6.2 
lamp assembly when the bi
stable trip conditions no 
longer exist.

1. When not in the shut
down bypass mode, the 
shutdown bypass auxil
iary relay isolates the

See 6.2

See 6. 4 None, 
either in 
the shut
down 
bypass 
mode or in 
normal 
operation

1. None 
re
quired 
when

None, 
either in 
the shut
down bypass

Failure 
dA C.
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
CI l 4 di d t ; il

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
D t ti- P i i;

No . La me MIode ause n s a -es e e t S

Effect 
Upon: 
D

bistable output from 
the reactor trip module 
input circuits.  

2. When in the shutdown by
pass mode, the bistable 
dead band after trip is 
disabled. When the input 
signal drops below the 
trip setpoint, the hi
stable will reset.

not mode or in 
in normal op
shut- eration.  
down 
bypass.  

2. When in 
shutdown 
bypass 
mode, a 
trip of 
the shut
down by
pass high 
RC pressure 
bistable 
is latched 
in by the 
RT module.  
Removal of 
the bi
stable 
trip signal 
will not 
affect 
channel 
tripped 
state.

6.7 See 6.1 State re 
set switch 
(S2) fails 
in normal 
position 

6.8 See 6.1 Module in
terlock 
contact 
fail open

See 6.4 The bistable manual reset 
feature is disabled, shut
down bypass cannot be ini
tiated before manually re
setting the bistable.

Loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel trip. Channel trip 
will be generated whether 
in shutdown bypass or in 
normal operation.

See 6.2

SS A channel 
trip alarm

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion.  

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel

Unable to 
place SS 
A in shut
down bypass 
mode.  

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

Failure

position

Remarks and 
Oth Eff t ,
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provision

No. Name Mode Cause Incl 

trip.

Effect 
Upon: 
RPs

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.9 See 6.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

7.1 Shutdown 
bypass 
key 
switch 
(A2-3-1)

Jams in 
normal 
position 
(not 
bynassed)

7.2 See 7.1 Jams in 
bypass po
sition, or 
erroneous
ly placed 
in bypass 
position

7.3 See 7. 1 NO 
switch 
contact 
fails 
opened

Shorted 1.  
terminals 

2.

Frozen

.Mechanical 
failure,
or human 
error

Mech.  
failure, 
contamina
tion

No effect if not in 
shutdown bypass mode.  
Module withdrawal will 
still generate a SS A 
channel trip,. if shut
down bypass is in 
effect. Removal of bi
stable will cause the 
RT module trip string 
to open (if the shut
down bypass bistable is 
switched into the trip 
string).

SS A shutdown bypass fea
ture is.inhibited. The 
following SS A channel 
trips cannot be bypassed 
during shutdown; high pres
surizer level, low-pres
surizer level,. low RC 
pressure, power/AT, low 
DNBR, RC pump status, 
offset, and power/flow.  

In normal operation, the 
shutdown bypass high RC 
pressure bistable is 
tripped. Placing the 
shutdown bypass key switch 
in the "bypass" position 
switches the SD bypass 
high RC pressure bistable 
into the RT module trip 
string, resulting in a 
channel trip.  

2/2 NO switch contact 
closures are required to 
enable the bypass-feature.  
The SS A shutdown bypass 
feature is disabled. See 
7.1.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.  
If shutdown 
bypass is in 
effect, re
moval of bi
stable .will 
cause a SS A 
channel trip, 
but will not 
cause a "test" 
trip.  

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
test

The 
fai lure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion.

RPs 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS 
channel 
trip.

None

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
-changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 7.1 See 7.1

See 7.1 See 7.1

Failure
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Nameure Symptoms and Local Effects Mame __od Cause Including Dependent Failures_

;ee 7. 1 NO switch 
contact 
fails 
closed 

e 7.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open 

-e 7. 1 Module in
terlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Mech.  
failure, 
short 

Loose ter

contamina
tion 

Shorted 
terminals

2/2 NO switch contact 
closures are required to 
enable the bypass feature.  
The bypass switch is half 
tripoed.  

See 6.8

1. If not in shutdown by
pass, module withdrawal 
will fail to cause a ss 
A channel trip.  

2. In shutdown bypass mode, 
module withdrawal will 
remove channel from 
shutdown bypass; channel 
trip will occur as a 
result of one or more 
histable trips.

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Detecton Prvisio

None 

See 6.8

Module with
drawal for 
repair or re
placement.

Both con
tacts are 
required 
to close 
to enable 
the shut
down 
bypass.

Effect 
Upon:

The shut
down bypass 
switch is 
half 
tripped 
No effect 
on the 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

See 6.8 See 6.8

1. The 1.  
failure 
has no 
effect 
on 
SS A 2.  
opera
tion.  

2. No effect 
in shut
down by
pass mode, 
unless 
module is 
removed; 
channel 
trip will 
result 
from one 
or more 
of the.  
following 
trips; 
0/AT, low 
DNBR, RC 
pump 
status, 
offset, 
low RC 
pressure, 
power/flow, 
low pres-

None, 
if not 
in shut
down by
pass mode.  
In shut
down by
pass mode, 
module 
withdrawal 
results 
in channel 
trip, 
placing.  
system in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.
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-FAILURE -MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and:Local Effects 
i d t F i

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Dl ta.! cinn Or~i ci

Effect 
Upon: 
S PS

Remarks and 
Ote Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Includ nDe LI e ui-en a u e o g - --__ _ -

surizer 
level, 
high pres
surizer 
level.

8.1 Shutdown 
bypass/ 
interlock 
aux.  
relay 
module

8_2 see 8.1

Loss of 
-15 V 
input 
from by
pass Sw.

Relay 
K1. 2 
fails 
energized

Power sup
ply or 
switch 
failure, 
open or 
short sig
nal line

Not 
short

SS A shutdown bypass feature -Periodic 
is inhibited. The following test 
SS A channel trip cannot be 
bypassed during.shutdown 
.high pressurizer level, low 
pressurizer level, low RC 
pressure, power/AT, low 
DNBR, RC pump.status, 
offset, and power/flow. -If 
one of-the channels trip, 
:SS A. will-trip.

Spurious actuation of the 
shutdown .bypass. The shut
down bypass bistable is 
tripped under-normal opera
ting -conditions, and .will 
trip the SS A.RT module.  
No effect if in .shutdown 
bypass operation.

SS -A-trip 
alarm

,RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due.to 

.a single 
SS channel 
trip.

1. I-f in 
normal 
opera

-tion, 
see 
8.1.  

2. None 
requirec 
while ir 
shutdowr 
bypass 
mode.

The RPS 
logic is 
.half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

1. If in 
-normal 
opera
tion, 
-see 8.1.  

2. None, 
while in 
shutdown 

n bypass 
mode.

8.3 See 8.1 Relay K1.2 
fails de
energized 

8.5 See 8.1 Relay 
K1.2 No 
contacts 
4-5 fail 
open 

8.6 See 8.1 Relay 
K1.2.NO 
contacts 
4-5 fail 
closed

open -coil, 
ground 
short

Mech.  
failure, 
contami
nation 

Mech.  
failure, 
short

The SS A shutdown bypass 
is disabled. See 8.1.

See 8.3

During normal plant _ 
operation, the shutdown 
bypass is tripped. The 
bypass cannot be enabled 
by a single contact

See 8.1 

See 8.1

See 8.1

See 8.2 See 8.2

See 8.2 _ See 8.2. --

None 
required 
in normal 
operation 
or in

None, 
-in -normal 
operation 
or in 
shutdown

Failure
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Including Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

. N Mode

failure. shutdown 
bypass.

bypass.

8.7 See 8.1 Relay 
K1.2 NC 
contact 
3-4 fail 
closed 

8.8 See 8.1 Relay 
K1.2 NC 
contact 
3-4 fail 
open

Mech.  
fai lure 
short

Mech.  
failure, 
contam
ination

Shutdown bypass high RC 
pressure bistable is normal
ly reset prior to initiation 
of shutdown bypass; the 
designated trips will be 
bypassed in spite of 
closed 3-4 contact.  

1. Under normal plant 
operating conditions, 
opening K1.2 contact 
3-4 will result in a SS 
A channel trip.  

2. No effect on system when 
in shutdown bypass mode.

See 8.1

1. SSA chan
nel trip 
alarm.  

2. Periodic 
test

See 8.6 See 8.6

1. RPS 
2/4 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT 
as the 
result 
of a 
single 
SS 
channel 
trip.  

2. None re
quired 
when 
in shut
down 
bypass 
mode.

1. System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 
configu

2. No effect 
when in 
shutdown 
bypass 
mode.

8.9 See 8.1 Relay 
K2. 2 
fails 
energized

8.10 See 8.1 Relay K2.2 
fails de
energized

Hot 
short

Open coil, 
short to 
ground

Spurious shutdown bypass 
indication (light) on local 
indicating panel

Periodic sur
veillance of 
indicators

Local panel light not bright Periodic 
when the shutdown bypass test 
switch is enabled.

The 
failure 
does not 
interface 
with 
shutdown 
bypass 
logic 
circuits.  

Control 
room an
nunciator 
will in-.

None, in 
normal 
operation 
or in shut
down bypass.

None, in 
normal.  
operation 
or in

Non ae

Failure 
Mode

do
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Other Effects

8.11 See 8.1 Relay 
Ki. 3 
fails 
energized

Hot 
short

The RT module test inter
lock is enabled and causes 
an SS A channel trip.  
Another set NO relay 
contacts will initiate a 
bright "Ss on test" light 
on a local indicating 
panel.

SS A trip 
alarm.  
Local panel 
test inter
lock light

dicate 
when in 
the by
pass mode.  
See 8.7.  

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
-trip.

shutdown 
bypass.

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The svstem 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

The test interlock 
enables testing 
the trip circuits 
for the followina 
functions: power 
supply monitor, 
power range test, 
pressurizer level 
test, RC pressure 
test, loop B Tc 
temperature test, 
loop A Th tempera
ture test, loop A 
Tc temperature 
test, RC flow 
:test,. calc. module 
on test, calc.  
module surveil
lance trio.

8.12 See 8..1

8.13 See 8.1

8.14 See 8.1

Relay 
K1. 3 
fails 
deener
gized

Relay 
K2.3 
f ails 
energized

Relay 
K2. 3 
fails 
deener-

Open 
or shorted 
coil, short 
-to ground, 
open wire

Hot 
short

Open or 
shorted 
coil, open 
wire, short

The test interlock func
tion is disabled. Unable 
to test SS A until fault 
is diagnosed and repaired.  

Local aux.. panel light 
DS3.0 will change state 
from dim .to bright..

Relay K2.3 only interfaces 
with panel light DS3.0.  
The light will not go to 
the bright state when in

Periodic 
test

Periodic .sur
veillance of 
indicators

See 8.12'

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
SS A-op
eration.  

The 
failure 
does not 
interface 
with any 
other 
circuits.  

The SS A 
local 
panel will 
indicate

Failure

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of 
SS A until 
fault is 
repaired.

None

No. - __ N !me__ - - Mode. - Cause . . nc 
7 1 A-; I- Failures Detection Provision RPS
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Deecio Provis~ioan

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode ase Inc* r en

to ground the test enable mode- that the SS 
is on test.

8.15 See 8.1 -15 V 
source 
applied 
to test 
interlock 
input

8.16 See 8.1

8.17 See 8.1

8.18 See 8.1

Loss of 
-15 V 
test in
lock 
input 

Loss of 
-15 V sup
ply, to 
aux. panel 
light 
circuits 

Module in
terlock 
contact 
fail open

8.19 See 8.1 Module in
terlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Hot short, 
test switch 
failure

power sup
ply or 
switch 
failure or 
open or 
shorted 
signal 
line

Power 
supply 
open or 
shorted 
input 
line

Loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion

Loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion

Relays K1.3 and K2.3 will 
both pull in and cause SS 
A channel trip. See 8.9 
8.11.  

The test interlock func
tion is disabled. Unable 
to test SS A until fault 
is diagnosed and repaired.  
(SS A RT module fails to 
trip when a channel is 
placed in the test mode.) 

The input only provides 
power to panel light. The 
panel lights will change 
state from either dim or 
bright to off.  

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the PT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel test trip.

Module withdrawal will 
still cause a SS A channel 
trip. Removal of aux.  
relay module will cause 
the RT module trip string 
to open initiating a SS A 
channel trip.

SS A chan
nel trip alarm

See 8.12

Periodic sur
veillance of 
indicators

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.  
Removal of 
aux. relay 
module will 
generate a

See 8.9 See 8.9

See 8.12 See 8.12

The -15 None 
input 
power line 
only inter
faces with 
panel light 
circuits.

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of single 
SS channel 
trip.  

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

None

Failure

gized
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

SS A channel 
trip, but 
will not 
generate a 
"test" trip

9.1 RC pres
sure test 
module 
(AT-2-1)

Switch 
51 fails 
to operate 
(#1) 
position

9.2 See 9.1 S1 fails 
to 42 
position

9.3 See 9.1 S1 fails 
to posi
tion 3, 
4., or 5 

9.4 See 9.1 S2 fails 
to bias 
position

Jams or 
binds, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion, human 
error

Unable to test the RC 
pressure buffer amplifier.

Periodic 
test

See 9.1 The test interlock circuit See 8.18 
is actuated when S1 is in 
position 2, 3, 4, or 5. This 
will cause the RT module to 
generate a SS channel trip.

See 9.1 See 9.2

See 9.1 This is the normal switch 
position. The switch 
enables checking the buffer 
amplifier internal bias 
supply. Unable to per
form this check.

See 8.18

Periodic 
test

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
SS A op
eration.  

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of the 
SS A until 
fault is 
repaired.

Switch positions: 
#1 operate 
#2 Test Operate 
#3 Zero 
#4 Range 
#5 Cal. Out

The RPS 
logic is 
half tripped.  
.The system 
logic is 
changed to a 
1/3 config
uration.  
Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of SS 
A until the 
fault is 
repaired.

See 9.2 See 9.2

See 9.1 See 9.1

0e

_ _____ 

____ ______
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Includina Jenendent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

9.5 See 9.1 S2 fails 
to 100% 
position

9.6 See 9.1 Loss of 
input 
power

See 9.1 The switch circuit is only See 9.4 
enabled during periodic test 
when the channel is tripped 
and S1 is placed in position 
#4.

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

Unable to test the RC 
pressure buffer amplifier.

See 9.4

9.7 See 9.1 Test jack 
shorts to 
ground 

9.8 See 9.1 Output 
signal 
line fails 
open

Human 
error, 
contamina
tion

Broken 
wire

See 9.6

Any output signal line 
failing open will not 
propagate an effect on the 
buffer amplifier. The

See 9.4

See 9.4

See 9.6 See 9.6

See 9..1 ,See 9.6

NoneThe 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
SS A op
eration.  
S1 iso
lates S2 
from the 
buffer 
amplifier 
circuits 
during 
normal 
plant op
eration.  

The 
module 
only ac
tively 
interacts 
with the 
buffer 
ampli
fier 
during 
periodic 
test. The 
failure 
does not 
impair.  
automatic 
SS A 
operation.

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of 
the SS A 
until 
fault is 
repaired.
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects 
I~,lA ludi De enden Faires

Method of

No. Name moue us.-e n _ --

failure will impair the 
capability to test the 
amplifier.

Inherent 
Compensating 

Proision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

9.9 See 9.1

9.10 See-9.1

Output 
signal.  
common 
line short 
to ground 

Test,
bias, or 
cal. out
put signal 
lines

9.11 See 9.1 Test.  
interlock 
output' 
shorts to; 
ground!

9.12 See 9.1 Test 
interlock

Insulation 
failure

The failure will have no 
effect on the buffer ampli
fier in operation or in 
test.

See 9.9 The effect of the failure 
is the same as a low PC 
pressure signal to the 
buffer amplifier. The low 
RC pressure bistable will 
trip.and generate a SS A 
channel trip.

Insulation 
failure

Broken 
wire

Thepower supply monitor 
will, detect the fault and 
trip the SS' power supplies 
offline, causing a channel 
trip,.a SS A trip,.and the 
trip of the associated RT 
breaker.

SS A will not automatically 
have a channel trip at the

None None 
required

SS A channel 
trip alarm

SS A trip 
alarm

Periodic 
test

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due 
to a sin
gle SS 
channel
trip.

The RPS 
2/4 logic 
inhibits 
a spuri
ous RT 
due to a 
single sS 
channel 
trip. The 
tripping 
of a sin
gle RT 
breaker 
will not 
cause a, 
RT.  

The fault 
will be

None

The RPS 
logic is 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  
Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of SS 
A: until the 
fault is 
repaired.  

The RPS 
logic is 
half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic 
changes 
from 2/4 
to a 1/3 
configura
tion. The 
RT breaker 
configura
tion changes
from 1/2 
twice to 
1/2.

None
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. . Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Includina Dependent Failures
Method of 
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

start of testing the RC 
pressure channel.

detected 
by the 
standard 
test pro
cedure. If 
no action 
is taken 
to trip 
the SS A 
channel 
before con
tinuing 
the test, 
the secondary 
effects of 
the test
ing will 
generate 
a channel 
trip.

10.0 Subsystem All 
B reactor modes 
coolant 
pressure 
channel 
compo
nents 

11.0 Subsystem All 
C reactor modes 
coolant 
pressure 
channel 
compo
nents 

12.0 Subsystem All 
D reactor modes 
coolant 
pressure 
channel 
compo
nents

The RC pressure channel 
instrumentation in all 4 
subsystems is identical in 
configuration. The FMEA for 
subsystem A components is 
applicable for all sub
systems.  

See 10.0 

See 10.0

output 
fail 
open
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
E iitSL

Effect 
Upon: 

1 /RPS
Remarks and 
other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Inclu ng _ ___ en A4 n A il - Deectin Povison -/-P

1.1 Subsystem Fail high 
A pres
surizer 
level 
trans
mitter 
(RC-LT
14-1)

Sensor 
failure, 
component 
failure

High analog level signal to 
the buffer amplifier. The 
high pressurizer level bi
stable will trip and cause, 
the subsystem (SS) trip 
module to go to the channel 
tripped state.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
logic 
inhibits 
a spurious 
reactor 
trip (RT) 
due to a 
single SS 
channel 
trip

RPS logic 
is half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration

one invalid SS chan 
nel trip may be 
bypassed. When one 
ss trip module is 
bypassed, the RPS 
logic changes to 
a 2/3 configuration

1.2 See 1.1 Fail low. Sensor 
failure, 
component 
failure, 
power 
supply 
failure, 
ruptured 
sensor im
pulse line

Low analog level signal to See 1.1 
the buffer amplifier. The 
low RC pressurizer level 
bistable will trip and cause 
the SS trip module to go to 
the channel-tripped state.

See 1.1 See 1.1

1.3 See 1.1 Output 
signal 
constant

Sensor root 
valve 
closed, 
blocked or 
plugged 
impulse
line

Constant analog level signal 
to SS A pressurizer level 
instrumentation and.trip 
logic. The SS A low and 
high pressurizer level 
bistables-will not trip.  
The RPS coincidence logic 
for RTs generated by high 
or low pressurizer level 
changes from 2/4 to 2/3.

Interchannel 
comparison 
lance of 
pressurizer 
level indi
cators and 
periodic test

Only 2/4 
high or
low pres
surizer 
level 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
generate 
a RT.  
Other SS 
A trip 
functions 
are not 
impaired 
by the 
failure

RPS coinci
dence logic 
for pressur
izer level 
RTs changes 
from 2/4 
to 2/3

0

Failure

See 1.1
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Nofl Nlame
Failure 

mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includingr Dependent Faiue netc n

Inherent Effect 
Compensating Upon: 

P i i NI/
Remarks and

1.4 See 1.1 Open sig- Broken 
nal line wire

1.5 See 1.1 Signal line 
shorts to 
ground 

1.6 See 1.1 Hot short 
to signal 
line

2.1 +24 V 
trans
mitter 
power 
supply 
(LX5-C)

Loss of 
output

Insulation 
breakdown 

Insulation 
breakdown 
or wear

Component 
failure, 
broken 
wire, 
.output 
shorted 
to ground

The effect of the failure 
is the same as fail low.  
See 1.2.  

The effect of the failure 
is the same as fail low.  
See 1.2.  

The voltage level will be 
superimposed on the trans
mitter signal and generate 
erroneous signal levels.  
One of the following con
ditions will result.  
1. Premature or spurious 

low pressurizer level 
channel trip. (Burn out 
buffer amplifier input 
resistor.) 

2. Premature or spurious 
high pressurizer level 
channel trip.  

3. High and low pressurizer 
level trips are inhibited

The power supply output is 
common to RC pressure 
transmitter, RC-PT-2A1, 
and RC flow ( p) trans
mitters, RC-FT-1A1, and 
RC-FT-1B1 and the pres
surizer level transmitter 
RC-LT-1A1, all the trans
mitters will generate a 
zero output signal. The low 
PC pressure bistable, the 
low pressurizer level 
bistable, and the 
power/flow bistable will

See 1.1 

See 1.1

Periodic sur
veillance of 
pressurizer 
level indi
cators, peri
odic test, or 
or SS A chan
nel trip alarm

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1

The short 
is iso
lated from 
SS A RPS 
circuits 
by the 
buffer 
amplifier.  
Worst case 
analysis 
assumed 
that pres
surizer 
level 
trips are 
inhibited.  
Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
a RT; 3 
channels 
remain un
affected.  

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

See 1.1

Based on the 
worst case 
analysis, 
the RPS lo
gic remains 
untripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 2/3 con
figuration.  
SS A cannot 
be placed 
in the by
passed state 
if the sub
system power 
supply is 
tripped off 
line

RPS logic 
is half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

see 1.1 

See 1.1

N o )J.M Cause Including Denendent Failures Detection rov s on 

er 
ec s

.
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
P i

4
nl

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

Remarks and 
nlther Effects

No. - Name Mode cause .Including !p'ueui_ raL.Lure.  Dependen Fahe vf--

2.2 See 2.1 Off nomi
nal output

Component 
failure

all trip and cause the SS 
A trip module to go to the 
channel tripped state.  

The associated pressurizer Interchannel 
level transmitter, PC pres- comparison of 
sure and flow transmitters RC pressure 
will generate erroneous indicators 
outputs. One or more of and PC flow 
following conditions will indicators, 
result., and pressur

.1. Premature or spurious izer level 
low RC pressure chan- indicators, 
nel trip. periodic test 

2. Premature or spurious or SS A chan
high PC pressure chan- nel trip alarm 
nel trip.  

3. Premature or spurious 
power/flow channel trip.  

4., Premature or spurious 
low pressurizer level 
channel trip.  

5. Premature or spurious 
high pressurizer channel 
trip.  

6. SS A channel.trip propa
gated by one of the three 
channel trips.  

7. High and low pressurizer 
level trips are inhibited, 
in addition to other trip 
functions utilizing the 
+24V transmitter power 
supply.

In the 
worst 
case, 
pressur
izer level 
trips are 
inhibited.  
only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
an RT; 3 
channels 
remain un
affected.

Based on the 
worst case 
analysis, 
the RPS 
logic re
mains un
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed from 
2/4 to 2/3.

2.3 Subsystem 
A pres
surizer 
level 
trans
mitter 
(RC-LT
14-1)

Loss of 
input 
power,

Vital bus- The effect of the failure 
faulted, is the same as 2.1.  
main or 
auxiliary 
power 
dist.  
panel,

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
logic 
inhibits 
a spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

RPS logic 
is half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

S

Failure
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FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
-~ P. il s c

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

Detetion Provisi1onl

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependent - - -7

3.1 Pres
surizer 
level 
buffer 
amrlifier

Loss of 
output 
signal

Component 
failure, 
open sig
nal line, 
shorted 
to ground

3.2 see 3.1 Loss of in- Feeder 
put power fails open

3.3 See 3.1 Erroneous 
output 
signal 

3.4 See 3.1 Test jack 
shorts to 
ground

Component 
failure, 
transmitter 
failure 

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

Loss of input signals to 
the low and high pressurizer 
level bistables. The low 
pressurizer level bistable 
will trip and cause the SS 
A trip module to go to the 
channel tripped state.  

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 3.1.  

Erroneous inputs to the 
pressurizer level bi
stables. In the worst case 
both pressurizer level trip 
functions are inhibited.  

If any of the test jacks 
short to signal ground, the 
effect of the failure is 
the same as a low pressur
izer level signal to the 
buffer amplifier. The low 
pressurizer level bistable 
will trip and generate a 
SS A channel trip.

See 2.3

See 2.3 

Interchannel 
comparison of 
pressurizer 
level indica
tors, periodic 
test

See 2.3

See 2.3 See 2.3

See 2.3 See 2.3

See 2.2

See 2.3

See 2.2

See 2.3

3.5 See 3.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

3.6 See 3.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Loose ter
mination, 
contami
nation

Open module interlock 
contact will cause the 
RT module to generate 
a SS A channel trip.

Shorted Module withdrawal still 
terminals generate a SS A channel 

trip, if shutdown bypass 
is not in effect. Loss of 
output signal from buffer 
amplifier will cause the 
low pressurizer level bi
stable to trip, initiating 
a SS A channel trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Module with
drawal for 
replacement 
or repair. If 
shutdown by
pass is not 
in effect, 
module with
drawal will 
cause a SS A

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.  

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation, 
or on SS A 
operation, 
in shut
down by-

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

None

Failure



TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 5)

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

Dtton Provision
No. Name Mode cause Inc u

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

4.1 High 
pres
surizer 
level 
bistable 
(A2-2-7)

Fail 
tripped 
(setpoint 
exceeded)

Component 
failure or 
high input 
signal 
level

4.2 See 4.1 Fails un- -Component 
tripped failure or 

low input 
signal 
level

The bistable will command 
the SS A trip module to the 
channel tripped state.  

SS A high pressurizer level 
channel is disabled. No 
other SS A channels are 
impaired.

4.3 See 4.1 Loss of in- Feeder -The effect -of the failure 
put power fails open is the.same as 4.1..

channel trip, 
but will not.  
cause a 
"test" trip 

High pres
surizer level 
channel trip 

,alarm and SS 
A channel 
trip alarm 

periodic test

See 4.1

pass mode.

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.  

Only 2/4 
high RC 
pressure 
channels 
are reqd 
to actuate 
a RT.

See 4.1

RPS logic 
is half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
.figuration.  

RPS high RC 
pressure 
channel PT 
.1ogic 
changes 
from 2/4 
to 2/3. No 
other RPS 
0channels are 
impaired.  

See 4.1

4.-4 High 
Pres
surizer 
level 
bistable 
(A2-2-7)

Memory re
set-switch 
:(S1) fails 
to reset 
.position

-4.5 See 4.4 Memory re
set switch.  
(S1) 'fails 
in normal 
position

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung.up, 
contami
nation 
human 
error 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts

The memory .lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of -trip 
(high pressurizer level) 
are removed.  

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp .assembly when the bi
stable trip conditions no 
longer exist.

Periodic test

See 4.4

to

Failure

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of SS A.

See 4.4

None

None
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TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 6) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Inc! li no De rendent-1i Failur ~ 1 in

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provis~in

Effect 
Upon: 
NI /RPS

Remarks and

4.6 See 4.4 State re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
to reset 
position 

4.7 See 4.4 State re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
in normal 
position

4.8 High 
pres
surizer 
level 
bistable

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

See 4.4

lechanical 
failure, 
contacts

Loose ter
mination, 
contami
nation

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled. When the 
input signal drops below 
the trip setpoint, the 
bistable will reset.

See 4.4

The bistable design incor- See 4.4 
porates a manual and auto
matic reset feature is 
disabled.

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel test trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

The SS A 
reactor 
trip 
module 
will seal 
in the SS 
channel 
trip.  

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion, or 
on SS A 
operation 
in the 
shutdown 
bypass 
mode.  

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

None

None

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

4.9 High 
pres
surizer 
level 
bistable

module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Shorted Module withdrawal will 
terminals still cause a SS A chan

nel trip, if shutdown by
pass is not in effect.  
Removal of bistable will 
cause the RT module trip 
string to open, initiating 
a SS A channel trip.

Module with
drawal for 
replacement 
or repair.  
If shutdown 
bypass is not 
in effect, 
removal of 
bistable will 
cause a SS A 
channel trip, 
but will not 
cause a 
"test" trip.

Ro. Name
Failure

Cause

See 4.7 None

. gnldn peedn alue eeto



TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 7) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and.Local Effects 
i~ dA t F il r. s ~

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
upon: 
NI /PPS

No. Name Mode Cause In____ _ _____ en

Remarks and 
Other Effects

5.1 Low 
pres
surizer 
bistable 
(12-2-9)

5.2 Low 
pres
surizer 
level 
bistable 
(A 2-2-9)

Fails 
tripped 
(below 
setpoint)

Component 
failure or 
low input 
signal 
level

Fails un- Component 
tripped failure or 

low input 
signal 
level

5.3 See 5.1 Loss of in
put power

Feeder 
fails open

The bistable will command 
the SS A test module to the 
channel tripped state.

SS A low pressurizer level 
channel is disabled. No 
other SS A channels are 
impaired.

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 5.1.

Low pressur
izer level 
channel trip 
alarm and 
SS A channel 
trip alarm 

Periodic test

Low pressur
izer level 
channel trip 
alarm and SS 
A trip alarm

RPS 2 /4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.  

only 2/4 
low pres
surizer 
levels 
channels 
are reqd 
to actuate 
a PT.

See 5.1

RPS logic 
is half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  

RPS low 
pressur
izer level 
channel RT 
logic 
changes 
from 2/4 
to 2/3. No 
other RPS 
channels are 
impaired.  

See 5.1

5.4 See 5.2 Memory re- Switch
set switch failure.  
(Sl) fails 
to reset 
position

5.5 Low 
pres
surizer 
bistable 
(A2-2-9)

Memory re- switch 
set switch failure 
(S1) fails 
in normal 
position

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip low 
pressurizer level are 
removed.  

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the bi
stable trip conditions no 
longer exist.

See 5.2

Failure

NoneFailure 
.does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of SS A.

Periodic test None



TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 8) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NTERPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

5.6 See 5.5 State re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
to reset 
position

5.7 see 5.5 State re
set switch 
(S2) fails 
in normal.  
position

5.8 See 5.5 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open 

5.9 See 5.5 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

See 5.5

See 5.5 

Loose ter
mination 
contami
nation 

Shorted 
terminals

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled. When the 
input signal increases 
above the trip setpoint, 
the bistable will reset.  

The bistable design incor
porates a manual and auto
matic reset feature. The
manual reset feature is 
disabled.

See 4.8

See 4.9

See 5.5

See 5.5

See 4.8

See 4.9

The SS A 
trip module 
will seal 
in the SS 
channel 
trip.  

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS A 
operation, 
or on:SS A 
operation 
in the 
shutdown 
bypass mode 
See 4.8

See 4.9 See 4.9

6.1 Pres
surizer 
level 
test 
module

6.2 Pres
surizer 
level 
test 
module

Switch S1 
fails to 
operate 
(#1) 
position

S1 fails 
to #2 
position

Jams

Jams, 
human 
error

Unable to test the pressur
izer level buffer amplifier.

The test interlock circuit 
is actuated when S1 is in 
position 2, 3, 4, or 5.  
This will cause the RT 
module to generate a SS 
channel trip.

Periodic test

SS A channel 
trip alarm,

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
SS A 
operation.  

RPS 2/4 
logic in
hibits a 
spurious 
RT due to 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of 
the SS A 
until the 
failure is 
repaired..  

RPS logic 
is half 
tripped.  
The system 
logic is 
changed to 
a 1/3 con
figuration.  
Unable to 
complete 
periodic

Switch positions: 
#1 Operate 
*2 Test operate 
#3 Zero 
*4 Range 
#5 Cal. out

Noc~ Na me
Failure 

Mode

None

None 

See 4.8

NT/RPSNo Name Mode



No. Name
Failure 
.Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Includinq Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

test of SS A 
until the 
failure is 
repaired.

6.3 See 6.2 S1 fails 
position 
3, 4, or 

6.4 See 6. 1 S2 fails 
to bias 
position 

6.5 See 6.1 S2 fails 
to 100% 
position

to See 6.2 See 6.2

5

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

This is the normal switch 
position. The switch enables 
checking the buffer ampli
fier internal bias supply.  
Unable to perform this check

See 6.2 

See 6.1

The switch circuit is only See 6.1 
enabled during periodic 
test when the channel is 
tripped ans S1 is placed 
in position #1.

See 6.2 See 6.2 

See 6.1 See 6.1 

Failure None 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
SS A oper
ation. S1 
isolates 
S2 from 
the buffer 
amplifier 
circuits 
during nor
mal plant 
operation.

6.6 See 6.1 Loss of 
input 
power

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination

See 6.1 See 6.1 The module 
only ac
tively 
interacts 
with the 
amplifier 
during per
iodic test.  
Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
SS A 
operation.

See 6. 1

TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 9) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL



TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 10)

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
lI

Method of 
t ti

Inherent 
Compensating 

P isi

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RDs

Remarks and 
othero Effctsq

No. Name node Cause InclLUI Deedn r u . nte Efet

6.7 See 6.1 Test jack 
shorts to 
ground 

6.8 See 6.1 Output 
signal 
line 
fail open

6.9 See 6.1 Output sig
nal common 
line short 
to ground 

6.10 See 6.2 Test, bias, 
or cal.  
output sig
nal lines 
short to 
ground

6.11 Pres
surizer 
level 
test 
module

Test inter
lock output 
(-15V) 
shorts to 
ground

Human er
ror con
tamination

Broken 
wire

Insulation 
failure 

Insulation 
fai lure

Insulation 
failure

See 6.1

Any output signal line 
failing open will not pro
pagate an effect on the 
buffer amplifier. The 
failure will impair the 
capability to test the 
amplifier.  

The failure will have no 
effect on buffer amplifier 
in operation or in test.  

The effect of the failure 
is the same as a low pres
surizer level signal to the 
buffer amplifier. The low 
pressurizer level bistable 
will trip and generate a 
SS A channel trip.  

The power supply monitor 
will detect the fault and 
trip the SS power supplies 
off line causing a channel 
trip, a SS A trip and the 
trip of the associated RT 
breaker.

See 6.1 

See 6.1

None

See 6.6 See 6.1 

See 6. 1 See 6.1

None 
required

See 6.2

SS A trip 
alarm

None

See 6.2 See 6.2

RPS 2/4 lo
gic inhi
bits a spu
rious RT 
due to a 
single SS 
channel .  
trip. The 
tripping 
of a single 
RT breaker 
will not 
cause a RT

RPS logic is 
half tripped 
The system 
logic 
changes from 
2/4 to a 1/3 
configura
tion. The RT 
breaker con
figuration.  
changes from 
1/2 twice 
to 1/2.

Failure



TABLE 3.6-5 (Sheet 11) 

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Includina Denandent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.12 See 6.11 Test in
terlock 
output 
(-1 5V) 
fail open

Broken 
wire

SS A will. not automatically 
have a channel trip at the 
start of testing the RC 
pressure channel.

Periodic test The fault 
will be 
detected by 
the ard 
test pro
cedure. If 
no action 
is taken 
to trip the 
SS A chan
nel before 
continuing 
the test, 
the secon
dary ef
.fects of 
the testing 
will gen
erate a 
channel 
trip.

7.0 Subsystem All modes 
B pres
surizer 
level 
channel 

8.0 Subsystem All modes 
C pres
surizer 
level 
channel 

9.0 Subsystem All modes 
D pres
surizer 
level 
channel

The pressurizer level in
strumentation in all 4 sub
systems is identical in 
configuration.  
The FREA for SS A is appli
cable for subsystems.  

See 7.0 

See 7.0

0

None



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 1)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, /AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Failure
N 0. Name Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause .. Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Privi Rion

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.1 Calculat
ing 
module

Loss of 
118V ac 
input 
power

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination

Loss of 118V ac to CH causes 
the integral cooling fan 
to deenergize. Subsequent 
self-heating may cause 
erratic- C operation.;

Local and 
remote indi
cation of 
fan failure.

only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
itiate an 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for CM 
trips.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that no spurious 
trips occur.

1.2 Calculat
ing 
module 

1.3 Calculat
ing 
module

1.4 Calculat
ing 
module

Loss of 
120V dc 
supply 

Loss of 
+5V dc 
supply

Loss of 
-15V dc 
supply

1.5 Calculat- Loss of 
ing +15V dc 

supply

See 1.1 Loss of 120V dc supply 
causes loss of all digital 
inputs (RC pump monitors).  
The CM, seeing 0/0 RC pumps 
running, generates an RC 
pump status trip, causing 
the RT module to generate 
a SS A channel trip.  

See 1.1 Loss of +5V dc supply' 
causes all CH digital out
puts to go to the tripped 
state. The RT module sub
sequently generates a' SS 
A channel trip.  

See 1.1 Calculating module will.  
erroneously process input 
signals, causing all trips 
to be effectively 
inhibited., 

See 1.1 Calculating module will 
erroneously process input 
signals, causing all trips 
to be effectively in
hibited. Simultaneous loss 
of internal reference 
voltage.(Vref) may cause a

See 1.1 

See 1.1

Periodic 
test 

See 1.4

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate an 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
f or all CH 
trips.

See 1.4 See 1.4 Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a CH sur
veillance trip 
does not occur.

0



No. Name
Failure 

Mode. Cause

TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 2) 

FAILURE M1ODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, u/A T, RC PUMP STATUS 

Symptoms and Local Effects method of 
Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

. Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.6 Calculat
ing 
module

1.7 Calcula
ing 
molule

1.8 Calculat
ing 
module

1.9 Calculat
ing 
module 

1.10 Calculat
ing 
module

Total pow
er input 
signal 
fail high

Total pow
er input 
signal 
fail low

Total pow
er input.  
signal 
fail 
constant

Total pow
er input 
signal 
lead fail 
op~en 

Total pow
er input 
signal

Component 
failure, 
high output 
signal from 
summing am
plifier

Component 
failure, 
low output 
signal 
from sum
ming ampli
fier 

Component 
failure, 
constant 
signal out
put from 
summing 
amplifier

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination 

Insulation 
failure

surveillance trip to be 
generated.  

Low DNBR tri'p will be.  
generated.  
If the cause is a 
high signal output from 
the summing amplifier, the 
overpower and power/flow 
bistables will also trip.

All calculated trips 
dependent on total power 
signal will be inhibited.  
If the cause is a low 
signal output from the sum
ming amplifier, the over
power and power/flow trips.  
will also be inhibited.  

CM will be insensitive to 
changes in total power 
level; all flux-dependent 
CM trips will he inhibited.  
If the cause is a constant 
signal output from the 
summing amplifier, the 
.overpower and power/flow 
trips will also be 
inhibited.  

All calculated trips 
dependent on total power 
signal will be inhibited.  

Output.of summing ampli
fier, shorted to ground, 
goes to zero. All SS A

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
test

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT as 
the result 
of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.  

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT.  
3 channels 
remain

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

Calc. module 
input signals: 
1. Total power 

.2. Power imbalance 
3. RC pressure 
4. RC outlet temp.  
5. RC Loop A Tc 
6. RC Loop B Tc 
7. RC pump status 

(4 digital 
inputs)

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for power
dependent 
trips.

unaffected.

Periodic 
test

Periodic 
test

Interchannel 
comparison of 
total power

See 1.7 See 1.7

See 1.7 See 1.7

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that no spurious 
trips occur.

See 1.8

See 1.7 See 1.7

0



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 3)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, / /AT, RC PUMP STATUS

symptoms and Local Effects 
l' I Dq' d t F- il es I

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

Detetion Provi iin

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
. Other Effects

No 0. N ame 1o UPause r_______P__r-_--____nrovision

1.11 Calculat
ing 
module 

1.12 Calculat
ing 
module

1.13 Calculat
ing 
module 

1.14 Calculat
ing 
module

lead fail 
shorted to 
ground 

Power im
balance 
input sig
nal fail 
high (neg
ative or 
positive) 

Power im
balance 
signal 
fail low 
(near zero 
power im
balance 

Power im
balance 
input sig
nal fail 
constant 
(erroneous 
power im
balance 
signal) 

Power im
balance 
input sig
nal lead 
fail open

Component 
failure, 
high output 
signal from 
scaled dif
ference 
amplifier 

Component 
failure, 
low output 
signal from 
scaled dif
ference 
amplifier 

Component 
failure, 
constant 
output sig
nal from 
scaled dif
ference 
amplifier 

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination

flux-dependent trips are 
inhibited.  

High (positive or negative) 
power imbalance signal 
causes CM to generate an 
offset trip. The RT 
module subsequently 
generates a SS A channel 
trip.  

Low power imbalance signal 
causes offset trip function 
to be inhibited. Low DNBR 
trips will be unreliable.

CM will be insensitive to 
changes in power imbalance 
level: CM offset trip 
function will be inhibited.  
Low DNBR trips will be 
unreliable.  

Low power imbalance signal 
causes offset trip function 
to be inhibited. Low DNBR 
trips will also be unreli
able.

indicators.  

SS A channel 
trip, 
alarm 

Interchannel 
comparison of 
percent off
set digital 
displays, 
periodic 
test 

See 1.12 

Interchannel 
comparison 
of percent 
offset digital 
displays, 
periodic test

See 1.6 See 1.6 

See 1.7 See 1.7

See 1.7 See 1.7

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT.  
3 channels 
remain 
unaffected.

System is 
placed in a 
2/3 con
figuration 
for flux
dependent 
trips.

See 1.8

See 1.8 

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that no spurious 
trips occur.

Power im
balance 
input sig
nal lead 
fail

Insulation See 1.14 See 1.14 
failure

see 1.14 See 1.14

Failure

1.15 Calculat
ing 
module



*1

No. Name
Failure 
Mode Cause

TABLE 3.6-6 ( 9Nt 4) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, /AT, RC PUMP STATUS 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.16 Calculat
ing 
module

1.17 Calculat
ing 
module 

1.18 Calculat
ing 
module

1.19 Calculat
ing 
module

shorted to 
ground.  

RC pres
sure in
put signal 
fail high

RC pres
sure 
input 
signal 
fail 
low 

PC pres
sure 
input 
signal 
fail 
constant

RC pres
sure in
put sig
nal lead 
fail open

Component 
failure, 
high out
put signal 
from PC 
pressure 
buffer 
amplifier

Component 
failure, 
low out
put signal 
from PC 
pressure 
buffer 
amplifier 

Component 
failure, 
constant 
output sig
nal from RC 
pressure 
buffer 
amplifier 

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination

only calculated trip func
tion which is dependent on 
RC pressure is DNBR. High 
pressure signal will cause 
high flux setpoint to be 
calculated, inhibiting low 
DNBR trip.  

If cause is high output 
signal from RC pressure 
buffer amplifier, the high 
RC pressure bistable will 
trip, causing the PT module 
to produce a SS A channel 
trip.  

Low pressure signal will 
cause a relatively low flux 
setpoint to be calculated 
for the low DNBR trip; 
premature low DNBP trip 
may occur.  

CM will be insensitive to 
changes in PC pressure; 
CM low DNBR trip function 
will be inhibited.  

If the cause is constant 
output signal from PC 
pressure buffer amplifier, 
high.and low PC pressure 
trips will also be 
inhibited.  

Low pressure signal will 
cause a relatively low 
flux setpoint to be calcu
lated for the low DNBR 
trip; premature low DNBR

Periodic 
test

Periodic 
test 

Periodic 
test

Periodic 
test

Only 2/4 System is 
channel placed in 
trips re- a 2/3 con
quired to figuration 
initiate for low 
RT. 3 DNBR trip.  
channels 
remain 
unaffected.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that failure only 
affects CM; no 
credit taken for 
bistable trip.

See 1.16 See 1.16 Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.  

See 1.16 See 1.16

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips re
quired to 
initiate

System is 
placed in 

.a 2/3 con
figuration.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

0



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 5)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, */AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
cause- Includina-Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 
Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

trip may occur. RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected.

1.20 Calculat
ing 
module

RC pres
sure input 
signal 
lead.fail 
shorted 
to ground

1.21 See 1.21 RC out
let tem
perature 
input sig
nal fail 
high

1.22 Calculat
ing 
module

1.22 Calculat
ing 
module

1.23' Calculat
ing 
module

RC out
let tem
perature 
input sig
nal fail 
low.  

RC out
let tem
perature 
input sig
nal fail 
low.  

RC outlet' 
tempera
ture in
put sig-

Insulation 
failure 

Component 
failure, 
high out
put signal 
from sig
nal con
verter

Component 
failure, 
low output 
signal from 
signal 
converter.  

Component 
failure, 
low output 
signal from 
signal 
converter.

Broken' 
wire, 
loose 
termina-

Output of RC pressure 
tuffer amplifier, shorted 
to ground, goes to zero.  

The high RC outlet temp
erature (Th) signal causes 
a large AT to be calculated, 
inhibiting the 4/AT trip.  
If cause is high output 
signal from the signal 
converter, the loop A Th 
bistable will trip, causing 
the RT module to produce a 
SS A channel trip.  

The low RC outlet tempera
ture (Th) signal causes a 
low AT to be calculated.  
A O/AT trip will be 
generated, if the following 
conditions exist: 
1. Calculated AT<80 F 
2. Total power >15% 

The low RC outlet tempera
ture (Th) signal causes a 
low AT to be calculated.  
A O/AT trip will be gener
ated, if the following 
conditions exist: 
1. Calculated AT<80 F 
2. Total power >15%

See 1.22:,

See 1.19 

Interchannel 
comparison of 
loop A outlet 
temperature 
indicators, 
periodic test.

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC loop 
A outlet tem
perature 
indicators, 
periodic test 

Interchannel 
comparison 
of RC loop 
A outlet tem
perature 
indicators, 
periodic test

See 1.22

see 1.19 See 1.19

See 1.19 System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for4/AT 
trip.

See 1.21 See 1.21

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that failure only 
affects CM; no 
credit is taken 
for bistable trip.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that both condi
tions required 
for O/AT trip are 
not present.

See 1.21 See 1.21 Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that both condi

- tions required 
for 4/AT trip are 
not present.

See 1.21 See 1.21 See 1.22

6>
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TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 6) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET,.LOW DNBR, */AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects 
il

Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
P I i;

Effect 
Upon: 
RSD

No. Name Moue cause In*ludinIt4Leptendenu rn urh

Remarks and 
Otherv Effects

1.24 Calculat
ing 
module

1.25 Calculat
ing 
module

nal lead 
fail open 

RC outlet 
tempera
ture input 
signal 
lead fail 
shorted to 
ground

RC loop A 
inlet tem
perature 

(Tc) sig
nal fail 
high

tion

Insulation 
failure

Component 
failure, 
high out
put signal 
from sig-.  
nal con
verter

Output of the Loop A Th 
signal converter, shorted 
to ground, goes to zero.  
The low RC outlet tempera
ture signal causes a low 
AT to be calculated.  
A O/AT trip will be gener
ated, if the following 
conditions exist: 
1. Calculated AT<80 F 
2. Total power >15% 
This failure also disables 
the Loop A Th bistable 
trip function.  

High Loop A Tc input 
signal causes a relatively 
low AT to be calculated.  
A O/AT trip will be gener
ated, if the following 
conditions exist: 
1. AT<80 F 
2. Total power >15% 
The high calculated Tc 
(calculated by averaging 
TcA and TcB, or by 
auctioneering TcA and TcB, 
depending on RC pump status) 
will cause a lower flux 
setpoint to be calculated 
for the low DNBR trip 
function. A premature 
low DNBR trip may occur.

See 1.22

Interchannel 
comparison 
of Loop A 
inlet tempera
ture indica
tors, periodic 
test

See 1.21

only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT; 
3 channels 
remain un
affected.

See 1.21

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for 4/AT 
and low 
DNBR trips.

See 1.22

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

1.26 Calculat
ing 
module

RC loop A 
inlet tem
perature 
(Tc) sig
nal fail 
low

Component 
failure, 
low output 
signal from 
signal con
verter 

Broken

Low Tc input signal causes See 1.25 
a relatively high AT to be .  
calculated. The O/AT trip 
function is effectively 
inhibited, and the low DNBR 
flux setpoint is raised.

See 1.25 See 1.25 See 1.25

1.27 Calculat- RC loop

Failure

See 1.25 See 1.25 See 1. 25See 1.26 See 1.25



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 7)

,FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET,.LOW DNBR, /AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects 
I l di D nd nt F4 VIlures

Method of 
Detect^+-io ̂

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provris~in

Effect 
upon: 
RPS

N1 o. Name Moue cause n- u nu _ __ _ _

Remarks and 
Other Effects

ing A inlet 
module tempera

ture (Tc) 
-signal 
,lead .fail 
open

wire, 
loose 
-termination

1.28 Calculat
ing 
module

PC loop A 
inlet tem
perature 
(Tc) signal 
-lead fail 
shorted to 
:ground.

Insulation 
failure

Output of the lpop'A Tc 
signal converter, shorted to 
ground, goes to zero; the 
low RC inlet temperature 
signal causes a high AT to 
.be calculated.  
The O/AT trip is effec
tively inhibited, and the 
low DNBR flux setpoint is 
raised.

See 1.25. See 1.2-5 See 1.25

1.29 Calculat- 'PC :loop B 
ing 'inlet tem
module perature 

:input sig
nal - all 
.failure 
modes

'The FMEA for the :RC JLoop A 
inlet :temperature signal is 
also applicable for the loop 
B'inlet temperature signal, 
See 1.25 through 1.28.

1.30 Calculat
ing 

- module

1.31 Calculat
ing 
module

PC pump 
1A1 sta
tus con
tact fail 
closed

PC pump 
-1A1 sta
tus con
tact fail 
open

1.32 Calculat- RC .pump

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion

Broken

Although pump 11 maynot 
be running SS A Cm receives 
"pump running" signal. Low 
DNBR flux setpoint reflects 
PC pump-status; low DNBR 
,flux setpoint may be in
accurate.  

SS A CM receives "pump 
111 not running" signal.  
Based on apparent 2/1 RC 
pump status, low DNBR flux 
setpoint is altered; a 

-spurious. low DNER trip -may
.be.generated.  

see 1.31-

Interchannel 
comparison 
of pump sta
tus indication, 
periodic test

See 1.30

See 1.30

Only 2/4 'System is.  
channel placed in 
trips are a 2/3 con
required figuration 
for RT; for low 
3 channels DNBR and PC 

-remain pump status 
unaffec- trip 
ted. functions.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that RC pump 1A1 
is not running.

See 1.30 See 1.30 Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

See 1.30 See 1.30 See 1.31

40

Failure



TABLE 3.6-6 (St 8) 

FAILURE NODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, f/AT, RC PUMP STATUS 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provision

No. Name mode . Cause Including D . -

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

ing 1A1 sta
module tus con

tact sig
nal lead 
fail open

1.33 Calculat
ing 
module

RC pump 
1A1 sta
tus con
tact sig
nal lead 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

wire, 
loose 
termina
tion 

Insulation 
failure

Shorting pump status contact Periodic 
signal lead to ground will, test 
in worst case, cause suffi
cient current flow such 
that calculating module 
"sees" a continuously closed 
field contact. (i.e., al
though the RC pump may not 
be running, CM receives a 
"pump running" signal, 
affecting the low DNBR and 
RC pump status trip 
functions.

See 1.30 See 1.30

1.34 Calculat
ing 
module

1.35 Calculat
ing 
module

Hot short Insulation 
to RC pump failure 
1A1 status 
contact 
signal 
lead

RC pump 
1A1 status 
contact 
buffer 
(Circuit 
300) sim
ulated 
contact 
input 
switch 
SO.0 
fail in 
"open"

mechanical 
fai lure, 
shorted 
terminals

The fault will be superim
posed on the 120 V dc BUS..  
The power supply monitor 
will detect the fault, trip 
all SS A power supplies off 
line, and initiate a SS A 
channel trip. The CM con
tact buffer protects the 
CM from component damage 
as a result of the short.  

"PC pump 1A1 not running" 
signal is input to the CM 
logic circuits. Apparent: 
loss of one RC pump will 
cause RC pump status and 
low DNBR trip functions to 
be inaccurately calculated.  
Spurious or delayed SS A 
channel trips may~result.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Local 
indication 
of open 
contact, 
periodic 
test

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
a result 
of a sin
gle ss 
channel 
trip.  

only 2/4 

channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini-.  
tiate RT.  
3 channels 
remain un
affected.

system is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for low 
DNBR and 
RC pump 
status trips.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
channel trip does 
not occur.

Failure

See 1.31



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 9)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

.OFFSET, LOW DNBR, 4/AT, RC PUMP STATUS

.Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Des'~tcin Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPR

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name uode ucause nc urovisn n 

position

1.36 Calculat
ing 
module

PC pump 
1A. status 
contact 
buffer 
(Circuit 

#o0) simu
lated-con
tact input 
switch 
SO.0 in 
nclosed" 
posit ion

Mechanical 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals

PRC pump 1A1 running" signal 
is input to .the CM logic 
circuits. Signal is main
tained regardless .of actual 
pump status contact posi
tion. In the event RC 
pump 1Al is not running, 
PC pump status and low DNBR 
trip functions will be in
accurately calculated.  
Spurious or delayed SS A 
channel ,trips may occur.

Local 
indication 
of closed 
contact, 
periodic 
test

See 1.35 See 1.35

1.37 Calculat- PC pump 
ing 1A1 status 
module contact 

buffer 
(Circuit 

400) sim
ulated 
-contact 
input 
switch 

.SO.0 
fail .open 
(in .inter
mediate 
position)

Mechanical Unable to simulate open or 
failure, closed :field contact during 
loose peiodic test of CM.  
termination

Periodic 
test

The fail
ure has 
no effect 
on normal 
SS A 
operation.

Unable to 
.omplete 
periodic 
test of SS 
A until 

,tse failure 
~is re-paired.

1.38 Calculat
ing 
module

1.39 Calculat
ing 
module

RC pumps 
1A2, 1B1, 
1B2 status
contacts 
and con
tact buf
fers #01, 
02, 03: 
all fail
.uremodes

Mode 
select 
rotary

Mechanical 
failure 
.(jams or

'The pump status contacts 
and associated contact 
buffers for RC pumps 1A2, 
1B1, and 1B2.are identical 
in configuration to those 
of RC pump 1A1. The FMEA 
for the RC pump 1A1 status 
circuit is also applicable 
for PC pumps 1A2, 1B1, and 
1B2.  

Unable to perform periodic 
test on CM.

Periodic 
test

The fail
ure has 
no effect

Unable to 
complete 
periodic

CE mode select 
switch positions: 
1. Operate

Failure

See 1.35



TABLE 3.6-6 (SH t 10) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, */AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.40 Calculat
ing 
module

1.41 Calculat
ing 
module

switch 
fail in 
#1 
(operate) 
position 

Mode 
select 
switch 
fail in 
#2 (test 
operate) 
position 

Mode 
select 
switch 
fail in 
position 
3, 4. 9, 
6, 7, 8

binds), 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contacts 
hung up, 
contamina
tion, human 
error

on normal 
SS A 
operation.

The test interlock contact 
is closed when the mode 
select switch is placed in 
any position other than #1 
(operate). Closure of the 
test interlock contact 
causes the RT module to 
produce a SS A channel trip.

See 1.40 The test interlock contact 
is closed when the mode 
select switch is placed in 
any position other than #1 
(operate). Closure of the 
test interlock contact 
causes the RT module to 
produce a SS A channel 
trip.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a singlE 
trip.  

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a singlE 
SS channel 
trip.

test of SS 
A until the 
failure is 
repaired.  

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

2. Test operate 
3. Zero 
4. Range 
5 Calibrate 
6. Contact test 
7. Summary 
8. Panel

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

1.42 Calculat
ing 
module

1.43 Calculat
ing 
module

Test in
terlock 
output 
fail non
conduct
ing 

Test in
terlock 
output 
fail con
ducting

Component 
failure, 
loose ter
mination, 
auxiliary 
relay fail 
de-ener
gized.  

Component 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals 
auxiliary 
relay fail 
energized

Non-conducting test inter- See 1.41 
lock output causes auxiliary 
relay output contact to 
close. RT module generates 
a SS A channel trip.  

Test interlock output fail Periodic 
conducting causes auxiliary test 
relay output contact to 
open. CM fails to produce 
SS A channel trip when 
mode select switch is moved 
from the #1 (operate)

See 1.41 See 1.41

The fail- System remains 
ure.has no in a 2/4 con
effect on figuration.  
normal 
SS A oper
ation.  
Channel

Failure 
N d Ca se

No. ame .- on eaiuugepN



TABLE 3.6-6,(Shee6 11)

.FAILURE HODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, #/AT, RC PUMP STATUS

symptoms and.Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Inc.Luu.Ludin Pe urvso P

position.

1.44 Calculat
ing 
module

Test in
terlock 
output 
signal 
lead fail 
open

1.45 Calculat-.Test in
ing terlock 
module output 

'signal 
leadi.fail 
shorted 
to ground 

:1.46 Calculat- Module 
ing . interlock 
module contact 

fail open

1.47 Calculat
ing 
module

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
closed

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion 

Insulation 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion 

Component 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals

Same.effect as test inter
lock output fail non-con
ducting. See.1.42.  

Same -effect as test, inter
lock: contact- fail conduct
ing. See 1.43.  

opening: the module, inter
lock contact causes. the 
PT module'to generate a 

..SS A channel, trip.  

Module withdrawal will 
still generate a SS A 
channel trip, by-opening 
the RT module trip string.

See .1.41 

See 1.43 

See 1.41

Module with
drawal for 
repair or
replacement.  
Module with
drawal will 
still gen
erate a SS A 
channel trip, 
but will not 
generate a 

,.,!test". trip.

trip will 
..occur as 
a result 
of the 

..normal CM 
test pro
cedure.  

See 1.41 See 1.41 

See,1.43 See 1.43 

See 1.41 See.1.41

The 
failure 
.does not 
affect 
normal 
SS A oper
ation.

None

1.48 Calculat- Digital 
ing display

The digital display output Periodic 
is used only for indication surveillance

Failure

None 
required

None

0



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 12) 

FAILURE MODES 5 EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, O/AT, RC PUMP STATUS

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Inherent Effect 
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of Compensating Upon: 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection Provision RPS
Remarks and 

Other Effects

module output 
all fail
ure modes

purposes; the digital 
signal is transmitted via 
optical link to the pro
tection auxiliary cabinet.  
Any failure of this output 
will have no effect on the 
normal or test trip func
tions of any NI/PPS SS 
channel.

of digital 
display.

1.49 Calculat
ing 
module

1.50 See 1.46

O/AT trip 
output 
fail non
conducting 
(tripped)

4,/AT trip 
outout 
fail con
ducting 
(untripped)

Component Opening the O/6T contact 
failure (output transistor in "off" 

state) causes the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel trip.  
(This trip function is by
passed when shutdown bypass 
is in effect).

See 1.49 SS A 4A T trip function is 
disabled.

SS A channel 
trip alarm .

Periodic 
test

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.  

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT; 
3 channels 
remain un
affected.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for OAT 
trips.

1.51 See 1.46 O/AT trip 
output 
lead fail 
open

1.52 Calculat
ing 
module

O/AT trip 
output 
lead fail 
shorted 
to ground

Broken 
wire,, 
loose ter
mination.  

Insulation 
failure

Same effect as non-conduct
ing O/AT trip output. See 
1.49.  

Shorting this lead to 
ground will short out part.  
of the RT module trip chain.  
Effectively inhibits the 
O/AT trip, and may inhibit 
other CM and bistable trips.

See 1.49

See 1.50

See 1.49 See 1.49

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate an 
RT; 3 
channels

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for (in 
worst case) 
all trip 
functions.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that no spurious 
trips occur.

No Name



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 13)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS.  

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, P/AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon:

No. Name - mode Cause -Includig Dpenent FaLlures D-fection rov s n.  

remain un
affected.

Remarks and 
Other. Effects

1.53 See 1.52 Low DNBR/ 
pump 
status/ 
offset 
trip 
output 
fail 
non
conducting 
(tripped)

1.54 See 1.52 Low DNBPR/ 
pump 
status/ 
offset 
trip out
put fail 
conducting 
(untripped)

Component Single output transistor 
failure switch is shared.by all 3 

trip functions. Transistor 
in "off" condition causes 
the RT module to generate a 
SS A channel trip.  
(This trip function inhi
bited when shutdown bypass 
is in effect).  

See 1.53 SS A low DNBR, ,RC pump 
status,:and power .offset 
trip functions are disabled.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 1.50

See 1.49 see 1.49

See 1.50 System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
-figuration 
for low 

DNBR, RC 
*pump-status, 
and power 
offset 
trips.

1.55 See 1.52 Low DNBR/ 
pump 
status/ 
offset 
trip out
put fail 
open

Broken 
wire, 
loose, ter
mination

Same effect as non-conduct
ing low DNBR/pump status/ 
offset trip output. See 
1.53.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
RT as a 
result of 
of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

1.56 see 1.52 Low DNBR/ 
pump 
status/ 
offset 
trip out
put lead 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

See 1.52 See 1.52 See 1.52 See 1.52 See 1.52

Failure



No. Name
Failure 
Mode causie

TABLE 3.6-6 (Soet 14) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, */AT, RC PUMP STATUS 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
IncludIin De eI de t i D t

Inherent Effect 
Compensating Upon: 

il.. i.4-- tt
.Remarks and

gmpnodaere etec on -rov s on M OL z .ects

1.57 calculat
ing 
module

C fan 
failure 
trip out
put fail 
non-con
ducting 
(tripped)

1.58 See 1.57 CM fan 
failure 
trip out
put fail 
conduct
ing (un
tripped) 

1.59 See 1.57 CM fan 
failure 
trip out
put signal 
lead fail 
open

1.60 See 1.57

1.61 See 1.57

CM fan 
failure 
trip out
put signal 
lead fail 
shorted 
to ground 

CM sur
veillance 
trip out
put fail 
norn-con
ducting 
(tripped)

Component Causes auxiliary relay 
failure K1.2 to de-energize, open

ing contact string in fan 
failure contact buffer. A 
"SS A fan failure" signal 
is sent to the Pac, and 
annunciates on CM front 
panel.  

see 1.57 No annunciation of CM fan 
failure is obtained.  
Subsequent self-heating of 
CM may lead to component 
failure and spurious or 
inhibited CM trips.

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion 

Insulation 
failure

Component 
failure, 
loose ter
mination

Same effect as fan failure 
trip output fail non-con
ducting. See 1.57.

Same effect as fan failure 
trip output fail conducting.  
See 1.58.

Causes auxiliary relays 
K1.3 and K2.3 to deener
gize, sending a "CM sur
veillance trip" signal to 
the plant computer, and 
causing the RT module to 
generate a SS A channel 
trip.

Verification 
of fan status 
by direct ob
servation 
periodic 
test

Periodic 
test, 
spurious 
channel 
trips, or 
erroneous 
annuncia
tions 

See 1.57

See 1.58

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Failure.  
has no 
effect on 
normal or 
test op
eration of 
SS A.  

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT; 
3 channels 
remain un
affected.

None

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for all C 
trips.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

See 1.57 See 1.57

See 1.58 See 1.58

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 15)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, /AT, RC PUMP STATUS 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
I l in, flrndent F'ailures Detection

No. Name M _ode cause__ -g

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.62 Calculat
ing 
module

CM sur
veillance 
trip. out
put fail 
conducting 
(un
tripped)

1.63 see 1.62 CM sur
veillance 
trip out
.put signal 
lead fail 
open

164 See 1.62 CM sur
veillance 
trip -out
put signal 
lead fail 
shorted 
to ground

Component 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals

Broken 
wire, 
loose -ter
-mination 

Insulation 
failure

Any CM-malfunction capable 
of causing a surveillance 
trip will not be detected.  
(The surveillance trip 
function is inhibited.) 
Consequently, the failure 
may lead to erroneous CM 
signal outputs and annun
ciations. Spurious or 
delayed channel trips may 
occur.

Same effect as CM surveil
lance trip output fail non
conducting. See 1.61.  

Same effect as CM surveil
lance.trip output fail con
ducting. See 1.62

Periodic 
test, 
spurious 
channel 
trips, or 
erroneous 
annuncia
tions

See 1.61 

See 1.62

only 2/4 System is 
channel placed in 
trips are a 2/3 con
required figuration 
to ini- for all CM, 
tiate RT. trips.  
3 channels 
remain un
affected.  
Additionally 
no SS A bi
stable trip 
functions 
are affected.  

See 1.61 See 1.61 

See 1.62 See 1.62

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

See 1.62

1.65 See 1.62 Loss of 
-10V dc 
supply

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termination

Loos of -10V supply will 
result in CH CPU failure.;

Periodic 
test

Only 2/4 See 1.62 
channel 
trips -are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT; 
3 channels 
remain un
affected.

2.1 CH trips 
auxiliary 
relay 
module

Loss of 
-15 V 
input 
power

Input lead 
.fail open

All relays deenergize; 
-closure of test interlock 
contacts cause RT module 
to generate a SS A channel 
trip..

SS A channel 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spurn-

System is 
placed in 
.a 1/3 con
figuration.

Failure



TABLE 3.6-6 (Qet 16) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, 0/9r, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms arid Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

i i

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

fProv s on RSother Ef ects_ 

ous.RT as 
the result 
of.a single 
SS channel 
trip.

2.2 See 2.1 Loss of 
input.  
from CM 
fan 
failure 
circuit 

2.3 See 2.1 Spurious 
(closed.  
contact) 
input from 

CM fan 
failure 
circuit

Component Same effectas CM fan 
failure failure trip output fail 

. non-conducting. See 1.57.

Component Relay K1.2 is maintained 
failure in an energized state, 

keeping output contact 
open. No annunciation of 
CM fan failure is obtained.  
(Fan failure trip is 
inhibited).

Verification 
of fan 
status, 
by direct 
observation, 
periodic 
test

See 1.62

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal or 
test oper
ation of 
SS A.  

No effect 
on NI/RPS 
unless fan 
failure 
does 
occur, 
followed 
by un
detected 
CM self 
heating.

None

Worst case 
(including 
fan failure) 
places 
system in a 
2/3 config
uration for.  
all Cm 
trips.

2.4 See 2.1 Input 
signal 
lead from 
CM fan 
failure 
circuit 
fail open

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination

Causes auxiliary relay K1.2 See 2.2 
to deenergize, opening 
contact string in fan 
failure contact buffer. A 
"SS A fan failure" signal 
is sent to the Pac, and 
annunciates on CM front 
panel.

2.5 See 2.1 Input 
signal.  
lead from 
CM fan 
failure 
circuit 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

Insulation 
failure

See 2.3 See 1.62 see 1.62 See 1.62

MNo N
Failure 

M A

See 2.2 See 2.2

._ Mee



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 17)

FAILURE MODES S EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS.  

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, 4/AT,,RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
lo dim D__endentFailures Det n ___

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

2.6 see 2.1 Loss of 
input 
signal 
from CM 
test in-
terlock 
circuit

2.7 See 2.1 spurious 
(closed 
contact) 
input sig
nal from 
CM test.  
interlock 
circuit

See 2.3 Relay K2.2 deenergizes, 
causing test interlock 
contact to close. RT 
module generates a SS A 
channel trip.

see 2.3. Relay K2.2 is maintained 
in an energized state, 
keeping test interlock 
contact open. With CM mode 
select switch in a test 
position (any position 
other than #1), an auto
matic SS A channel trip 
will not occur.

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
test

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
a result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.  

SS A 
channel 
trip will 
occur as 
a result 
of the CM 
normal 
test pro
cedure.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

system remains 
in a 2/4 
configura
tion during 
normal 
operation.

2.8 C5 trips 
auxiliary 
relay 
module

Input 
signal 
lead from 
CM test 
interlock 
circuit 
fail open

2.9 See 2.8 Input 
signal 
lead from 
CM test 
interlock 
circuit 
fail 
shorted 
to ground 

2.10 See 2.8 Loss of 
input, 
signal 
from CMT 
surveil-

Broken 
wire, 
Loose ter
mination 

Insulation 
failure

See 2.6

See 2.7

Component Causes, auxiliary relays 
failure: -K1.3.- and. K2..3. to. deenergize 

sending a "CM surveillance 
trip" signal to. the plant 
computer, and causing the

See 2.6

See 2.7

SS A channel 
trip alarm

See 2.6 See 2.6 

See 2.7 See 2.7

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri-

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

0

Failure
No. Name Mode -- cause I ncu p
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TABLE 3.6-6 (Peet 18), 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, * /AT, RC PUMP STATUS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 
Including Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

lance 
trip 
circuit

2.11 See 2.8 spurious 
(high) 
input 
signal 
from CM 
surveil
lance .trip 
circuit

RT module to generate a SS 
A channel trip.

See 2.10 Any CM malfunction capable 
of causing a surveillance 
trip will not be detected.  
The surveillance trip func
tion is inhibited. Conse
quently, the failure may 
lead to erroneous CM.signal 
outputs and annunciations.  
spurious or delayed channel 
trips may occur.

Periodic 
test, 
spurious 
channel 
trips, or 
erroneous 
annuncia-.  
tions

ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.  

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to-ini
tiate RT.  
3 channels 
remain un
affected.  
Addition
ally, no 
SS A bi
stable 
trip func
tions are 
affected.

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for all 
"calculated" 
trips.

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

2.12 See 2.8 Input 
signal 
lead 
from CM 
surveil
lance trip 
circuit 
fail open

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination

See 2.10 See 2.10 See 2.10 See 2.10

2.13 CM trips 
auxiliary 
relay 
module

Input 
signal 
lead 
from CM 
surveil
lance trip 
circuit 
fail 
shorted 
to ground

insulation 
failure

See 2.11 See 2.11 See 2.11 See 2.11

2.14 See 2.13 Relay K1.2 Relay fail Opens contact string in

See 2.11

Verification Failure None

_Ca_ s



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 19)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS.  
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, /AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No0. Na me mo e au _

2.15 See 2.13

2.16 See 2.13

2.17 See 2.13

fan fail
ure inter
lock con
tact fail 
open 

Relay K1.2 
fan fail
ure inter
lock con
tact fail.  
closed

Relay K2.2 
test in
ter lock
contact 
fail open

Relay K2.2 
test in
terlock 
contact 
fail 
closed,

deener
gized, 
contact 
hung up, 
contamina
tion, loose 

Relay fail 
energized, 
contact 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals

Relay fail 
energized, 
contact 
hung up, 
contamina
tion, loose 
termination

Relay fail 
deener
gized, 

-contact 
failure, 

.shorted 
terminals.

fan failure contact buffer.  
A "SS A fan failure" signal 
is sent to the Pac.

No annunciation of CM fan 
failure is obtained.  
subsequent self-heating of 
CM may lead to component 
failure and spurious or 
inhibited CM trips.  

Test interlock trip in
hibited. With CM mode 
select switch in a test 
position (any position 
other than #1), an auto
matic SS A channel trip 
will not occur.

Closure of test interlock 
contact causes RT module to, 
generate a SS A channel 
trip.

of fan status 
by direct ob
servation, 
periodic 
test 

Periodic 
test, 
spurious 
channel 
trips, or 
erroneous 
annunciations

Periodic 
test

SS A channel 
trip alarm

has no 
effect on 
normal or 
test oper
tion of 
SS A.  

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to ini
tiate RT.  
3 channels 
remain un
affected.  

SS A 
channel 
trip will
occur as 
a result 
of the CM 
normal 
test pro
cedure.  
The fail
ure has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A operatiot 

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.

System is.  
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 
for all C11 
trips..

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that a spurious 
trip does not 
occur.

System re
mains in a 
2/4 configu
ration dur
iri normal 
operation.

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

CM surveillance trip in- Periodic

Failure 
d4 . C se c

2.18 CM trips Relay K2 .3 See 2.16 See 2.15 See 2. 15 See 2.15



TABLE 3.6-6 (Slot 20) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBR, O/AT, RC PUMP STATUS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Includinc Depndient Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provison

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Oth Ef tFI

auxiliary 
relay 
module

2.1.9 See 2.18

2.20 See 2.18

2.21 See 2.18

CM sur
veillance 
trip con
tact fail 
open

Relay K2.3 
CM sur
veillance 
trip con
tact fail 
closed 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

See 2.17

Loose 
termina
tion, con
tamination

hibited. Any CM malfunc
tion capable of causing a 
surveillance trip will not 
be detected. Consequently, 
the failure may lead to 
erroneous CM signal out
puts and annunciations.  
Spurious or delayed channel 
trips may occur.  

Closure of surveillance 
trip contact (wired into 
test interlock trip string) 
causes RT module to gener
ate a SS A channel trip.  

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel test trip.

test, 
spurious 
channel 
trips, 
or erroneous 
annunciations

SS A channel 
trip alarm

SS A channel 
trip alarm

Shorted Module withdrawal will fail Perioditc 
terminals to cause a SS A channel test 

trip.

See 2.17 See 2.17

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous RT as 
the result 
of a sin
gle SS 
channel 
trip.  

The 
failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal SS 
A opera
tion.

The system 
is placed 
in a 1/3 con
figuration.

None

3.0 Subsystem All modes 
B compo
ments.

The CM and associated trip 
logic in subsystems A, 8, C, 
and D are identical in con
figurat ion.  
The FMEA for SS A components 
is applicable for all sub
systems.

gnlui er ecn salre P



TABLE 3.6-6 (Sheet 21)

FAILURE 1ODES .& EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
CALCULATING MODULE TRIPS 

OFFSET, LOW DNBP, #/AT, RC PUMP STATUS

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Detect-* ion Proiinl

Effect 
Upon: 
R~PS

Remarks and 
Olther Effects

No. Name Mode C _ause Inc __

4.0 Subsystem All modes 
C compo
nents 

5.0 Subsystem All modes 
D compo
nents

See 3.0 

See 3.0

Failure



TABLE 3.6-0heet 1) 

FNEA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon.: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and

1.1 Reactor 
trip 
module 

1.2 Reactor 
trip 
module

Channel 
trip lo
gic fail 
tripped 

Channel 
trip lo
gic fail 
untripped

1.3 See 1.2 2/4 trip 
logic fail 
tripped

Component Channel trip signal is in
failure put to the SS A RT module 

2/4 trip logic.  

Component SS A RT module will be in
failure sensitive to any SS A-gen

erated trip signals (from 
bistables or calculating 
module). SS A RT module 2/4 
trip logic is unaffected, 
continuing to accept trip 
signals from SS B, C, and D.  

see 1.2 Tripping SS A 2/4 logic will 
cause the CRD scram breaker 
"A" to trip, placing the 
RPS in a half-tripped con
figuration.

SSA channel 
trip alarm 

Periodic test 

CRD "A"l 
breaker 
trip alarm

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip 

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
reqd to 
initiate 
RT. 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected 

CRD scram 
breaker 
config
uration 
requires 
that 
breaker 
"B" and/or 
"D" must 
be tripped 
(in addi
tion to 
breaker 
"A" and/or 
"C") to 
deenergize 
the CRDMs 
and cause 
a reactor 
trip

System is 
placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration 

System is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration 

1/2 x 2 
breaker 
configur
ation is 
changed to 
a 1/2 con
figuration

Failure 
Mode Cause

Name cause Provision NI/RPS other Effects.
No 

Name



TABLE 3.6-7 (Sheet 2) 

FMEA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

Symptoms and Local Effects method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
thher Effects

1.4 See 1.2 2/4 logic 
fail un
tripped

See 1.2 The CRD scram breaker "All 
will remain untripped.  
However, SS A RT module 

.channel trip logic remains 
unaffected, and is still 
capable of.transmitting 
"trip" signals to SS B, 
C, and D. .

See 1.2 Channel 
trip lo
gic of 
all 4 sub
systems 
remains 
functional 
Channel 
trip in 
2/4.sub
systems 
will cause 
the 2/4 
logic in 
SS B, C, 
and D to 
trip, 
subse
quently 
tripping 
their 
associated 
CRD scram 
breakers

Channel trip 
logic re
mains in a 
2/4 config
uration. 2/3 
subsystem 
trips (C and 
either B or 
.D) required 
to.initiate 
reactor trip

1.5 See 1.2 Fail.to-re
ceive input 
trip sig
nal from 
.SS B, C, 
-or D

1.6 See 1.1 Spurious 
input trip 
signal 
from SS B, 
C, or D

Component 
failure, 
trip input 
contact 
fail 
closed

Component 
.,failure, 
trip input 
contact 
fail open

SS A 2/4-trip..logic will 
be insensitive.to channel 
trips occuring in the..SS 
from which.signal has.been 
lost.  

SS A 2/4-trip logic is 
placed in a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 1.2 See.1.2 See 1.4

Periodic test, See 1.1 
observation of 
SS A indicating 
.panel

SS A 2/4 
trip logic 
is placed in 
a 1/3 con

- figuration.  
Overall sys
tem remains 
in a 2/4 
configura
tion

Failure
No. -Name Mode Cause Includ.n _ee ___ a e



TABLE 3.6 9 (Sheet 3) 

FMEA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.7 Reactor 
trip 
module

Test trip 
disable 
switch S1.0 
shorted 
(fails to 
"test.trip 
disable" 
position)

Mechanical 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals

Unable to produce test trip 
of channel. (Switch con
tacts cannot be opened).

Periodic test

1.8 See 1.7 Test trip 
disable 
switch S1.0 
fail open 
(fails to 
"normal" 
position)

Mechanical 
fai lure, 
loose ter
mination

Unable to avoid test trip, 
even when S1.0 is placed in 
"disable" position.

Cannot prevent 
occurence of 
test trip with 
use of S1.0

See 1.7 Channel test 
trip disable 
feature 
inhibited

1.9 See 1.7

1.10 See 1.7

Reset 
switch S2.0 
fail open 
(fails to 
"normal" 
position) 

Reset 
switch 
S2.0 fail 
shorted 
(fails to 
"reseit 
position)

Mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination

No effect on normal channel 
operation. will be unable 
to reset module following 
a trip.

See 1.7 Spontaneous reset following 
channel A trip.

See 1.7

Periodic test, 
or observation 
of spontaneous 
reset

See 1.7 See 1.7

Trip ini
tiating 
device 
(bistable 
or calcu
lating 
module) 
must re
set in 
order for 
RT module 
to reset

None. Spon
taneous re
set will 
not occur 
until the 
trip contact 
string is 
reclosed

Failure 
has no 
effect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation

Channel 
test. trip 
feature 
inhibited



TABLE 3.6-7.(Sheet 4) 

FMEA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

.Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
l lnn~n di4 D d Fires Detct-ion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prvis~ion

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode cause Inc u - ---- eI . n A 4-V;-- Dteton Poiso n/P

1.11 See 1.7 Logic test 
switch S3.0 
fail in 
"operate" 
position

1.12 Reactor 
trip 
module

1.13 See 1.12 

1.14 Reactor 
trip 
module

Logic test 
switch 
S3.0 fail 
in "open" 
position 

Logic test 
switch 
S3.0 fail 
in inter
mediate 
position 

Logic test 
switch 
S4.0 (all 
modes)

1.15 See 1.14 Logic test 
switch 
S5.0 (all 
modes)

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

See 1.12

When using the module logic 
test feature, the channel A 
switch (S3.0), in combina
tion with any (one) other 
switch, will not cause a 
2/4 logic trip.  

"Channel A trip" LEDs go 
bright. Actuation of one 
(B, C, or D) logic test 
switch will cause CRD 
scram breaker "A" to trip.

See 1.12

Failure to 
cause system 
trip on actu
ation of logic 
test switch 
S3.0 and any 
other switch 

Channel trip 
LEDs go bright.  
Reset switch 
will be in
effective

See 1.12

See 1.7 Channel lo
gic test 
feature in
hibited

Failure 
has no ef
fect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation

2/4 coinci
dence trips 
still reqd 
to initiate 
reactor trip 
(No effect 
on trip 
logic.)

See 1.12 See 1.12

Logic test switches S3.0, 
S4.0, S5.0, S6.0 are iden
tical in configuration. The 
FMEA for switch S3.0 (items 
1.13 through 1.15) is 
applicable for all four 
logic test switches.  

See 1.14

Failure



TABLE 3.6#(Sheet 5) 

FREA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

N3r ~ 1 Nia
Failure 

N A
Symptoms and Local Effects 

C I l 4 di D d .t F Il

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

- t- ti P i

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RP flD

Remarks and 
Oth' Eff4 t

1.16 See 1.14 Logic test 
switch 
S6.0 (all 
modes) 

1.17 See 1.2 Manual by
pass switch 
S7.0 fail 
in bypass 
position.  
(or 
shorted)

1.18 Reactor 
trip 
module

Manual by
pass switch 
S7.0 fail 
open

1.19 See 1.18 Bypass 
interlock 
relay K1.6 
contact 
fail 
closed

See 1.14

Switch 
mechanical 
failure or 
shorted 
terminals

Switch 
mechanical.  
failure or 
loose ter
mination

Contacts 
hung up 
or shorted 
terminals

Channel is placed in the 
bypass mode; no channel 
trips will occur, and 
channels B, C, and D 
cannot be bypassed. RT 
module 2/4 trip logic is 
affected; continues to 
accept trip signal from 
SS B, C, and D.  

Channel cannot be bypassed.

Assuming channel A is in 
bypass, attempting to 
place a second channel in 
bypass will cause channel 
"Al bypass relay contact 
string to open, taking 
channel A out of the 
bypass mode.,

Local and re- See 1.2 
mote indication 
of channel by
pass

Periodic test

See 1.18

None reqd.  
If chan
nel main
tenance 
is to be 
performed 
system 
can be 
placed in 
1/3 con
figuration 
by trip
ping chan
nel A 

Placing 
second 
channel 
in bypass 
simultan
eously 
throws 
channel A 
out of 
bypass, 
thus only 
one chan
nel can 
be by
passed

See 1.2

System re
mains in 
2/4 con
figuration; 
trip func
tions are 
unaffected

System is 
placed in 
2/3 con
figuration

" e sr
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FMEA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Dete- ction

Inherent Effect 
Compensating Upon: 

Provision NIZRPS
Remarks and 
other Effects

1.20 See 1.18 Bypass 
interlock 
relay K1.6 
contact 
fail open

1.21 Reactor 
trip 
module

Relay con
tact K1.2 
fail 
closed

Contact 
mechanical 
failure or 
loose ter
mination 

Contact 
hangs up or 
terminals 
shorted

Channels B, C, and D are 
locked out of bypass.

When channel is in bypass 
annunciation will not occur 
at PAC.

See 1.18

Periodic test

See 1.18 See 1.18 Effectively the 
same as placing 
channel A in 
bypass

Local 
(module 
& indi
cating 
panel) 
annunci
ation 
provided

None

1.22 See 1.21

1.23 See 1.21 

1.24 See 1.21

1.25 Reactor 
trip 
module

Relay con
tact K1.2 
fail open

Relay con
tact K1.4 
fail open 

Relay con
tact K1.4 
fail 
closed 

Breaker 
test trip 
switch 
S8.0 fail 
shorted 
to either 
pole

Contact 
failure or 
loose ter
mination

See 1.22 

See 1.21

Contact 
failure 
or shorted 
terminals.

Continuous annunciation of 
channel bypass at PAC.

Channel A trip indication 
provided at plant computer.  

Plant computer will not 
indicate channel A trips.

The associated solid state 
switch will stop conducting 
interrupting one side (H 
or N) of the AC power 
distribution. The CRD "A"l 
breaker will trip.

Local annun
ciation and 
bypass switch 
position in
dicate that 
channel is not 
bypassed 

Redundant lo
cal and remote 
indication 
that channel 
is tripped 

Redundant lo
cal and remote 
indication 
that channel 
is tripped 

"Breaker trip" 
LED on module 
front panel 
goes bright

See 1.21 See 1.21

See 1.21 See 1.21 

See 1.21 See 1.21

RPS 2/4 
trip logic 
prevents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip

Although 1 
CRD breaker 
is tripped, 
.system logic 
sees no 
channels 
tripped. 2/4 
channel 
trips still 
reqd to ini
tiate reac-

0

Failure
No. Name M~ode Cause p_- t
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FMEA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

No. Name
Failure 

Maena
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NJI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

tor trip.  
CRD breaker 
trip logic 
is changed 
from 1/2 x 
2 to 1/2

Breaker 
test trip 
switch 
58.0 fail 
open (in
termediate 
position)

1.27 See 1.25 Loss of 
-15v 
power 
supply 

1.28 See 1.25 Loss of 
118V ac 
supply

2.1 CRD 
breaker 
trip 
contact 
buffer

Switch S1.0 
fail open 
(fails to 
"test" 
position)

2.2 See 2.1 Switch 
S1.0 fail 
closed 
(fails to 
"normal" 
position)

Contact 
failure or 
loose ter
mination

Broken 
wire, 
loose ter
mination

Breaker test trip feature 
disabled.

CRD breaker "Al trip

See 1.27 See 1.27

Mechanical 
failure or 
loose ter
mination 

Mechanical 
failure or 
shorted 
terminals

Breaker trip LED on RT 
module fron panel goes 
bright.  

Contact buffer test feature 
inhibited.

See 1.21

SS A channel 
trip alarm 
CRD breaker A 
trip indication 

Breaker trip 
annunciation on 
module front 
panel 

Periodic test 
Verification 
that CRD "A" 
breaker has re
mained closed

None reqd 
Trip and 
bypass 
logic not 
affected 

CRD 
breaker 
A trip 
indication

None

See 1.25

See 1.25 See 1.25

See 1.26

Periodic test See 1.25 
Failure to 
produce breaker 
trip annunci
ation when S1.0 
is actuated

See 1.26

See 1.25

1.26 See.1.21

NI/RPS
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FREA 
REACTOR TRIP MODULE

10 Na me
Failure 

Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Deuendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisin

Effect 
Upon: 
NIRPS

Remarks and 
Ot1her Effects

Relay K1 
"b" contact 
fail open

Contact 
hangs up 
or relay 
coil fail 
energized

2.4 See 2.3 Relay K1 
"b" con
tact fail 
closed

2.5 See 2.3 Transformer Insulation 
primary failure 
fail

2.6 See 2.3 Loss of AC Open in
input power put lead

3.0 Subsystem 
B RT 
module 
and as
sociated 
contact 
buffer

All modes

Loss of CRD breaker trip 
verification feature; on 
SS A trip, CRD breaker A 
will trip, but LED DS3.0 
on RT module remain dim.

Component Breaker trip LED DS3.0 (on 
failure RT module) goes bright.  

(Loss of CRD breaker trip 
verification feature)

Vital bus A (H) and (N) are 
shorted; 5A breaker in 
auxiliary ac power distri
bution panel trips. Loss of 
118V ac to PT module 
causes CRD A scram breaker 
to trip.  

Relay K1 deenergizes: in
dication on front panel of 
RT module shows CRD "A" 
breaker tripped.  

The RT module and associated 
contact buffer assembly is 
identical in all subsystems.  
The FMEA for SS A components 
is applicable for all sub
systems.

Periodic test 
Following SS A 
trip, breaker 
trip verifica
tion LED 
remains dim 

Periodic test 
or observation 
of local 
indication.  
Breaker trip 
LED is bright, 
but SS A is not 
tripped 

Breaker trip, 
indication on 
RT module

See *2. 4

None reqd Loss of CPD 
breaker trip 
verification 
feature

See 2.3 See 2.3

see 1.25 See 1.25

None 
required

See 2.3

10

2.3 CRD 
breaker 
trip 
contact 
buffer

Provision NI/RPS Other EffectsM 9 -
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FHEA 
REACTOR TRIP NODULE 

Inherent Effect 
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects method of Compensating Upon: Remarks and 

No. Name mode Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection Provision NI/RPS Other Effects 

4.0 Subsystem All modes See 3.0 
C RT 
module 
and as
sociated 
ccntact 
buffer 

5.0 Subsystem All modes See 3.0 
D RT 
module 
and as
sociated 
contact 
buffer



TABLE 3.6-8 (Sheet 1) 

FMEA 
SUBSYSTEM POWER SUPPLIES

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cas Tncluiinf De ehdei~nt F'ail s i,

Method of 
Detect ion

Inherent 
Compensating 
Provisinn

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS,

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.1 -10V dc 
power 
supply

Fail 
high

Component 
failure

Offinominal voltage will be 
detected by the power supply 
monitor (PSM), which will 
initiate a SS A trip by 
simultaneously tripping all 
,DC power supplies off line 
a SS channel trip will 
occur as a secondary effect 
of loss of all DC power

SS A trip; CRD 
"All breaker 
trip

RPS 2/4 
trip 
logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous-RT as 
the result 
of a singl4 
SS channel 
trip

System is 
placed in 
a 1/2 x 1 
configu
ration

Power supplies (DC) 
1. -10V 
2. +5V 
3. -15V 
4. +15V

1.2 -10V dc 
power 
supply 

1.3 -10V dc 
power 
supply 

1.4 -10V dc 
power 
supply 

1.5 -10V dc 
power 
supply 

1.6 -1OV dc 
power 
supply 

2.0 +5V dc 
power 
supply

3.0 -15V dc 
power

Fail 
low

Hot short 
.to either 
output 
lead 

Either 
output 
lead fail 
open 

Output 
leads 
fail 
shorted 

Output 
lead (V-) 
fail 
shorted 
to grcund 

All modes

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termination 

Insulation 
failure 
shorted 
terminals

See 1.1 

See 1.1See 1.1

PSH detects a low voltage See 1.1 
condition on the -10V dc bus.  
See 1.1 

PSM detects a low voltage See 1.1 
condition on the -10V dc bus 
See 1.1

See 1.5 See 1. 5 See 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1 see 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1

All DC power supplies are 
similar in output configura
tion, and are all monitored 
by the PSM for over- and under
voltage conditions. The FMEA 
for the -10V power supply is 
applicable for all DC supplies.  

See 2.0All modes

0

Failure 
. do. ame oetecgipN 

N



TABLE 3. (Sheet 2) 

FMEA 
SUBSYSTEM POWER SUPPLIES

Nol UNa
Failure 

M A
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

TI l4 di D d t F1 il D t

Inherent 
Compensating 

P 4

Effect 
Upon: 

/RP o

Remarks and
. me o e ause.nc u n

supply 

4.0 +14V dc 
power 
supply 

5.0 -120V dc 
power 
supply 

6.1 Power 
supply 
monitor

All modes 

All modes

Loss of 
+15 or 
-15V dc 
input 
power

See 2.0 

See 2. 0

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termi
nation

Causes relay K1.7 to deener- SS A trip; 
gize; auxiliary contact of CRD "A"l 
K1.7 energizes the shunt breaker trip.  
trip coil of the AC breaker 
feeding all DC power supplies.  
The AC breaker trips, deener
gizing all power supplies.  
A SS A trip (and CRD "A" 
breaker trip) occurs as 
a result of loss of all DC 
power

RPS 2/4 System is placed 
trip in a 1/2 x 1 
logic configuration 
prevents 
a spurious 
RT as the 
result of a 
single SS 
channel 
trip

6.3 Power 
supply 
monitor

6.4 Power 
supply 
monitor

6.5 Power 
supply 
monitor

Any test 
jack (J1, 
J2, J3, 
J4, J5) 
fail 
shorted 
to ground 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail open

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Loose 
termina
tion, con
tamination

Loss of input signal from 
associated DC power supply 
see 6.1.

Open module interlock con
tact will cause the RT 
module to generate a SS A 
channel "test" trip.

Shorted Module withdrawal fails to 
terminals generate a SS A channel 

trip.

See 6.1

SS A channnel 
trip alarm

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement

See 6.1 See 6.1

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
single SS 
channel tr: 

Three RPS 
channels 
remain 
unaf
fected, 
to pro-

System is 
placed in a 
1/3 configu
ration

If module is 
withdrawn, 
power sup
plies will 
not be moni
tored; er-

Worst case 
analysis 
assumes 
that no 
spurious 
trips

C
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FMEA 
SUBSYSTEM POWER SUPPLIES

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
t tirnn Prviin

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/ RPS

Remarks and 
Olther Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Including Lpendent £ u D e. on - -- nte Efet

vide the 
required 
2/3 trip 
logic

roneous occur.  
voltages 
only be 
detected by 
spurious chan
nel trips or 
erroneous 
annunciations 
or 
indications.

6.6 Power 
supply 
monitor

6.7 Power 
supply 

monitor

Fail to 
detect 
off
nominal 
voltage 
(fail 
untripped)

Component 
failure

In worst case, erroneous 
power supply voltages are 
undetected, and cause 
subsystem channel trip 
functions to be inhibited

Periodic 
testing

Spurious Component Tripping the power supply SS A trip; 
trip failure monitor will initiate a CRD "A" breaker 

SS A trip by simultaneously 
tripping all DC power sup
plies off line; A SS channel 
trip will occur as a secondary 
effect of loss of all DC 
power.

See 6.5 System is 
placed in a 
2/3 configuration 
for power supply 
monitor trips.  

RPS 2/4 System is placed 
trip lo- in a 1/2 x 1 
gic pre- configuration 
vents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single SS 
channel 
trip.

7.0 Subsystem All modes 
B power 
supply 
system 

8.0 Subsystem All modes 
C power 
supply 
System 

9.0,. Subsystem All modes 
D power 
supply 
system

All power supply systems 
(SS A, B, C, D) are identi
cal in configurtaion. The FMEA 
for SS A components is appli
cable for-all subsystems.  

See 7.0 

See 7.0

Failure



TABLE 3. 9 (Sheet 1) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating, 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NT/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.1 Optical 
receiver 
module 
#1

Loss of 
power 
supply 
+15V or 
-15V DC)

Component Current flow through all 
failure photodiodes ceases, causing 

module signal outputs to 
dark. The following con
ditions (as "seen" by SS A) 
result: 
- SS B, C, D bypassed 
- SS B, tripped 
Consequently, subsystem A 
is locked out of bypass, as 
a result of 3 bypass relay 
contacts being opened.  
Additionally, "subsystem B 
tripped" signal is input 
to the subsystem A 2/4 
coincidence logic.

Local indi
cation of trip 
and bypass con
ditions. All 
"receiving 
signal" LEDs 
on optical 
receiver mo
dule are dark

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT due 
to a 
single 
SS chan
nel trip

SS A 2/4 
trip lo
gic is 
placed in 
1/3 con
figuration 
Subsystems 
B, C, & D 
continue to 
operate in 
a 2/4 con
figuration

1.2 See 1.1 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at JT

Component 
failure or 
loose opti 
cal termi
nation or 
optical 
cable 
failure

A "channel B bypassed" sig
nal is input to SS A. Sub
system A is locked out of 
bypass

Local indica- None re
tion and posi- quired.  
tion of SS B Trip lo
manual bypass gic con
switch verify tinues to 
that channel B operate 
is not in bypass 

configura
tion.

Channel A 
cannot be 
bypassed; 
all other 
system func
tions remain 
in 2/4 unaffected

1.3 See 1.1 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal at 
J2 

1.4 See 1.1 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal at 
J3 

1.5 See 1.1 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal at 
J4

See 1.2 The FMEA for loss of signal 
at J2 is the same as that for 
loss of signal at J1, with 
the exception that a "sub
system C bypassed" signal 
is input to SS A.  

See 1.2 See 1.3; exception: "sub
system D bypassed" signal 
is input to SS A.

See 1.2 A "subsystem B tripped" 
signal is input to subsystem 
A, placing the subsystem in 
a 1/3 configuration.

Local and re- See 1.1 
mote indication 
verifies that 
channel B is 
not tripped

Failure 
Mode

See 1.1

M ?.
No 

Name



TABLE 3.6-9 (Sheet 2) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.6 See 1.1 Loss of 
output 
signal

See 1.1 Same effect as loss of 
input optical signals.  
See 1.2-1.5.

2.1 Optical 
receiver 
module 
#2

Loss of 
power 
supply 
(+ or -15F 

DC)

Component Current flow through all Subsystem A 
failure photodiodes ceases, causing trip; local 

module signal outputs to 6 remote 
fail dark. The following annunciation 
conditions (as seen by SS A) of CRD "A"l 
will result: breaker trip 
- SS C tripped 
- SS D tripped 
Providing the necessary 2/4 
trips to the channel A trip 
logic. Subsystem A trip occurs 
tripping the CRD "A" scram 
breaker.

2/4 chan
nel trip 
required 
to initi
ate RT; 
CRD brea
kers B, C, 
S D remain 
closed

CRD breaker 
configuration 
is changed 
from 1/2 x 2 
to 1/2

2.2 See 2.1 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal at 
at J2 

2.3 See 2.1 Loss of 
input opti
cal signal 
at J2

See 1.2 A "subsystem C tripped" 
signal is input to SS A, 
placing the SS in 1/3 
configuration

See 2.1 A "subsystem D tripped" 
signal is input to SS A, 
placing the SS in 1/3 
configuration.

Local & 
remote 
indica
tion veri
fies that 
SS C is not 
tripped

See 1.1 See 1.1

Local & remote See 1.1 
indication 
verifies that SS 
D is not tripped.

2.4 See 2.1 See 1.6. See 2.1 Same effect as loss of in
put optical signals. See 2.2, 
2.3.

3.1 Optical 
receiver 
#1 or #2

Output 
fail 
constant

See 2.1 Dedicated output module, 
provided with a non-varying 
input signal, will produce 
a trip of the affected sig 
nal train. Effects noted 
are the same as those for 
loss of optical signal at 
the optical receiver input 
jacks. See 1.2-1.5 and 2.2, 
2.3

LEDs on 
dedicated 
output 
module in
dicate 
loss of 
signal

0

Failure 
M-de

See 1.1

. M
No 

Name



0"

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

SProvision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

3.2 See 3.1 

contact

Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
shorted

3.3 See 3.1 Module 
interlock 
contact 
fail 
open

4.1 Dedicated 
digital 
output 
module

Loss of 
DC input 
power

4.2 See 4.1 Output 
#1 fail 
tripped

Shorted 
terminals 
contami
nation

Loose 
termi
nation, 
contami
nation

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

Component 
failure, 
open sig
nal cable

Module withdrawal will re
sult in a channel trip, due 
to loss of optical signal.  
However, a channel "test" 
trip, normally character
istic of module withdrawal/ 
module interlock contact 
opening, will not occur..  

Open module interlock con
tact results in SS A channel 
trip.

All outputs fail tripped, 
causing contact output mo
dule to deenergize relays 
Kl-K6, with the following 
results: 
1. SS A will "see" bypass 

signals from SS B, C, D.  
2. SS A will "see" trip 

signals from SS B, C, D.  
SS A 2/4 trip logic 
causes CRD breaker "A"l 
to trip.  

Contact output module re
ceives a "subsystem B 
bypassed" signal. Subsystem 
A is locked out of bypass

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
replacement.

SS A channel 
trip alarm,

CED breaker 
"A". trip 
annunciation

Contact output 
module LED 
DS1.0 is 
dark. Subsystem 
A cannot be 
bypassed

No ef
fect on 
normal 
SS A 
operation 

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS channel 
trip.  

RPS 1/2 
x 2 logic 
prevents 
a spuri
ous PT as 
the re 
sult of 
a sin
gle CRD 
breaker 
trip 

Channel 
trip lo
gic in 
all sub
systems 
remains 
unaffected

None; worst 
case analysis 
assumes that 
module is not 
removed; conse
quently no 
spurious 
trips occur.  

System is 
placed in a 
1/3 configu
ration

CPD scram.  
breaker 
configuration 
is converted 
from 1/2 x 
2 to 1/2.

system re
mains in a 
2/4 configu
ration.

4.3 See 4..1 Output 
#2 fail 
tripped

See 4.2 Contact output modules re
ceives a "SS C bypassed" 
signal. SS A is locked out 
of bypass.

See 4.2

TABLE 3.6-Rheet 3) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Failure

See 4.2 See 4.2

NI/RPS other EffpctsNo. Name Mode
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating
Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and-.  
Other Effects

No. , Name Mode Cause nc n D Pv

4.4 See 4.1 Output 
#3 fail 
tripped.  

4.5 See 4.1 Output 
#4 fail 
tripped

See 4.2 Contact output module re
ceives a "SS D bypassed" 
signal. SS A is locked 
out of bypass.  

See.4.2 Contact output.module re
ceives a "subsystem B 
tripped" signal. Subse
quently, a "subsystem B 
tripped" signal is input 
to the subsystem A 2/4 
coincidence logic, placing 
subsystem A in a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 4.2

Local indi
cation of 
subsystem B 
trip; inter
channel com
parison veri
fies that SS B 
not tripped.

See 4.2 See 4.2

See 3.3 SS A 2/4 
trip lo
gic is placed 
:in a 1/3 con
figuration.  
SS B, C, and D 
continue to 
operate in a 
2/4 configu
ration.

4.6 See 4.1 Output #5 See 15.2 Contact output module re
fail ceives a "SS C tripped" sig

nal, which is input to the 
SS.A 2/4 trip logic. SS A 
trip logic is placed in a 
1/3 configuration.  

4.7 See .4.1 Output #6 See 15.2 Contact output.module re
.fail tripped ceives a "SS D tripped" 

signal, which is input to 
the SS A .2/4 trip logic.  
SS.A trip logic is placed 
in a -1/3 configuration.

Local indication 
of SS C trip; 
interchannel 
.comparison 
verifies that 
SS C.is not 
tripped 

.Local indica- See 4.5 
tion of SS D 
trip; inter
channel comparison 
verifies that SS 
D is not tripped.

4.8 See 4.1 Output #1 
fail 
untripped

. Component 
failure, 
signal 
cable

Contact.output module-relay Periodic 
K1 contact remains closed, test 
keeping bypass relay contact 
string intact. Consequently 
subsystem A is not respon
sive to a bypass of SS B.  
Assuming subsystem B is in 
bypass, an attempt to place 
subsystem A, C, or D bypass 
causes the SS B bypass relay 
contact string to open, 
taking SS B but of bypass mode.  
If SS A is bypassed prior to 
SS B, SS B is locked out of 
bypass.

Bypass None 
interlock 
prevents 
simultan
eous bypass 
of more 
than one 
SS.

Failure

See 4.5 See 4.5

See 4.5
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No. Name
Failure 

Mode
symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures
Method of 
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon:.  
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

4.9 See 4.1 Output 
#2 fail, 
untripped

4.10 See 4.1 Output #3 
fail un
tripped

Component 
failure, 
signal 
cable 
grounded

See 4.8

4.11 See 4.1 Output #4 See 4.8 
fail un
tripped

4.12 See 4.1 Output #5 
fail un
tripped

See 4.8

Contact output module relay Periodic test 
K2 contact remains closed, 
keeping bypass relay contact 
string intact Consequently, 
SS A is not responsive to a 
bypass of SS C. Assuming SS C 
is in typass, an attempt to 
bypass SS A causes the SS C 
bypass relay contact string 
to open, taking SS C out of 
bypass. If SS A is bypassed 
prior to SS C, SS C is 
locked out of bypass.  

Contact output module relay See 4.9 
K3 contact remains closed, 
keeping bypass relay contact 
string intact. Consequently, 
SS A is not responsive to a 
bypass of SS D.  

Assuming SS D is in bypass, 
an attempt to bypass SS A 
causes the SS D bypass relay 
contact string to open, 
taking SS D out of bypass. If 
SS A is bypassed prior to 
SS D, SS D is locked out of 
bypass.  

Contact output module relay See 4.9 
K4 "SS B tripped" contact 
remains closed. Despite SS B 
trip, SS A trip logic re
mains in 2/3 configuration 

Contact output module relay See 4.9 
KS "SS C tripped" contact 
remains closed. Despite 
SS C trip, SS A trip logic 
remains in a 2/3 configuration

Bypass 
interlock 
prevents 
simultane
ous bypass 

of more 
than one 
SS.

None

See 4.9 None

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips are 
required 
to initi
ate RT; 
3 channels 
remain un
affected 

See 4.11.

SS A remains 
in 2/3 configu
ration in the 
event of an 
SS B trip.  

SS A remains 
in a 2/3 con
figuration 
in the event 
of an SS C trip

TABLE 3.6-*Sheet 5) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

0
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FMEA 
-OPTICAL:ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
d4 il D te- tio

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provis S nfl

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/P ~

Remarks and 
other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Inclu.L E n o Effct

4.13 See 4.1 Output #6 
fails un-

See 4.8 Contact output module relay See 4.9 
K6 "SS D tripped" contact 
remains closed. Despite 
SS.D trip, SS A trip logic 
remains in a 2/3 configuration

See 4.11 SS A remains in 
a 2/3 configu
ration in the 
event of an 
SS D trip

5.1 Contact 
output 
module

Loss of 
input 
power

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

All relays deenergize, pro
ducing following effects: 
1. SS A locked out of bypass 
2.SS B, SS C, SS D tripped" 

signals are input to the 
SS A 2/4 trip logic, 
causing SS A trip.  

CRD "A" scram breaker is 
tripped

SS A and CRD 
breaker A 
trip alarms

PPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
single SS 
channel 
trip

CPD scram breaker 
logic is con
verted from 
a 1/2 x 2 to 
a 1/2 configu
ration

5.2 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K1 fail 
closed

5.3 see 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K1 fail 
open

Contact 
shorted, 
or relay 
coil fail 
energized 

Contact 
mechani
cal 
failure, 
or relay 
coil fail 
de-ener
gized.

See 4.8

See 4.2

See 4.9

See 4.9

Bypass None 
interlock 
prevents a 
simultaneous 
bypass of 
more:than 
one SS.

Channel 
trip lo
gic 
in all 
.subsystems 
remains 
unaffected

System remains 
.in 2/4 configu
ration

5.4 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K2 fail 
closed 

5.5 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K2 fail 
.,open 

5.6 See 5.1 Relay 
contact

See 5.2 See 4.9

See 5.3 . See 4.3

See 5.2 See 4.10

See 4.9

SEe 4.9

See 4.9

See 5.2 See 5.2 

See 5.3 See 5.3

See 5.2 See 5.2

Failure



TABLE 3. - (Sheet 7) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Dlependent Fai sr
Method of 
Dleecti on

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Othe r4Eff t

K3 fail 
closed

5.7 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K3 fail 
open 

5.8 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K4 fail 
closed

See 5.3 See 4.4 SEe 4.9

See 5.2 See 4.11 Following SS B 
trip, local in
dication at 
SS A fails 
to show SS B 
tripped

See 5.3 See 5.3

Only 2/4 
channel 
trips 
are re
quired 
to initi
ate RT; 
3 chan
nels re
main un
affected

SS A 
remains 
in a 2/3 
configu
ration in 
the event 
of an SS B 
trip

5.9 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K4 fail 
open 

5.10 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
KS fail 
closed 

5.11 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K5 fail 
open

See 5.3 See 4.5 

See 5.2 See 4.12 

See 5.3 See 4.6

Interchannel SS A 2/4 
comparison shows 
SS A indicating dence lo
a SS B trip; gic is 
SS B local indi
cation shows 1/3 con
that SS B is figuration 
not tripped 2/4 chan

nel trips 
still re
quired to 
produce RT.  

Following SS C See 5.8 
trip, local in
dication at 
SS A fails 
to show SS C 
tripped

Interchannel 
comparison of 
trip indicators 
will verify 
that SS C is 
not tripped

System con
coinci
operate in.  
2/4 configu
placed in

SS A remains 
in a 2/3 
configuration 
in the event 
of a SS C 
trip

See 5.9 See 5.9

tinues to 

ration
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
P ovis ,

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Other Effects
No. . Name Mode Cause Including Depe ra l e on 

eIRP rte fet

5.12 See 5.1 Relay 
contact 
K6 fail 
closed

See 5.2 See 4.13 Following SS D See 5.8 
trip, local in
dication at SS A 
fails to show 
SS D tripped

SS A remains 
in a 2/3 con

the event of 
a SS D trip.

figuration in

5.13 See 5.1 

6.1 Dedicated 
digital 
input 
module

6.2 See 6.1

Relay 
contact 
K6 fail 
open 

Loss of 
input 
power 
supply

Output 
#1 fails 
tripped

See 5.3 SEe 4.7

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

Component 
failure, 
loose ter
mination, 
shorted 
output

Interchannel 
comparison 
of trip indi
cators will 
verify that SS D 
is not tripped

All outputs fail. tripped; 
with trip signal inputs to 
both optical transmitters, 
all transmitting LEDS stop 
conducting. The resultant 
optical outputs are: 
1. "Subsystem A bypassed" 

signals to SS B, C, D.  
2. "Subsystem A tripped" 

signals to SS' B, C, D, 
Consequently, 
1. SS B, C, and D are 

locked out of bypass.  
SS A can still be by
passed.  

2. SS B, C,-& D trip logic 
placed in 1/3 configu
ration. SS A trip logic 
continues to operate in 
2/4 configuration 

Loss of signal at optical 
transmitter causes "SS A 
bypassed" signal to be 
input to SS B.  
SS B is then locked out of 
bypass

See 5.9 See 5.9

Local indica- See 5.1 
tion at SS B, 
C, & D indicates 
SS A tripped.  
Indicating 
LEDS DS1.0 
DS4.0 on both 
SS A optical 
transmitters 
are dark

Periodic test Bypass 
interlock 
feature 
prevents 
simul
taneous 
bypass of 
more than 
1 SS.

System placed 
in 1/3 configu

ration

SS B cannot 
be bypassed.  
No effect on 
normal SS A 
or SS B opera
tion

6.3 See 6.1 Output Component When SS A is placed in 
#1 fails failure bypass, SS B does not re-

See 6.2 See 6.2 None

0

Failure
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includino Denendent Failures Detection.

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/R~PS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

ceive "SS A bypassed" signal.  
Attempting to place SS B 
in bypass opens the SS A 
bypass relay contact string, 
removing SS A from bypass 
mode.

6.4 See 6.1 Output 
#2 fails 
tripped 

6.5 See 6.1 Output 
#2 fails 
untripped

6.6 See 6.1 Output 
#3 fails 
tripped 

6.7 See 6.1 Output 
#3 fails 
untripped

see 6.2 Loss of signal at optical 
transmitter causes "ss A 
bypassed" signal to be 
input to SS C. SS C is 
then locked out of bypass.  

See 6.3 When SS A is placed in by
pass, SS C does not receive 
"SS A bypassed" signal.  
Attempting to place SS C in 
bypass opens the SS A bypass 
relay contact string, 
removing SS A from bypass.

Component 
failure, 
loose 
termina
tion, 
shorted 
output 

Component 
failure

See 6.2 

See 6.2

Loss of signal at optical See 6.2 
transmitter causes "SS A 
bypassed" signal to be 
input to SS D. SS D is then 
locked out of bypass.  

When SS A is placed in by- See 6.2 
pass, SS D does not receive 
"SS A bypassed" signal.  
Attempting to place SS D in 
bypass opens the SS A bypass 
relay contact string, removing 
SS A from bypass mode.

See 6.2 SS C cannot 
be bypassed 
No effects on 
normal SS A 
or SS C operation.  

See 6.2 None

See 6.2 SS D cannot 
be bypassed.  
No effect on 
normal SS A 
or SS D opera
tion 

See 6.2 None

6.8 See 6.1 Output 
#4 fails 
tripped

See 6.6 Loss of signal at optical 
transmitter causes "channel 
A tripped" signal to be 
input to SS B. RT module 2/4 
trip logic.  
SS B logic is placed in 
1/3 configuration.

Interchannel 
comparison 
of trip indi
cation lights

See 6.1 System is left 
in 2/4 configu
ration; SS B is 
placed in a 1/3 
configuration.

6.9 See 6.1 Output Component

untripped

Noe Name Mod,- NI/RPS

on channel A trip, "1chan- See 6.2 See 5.8 See 5.8
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects 
I l di D -A e .de Fil es -

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection- Prvision f

No. Name Mode Cause r

Effect 
Upon: 
NTI/ RS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

failure nel A tripped" signal is not 
input to SS B. SS B is left 
in 2/4 configuration; re
maining SS are placed in 1/3 
configuration.

6.10 See 6.1 Output #5 
fails 
tripped 

6.11 See 6.1 Output #5 
fails 
untripped 

6.12 See 6.1 Output #6 
fails 
tripped 

6.13 See 6.1 Output #6 
faIls un
tripped

See 6.6 

See 6.9

Loss of signal at optical 
transmitter causes "channel 
A tripped" signal to be in
put to SS C. RT module 2/4 
trip logic.  

On channel A trip, "channel 
A tripped" signal is not 
input to SS c. SS C is left 
in a 2/4 configuration; re
maining SS are placed in a 
1/3 configuration.

See 6.10 Loss of signal at optical 
transmitter causes "channel 
A tripped" signal to be 
input to SS D.. RT module 
2/4 trip logic

See 6.9

See 6.8 

See 6.8 

See 6.8

On channel A trip, "channel See 6.8 
A tripped"'Isignal is not in
put to SS D.  
SS D is left in a 2/4 configu
ration; remaining SS are 
placed in a 1/3 configuration.

See 6.8 System is left 
in 2/4 configu
ration. SS C 
is placed in a 
1/3 configuration 

See 6.9 See 6.9 

See 6..8 System is left 
in a 2/4. configu
ration. SS D is 
placed in a 1/3 
configuration.  

See 6.9 See 6.9

6.14 Optical 
trans
mitter #1

Loss of 
input 
power 
supply

Broken 
wire, 
loose 
termina
tion

6.15 See 6.14 Input

All output LEDS go dark, 
with the following results: 
1. "SS A bypassed" signal 

is input to SS B, SS C, 
2. "SS A tripped" signal is 

input to SS B.  
As a result, .SS B, SS C, 
SS D are locked out of 
bypass. SS A can still be 
bypassed. SS B 2/4 trip 
logic is placed in a 1/3 
configuration.  

Signal failures at inputs

Indicating 
LEDS DS1.0
DS4.0 are 
dark. Inter
channel com
parison veri
fies that SS A 
is not bypassed 
or tripped

See 6.8 See 6.8

Failure

#4 fails 
untripped

0
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includina Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

failures
all modes

6.16 See 6.14 Output #1 
fail 
tripped 

6.17 See 6.14 Output #1 
fail un
tripped

6.18 See 6.14 Output #1 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fail 
constant.  

6.19 See 6.14 Output #2 
fail 
tripped 

6.20 See 6.14 Output #2 
fail 
untripped 

6.21 See 6.14 Output #2 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
fail con
stant

6.22 See 6.14 Output #3 
fail 
tripped

1-4 correspond to failures 
of dedicated input module 
outputs 1-4.  
Refer to FMEAs for dedicated 
input module, outputs 1-4 
(Items 6.2 - 6.9).  

See 6.13 "SS A bypassed" signal is 
input to SS B, locking SS B 
out of bypass

See 6.8 See 6.3

See 6.8

See 6.8

See 6.13 Subsystem B dedicated output see 6.8 
module detects off-nominal/ 
constant signal at its input, 
and goes to a tripped state.  
SS B is looked out of bypass

See 6. 13 "aSS A bypassed" signal is 
input to SS C, locking SS C 
out of bypass

See 6.13 See 6.5

See 6.8 

See 6.8

See 6.13 SS C dedicated output module See 6.8 
detects off-nominal/constant 
signal at its input, and goes 
to a tripped state. SS C is 
locked out of bypass

See 6.13 "SS A bypassed" signal is 
input to SS D, locking SS D 
out of bypass

See 6.8

No effect 
on normal 
A or SS B 
operation.

Bypass 
interlock 
feature 
prevents 
simultane
ous bypass 
of

SS B cannot be 
SS bypassed.

None

See 6.16 SS B cannot be 
bypassed 

See 6.16 SS C cannot be 
bypassed 

See 6.17 None

No effect 
of normal 
SS A or 
SS C 
operation.  

See 6.21

SS C cannot be 
bypassed.

SS D cannot be 
bypassed



TABLE 3.6-9 (Sheet 12) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Caue Includina Denendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provis~ion

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.23 See 6.14 Output #3 
fail 
untripped 

6.24 See 6.14 Output #3 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fail 
constant 

6.25 Optical Output #4 
trans- fail 
mitter tripped 
#1.

6.26 See 6.25 Output #4 
fail 
untripped

See 6.13 See 6.7

See 6.13

See 6.8

SS D dedicated output module See 6.8 
detects off-nominal/constant 
signal at its input, and 
goes to a tripped state.  
SS D is locked out of bypass

Component "Channel A tripped" signal 
failure is input to SS B.  

SS B 2/4 trip logic is 
placed in a 1/3 con
figuration.

See 6.25 On channel A trip, channel 
trip signal is not input to 
SS B. SS B is left in 2/3 
configuration; remaining 
channels are unaffected.

"Channel A 
tripped" LED 
on SS B 
indicating 
panel is 
bright. In
terchannel 
comparison 
verifies that 
SS A is not 
tripped.  

Periodic test

See 6.17 None

No effect 
on normal 
SS A or 
SS D 
operation 

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trir.  

Only 2/47 
channel 
trips 
reqd to 
initiate 
RT; 3 
channels 
remain 
unaffected

SS D cannot be 
bypassed 

System re
mains in 2/4 
configura
tion. SS B 
is placed in 
a 1/3 con
figuration.

System is 
left in a 
2/4 con
figuration.  
SS B is 
placed in 
a 2/3 con
figuration.

6.27 See 6.25 Output #4 See 6.25 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fail 
constant

Subsystem B dedicated out
put module detects off 
nominal/constant signal 
at its input, and goes to 
tripped state. "Channel A 
tripped" signal is input 
to SS.B 2/4 trip logic.

See 6.25 See 6.25 See 6.25

0

Failure
Provision NI/RPS Other Effects

me 
nma 

n o
u



0

Symptoms and Local Effects 
I l .di D d t F4i1 s

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

Deecin Provis~io~n

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

7.1 Optical 
trans
mitter 
#2

7.2 See 7.1

7.3 See 7.1

Output 
#1 fail 
tripped

Output 
#1 fail 
untripped 

Output #1 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fail 
constant

7.4 See 7.1 Output 
#2 fail 
tripped 

7.5 See 7.1 Output 
#2 fail 
untripped

Component "Channel A tripped" signal 
failure is input to SS C. SS C 2/4 

trip logic is placed in a 
1/3 configuration.

See 7.1 on channel A trip, channel 
trip signal is not input to 
SS C. SS C is left in a 2/3 
configuration; remaining 
channels are unaffected.

See 7.1

Interchannel 
comparison 
of trip 
indication 
lights

Periodic test

SS C dedicated output module See 7.1 
detects off-nominal/constant 
signal at its input, and 
goes to tripped state.  
"Channel A tripped" signal 
is input to SS C 2/4 trip 
logic.

See 7.1 "Channel A tripped" signal 
is input to SS D. SS D 2/4 
trip logic is placed in a 
1/3 configuration.

See 7.1 On channel A.trip, channel 
trip signal is not input 
to SS D. SS D is left in a 
2/3 configuration; remaining 
channels are unaffected.

See 7.1 

See 7.2

RPS 2/4 
trip lo
gic pre
vents a 
spurious 
RT as the 
result of 
a single 
SS chan
nel trip.

System re
mains in a 
2/4 con
figuration.  
SS C is 
placed in 
1/3 con
figuration.

See 6.26 See 6.26

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See 7.1 System re
mains in a 
2/4 config
uration. SS 
D is placed 
in a 1/3 
config
uration.  

See 7.2 System is 
left in a 
2/4 config
uration. SS 
D is placed 
in a 2/3 
config
uration.

Failure
No0. Niame M~ode cause ecun pne

TABLE 3 (Sheet 13) 

FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

7.6 See 7.1 Output #2 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fail,.  
constant

8.1 Optical 
cable

All modes

See 7.1

Cable 
.severed, 
crushed, 
burned, 
etc.

SS D dedicated output 
module detects off-nominal/ 
constant signal at its 
input, and goes to tripped 
state. "Channel A tripped" 
signal is input to SS D 
2/4 -trip .logic.  

Loss of signal at cable 
output. Electrical failures 
i.e., "hot shorts" to.opti-, 
cal cable or "grounding" 
of optical cable have no 
effect on signal trans
mission, due to noncon
conducting nature of -the 
fiber optic cable.

See 7.1

Local annun
ciation of 
channel trip 
or bypass

See 18.1 See 18.4

On loss 
of light 
signal, 
dedicated 
output 
module 
generates 
a trip of 
the affec
ted link.  
(Inputs a 
"tripped" 
or "by
passed" 
signal to 
the con
tact out
put mod
ule). The 
use of a 
,modulated 
light 
signal 
ensures 
that no 
spurious 
(external) 
illumi
nation 
source 
will be 
capable 
of main
taining an 
optical 
channel 
in an un
tripped

Worst case 
places sys
tem in 1/3 
config
uration.

Failure
No. Name Mode Cause nc r gDoii- N/P
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FMEA 
OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
d F il D t% ctio ---

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prov~ision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/ RPS

No. Name Mode Cause Incluung Depen en 

condition.

Remarks and 
Other Effects

9.0 Subsystem All modes 
B optical 
isolation 

10.0 Subsystem All modes 
C optical 
isolation 
system 

11.0 Subsystem All modes 
D optical 
isolation 
system

The optical isolation sys
tems are identical in con
figuration for all subsys
tems. The FMEA for SS A 
components is applicable 
for all subsystems.  

See 9.0 

See 9.0

Failure
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.FMEA 
CABINET COOLING FAN SYSTEM

symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
l.o di De elnnn d ~ nt Failres Deotectin

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
N AR PS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Inc u _U -_ 1 A; n- -A - wailr-s netetio Proisin NT R_

1.1 Fan fail
ure de
tector 
cabinet 
Al 

1.2 Fan fail
ure de
tector 
- cabinet 
Al

Thermal 
contact 
fail 
open 

Thermal 
contact 
fail 
closed

High temp., 
mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination 

Low temp., 
mechanical 
failure, 
shorted 
terminals

Deenergizes contact buffer 
relay K1; local and remote 
annunciation of left fan 
failure occurs.

Local and remote 
annunciation, quired 
verification 
of fan status 
by direct obser
vation

In the event-of fan failure, Periodic test Only .2/4 
no annunciation -will.occur. spurious chan- channel 
As a result, heat buildup nel trips, or trips are 
in cabinet Al way may lead erroneous annun
to.spurious or inhibited ciations to 
channel trips, and/or initiate 
erroneous.annunciations. RT. 3 

channels 
remain 
unaf
fected

None re- None

System is -worst ,case 
left in a analysis 
2/3..configu- assumes.that 
required ration; SS A a spuric 
trip func- -channel trip 
-tions will does not occur.  

,not be reli
.able, due to 
environmental 
conditions.

1.3 Fan fail-' Filament 
ure de- 'fail open 
'tector 
cabinet 
Al

1.4 Fan fail
ure de
tector 
cabinet 
Al

Filament 
fail 
shorted.

0o

"Lack-of heating, effect .on 
thermal switch results in 
same affect as in item 1.2.  

Places.a short across 120 V 
AC line. 2,' AMP. breaker on 
main AC distribution.panel 
should trip, deenergizing 
contact buffer and all 
associated relays. This 
results in:.annunciation of 
all fans failed. If 2A 
breaker fails to trip, one 
,or more of the following 
effects will be noted: 
.1. 30A (main) distribution 

panel breaker trips, 
resulting in a SS A 
trip, tripping the 
CRD "A" breaker.  

2., Heat generated by short 
in fan failure detector 
causes thermal switch to 
open, annunciating fan 
failure.

See 1.2

Annunciation 
of left and 
right fan 
failure 
(2 AMP 
breaker 
trip) or 
channel 
trip (30 A 
breaker 
trip) or 
channel 
trip (30. A 
breaker 
trip)

See 1.2 See-1.2

See 1.3 See 1.3

See 1.2

Worst case 
analysis assumes 
that channel 
trip does not 
occur.

Failure..
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FMEA 
CABINET COOLING FAN SYSTEM

No. Name
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prov--isinf

Effect 
Upon: 
UT /DP

Remarks and 
Othe Eff t:

3. Insulation failure, as a 
result of the shorted fila
ment, places a hot short on 
the low voltage lead(s) to 
the contact buffer. Over
voltage will cause component 
failure, resulting in 
annunciation of fan failure.

1.5 Fan fail
ure de
tector 
cabinet 
Al

Signal 
lead 
from 
thermal 
switch to 
contact 
buffer 
fail open 
or fail 
shorted 
to ground

See 1.1 See 1.1 See 1.1 See 1.1

2.1 Fan fail- All modes 
ure de
tector 
cabinet 
A2

3.1 Fan fail
ure 
cabinet 
Al & A2 
contact 
buffer 

3.2 Fan 
failure 
cabinet 
Al & A2 
contact 
buffer

Loss of 
120 V AC 
input 
power

Test 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
closed

Input lead 
fail open

Mechanical 
failure, 
shorted 
contacts

The fan failure detector for 
cabinet A2 is identical in 
configuration to that for 
cabinet Al. The FMEA for 
detector Al is also appli
cable for detector A2.  

Both Kl and K2 are deener
gized. Local and remote 
annunciation of both left 
and right fan failure

Unable to test relay Kl

Local and 
remote 
annunciation 
of failure, 
verification 
of fan status 
by direct 
observation

Periodic 
test.

None re- None 
quired

Direct None 
observa
tion will 
verify fan 
status. No 
effect on 
normal SS A 
operation.

r 

c 
sN o Naemd



TABLE 3.6-10 (Sheet 3) 

FHEA 
CABINET COOLING FAN SYSTEM

Symptoms and Local Effects method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
NI/RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode 0Cause Inc u u A n eA- - ue eeto

3.3 Fan fail
ure cabi
net Al 5 
A2 con
tact 
buffer 

3.4 Fan 
failure 
cabinet 
Al & A2 
contact 
buffer 

3.5 Fan 
fai lure 
cabinet 
Al S A2 
contact 
buffer

Test 
switch 
S1.0 fail 
open 

Test 
switch

Test 
switch 
S2.0 
fail open

Mechanical 
failure, 
loose ter
mination, 
contamina
tion

See 1. 1

See 3.2 - Unable to test relay K2

See 3.1

Periodic 
test

see 3.3 Deenergizes contact buffer See 3.1 
relay K2; local and remote 
annunciation of "right fan 
failure" occurs

Direct ob- None 
servation 
verify fan 
status.  

See 3.2 None

See 3.2 None

4.0 Subsystem All modes 
B 
components 

5.0 Subsystem All modes 
C 
components 

6.0 Subsystem All modes 
D .  
components

The cabinet cooling fans and 
associated indication in 
subsystems A, B, C, and D 
are identical in configuration 
The FMEA for SS A components 
is applicable for all 
subsystems.  

See 4.0 

see 4.0

Failure

9



TABLE 3.7-1

TRANSFER SYMBOL DEFINITION 

Transfer 
Symbol 
Number Figure Number 

1 3.7-3 
2 3.7-4, 3.7-11, 3.7-13, 3.7-15, 3.7-16, 3.7-17, 3.7-19, 

3.7-22, 3.7-24, 3.7-25, 3.7-26, 3.7-27 
3 3.7-29 
4 3.7-28 
5 3.7-8 
6 3.7-4 
7 3.7-5 
8 3.7-31 
9 3.7-6 

10 3.7-7 
11 3.7-6 
12 3.7-6 
13 3.7-7 
14 3.7-7 
15 3.7-8 
16 3.7-8 
17 3.7-9 
18 3.7-9 
19 3.7-9 
20 3.7-10 
21 3.7-10 
22 3.7-10 
23 3.7-12 
24 3.7-13 
25 3.7-14 
26 3.7-15 
27 3.7-18 
28 3.7-5 
29 3.7-22 
30 3.7-21 
31 3.7-23 
32 3.7-25 
33 3.7-25 
34 3.7-28 
35 3.7-30 
36 3.7-31



TABLE 4.5-1 (Sheet 1)

signals Entering/Leaving CRDCS Trip Actuation System (Trip Breakers)

FUNCTION.  

1. Trip Reset

POWER SOURCES 

,Non-IE: 
Logic - 24V dc 
Closing CKT 

120V ac

ISOLATION/INDEPENDENCE 

Type: 
Relay Coil/Contact - 500V 
RMS (Min) 

Wiring - 600V, RMS 
(Rating)

REMARKS 

a) Contact Fails Closed - Reset 
.Command exists at closing coil 
circuit terminals; Trip Command 
takes precedence, Anti-pump CKT 
prevents cycling.

Terminations - 600V, RMS b) 
(Rating) 

Closing-Coil CKT Applica- c) 
tion only. No interconnec
tion exists between closing 
CKT and U.V. Trip Function.

Contact fails open - Breaker 
be reset remotely.  

DPSC Report #665-1-75 demon
strates that the trip breaker 
does trip upon removal of the 
IE-source to the breaker U.V.  
coil with 580V, RMS impressed 
on the closing circuit 
terminals.  

nclusions: 1) Individual Breaker 
Trip Capability 

2) Trip Function not 
precluded.

2. Shunt Trip Non-IE: 
Logic - 120V ac 
Trip CKT 
125V dc

Same as 1 above 
52 TC Application only 

No interconnection exists 
between Shunt-Trip coil 
and U.V. CKT.

a) The U.V. CKT will provide breaker 
trip on command with the Shunt 
Trip Function inoperative.  

b) DPSC Report #665-1-75 demon
strates that the trip breaker 
does trip with 580V, RMS 
impressed on the Shunt Trip 
Coil CKT terminals.

Conclusions: 1) Individual 
Breaker Trip 
Capability

0 N
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TABLE 4.5-1 (Sheet 2) 

Signals Entering/Leaving CRDCS Trip Actuation System (Trip Breakers)

FUNCTION

3. Turbine Trip

4. Evacuation 
Alarm 

5. Stator CLG 
WTR Reset 
Interlock 

6. Trip Confirm 
(RPS) 

Note: This 
function will 
be removed from 
the CRDCS Trip 
Actuation Sys.  
and become a

POWER SOURCES

Non-IE: 
Logic - 120V ac, 

vital bus 
Outputs - by 

others

Non-IE: 
(Supplied by 
others) 

Non-IE: 120V ac 

Non-IE/IE 
Interconnection: 
Non-IE-120V ac, 
Control Power 

IE - RPS Source 
(by others)

ISOLATION/INDEPENDENCE

Type: Breaker auxiliary 
contacts provide physical 
isolation within breaker 
cubicle..  
Logic and outs exist in 
a separate cubicle

Same as 3 above 

Same as 1 above 

Type: Relay Coil/Contact 
1000V, RMS (Rating)

REMARKS 

2) Trip Function 
will not be 
precluded 

Breaker auxiliary contacts are 
used to provide logic for this 
function. Welding of these 
contacts does not prevent proper 
breaker trip function, as 
demonstrated by DPSC Report 
#665-1-75.  

Conclusion: 1) Individual Breaker 
Trip Capability 

2) Trip Function not 
precluded 

Same as 3 above 

Same as 1 above 

DPSC Report #665-1-75 demonstrates 
that 580V, RMS applies to the relay 
contact side did not produce voltage 
breakover to the relay coil side.

Conclusion: 580V, RMS impressed



TABLE 4.5-1 (Sheet 3)

Signals Entering/Leaving CRDCS Trip Actuation System (Trip Breakers)

FUNCTION 

RPS function via 
CI/A 88-4179-00.

7. Trip "A", "B", 
"C", IDD" 
Confirm 

8. 0. T. Shunt 
Trip 

9. RTN SCR Blower 
Power Source

POWER SOURCES ISOLATION/INDEPENDENCE

Non-IE: Same as 3 above 
logic - 24V dc 

Non-IE: Same as 2 above 
Logic - 125V dc 
Trip CKT - 125V dc 

Non-IE Interconnects with the 
Power - 120V, closing-coil power source 
RMS No interonnection exists 

with V the U.V. trip.  
function.

10. Control Power Non-IE: Power 
to SCR Cabinet 120V, RMS

Same as 9 above.

REMARKS 

on the "Trip Confirm" output contact 
will not be communicated to the 
relay coil. 580V, RMS applied 
across the relay coil will not 
affect breaker trip function (from 
1 above), nor be communicated to 
the relay output contact.  
1) Individual breaker trip 

capability 
2) Trip function not precluded 

Same as 3 above.  

same as 2 above 

DPSC Report #665-1-75 demonstrates the 
trip breaker does trip upon removal of 
the IE source to the breaker U.V. coil 
with 580V, RMS impressed on the 
closing circuit terminals.  

Conclusions: 1) Individual Breaker Trip 
Capability 

2) Trip function will 
not be precluded-.

Same-as 9 above.

11. Transfer 
Power "B"

Non-IE: 132V' 
Rectified wave

No Interconnection exists 
between breaker closing-

Conclusion: 1) Individual Breaker 
Trip Capability

0



01

FUNCTION

12. Transfer 
Power "A/B"1 

13. Closing 
Power to 
Breaker "C," 

.IuD" 

14. Main Trans
former "A", 
f B" 

Reference 
Voltage 

15. DC Reference 
Signal 
Between 
Breakers A/B

POWER SOURCES 

Non-IE: 132V, 
Rectified wave 

Non-IE: 480V, 
RMS 16

Non-IE: 
RMS, 30

10OV,

Non-IE: 125V dc

ISOLATION/INDEPENDENCE 

coil of U.V. trip coil

Same as 11 above 

Same as 11 above

No interconnection exists 
between breaker closing
coil or U.V. trip Coil 

Same as 14 above

REMARKS 

2) Trip function not 
precluded

Same as 11 above 

Same as 11 above

Conclusion: 1) Individual Trip 
Capability 

2) Trip Function will 
be Precluded

Performs an auctioneering of the SCR 
power sources to trigger the shunt-trip 
function on undervoltage conditions.  

Conclusions: 1) Individual Breaker 
Trip Capability 

2) Trip Function not 
Precluded

16. Over-voltage 
stop signal 
to ot-Gen 
"A;" Hot-Gen 
"B"

Non-IE: (by 
others)

Same as 14 above Same as 14 above

17. Incoming/ 
Outgoing 
Primary

Non-IE: 
RMS

480V, Source is contained 
in a separate, steel
barriered cubicle. Source

Conclusion: 1) Individual Trip 
Capability 

2) Trip Function

TABLE 4.5-1 (Sheet 4) 

signals Entering/Leaving CRDCS Trip Actuation System (Trip Breakers)

40



TABLE 4.5-1 (Sheet.5) 

Signals Entering/Leaving.CRDCS Trip Actuation System (Trip Breakers)

FUNCTION POWER SOURCES

Source(s)

18. RPS Trip 
Signal Input 
"A", "BO, 
nC", "D11

Class IE - 120V 
ac

ISOLATION/INDEPENDENCE 

provides control power to 
functions above via( 
transformer isolation.  

Signal is routed to a 
separate enclosure within 
breaker assembly. Wiring 
existing enclosures is 
routed (separate to Non-IE 
wiring) to the under
voltage coil.

REMARKS 

will not be 
Precluded

conclusion: 1) IE/Non-IE separation 
criteria ( RG 1.75) 
is met to provide 
individual trip 
capability.  

2) Trip function will 
not be Precluded



TABLE 4.5-2 (Sheet 1)

INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN BREAKER ENCLOSURES 

1. "A" and "B" Breaker Enclosures: 

A) Customer Cable #375 "SCR Supply Reference D-C Voltage" 
Non-IE Function, no interconnection with IE wiring 
Voltage level is used to effect a "Shunt-Trip" on Supply 
Low Voltage Condition 

Conclusion: 

480V, RaS impressed on the terminals of this cable could 
damage the "Source Interruption" device of both breaker 
assemblies but would not preclude individual IE trip 
functions or the System Trip Function.  

B) Customer Cable #365, #366 
"Transfer Power A/B" 
Non-IE Function, no interconnection with IE wiring 
Rectified power derived from step-down transformer of 
motor-generator powered main busses.  

Conclusion: 

480V, RMS impressed on terminals of these cables could 
cause damage to the system transfer power sources "A" 
and "B", but would not preclude individual IE trip 
functions or the System Trip Function.  

C) Customer Cable #377 

"Breaker "A" Trip to Turbine Trip Assembly" None-IE 
Function, no interconnection with breaker IE wiring.  
Breaker "A" Auxiliary contact used to form logic for 
"Turbine Trip" function.  

Conclusion: 

480V RMS impressed on the terminals of this cable could 
damage the "Turbine Trip" logic, but would not preclude 
individual IE trip functions, or the system trip 
function.  

D) Customer Cable #294, #295 
"Cooling Water Reset Interlock" 
Non-IE Function, no interconnection with breaker IE 
wiring. Interlock breaker closing circuit to prevent 
closing main breakers without Stator Cooling Water.



TABLE 4.5-2 (Sheet 2)

INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN BREAKER ENCLOSURES 

Conclusion: 

480V, RMS impressed on the terminals of this cable could 
damage the closing solenoids on breakers "A" and "B".  
Assuming the breakers close on this application of 
voltage, the breakers will trip upon removal of the 
class-IE undervoltage-coil source as demonstrated in the 
report "Regulatory Guide 1.75 (Feb. 74) Conformance of 
the Diamond Power CRDCS IE and Associated Circuits.  
(Report No. 665E-1-77). Thus individual breaker trips 
would occur, and trip function would not be precluded.  

2. "A" and "C" Breaker Enclosures 

A) Customer Cable #369 
"Breaker "C" Control-Power Source" Non-IE Function, no 
interconnection with breaker IE wiring.. 480V, RMS, 1 0 
source used to input breaker control power transformer.  

Conclusion: 

480 volts is normally applied to the cable terminals via 
an auxiliary circuit breaker. No individual breaker 
trip would be precluded, nor would the system trip 
function be precluded.  

B) Incoming/Outgoing Main Power Bus 
Non-IE wiring 

Conclusion: 

Individual breaker trip function is not precluded, or is 
the system trip function 

3. "B" and "D" Breaker Enclosures 

A) Customer Cable #370 - Breaker "D" Control Power Source 
Non-IE Function, no interconnection with breaker IE 
wiring. 480, RMS, 10 source used to input breaker 
control power transformer.  

B) Incoming/Outgoing Main Power Bus 

Non-IE Function, no interconnection with breaker IE 
wiring.  

Conclusion:

(Same as 2B)



TABLE 4.5-2 (Sheet 3) 

INTERCONNEC.TIONS BETWEERL BREAKER ENCLOSURES 

4, "B" and "C" Breaker Enclosures 

A) Customer Cable 367/340/283 
"Channel "C" Trip Confirm Via Motor Return Assembly" 
Non- IE Function, no interconnection with breaker IE 
wiring. Breaker "CI auxiliary contacts used to form 
logic for "Turbine-Trip" function and system logic 
function.  

Conclusion: 

480V, RMS impressed on cable terminal may damage 
auxiliary contact and interface equipment but will not 
preclude individual trip or system trip function be 
precluded.  

5. "B" and "D" Breaker Enclosures 

A) Customer Cable #341, #68, 283 "Channel "D" Trip Confirm 
Via Motor Return Assembly" Non-IE Function, no 
interconnection with breaker IE wiring. Breaker "D" 
auxiliary contact used to form logic for "Turbine-Trip" 
function and system logic function.  

Conclusion: 

(Same as 4A)



TABLE 5.3-1 (Sheet 1)

BELLEFONTE FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATIONS

Component

Fail 
Fail 
N.0.  
N. 0.  
N.C.  
N.C.

Relay 

Switch

Test Jack

Auxiliary Relay Panel

Power Supply

Power Supply monitor 

Analog (p or Ap) 
Sensor Transmitter 

Contact Buffer Module

Failure Mode 

energized 
deenergized 
contact fails closed (Note 1) 
contact fails open (Note 1) 
contact fails closed (Note 1) 
contact fails open (Note 1)

Fails in normal (#1) position (Note 3) 
Fails in #2 position 
Fails in #N position 
N.O. contact fails open (Note 1) 
N.O. contact fails closed (Note 1) 
N.C. contact fails open (Note 1) 
N.C. contact fails closed (Note 1) 

Short to signal ground (Note 3 and 5), 

Loss of control power 
Loss of auxiliary power 
For each input signal line 

- Fail open 

- Short to ground 

Loss of input power (Note 4) 
Loss of output 
off nominal output 

Loss of input power 
output fails open 
Loss of input signal from any DC 

supply 
Test jack shorts to ground 
Relay failures 
Output shorts to ground 

Fail high 
Fail low 
Output signal constant 
Open signal line 
Signal line shorts to ground 
Hot short to signal line (Note 2) 

Loss of input power 
Transformer failure 
Relay failure 
Switch failure



TABLE 5.3-1 (Sheet 2)

BELLEFONTE FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATIONS

Component 

Trip Logic 
Buffer Module 

Buffer Amplifier Module 

Bistable Module 

Pressure Test Module 

Flow Test Module 

Optical Receiver Module 

Dedicated Digital 
Output Module 

Digital Output 
Driver Module 

Dedicated Digital 
Input Module 

Optical Transmitter

Failure Mode 

Loss of input control power 
Each input signal fail open 
Each input signal fail shorted 

to ground 
Relay failure 

Loss of output signal 
Output signal faults high 
Erroneous output signal 
Test jack failure 

Fails tripped 
Fails untripped 
Loss of input power 
Test jack failures 
Switch failures 
Output relay/phototransistor failures 

Loss of input power 
Loss of each output signal 
Each output signal shorts to ground 
Switch failure 
Test jack failure 

Same as pressure test module 

Loss of input power 
Loss of (each) input optical signal 
Loss of (each) output signal 
Output signal (each) fail constant 

Loss of input power 
Output (each) fail tripped 
Output (each) fail untripped 

Loss of input power 
Relay failures 
output fail tripped 
Output fail untripped 

Loss of input power supply 
Each output fails tripped 
Each output fails untripped 

Loss of input power supply 
Loss of input signal (each) 
Off nominal input signal (each)



TABLE 5.3-1 (Sheet 3)

BELLEFONTE FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATIONS

Component Failure Mode

Optical Cable 

Trip Logic Module 

Logic Test Module 

Unit Control Module

Output fail untripped (each) 
Output fails tripped 
output signal off nominal (each) 

Fail open 

Input fail tripped 
Input fail untripped 
Short across inputs 
Loss of input DC power 
Loss of input AC power 
Switch failures 
Relay failures 
Each output signal fail open 
Each output signal fail shorted to 

ground 

Loss of input power 
Switch failure 
Each output fail open 
Each output fail shorted to ground 

Loss of input power 
Each input fail open 
Each input fail shorted 
Relay failures 
switch failures

NOTES:

1. The analyst will determine if the analysis results are 
significant and that this level of detail is required and 
justified.  

2. Analysis of hot shorts inside the panels is not required 
because the power supply monitor would detect the failure 
and trip the subsystem power supplies. (Not shorts will be 
contained with a division of separation, in accordance 
with Regulatory Guide 1.75.) Hot shorts inside the panels 
will be evaluated as part of the analysis on the power 
supply monitor.  

3. If a module has switches (excluding set point switches) or 
test jacks on the front panel, the effect of these 
component failures shall be considered by the analysis.



TABLE 5.3-1 (Sheet 4) 

BELLEFONTE FAILURE ANALYSIS FAILURE MODE CONSIDERATIONS 

Component Failure Mode 

4. Loss of vital power effects are considered at both the 
subsystem and the integrated system levels.  

5. Where test jacks are provided with isolation resistors, 
the worst-case analysis (consistently applied) will assume 
that the loading effects produced by shorting to signal 
ground will still be sufficiently pronounced to affect the 
circuit function. Specific effects are noted in the FNEAs.



TABLE 5.3-2 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

1, Channel trip alarm 

2. Remote indication

Visual and/or audo indication of 
a trip at the main control board 
and in the ESFAS cabinets.  

Indication through PAC.

3. Annunciation through PAC Same as indication through PAC.

4. Panel status check 

5. Interchannel comparison 

6. Periodic testing

Periodic check of safety equipment 
panels performed by the operator 
once during each shift.  

Comparison of meter readings/indi
cating lamp status between sub
systems, for a given instrument 
channel function (RB pressure, BWST 
level, etc.).  

Testing performed at periodic 
intervals as defined in the Tech
nical Specifications.



TABLE 5.4-1 

Analog Subsystem FOGG Logic

TRIP CONDITION 

ECCI 
ECCI and SG-A 
ECCI and SG-B 
ECCI, SG-A and 

SG-8 

0 - Open 
C - Close 
E - Energized 

DE- Deenergized

SG-A 
23-24 24-25 9-8 8-7

O) 
C 
0

C 
0 
C

C 
0 
C

0 
C 
0

C 0 0 C

SG- B 
23-24 24-25 9-8 8-7

0 
0 
C

C 
C 
0

C 
C 
0

0 
0 
C

SG-A CB 
K 1 K 2

DE 
E 
DE

E 
DE 
E

SG-B CB Valves. Valves 
K1 K2 .sG-A SG-B

DE 
DE 
DE

E 
E 
DE

0 
C 
0

C 0 0 C DE E DE E 0 0

0 
0 
C



TABLE 5.4-2 

DIGITAL B SUBSYSTEM FOGG LOGIC

SG-B ECCI FOGG1 
(ChlB) 2/3 trip 

logic 

UT T/E E 

UT T/E DE 

T T/E E 

T T/E E

FOGG2 
2/3 trip 

logic 

E 

E 

DE 

E

T - Tripped 
UT - Untripped 
E - Energized 

DE - Deenergized

SG- A 

UT 

T 

UT 

T

V8A 

OPEN 

CLOSE 

OPEN 

OPEN

V6B 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSE 

OPEN



TABLE 5.5-1

COMMON MODE FAILURE PREVENTIVE MEASURES

FAILURE CATEGORY 

External normal environment 

Design or manufacturing 
deficiency 

Operational or 
Maintenance errors 

External phenomena 

Functional deficiency

POSSIBLE PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

Functional diversity 
Design administrative controls 
Operational administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Proven design 
Standardization 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Physical separation 
Design administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Operational administrative controls 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Physical separation 
Design administrative controls 
Safe failure modes 
Equipment diversity 

Functional diversity 
Design administrative controls 
Equipment diversity



TABLE 5.5-2 

ESFAS - VITAL POWER SUPPLY ALIGNMENT

ESFAS ELEMENT 

Analog Channel A 

Analog Channel B 

Analog Channel C 

Digital Channel A 

Digital Channel B

VITAL BUS 

I 

IV 

III 

I 

II

/ 
/



1 41:

No. Name
Failure 

g1 cv
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause TI di D d t F zIl

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 

Upon: Remarks and
_ _ _ __ ng e n en a urPther Effects

1.1 Wide range 
RC pres- fails low 
sure 
transmit
ter

Output 
failure 
open or 
short 
circuit

Sensor 
trip the HPI/LPI trip 
bistable, and reset the 
DHI and CFI bistables.

Low pressure 
channel trip 
alarm 
2. Inter
channel com
parison,

signal will.  
HPI and 
LPI logic 
modules 
will 
inhibit 
a single 
channel 

spurious 
trip.

1. HPI/LPI 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 to 
1/2.

The 2/3 HPI and LPI F 
DHI and CFI 
function see 9 
and 10.

Output Internal 
fails high, circuit 

failure

The high pressure sign 
will disable HPI and LPI 
analog SS A trips.

1. -Interchan
nel comparison.  
2. Periodic 
testing

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to ini
tiate HPI 
and LPI 
systems.

HPI and LPI 
trip logic.  
is modified 
from 2/3 to 
2/2.

Output 
signal 
constant 

Open 
signal 
line 

Signal 
line short 
to ground 

Hot short 
to signal 
line

2.1 Transmit- Loss of 
ter power output 
supply

Internal 
circuit 
failure 

Broken 
wire 

Insulation 
failure 

Incorrect.  
wiring, 
insulation 
failure

Open 
circuit, 
short to

Constant analog pressure 
signal to channel pressure 
instrumentation and trip 
logic. The HPI and LPI 
analog SS A trips are 
disabled.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 1.1.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 1.1.  

The voltage level will be 
superimposed on the trans
mitter signal and generate 
erroneous signal level.  
In the worst case HPI and 
LPI analog SS A remain 
untripped.  

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 1.1.

Periodic 
test ing, 
interchannel 

comparison 

Channel trip 
alarm 

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing

See 1.1

See 1.2 See 1.2 

see 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.2 See 1.2

See 1.1 See 1.1 +24V dc trans
mitter supply 
failures also

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 -

1.6

TABLE 0 1 (Sheet 1) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

1.2 -



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 2)

FAILURE NODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Proviscion

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Ot4her Effects

affect RD, SG-A, 
SG-B, and DWST 
channels.

Internal The pressure transmitter 
failure will generate erroneous 

outputs. No significant 
operational impact unless 
the transmitter output is 
driven to an extreme 
condition (see 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3 for details).

See 1.1 and 
1.2

See 1.1 See 1.1 
and 1.2 and 1.2

2.3 Power Loss of 
supply input power 

supply

3.1 RC pes
sare buf
fer am
plifier

Fais to 
low or 
zero 
outpdt

Fails high 

Erroneous 
output 
signal 

Test jacks 
J3, J4, 
J5 or J6 
shorted

Open or 
short cir
cuit

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 1.1.  

Low pressure signal will 
trip the HPI/LPI trip
bistable. The DHI and CPI 
bistables will reset.-

Internal The high pressure signal 
failure will disable HPI and LPI 

analog SS A channel trip.  

Internal In the worst case buffer 
failure amplifier supplies a high 

RC pressure signal which 
disables HPI and LPI analog 
SS A channel trip.

Human 
error, 
contami
ation

The input (or output signal) 
will be shorted to ground 
resulting in same failure 
as in 3.1.

See 1.1

Channel trip 
alarm

Interchannel 
comparison, 
Periodic 
testing 

Remote indi
cation (PAC) 

Channel trip 
alarm

See 1.1 See 1.1

The 2/3 
HPI and 
LPI logic 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired to 
initiate 
HPI and 
LPI 
systems.

The HPI and 
LPI trip 
LPI trip 
logic is 
modified to 
1/2.

The HPI and 
LPI trip 
logic is 
modified is 
2/2.

See 3.2 See 3.2 

See 3.1 See 3.1

Failure 
A

2.2 -

ground

Off 
nominal 
input

3.2 -

3.3 

3.4'

0

. -- so RP ote fet
o 

ame 

o e
N 

N
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TABLE 5.* (Sheet 3) 

FAILURE MODES 6 EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

to ground

3.5

3.6 -

4.1 RC Pres
sure test 
module

4.2 PC Pres
sure test 
module

module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
ooen 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed 

Switch S1 
fails to 
"operate" 
(#1) 
position

S1 fails 
to #2 
position

Nechanical 
failure

mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit

Jams

Jams, 
human

HPI and LPI analog SS A 
channels trip. DHI/CFI 
analog SS A channels 
remain tripped.  

No effect during system 
operation.

Unable to test the PC 
pressure buffer amplifier.

The test interlock circuit 
error is activated when S1 is in 

position 2, 3, 4, or 5.  
The HPI and LPI logic 
buffers will trip. Also 
the DHI and CPI functions 
are in test mode.

Channel trip 
alarm

Nodule with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

See 3.1 See 3.1

None

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
auto
matic or 
manual 
channel 
trip 
operation.  

The HIP 
and LPI 
2/3 logic 
inhibits 
a single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

None

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of the 
RC channel 
until fault 
is repaired.

The HPI and 
LPI logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.  
Unable to 
complete 
periodic test 
of the trip 
channels 
until fault 
is repaired.

Switch Positions: 
#1 Operate 
#2 Test operate 
#3 Zero 
#4 Range 
#5 Cal. out

Test switch 
failures will be 
immediately 
detected while 
performing the 
periodic test.

Channel trip 
alarm

See 4.2 See 4.2

52 fails Mechanical This is the normal switch Periodic The

4.3 S1 fails 
to posi
tions 3, 
4 or 5

Jams, 
human 
error

See 4.2

Unable to



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 4)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Failure
No U. Name Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Drovsi n; n

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Olther Effects

to BIAS failure, position. The switch 
position jams enables checking of the 

buffer amplifier internal 
bias supply. Unable to 
perform this check.

"I Loss of 
input 
power

mechanical 
failure, 
jams

Broken 
wire

The switch circuit is only 
enabled during periodic 
test when the channel is 
tripped and S1 is placed 
in position #4.

Unable to test the RC 
pressure buffer 
amplifier.

testing

Periodic 
test

Periodic 
testing

failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual, 
channel 
trip 
operation.  

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
channel 
trip 
operation 
S1 iso
lates S2 
from the 
buffer 
amplifier 
circuit 
during 
normal 
plant op
eration.  

The 
module 
only ac
tively 
interacts 
with the 
buffer am
plifier 
during 
periodic 
test.  
The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
channel 
trip op-

complete 
periodic 
test of 
the RC 
channel 
until fault 
is repaired.

N one

See 4. 4

4.5 - 82 fails 
to 100% 
position

4.6

o P te fet
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TABLE 5.69 (Sheet 5) 

FAILURE NODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

canse Incinin7 Denendent Failur Det f-pinn

Inherent Effect 
Compensating Upon: 

Provision RPS
Remarks and 

Other Effects

eration.

Test jack 
short to 
ground 

Output 
signal 
line falls 
open

4.9 PC Pres
sure test 
module

Output 
signal 
common 
line short 
to ground

Test bias 
-output line 
shorted to 
ground

Human 
error, 
contamin
ation 

Broken 
wire

Insulation 
faiqlure

Insulation 
fai lure

See 4.6

Any output signal line 
falling open will not 
propagate an effect on 
the buffer amplifier.  
The failure will impair 
the capability to test 
the amplifier.  

The failure will have no 
effect on the buffer am
plifier in operation or 
in test.  

The effect of the 
failure is the same as 
a high PC pressure sig
nal to the buffer ampli
fier. The high PC pres
sure bistable will trip.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

None

Channel trip 
alarm

See 4.4 see U.4 

See 4.4 See 4-4

None 
required

None

RPS 2/4 The system 
logic. logic is 
inhibits changed to 
a spur- a 1/3 con
ious figuration.  
reactor 
trip due 
to a single 
channel trip.

4.11 Cal. out
put line 
shorted 
to 
ground

5.1 RC pres
sure -by
pass 
switch

Fails in 
normal 
position

Insula
lation 
failure 

Jams

No effect Periodic 
testing

Contact buffer relay K1 Periodic 
remains energized connecting testing 
the bypass bistable dead
band circuitry to the bypass 
bistable inputs. The dead-

The 2/3 
logic 
will in
hibit a 
single

N one 

Unable to 
depressurize 
the reactor 
without .  
causing-a

Since the summing 
input in the Al 
operational amp
lifier of the buf
fer amplifier is a 
virtual ground, 
grounding the cali
brat output line 
which goes to the 
buffer amolifier 
will have no effect.

4.8

4.10



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 6)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT ?RESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependenailures D ______________so 

t Failures Detecns
band will prevent the bypass 
bistable from resetting 
automatically. The low RC 
bistable will trip if PC 
pressure is 1600 psig.  

Relay K1 will deenergize and Periodic 
K2 will energize removing testing 
the deadband from the bi
stable inputs. The bypass 
bistable will reset if P< 
1850 and intiate the trip, 
bistable.

channel 
spurious 
trip.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to ini
tiate a 
trip.

HPI and LPI 
channel 
trip.  

The HPI and 
LPI trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 to 
2/2. '

6.1 RC pres
sure by
pass 
contact 
buffer

Loss of 
input 
power 
supply

i' Trans
former 
fails 

Relay K1 
fails 
energized.

Open Relay K1 deenergizes and 
circuit its contacts .open. Since 

-relay K2 contacts are 
normally closed the dead
band circuit will.remain 
connected to the RC bypass 
bistable. During depres
surization the bypass 
bistable cannot be reset 
using the RC pressure 
bypass switch.

Internal 
failure

Short cir
cuit -to 
.common

See 6.1

Deadband circuit remains 
connected to the bypass 
bistable. Same effect as 
in 6.1.

Local indica
tion and 
.periodic 
testing

See 6.1 

See 6.1

The by- None 
pass 
bistable 
can be 
reset 
with.the 
state 
reset 
switch.  

See 6.1 None 

see 6.1 None

Coil No significant effect since 
failure the deadband circuit can be 

connected and disconnected 
by deenergizing and ener
gizing relay K2.  

.. Short See,6.4 
to common Deadband is connected or 

disconnected with relay K1.

" Relay K2 Coil See 6.1 and 6.3

Local indi
cation and 
periodic 
testing

See 6.1 

See 6.1

None 
required

None

See 6.1 None 

See 6.1 None

Failure

5.2 Fails to 
bypass 
position

Jams

-6.2 

6.3

- 6.4 RC pres
sure by
pass 
contact 
buffer

6.5

Relay K1I 
fails 
deener
gized 

Relay K2 
fails 
energized

6.6

0



TABLE 5.6*(Sheet 7) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode

fails de
energized

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Includino Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

failure

N.O. relay 
K1 contact 
21-22 or 
24-25 fail 
open or 
N.C. relay 
K2 contact 
6-7 or 
9-10 fails 
closed 

N.O. relay 
K1 contact 
21-22 or 
24-25 or 
N.C. relay 
K2 contact 
6-7 or 
9-10 fails 
closed

Switch S1 
fails in 
normal 
position

6.10 Switch 
S1 fails 
to test 
position

6.11 RC Pres
sure by
pass 
contact 
buffer

Switch 
S2 fails 
in normal 
position

Contact 
contamina
tion or 
mechanical 
failure

Contact 
contamina
tion or 
mechanical 
failure

Switch 
failure

switch 
failure 
jams, 
human error

Switch 
failure, 
jams

No significant effect 
because the deadband circuit 
remains connected to the 
bypass bistable through 
other relay contacts.

Deadband circuitry cannot 
be completely removed.  
Depending on which dead
band input is connected the 
bistable will either reset 
or fail to reset.

Unable to test relay Kl.

See 6.4

Unable to test relay K2.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

See 6.4

Periodic 
testing

None

If the 
deadband 
cannot be 
removed 
this 
channel 
will 
trip.  
However 
the 2/3 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 
trip.  

None 
required 

None 
required 

None 
required

None Only one contact 
is assumed to 
fail at a time.

The 2/3 
HPI and LPI 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2 
during de
pressuriza
tion.

RC/SG bypass is 
also affected.

None

None

None

6.7

6.8

6.9



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 8)

FAILURE MODES '& EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
No. - Name - sode Cause Incl eqDpne

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
other Effects

6.12 Switch S2 
fails to 
test 
position

6.13 Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open

Switch 
failure 
jams, 
human error 

Mechanical 
failure

Relay K2 will energize and 
disconnect part of the 
deadband. Deadband remains 
connected through relay K1 
contacts.  

MSIV, LPI, HPI analog SS-A 
channels trip. DHI and CPI 
remains tripped.

6.14. Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

7.1 Low PC 
pressure 
trip 
bistable

7.2 Low RC 
pressure 
trip bi-.  
stable

Fails to 
reset 
output

Fails to 
tripped 
output

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
.circuit 

1. Internal 
circuit 
failure 
2. Failure 
in FC by
pass ti
stable 
3. Incor
rect set 
point 
4. Failed 
bistable 
solid state 
switch U3.6 

1. Loss of 
power 
2. Open/ 
short at 
the -input 
to bistable

No effect during system 
operation.

Prevents HPI and LPI analog 
SS A channel trip.  
The 2/3 logic modules will 
see untripped state.

Initiates HPI and LPI 
analog SS A channel trips.  
The trip signal .propagates 
to the channel 1A, 1B, 2A, 

.2B trip. logic. modules.

Module with
.drawal for 
repair or 
testing.

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

None None 
required

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to ini
tiate 
HPI and 
LPI 
systems.

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
HPI and 
LPI trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.

The 2/3 
HPI and 
LPI trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

Failure

See 6.4 

Channel 
trip 
alarm

None 
required 

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

None 

The trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.
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TABLE 5.91 (Sheet 9) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

P v; n

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

7.3 " Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
position 

7.4 memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position.

State re
set switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip 
(low IC pressure) are 
removed.  

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the 
bistable trip condition no 
longer exists.  

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled. When the 
signal is <1600 psig the 
bistable will reset

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation 
of the 
channel.

See 7.3 None

The 2/3 
trip logic 
latches 
in a 
trip 
signal, 
there
fore, 
resetting 
of the 
bistable 
will not 
affect 
logic 
trip 
module 
output.

" State 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position 

'I Jack J3.0 
shorted to 
ground

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Human 
error, 
contami
nation

The annual reset failure 
is disabled.

The signal input will be 
grounded causing a bistable 
trip.

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

Failure

None

7.5 None

7.6

7.7

None 
required

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
will in
hibit

None

The HPI 
and LPI 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified

roSOhr fetNo0. Niame mode,



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 10)

FAILUPE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
ti

Inherent 
Compensating 

n ii nl

Effect 
Upon: 
PS

Remarks and 
Ot1her Effects

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependeut Failure De .'. on 
Deenen Othailfct

to Jack J1.0 
shorted 
to ground

See 7.7 The set point input is 
shorted to ground, reset
ting the bistable.

7.9 Low PC 
pressure 
trip bi
stable

7.10

Jack J2.0 
shorted to 
ground 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails ooen

7.11 Module 
Interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

8.1 RC pres
sure 
bypass 
bistable

8.2

Fails to 
reset 
output

See 7.7

mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit 

1. Incor
rect dead
band 
2. Internal 
failure 
(solid 
state.  
switch 
fails 
closed)

The effect of this failure 
is the same as the state 
reset switch failure in 
7.5.  

HPI and LPI analog SS A 
channels trip. DHI and CFI 
analog SS A channels 
remain tripped.  

No effect during system 
operation.

Disables low RC pressure 
analog SS A bistable.  
Inputs -15 V DC RC/SG by
pass voltage to SG bypass 
bistables removing dead
bands.

"f Fails to Internal Enables the low PC pres

tripped circuit sure bistable. The -15 V

Periodic 
testing 

Channel 
trip 
alarm

module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testinq 

DCCI bypass 
annunciation 

DCCI bypass 
annunciation,

See 7.5 None

See 7.7 See 7.7

None 
required

only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to ini
tiate 
HPI and 
LPI 
system.  

Trip 
logic

None

The HPI 
and LPI 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.

None During reactor 
depressurization

Failure

7.8 Periodic 
testing

single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Only 
2/3 
channels 
are re
quired to 
initiate 
HPI and 
LPI 
systems.

to 1/2.

The HPI 
and LPI 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.
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TABLE S.6 (Sheet 11) 

FAILURE IODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Faiue Deton

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provt~ iion

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

failure DC power supply energizing.  
the K1.5 relays in SG-A 
and 8 bypass bistables is 
removed, deenergizing 
relay K1.5 and inserting 
deadband on the inputs 
into vhe SG-A and B 
bypass bistables.

bistable trip 
indication

remains 
in 2/3 
configur
ation.

HPI and LPI 
analog SS A will 
trip.

8.3 Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails to.  
reset 
position

8.4 PC pres
sure by
pass 
bistable

8.5

8.6

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

State 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

"t State 
reset 
switch 
fails 
in normal 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
fai lure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip (P 
1850 psig) are removed.  

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly.when the 
bypass bistable trip con
ditions no longer exist.  

The bypass bistable dead
band is disabled. The RC 
trip bistable will reset if 
PC pressure drops below 
1850 psig.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

The manual reset failure is Periodic 
disabled. testing

None 
required 

None 
required

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to ini
tiate 
HPI and 
LPI 
systems.  

The PC 
bypass 
bistable 
is nor
mally 
reset 
with the 
RC pres
sure by
pass 
switch.

The set point input is Periodic

Failure 
Mod A

output

None 

None

The HPI 
and LPI 
trip logic 
is modified 
from 2/3 to 
2/2.

None

.Failure The 2/38.7 is Jack J1.0 H uman

Cause Includinq DeDendent Failures Detection RPC Of-)- Effec-. V
No 

Name



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 12)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon:

No. Name M71ode Cause . .n U -- rvso

Remarks and 
Other Effects

shorted error, 
to ground contami

nation

shorted to ground. The by
pass .bistable will be in 
tripped state enabling the 
trip bistable.

testing will have 
an effect 
only dur
ing de
pressuri
zation.  
HPI and 
LPI 
analog 
SS A 
channels 
will trip.  
The 2/3 
trip 
logic in
hibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

logic is 
modified 
to 1/2 
during 
.depressuri
zation.

8.8 Jack J2.0 
shorted 
to ground

8.9 Jack J3.0 
shorted 
to ground

8.10 RC pres
sure by
pass 
bistable

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open

Human 
error, 
contami
nation 

Human 
error, 
.contami
nation

Nechanical 
failure

The effect of this 
-failure is the same as in 
8.5.  

The signal input is shorted 
to ground. If the deadband 
is large enough the bypass 
bistable will not reset.  
In the worst case the 
bypass bistable .will reset 
and inhibit the trip 
bistable.  

HPI and LPI analog SS A 
channels trip.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing and 
local indi
cation

Channel 
trip alarm

See 8.5 See 8.5

See 8.1 See 8.1

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
will in
hibit 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The HPI 
and LPI 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

10 Nodule Mechanical. No effect during system Module with-

01

Failure

8.11 None N one
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TABLE 5. 1 (Sheet 13) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS.  
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
i ~ d t 1 i

Method of 
D t. 4. 4 n

Inherent 
Compensating 

ProvisioCn
No. Name Mode Cause Includ U q L ek4 en -e- e _ __ . t e Efet

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

9.1 DHI trip Fails to 
bistable tripped 

output

"I Fails to 
reset 
output

Relay K1.5 
contact 
2-7, 2-8 
fails, 
closed 

Relay K1.5 
contact 
2-7, 2-8 
fails.open

9.5 DHI trip Memory re
bistable set switch 

fails to 
reset 
position

failure, 
short 
circuit

1. Internal 
circuit 
failure 
2. Input 
signal ex
ceeds the 
set point 

1. Internal 
failure 
2. Open/ 
short at 
the input 
3. Incor
rect dead
band 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamin
ation

see 9.3

Switch 
failure, 
jams

operation.

Decay heat valve DHV-XA is 
commanded to close.

Valve DHV-XA will not re
ceive an actuation signal.

The effect of this failure 
is the same as in 9.2.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as in 9.1.  

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that bi
stable was tripped when 
trip conditions are 
removed.

drawal for 
repair or 
testing.  

DHI valve 
interlock 
annunciation

Periodic 
testing. DHI 
signal is com
bined with 
valve posi
tion switch 
for annuncia
tion

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

required

None re
quired 
during 
normal 
operation.  

ECI actu
ated 
.valve 
DHV-YA.

None

Only DHV-XA 
can be 
closed auto
matically.

See 9.2 See 9.2

See 9.1 Sep 9.2

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
DHI valve 
interlock

None

Unable to reset the memory Periodic

Failure

9.2

9.3

9.4

memory Switch see 9.5 None9.6



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 14)

FAILURE-MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Detectin

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

ro 0. name rM ode _us __ =

failure, lamp assembly when the 
jams bistable trip condition no 

longer exists.

testing

State re
set switch 
fails to 
reset 
position 

State re
set switch 
fails in 
normal 
position 

Jack 31.0 
shorted 
to ground

9.10 ". Jack J2.0 
shorted 
to ground

Jack J3.0 
shorted 
to ground

10.1 CFI trip Fails to 
bistable tripped 

output

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Human 
error, 
contamin
ation

See 9.9

See 9.9

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled.  

The manual reset feature is 
disabled.

The set point input is 
shorted to ground. Bi
stable trips (or remains 
tripped).  

The deadband set point is 
shorted to ground. Bi
stable will reset if P< 
400 psig.  

The input signal is shorted 
to ground. The bistable.  
resets.

see 9.1 CFI outputs a signal to 
open core flood interlock 
valve.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
test ing

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Annunciat-ion 
through PAC

During 
normal 
operation 
RCP is 
greater 
than.400 
psig and 
the bi
stable 
will re
main 
tripped.  

None 
required

None 
required 
during 
normal 
operation.

None 

None

None

See 9.7 None

ECI actu
ated 
valve 
DHV-YA 

None.  
required

Only.DHV
YA can be 
closed 
automatic
ally.

None

0

Failure

reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

9.7 

9.8

9.9

9.11

C
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

10.2 CFI trip Fails.to 
bistable reset 

output

See 9.2 CFI fails to output a ..  
signal to open CFI valve.

Periodic 
testing. Also 
CFI includes 
alarms to alert 
the operator.  
that the valves 
are properly 
operated,

Relay K1. 5 
contact 
2-7 
2-8 fails 
closed

Relay K.5 
contact 
2-7 
2-8 fails 
open

Mechanical 
fai lure

Mechanical

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 10.2.

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 10.1.

Failure to 
open the CFI 
valve will be 
annunciated

See 10.1

If the None 
valve 
does not 
open (or 
is not 
fully 
open) 
when RC 
pressure 
is equal 
to or 
greater 
than 750 
psig an 
alarm 
will sound.  

see 10.1 See 10.1

switch The memory lamp assembly 
failure, will not indicate that

of Memory 
reset

NoneAfter the 
CFI 
valves 
are open, 
the oper
ator 
should 
rack out 
the 
breakers 
and in
sure that 
they are 
inopera
tive in 
accordance 
with ad
ministra
tive pro
cedures.

10.3

10.4

Periodic 
testing

The 
failure

10.5 None



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 16)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode 

switch 
fails 
to reset 
position

Cause

jams

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

bistable was tripped when 
trip conditions are 
removed.

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision 

does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the DHI 
valve 
interlock.

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
other Effects

10.6 Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

10.7 State 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
position 

10.8 CFI trip State 
bistable reset 

switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

11.1 DHI 
contact 
buffer 
(C.B.)

Loss of 
input 
power

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Loose 
termina
tion

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the 
bistable trip condition 
no longer exists.  

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled.  

The manual reset feature 
is disabled.

When RCP <400 psig the DHI 
bistable is untripped and 
relay K2 in the contact 
.buffer is energized. Under 
these conditions loss of 
power to C.B. will de
energize K2. -During normal 
plant operation (RCP >400 
psig), C.B. Relay K2 is 
deenergized - no effect on

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
test ing

See 10.5 None

During 
normal 
operation 
RCP is 
greater 
than 750 
psig and 
the bi
stable 
will re
main 
tripped.  

None 
required

None 
required

None 

None

None During accident 
conditions the 
DHI valve must he 
opened. If DHV-XA 
fails closed, the 
failure can be 
mitigated by 
opening valves 
DHV-XB and 
DHV-YB
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Caue Tncluiirnc Deendncent Failurs

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
PPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

output.

11.2 Trans
former 
fails

11.3 Relay K1 
fails 
energized

11.4 Relay K1 
fails 
deener
gized 

11.5 Relay K2 
fails 
energized

11.6 Relay X2 
fails 
deener
gized

11.7 DHI 
contact 
buffer

Switch 51 
fails in 
normal 
position

11.8 " S1 fails 
in test 
position

Internal 
circuit 
failure 

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
short 
circuit

Loose ter
mination

See 11.1

Relay K1 contacts are used 
for testing and deenergizing 
I2. The N.C. contact 25-26 
opens and deenergizes K2.  
During normal operation 
(RCP >400 psig) K2 is de
energized and DHI valve 
interlock is not affected.  
PAC will receive a test 
signal.  

No effect on normal 
operation. Unable to test 
DHI.

Short DHI valve interlock will 
circuit not be initiated when RCP> 

400 psig.

Loose ter
mination

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams, 
human error

No effect during normal 
operation. However if RCP< 
400 psig DHI valve inter
lock does not receive a 
signal to open valve 
DHV-XA.  

Unable to test relay K1 

No effect during system 
operation.

See 11.1

Subsystem 
test annun
ciation (PAC) 
and local 
indication

Periodic 
test

Local indica
tion and remote 
indication

See 11.5

Periodic 
test 

Periodic 
test ing

See 11.1 See 11.1

None 
required

None 
required 

ECI ini
tiated 
valve 
DHV-YA 

None 
required

None 
required

None 
required

None

None

DHI valve 
logic in 
DHP-1A is 
modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1.

None

None

None

Failure 
Mode 0

N 

Name
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FAILURE MODES ,& EFFECTS.ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Includi~in De elnents FaIires Detp1in

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

12.1 CPI Loss of 
contact input 
buffer power

Loose ter
mination

When RCP <750 psig the CFI Periodic 
bistable is in reset and testing 
C.B. relay K2 is energized.  
Under these conditions loss 
of power will deenergize 12 
and CFI receives valve open 
command. During normal plant 
operation (RCP >750 psig), 
C.B. relay K2 is deenergized 
and loss of power will have 
no effect.

Transfor- Internal 
ner fails circuit 

failure

It Relay K1 
fails 
energized

See 12.1

Short Relay K1 contacts .are used 
circuit during testing. During 

normal plant operation 
(RCP >750 psig), K2 is de
energized and CFI valve 
interlock is notaffected.  
PAC.will receive a sub

system test signal.

See 12.1

Test annuncia
tion and local 
indication

See 12.1 See 12.1

None 
required

None

Relay K1 
fails de
energized 

"I Relay. K2 
fails 
energized

12.6 Relay K2 
fails de
energized

Loose ter
mination

Short 
circuit

Loose ter
mination

No effect on normal opera
tion. Unable to test CFI.  

CFI valve interlock will 
not be initiated when bi
stable trips.  

No effect during normal 
operation (RCP >750 psig).  
However, if RCP 750 psig, 
CPI does not receive 
proper command.

Periodic 
testing 

Local and 
remote 
indication

See 12.5

None 
required

None

Redundant CFI 
CFI valve valve 

redun
dancy is 
reduced.

It is 
assumed 
that the 
CPI 
valves 
will be 
inter

.locked ,and 
will not 
close if 
the CPI

None

Failure

12.2 

12.3

None.None 
required 
during 
normal 
operation.

12.4 

12.5

No. ame .o e gUN cause



0

4No Name

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

actuation 
signal is 
removed.

12.7 CPI con
tact 
buffer

12.8

13.1 Test aux
iliary 
relay 
DHI/CPI 
(AAl-3-9)

13. 2

Switch S1 
fails in 
normal 
position 

S1 fails 
in test 
position 

RC pres
sure test 
input open

RC pres
sure test 
input 
shorted to 
ground

13.3 Module 
withdrawal 
interlock 
(MWI) in
put open

Switch 
failure, 
jams

switch 
f ai lure, 
jams, 
human error 

Loose ter
mination

Insulation 
fai lure

Loose ter
mination

Unable to test relay K1.

No effect during normal 
operation.  

The DHI test trip relay K1.2 
remains deenergized.  
Relay K2.2 also remains de
energized which in turn 
keeps HPI and LPI test 
relay (K1.2, K2.2, AA2-3
4) deenergized. Disables 
HPI, LPI and DHI test.

Places DHI, LPI and HIP trip 
channels into test mode.  
The logic buffers 
associated with HPI and LPI 
will deenergize and trip.

The DHI and CPI MWI relay 
contacts open and de
energize relay K2 inside 
the DHI and CFI contact 
buffers.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic.  
test ing

Local indica
tion at the 
auxiliary relay

Local and 
remote indica
tion of test 
and channel 
trip

Local 
indication

None 
required 

None 
required 

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
auto
matic or 
manual 
operation 
of the 
trip 
channels.  

The 2/3 
logic 
trip 
modules 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

None 
required 
during 
normal 
operation.  
DHI valve 
remains 
closed and 
CFI valve

None

None

The 
failure 
must be 
renaired 
before 
testing 
can be 
started 
or con
tinued.

The 2/3 
trip logic 
is modi
fied to 
1/2

None

.o NaeMd
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TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 20)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
l di. t F il s

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: 
R~Ps

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects

No. - Name Mode Cause Inc o -

13.4 MWI input 
shorted to 
ground

" DHI test 
trip con
tact fail 
open

13.6 DHI test 
trip con
tact fails 
closed

13.7 Test aux
iliary 
relay

Relay K2.2 
contact 
fails open

Relay K2.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

Insulation 
failure 

mechanial 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
internal 
circuit 
failure

Same as 13.3

Disables DHI test rrip.

Enables. DHI test trip. DHI 
contact buffer relay K2 
will deenergize.  

Disables HPI and LPI test 
trip.  

HPI and LPI logic buffers 
will trip.

Local 
indication 

Periodic 
testing

-Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

remains 
open.  

See 13.3 See 13.3

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
auto
matic or 
manual 

operation 
of the 
trip 
channels.  

None 
required 
during 
normal 
operation.

The 
failure 
must be 
repaired 
before 
testing 
can be 
started 
or con
tinued.

None

See 13.5 see 13.5

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
will in
hibit 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The HPI 
and LPI 
trip logic 
is modified 
from 2/3 to 
1/2.

13.9 " DHI MkI 
contact 
-fails open

13.10 "

Mechanical 
failure

DHI M;I Mechanical

When >RCP 400 psig this 
failure will have no effect 
on the state of the contact 
buffer output contacts.  

No effect. If the module

Periodic 
testing 

Local in-

None None 
required 
during 
normal 
operation. DHV-XA.

None

When RCP <400 psig 
Dal contact buffer 
outputs a signal 

-to clase.valve

None

/

Failure

1.3.5

13. 6



e

Symptoms and Local Effects 
1 di D 4 d t F i

Method of 
D t ti

Inherent 
Compensating 

n visi n

Effect 
Upon: 
RPSC

Remarks and 
Ot Eff t- 7IF4-4

No. N y ame mo e cause IA u - I s

13.11 " 

13.12 "

14.1 Test 
auxiliary 
relay 
(AA2-3-4)

14.2 Test aux
liary 
relay 
(AA2-3-4)

contact 
fails 
closed 

CPI MWI 
contact 
fails 
open 

CFI MvI 
contact 
fails 
closed.

RC pres
sure input 
from con
tact K2.2 
(AAl-3-9) 
open

RC pres
sure test 
input from 
contact' 
K2.2 
(AAl-3-9) 
shortel to 
ground

failure, 
internal 
circuit 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
internal 
circuit 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Insulation 
failure

is withdrawn during testing 
the fact will not be 
annunciated.  

when RCP >750 psig this 
failure will have no 
effect on the state of the 
contact buffer output 
contacts.

See 13.10

Disables HPI and LPI test 
trip. The logic buffers 
will not trip.

HPI and LPI test enable 
will deenergize the HPI and 
LPI logic buffers.

dication and 
periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing, 
local 
indication

Periodic 
testing

Channel 
trip alarm

Loss of 
-15 V DC 
power

of RB pres
sure test 
input open

Loose ter
mination 

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination

Disables HPI, LPI and MSIV 
testing capability. The 
channels cannot be tripped 
during periodic testing.  

Disables MSIV channel 
testinq.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

See 14.1 See 14.1

See 14.1 See 14.1

Failure 
d1~.

required 

None 
required 
during 
normal 
operation 

None 
required

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
opera
tions of 
the trip 
channel.  

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

None 

None

The 
failure 
must be 
repaired 
before 
testing 
can he 
started 
or con
tinued.  

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

14. 3

14.4

TABLE 5 (Sheet 21) 
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
A 4 1 i l Det ct

Inherent 
Compensating 

Proviin

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

No. Name Coe cause Includiniuy e a u-s -isio 
nP Ote fet

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

14.5 " RB pres
sure test 
input 
shorted 
to ground

Insulation Enables MSIV test trip 
failure causes MSIV channel trip.

Channel trip 
a-larm

See 14.2 see 14.2 HPI and LPI will 
also trip. .

SG-A/B 
pressure 
test input 
open 

SG-A/ B 
pressure 
test input 
shorted to 
ground

See 14.4 Same as 14.4 

See 14.5 Same as 14.5 
Enables HPI, MSIV .and LPI 
test - channels trip.

See 14.1 

See 14.2

See 14. 1 See 14. 1 

See 14.2 See 14.2 See 14.5

14.8 " HPI test 
trip con
tact fails 
open 

14.9 HPI test 
trip con
.tact fails 
open

14.10 Test 
auxiliary 
relay 
(AA2-3-4)

14.11 "

LPI test 
trip con
tact fais 
open

LPI test 
trip con
tact fails 
closed

mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Disables HPI analog SS A 
channel test trip function.  

Test trip of the HPI analog 
SS A .channel.  

Disables LPI analog SS A 
channel testing.

See 14.10 Trips the LPI analog SS -A 
channel.

See 14.1 

See ,14.2 

Periodic 
testing 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

See 14.1 See 14.1 

See :1.4.2 See 14.2

The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
opera
tions of 
the trip 
channel.  

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

TE 
failure 
must be 
repaired 
before 
testing 
can be 
started 
or con
tinued.  

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

Failure

14.6

14. 7

0



*

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects.

See 14.10 Disables MSIV analog SS A 
channel testing. .

Periodic 
testing

See 14.10 See 14.10

Trips the MSIV analog 
SS A channel.

Channel trip 
alarm

See 14.11 See 14.11

See 14.1014.14 " N.O. con
tact K2.3 
fails open 

14.15 " N.O. con
tact F2.3 
fails 
closed 

15.1 Trip aux- Relay con
liary tact K1.2 
relay fails 
(AA2-3-11)

15.2 f Relay con- Mechanical 
tact K1.2 failure 
fails open

15.3 Trip dux- Relay 
iliary contact 
relay K2.2 
(AA2-3-11) 

closed

No effect since HPI and LPI 
can be placed into test 
through the DHI/CFI aux
iliary relay module 
(AA)-3-9).

See 14.. 10 Trips DPI and LPI analog 
SS A channels.  

See 14.10 The K1.2, K1.3 and Y2.1 
relays in the HPI logic 
buffer remain energized.  

closed 
not propagate to the trip 
logic module.

An open contact at K1.2 
will open the circuit 
which energizes the HPI 
logic buffer. The logic 
buffer will deenergize 
and initiate a channel 
trip at the trip logic 
module.  

The effect of this failure 
on the LPI analog SS A is 
the same as 15.1.

Mechanical 
failure 

fails

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

None 
required

None

See 14.11 See 14.11

Panel status only 2/3 
check. If a channels 
trip occurs are re
If a trip occurs it will 
relay indica- for trip 
tor light indica
should be tion.  
bright

Channel trip 
alarm

See 15.1

The 2/3 
logic 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
trip logic.  
is modified 
the auxiliary quired to 2/2

The 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

See 15. 1 See 15.1

15.4 " Relay See 15.3

14.12 of MSIV 
trip 
tact 
open

test 
con
fails

141 MSIV test 
trip con
tact fails 
closed

See 14.10

other Effects

TABLE 5.91 (Sheet 23) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

14.1.3

same as in 15-2. Replace See 15. 2 See 15.2 See 15.2



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 24)

,FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
PrvisionC~f

Effect 
Upon: 
REs

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Moade Cause Inclu ng 
.44 A V 4-s etecion Provsio R_

HPI with LPI.

15.5 Loss of 
power 
supply

16.1 HPI trip 
logic 
buffer

Loss of 
input 
power 
(module 
inter
lock)

Loss of 
input 
power 
(Subsystem 
trip)

.16.3 Relay K1.1 
fails 
energized

Loose 
termina
nation 

Loose ter
mination, 
module in
terlock 
string 
failure

Broken 
wire

Internal 
circuit 

failure

Output contacts will de
energize, initiating 
channel trips.  

Relay K1.1 will deenergize 
interrupting - 15 V DC 
power supply (from .sub
system trip) to relays K1.2 
and K1.3. These relays de
energize and cause an HPI 
analog SS A trip.

Initiates an HPI SS A trip 
(K1.2 and K1.3 deenergizes).  
See 16.1 

The logic buffer will .not 
trip if a module in the trip 
channel is withdrawn or when 
the channel is placed into 
test condition.

Channel 
trip alarm 

Channel trip 
alarm

See 16.1

See 15.2 See 15.2

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

See 16.1 See 16.1

Test indication Only,2/3 
at the test aux
iliary relays are re
and in the logic 
buffer module to trip 

the HPI 
channel 
(assuming 
a module 
is with
drawn).  
Testing 
cannot be 
initiated 
unless the 
failure is 
corrected.

.A.withdrawn 
channels 
the trip 
quired 
,may prevent 
a channel 
trip. This 
would modify 
the 2/3 
logic to 2/2.

16.4 Relay K1.1 
fails 
deener- 
g iz ed

Open 
circuit

Relay K1.1 will deenergize Channel trip 
interrupting -15 V DC power alarm 
-supply (from subsystem trip) 
to relays K1.2 and K1.3.  
These relays deenergize and 
cause an HPI analog SS A

Failure

K2. 2 
fails 
open

16.2

module in 

string

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious

The 2/3 
logic is 

..modified 
to 1/2.
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FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

MN Nme

Failure 
Mode Cause

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Deeton

Inherent 
Compensating 

P roviso SOf

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other.Effects

trip.

16.5 HPI trip 
logic 
buffer

N.O. relay 
K1. 1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
open

Mechanical 
failure

Initiates a HPI analog SS A 
trip (K1.2 and K1.3 de
energize)

See 16.4

trips.  

See 16.4 See 16.4

16.6 N.O,.  
1(1.1 
tact 
tom) 
open

relay 
con
(tot
fails

Mechanical 
failure

see 16.5 See 16.4 See 16.4 See 16.4

"I N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
closed

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

No effect on HPI channel 
trip actuation.

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (bot
tom) fails 
closed 

N.C. relay 
K 1.1 con
tacts (all 
modes)

Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

See 16.7

Mechanical 
failure

See 16.7

Only affects test trip 
indication.  

No HPI channel trip signal 
is transmitted the digital 
SS 3.

See 16.7

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
test ing

See 16.7 None

None 
required 

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to trip 
the HPI 
in digi
tal SS B.

None

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS B is 
modified 
to 2/2.

16.7 Periodic 
test ing

16.8

NoneThe Z 
contact 
.relay ar
rangement 
prevents 
a single 
contact 
failure 
from dis
abling the 
logic 
buffer.

16.9

16.10 is

o. g p



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 26)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Includrinf De e~ndent Failu s ,1

Method of 
Dtci on

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prov iion

Effect 
Upon: .Remarks and 

Olther Effects

Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails open

Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

*HPI channel trip signal is 
transmitted to the digital 
SS B. Enables CFI test.

No HPI channel trip signal 
is transmitted to the 
digital SS A.

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing

16.13 HPL trip 
logic 

buffer

Relay K 1.3 
contact 
fails 
open

Niechanical 
failure

HPI channel trip signal is 
transmitted to the digital 
SS A.

Channel trip 
alarm

See 16. 11 The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS A is 
modified 
to 1/2.

17.1 LPI trip 
logic 
buffer

Loss of 
input 
power 
(module 
inter
locks).

Loose ter
mination, 
module in
terlock 
string 
fai lure

Relay. K1 1 will deenergize, 
interrupting - 15 V DC power 
supply (from subsystem 
trip) to relays K1.2 and 
and K 1.3. These relays 
deenergize and cause an 
LPI analog SS A trip,

Channel trip 
alarm

17.2 Loss of 
input 
power 
(subsystem 
trip) 

17.3 Relay K1.1 
fails 
energized

Broken 
wire

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Initiates an LPI SS A trip See 17.1 
(K1.2 and K.1,3 deenergize)

The logic buffer will not 
trip if a module.in the 
trip channel is withdrawn 
or when the channel is 
placed into test condition.

0

Test indica
tion at the 
test auxiliary 
relays and in 
the logic buffer 
module.

See 17.1 See 17.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired to 

LPI 
channel 
assuming

A withdrawn 
module in 
the trip 
string may 
trip the 
channel 
trip. This 
would

*0

No Nae
Failure

Cause

16.11 "

16.12 "o

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel.  
spurious 
trips.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to trip 
the BPI 
in digi
tal SS B.

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS B is 
modified 
to 1/2.  

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS B is 
modified 
to 2/2.

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

T~he 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

orevent a 

9

.od grvso pP



TABLE 5.0 (Sheet 27) 

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures
Method of 
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision 

a module 
is with
drawn).  
Testing 
cannot te 
initiated 
unless 
the 
failure 
is cor
rected.,

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

modify the 
2/3 logic 
to 2/2.

of Relay X1. 1 
fails 
deener
gized 

i N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
open

Open 
circuit

Mechanical 
failure

See 17.1 See 17. 1

see 17.2 See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

17.6 N.O.  
Ki. 1 
tact 
tom) 
open

17.7 LPI trip 
logic 
buffer

relay 
con
(bot
fails

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
closed

See 17.5

See 17.5

Initiates a LPI analog 
SS A trip (R1..2 and K1.3 
deenergize).

No effect on LPI SS A trip 
actuation.

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing

NO.0 relay See 17.5 
K1.1 con-

See 17.7 See 17.7

17.4

17.5

-he 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

N one

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

The Z 
contact 
relay ar
rangement 
prevents 
a single 
contact 
failure 
from dis
abling the 
logic 
buffer.

17.8 See 17.7 None



TABLE 5.6-1 (Sheet 28)

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL

.Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Dete-ction Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

No. Name mode CauseInc ng epen e _ ___ 

tact (bot
tom) fails 
closed

Remarks and 
other Effects

"t N.C. relay 
K1.1 con
tacts (all 
modes)

17.10 " Relay F1.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

See 17.5 

see 17.5

17.11 " Relay K1.2 See 17.5 
contact 
fails 
open

Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed

Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
open

See 17.5

Mechanical 
failure

Only.affects test trip 
indication.  

No LPI channel trip signal 
is transmitted to the 
digital SS B.

LPI channel trip.signal is 
transmitted to the digital 
SS .B. 'Enables CFI test.

No LPI channel trip signal 
is transmitted to the 
digital SS A.

LPI channel trip signal is 
transmitted to the digital 
SS A.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Channel 
trip alarm

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

None 
required 

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired to 
trip the 
LPI in 
digital 
SS B.  

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired 
to trip 
the HPI 
in digi
tal SS A.

None 

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital B 
B sub
system is 
modified 
to 2/2.  

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS B is 
,modified 
to 1/2.  

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
A subsystem 
is modified 
to 2/2.

See 17.11 The 2/3.  
logic in 
digital 
SS A is 
modified 
to 1/2.

0

Failure

17.9

17.12 "

17.13 "



0

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Includina Denendent Failurps

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Cther Effects

1.1 Steam Output 
generator fails low 
A pres
sure 
trans-.  
mitter

1.2 See 1.1 Output 
fails 
high 

1.3 See 1.1 Output 
signal 
constant 

1.4 See 1.1 Open 
signal 
line 

1.5 see 1.1 Signal 
line short 
to ground 

1.6 See 1.1 Hot short 
to signal 
line

Sensor 
failure, 
open or 
short

Internal 
circuit 
failure 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Loose 
termination

Low analog pressure signal 
to channel pressure 
instrumentation and trip 
logic. The steam generator 
A bistable will trip analog 
SS A channel.

High analog pressure signal 
to channel pressure 
instrumentation. Analog 
SS A channel trip logic 
is disabled.  

Constant analog pressure 
signal to channel pressure 
instrumentation. Analog SS 
A channel trip logic is 
disabled.

See 1.1

Insulation See 1.1 
failure

Insulation 
fai lure

The voltage level will be 
superimposed on the trans
mitter signal and generate 
an erroneous signal level.  
In the worst case, this 
failure would drive the 
signal into an unsafe 
condition (untripped state).

Channel trip 
alarm

Perialic 
testing, 
interchannel 
comparison 

Periodic 
testing and 
interchannel 
comparison.

See 1.1 

See 1.1

Periodic 
testing, 
interchannel 
comparison

The 2/3.  
MSIV, 
HPI and 
LPI logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurlious 
trips.  

Cnly 2/3 
channels 
are reqcI 
to trip 
and 
actuate 
MSIV, HET 
and IPI 
systems.

ASIV, HPI, 
and LPI 
logic will 
be modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.

The trin signal is 
transmitted -to 
trip the HPI, 
LPI and M4SIV 
channels.

Trip logic will 
will. be 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

See 1.2 See 1.2

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.2 See 1.2

TABLE 592 (Sheet 1) 

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

0



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 2)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause tIcludi nnD el~ ndet,, F~ u

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
D t ti

Effect 

Upon: Remarks and
g prs ec on Provisi rtheL r-t L& s

2.1 +24V dc 
trans
mitter 
power 
supply

Loss of 
output

Component 
failure, 
broken 
wire, out
put shorted 
to ground

The effect of the failure 
is same as in 1.1-

See 1.1 See 1.1 See 1.1 The +24V (ic trans
mitter power 3upply 
is common to tile 
PC, RP, 73WST, SG-A 
and S;-R channels.  
A failure in this 
link will affect 
all channels.

2.2 See 2.1 Off 
nominal 
output

2.3 See 2.1 Loss of Loose 
input power terminal 
supply

3.1 SG pres
sure 
buffer 
amplifier 

3.2 SG pres
sure 
buffer 
amplifier

Output 
fails to 
low or 
zero 
output

Output 
fails 
high

3.3 See 3..2 Erroneous 
output 
signal

Component The pressure transmitter 
failure will generate erroneous 

output. No significant 
operational impact unless 
the transmitter output is 
driven to extreme conditions 
(See 1. 1, 1.2, and 1.3 for 
detail). In the worst case 
the SG-A pressure signal 
fails to unsafe condition.

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 1.1 

Low input signal to the 
SG-A trip bistable causes 
MSIV, HPI and -LPI analog 
SS A channel trip.

Broken 
wire, short 
to ground, 
internal 
circuit 
failure

Component High input signal to the 
failure SG-A bistable disabled 

MSIV, HPI, and LPI analog 
SS A channel trips.  

Component SG-A trip channel receiver 
failure erroneous input. In the 

worst case this failure 
prevents an analog SS A 
channel trip.

Periodic 
-testing, 
interchannel 
comparison

See 1.1 

See 1.1

Periodic 
testing, 
interchannel 
comparison.  

Output of tne 
buffer amplifier 
is fed into PAC.  
Failure can be 
detected through 
PAC indication.

only 2/3 
logic 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
and 
actuate 
MSIv, HPI 
and LPI 
systems.  

See 1.1

Trip logic 
will be 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

See 1.1

See 1.1 see 1.1

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 3.2 See 3.2



TABLE 5.92 (Sheet 3) 

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cue Incluin~ DeI ep~ndepnt F. ~ s v

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Pemarks and 

Oth Ve Tfects

3.4 See 3.1 Jack J3.0 
J4. 0, J5. 0, 
or J6.0 
shorted 
to ground

3.5 SG pres
sure 
buffer 
ampli fier

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
open

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

See 3.1 See 3.1

MSIV, LPI, and HPI analog 
SS A channels trip. DHI 
and CFI remain tripped

See 1.1

See 3.1 See 3.1

See 1.1 See 1.1

3.6 See 3.5 See 3.5 Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit

4.1 SG-A 
pressure 
test 
module

Switch S1 
fails in 
"operate" 
(#1) posi
tion

4.2 See 4.1 51 fails 
to #2 
position

Jams

Jams, 
human 
error

No effect during system 
operation.  

Unable to test the SG-A 
pressure buffer amplifier

The test interlock circuit 
is actuated when Al is in 
positions 2, 3, 4, or 5.  
This enables the SG channel 
test. This failure will 
have no effect because 
contact buffer switches 
S1.0 or S2.0 must also be 
in the test mode to place 
the SG-A channel into test 
mode and cause MSIV analog 
SS A channel trip.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing and 
DS1.0 in the 
auxiliary relay 
module is on.

None 
required 

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
channel 
trip 
operation 

The SG-A.  
channel 
can be 
placed in
to test 
state 
only if 
switch 
S1 is in 
position 
#2 and 
contact 
buffer 
switch 
31.0 is 
depressed.

None

Unable to 
conlete 
periodic 
test of the 
SG-A channel 
until the 
failure is 
repaired.

Switch positions 
#1 Operate 
#2 Test operate 
#3 Zero 
#4 Range 
#5 Cal. out.

None

Mo_ Deeto _rovsio E _ _rS



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 4)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Incluidinc Dlenendenlt Failures Detection

o. nal o- - epeden F Dei

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

4.3 SG-A 
pressure 
test 
module

51 fails 
to posi
tion 3, 
4 or 5

See 4.2 See 4.2, See 4.2 See 4.2 See 4.2

4.4 See 4..1 S2 fails 
to bias 
position

4.5 SG-A 
pressure 
test 
module

S2 fails 
to 100% 
position

Mechanical 
failure, 
jams 

Mechanical 
failure, 
jams

This is the normal switch 
position. The switch 
.enables checking of the 
buffer amplifier internal 
bias supply. Unable to 
perform this check.  

The switch circuit is only 
enabled during periodic 
test when the channel is 
tripped and S1 is placed 
in position #4

See 4.1 

See .4.1

See 4.1 See 4.1 

Failure See 4.1 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
channel 
trip 
opera
tion. S1 
isolates 
S2 from 
the 
buffer 
amplifier 
circuits 
during 
normal 
plant 
operation.

4.6 See 4.1 Loss of 
input 
power

Loose 
termination

Failure 
MA d

See 4.1 See 4.1 See 4.1Module 
only 
actively 
interacts 
with the 
buffer 
amplifier 
during 
periodic 
test. The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
channel 
trip 
operation.

N 

N

Cause



TABLE 5--2 (Sheet 5) 

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause incluiiny Denendent Failuir-s

Method of 
Deptection

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Pemarks and

__ __-___ ___ __ er ec Detecion SFts
4.7 See 4.1 Test jack 

short to 
ground 

4.8 See 4.1 Output 
signal 
line 
fails 
open

4.9 See 4. 1

4.10 See 4.1

Output 
signal 
common 
line short 
to ground.  

Test bias 
or cal.  
output or 
normal 
input 
lines 
shorted 
to ground

Human 
error, 
contami
nation

Broken 
wire

Insulation 
failure

Insulation 
failure

See 4.1 See 4.1

Any output signal line 
failing open will not 
propagate an effect on the 
buffer amplifier. The 
failure will impair the 
capability to test the 
amplifier. .  

The failure will have no 
effect on the buffer 
amplifier in normal 
operation or in test.

See 4.1

None

No effect on the trip See 4.1 
channel during normal 
operation because the 
auxiliary relay module 
isolates test module inputs 
from the buffer amplifier 
During a periodic test, a 
short to ground at the 
buffer amplifier input will 
have to be repaired in order 
to check the buffer amplifier

See 4.1 See 4.1

See 4.1 .See 4.1

None 
required

Failure 
must be 
repaired 
in order 
to test 
the 
tuffer 
amplifier.

None

None

4.11 See 4.1

4.12 SG-A 
pressure 
test 
module

N.C. relay 
K1.2 con
tact fails 
closed

Mechanical 
failure

See 4.11 Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

This relay is part of a 
series of test relays in 
the test interlock string 
used for indication. No 
indication of test seen 
by PAC 

Indicates pressure or level 
test.

See 4.1 None 
required

Annunciation to See 1.11 
PAC.

None

See 4.11



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 6)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Prgvisigon

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mode Cause nc - __ _

5.1 SG test 
contact 
buffer

Loss of 
input 
power

Open or 
short to 
ground

The test contact buffer 
relays will remain de
energized. SG-A/B pressure 
test is disabled (MSIV 
channel untripped). Loss 
of power will also disable 
the-AFW valve actuation. The 
ECCI feedback contact buffer 
and AFW valve contact buf
fers experience loss of 
power.

5.2 See 5.1 Trans
former 
fails

Internal see 5.1, except that the 
failure failure will disable the 

test contact buffer and 
may not affect other 
equipment.

See 5.1 See 5.1 See 5.1

5.3 See 5.1

5..4 SG test 
contact 
buffer 

5.5 SG test 
contact 
buffer

Output 
relay K1 
contacts 
fail open

Output 
relay K2 
contacts 
fail open 

Output 
relay K1 
contacts 
fail 
closed

1. Loss of 
power 

2. Relay 
,K1 de
e ner
gized 

3. Open 
circuit 
at the 
output 

1. See 5.3 
2. Relay K2 

de-ener
gized 

3. See 5.3 

Mechanical 
failure, 
shorted 
contact

Disables testing of SG-A 
buffer amplifier and 
bistable. The MSIV logic 
buffer will not receive a 
test trip signal which 
would place it in tripped 
state during testing.

SG-B test affected in 
.similar manner as in 5.3.

Connects pressure test 
module to the SG-A buffer 
amplifier, and trips the 
.MSIV logic buffer. Enables 
testing of SG-A analog 
SS A channel

Periodic 
testing

See 5.3

Logic buffer 
trip is 
annunciated at 
the indicator 
panel

Failure 
does not 
affect 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
trip 
channel

Unable to 
test SG 
buffer 

amplifier 
and bistable 
set point 
-until the 
fault is 
repaired

See 5.3 See 5.3

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2

Failure

Local 
indication

module 
must be 
repaired 
before 
Itest can 
be per
formed

Disables 
channel 
A AFW 
valve 
actuation



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 7)

FMFA 
STEAM GENERATOP PRESSUPE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
. Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

5.6 see 5.5 Output 
relay K2 
contacts 
fail closed 

5.7 See 5.5 Switch.S1 
fail in 
normal 
position'

5.8 SG test 
contact 
buffer 

5.9 SG test 
contact 
buffer

Switch S1 
fails to 
test 
position 

Switch S2 
fails in 
normal 
position

5.10 see 5.8 Switch S2 
fails to.  
test 
position

See 5.5 Connects pressure test 
module to the SG-B buffer 
amplifier. Enables testing 
of SG-A analog SS A channel

Jams 

Jams, 
human 
error 

Jams

Jams, 
human 
error

SG-A pressure channel can 
not be tested

Annunciation at See 5.5 
the auxiliarv 
relay module.

Periodic 
testing.

During normal operation no See 5.7 
effect since the test module 
disables the connection 
between contact buffer and 
the auxiliary relay module.  
If test module switch is 
placed in positions 2, 3, 
4, or 5 the MSIV logic 
buffer trips.

SG-B.pressure channel 
cannot be tested

See 5.8

See 5.7

See 5.7

Failure 
does not 
impair 
channel 
trio 
operation

See 5.5

unable to 
complete SG
A channel 
test until 
the failure 
is repaired

See 5. 7 The channel 
is placed 
into test 
moie if 
pressure 
test modul" 
is. placed 
into test.  

See 5.7 Unable to 
complete 
SG-B chan
nel test 
until the 
failure 
is reuaired 

See 5.7 See 5.9

6.1 Test 
auxiliary 
relay

Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails open

Mechanical 
failure, 
coil 
failure

Disables SG-A test. Contact Periodic 
buffer sees .an open circuit testing.

No effect 
on auto
matic or 
manual 
operation 
of the 
trip 
ciannel.

The failure 
must he 
repaired he
fore the SG 
pressure 
channel can 
be tested.



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 8)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSUPE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects 
C.- I .A l di~ D d ,alrs ,c

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detectionn Provisqin

Effect 
Upon:

NoU. Niame mode ause n n -W-" j no

Pemarxs and 
Olther Effts

6.2 See 6.1 Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails 
closed 

6.3 See 6.1 Relay K2.2 
contact 
fails open

6.4 Test 
auxiliary 
relay

Relay K2.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

6.5 See 6.1 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails open 

6.6 See 6.1 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
.closed 

6.7 -See 6. 1 Relay K2.3 
contact 
fails open 

6.8 See 6.1 Relay ,K2.3 
contact 
fails 
closed 

7.1 SG-A trip Fails in 
bistable reset state

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamin-

See 6.1

See 6.2

See 6.1 

See 6.2 

See .6. 1

Mechanical 
failure 

1. Incor
rect .  
setpoint 

2. Plus 
side of 
the bi
stable 
com
parator 
shorted 
to -15 
volts

Enables SG pressure channel 
testing

Disconnects pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
bias input from the buffer 
amplifier 

Connects pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
bias input to the buffer 
ampli fier 

Disconnects pressure test 
module calibration signal 
from the buffer amplifier 

Connects pressure test 
module calibration signal 
to the buffer amplifier 

Disconnects .pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
normal input from the 
buffer amplifier.  

Connects pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
normal input to the 
buffer amplifier 

Disables SG-A channel A 
trip. The ECCI and MSIV 
logic see untripped state.  
AFW valve control is 
partially disabled.

Local annunci
ation, periodic 
testing

See 6.1

see 6.1

See 6.1 

See 6.1 

See 6.1

See 6.1

Periodic 
testing

This fail
ure by it
self will 
not affect 
normal 
operation.  

See 6.1 See 6.1

See 6.2 See 6.1

see 6.1 See 6.1 

See 6.2 See 6.1 

See 6.1 See 6.1

See 6.2 See 6.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for initi
tion of 
HPI, LPI 
and MSIV 
trips.

The HPI, L0I 
and MSIV 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 2/2.

Failure
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: remarks and

g p en a ures etection Provision SFrAS Other Effects 

3. Inter
nal 
circuit 
failure

7.2 See 7.1 Fails in 
trip state

7.3 See 7.1 Transistor 
switch 
U10.6 
fails open

1. Trip 
setpoint 
exceeded 

2. Loss of 
power 

3. Internal 
failure 

4. Open/ 
short at 
the bi
stable 
input 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Init.ates HPI, LPI, and 
MSI7 analog SS A channel 
trip. The trip signal 
propagates to the trip 
logic modules associated 
with each function-

If SG-A and SG-B trip bi
stables trip due to low 
steam generator pressure, 
FOGG2 2/3 trip logic will 
receive an erroneous signal 
(close AFW valve V6B),from 
SS A.

Channel trip 
alarm

See 7.1

The 2/3 
logic will 
inhibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The FOGG 
(1 and 2) 
2/3. trip 
logic in
hibits 
its single 
channel 
erroneous 

inputs.

HPI, LPI 
and %MSIV 
trip logic 
is modifie] 
to 1/2.

None FO'31 or FOGa2 
can be actuated 
only if an ECCI 
trip occurs.

7.4 SG-A trip Transistor 
bistable switch 

U10.6 
fails 
closed 

7.5 SG-A trip Transistor 
bistable switch U4.6 

fails open

See 7.3 

See 7.3

If ECCI trip occurs due to 
SG-B low pressure, FOGG2 
2/3 trip logic will receive 
an erroneous signal (open 
AFW valve V&B) from SS A.  
If an ECCI trip occurs due 
to SG-A or SG-B both the 
FOGG1 and FOGG2 2/3 trip 
logic modules receive 
correct commands. However 
if ECCI trip occurs due to 
RC or RB pressure FOGG1 2/3 
trip logic will receive an 
erroneous signal from SS A 
(close valve V8A).

See 7.3 

See 7.3

See 7.3 See 7.3 

See 7.3 See 7.3
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
IncluinnD elnentn F.ailur fl~-~~ in

Inherent 
Compensating 

P rovis~in

Effect 
Upon: 

ESFAS

Pemarks and 
Othe~zr Effects

oPrmeison

7.6 SG-A trip Transistor 
bistable switch 

U4.6 fails 
closed 

7.7 SG-A trip. Relay K1. 5 
bistable fails de

energized

See 7.3

Open cir
cuit, coil 
failure

If SG-A trips, FOGGI 2/3 
trip logic receive erroneous 
command from SS A to open 
AFW valve V8A.  

If SG-A trips, AFW valve 
V6A is commanded to remain 
open. If SG-A and SG-B trip 
AFW valve V8B is commanded 
to close

See 7.3

Periodic 
testing

See 7.3 See 7.3

SG-A and 
B AFw 
valve 
logic is 
designed 
so that a 
single 
failure 
will not 
disable 
the AFW 
system 
functi-on.

AFN valve 
logic is 
modified

Ar ECCI trip is 
required to supply 
power to the AFW 
contact luffer

7.8 See 7.7 Pelav K1.5 
fails 
energized

7.9 See 7..7 Connection 
2-9 open 

7.10 See 7.7 Connection 
2-23 open 

7.11 See 7.7 Connection 
2-24 open

Internal 
circuit, 
failure

Broken 
wire, loose 
termination

See 7.9 

See 7.9

If an ECCI trip occurs due 
to RC or RB channels, AFW 
valve V6A is commanded to 
close. If an ECCI trip 
occurs due to SG-B, AFW 
valve V8B is commanded to.  
open.  

If SG-B trips, AFW valve 
V88 remains in its 
previous state (open).  

If SG-A trips, AFW valve 
V6A remain, in its 
previous state (open).  

For an ECCI trip caused by 
RC or RB or SG-A trip 
channels, AFW valve V6A.  
remains in its previous 
state (open).

See 7.7

See 7.7 

See 7.7 

See 7.7

See 7.7 See 7.7

See 7.7 See 7.7 

See 7.7 See 7.7

See 7.7 See 7.7

Failure 
ModeNT Na

0

Cause
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FMEA 
STFAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

symptoms and Local Effects 
I ~~ l~ di Deedn alres

method of 
Deptection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

No. Na me Mode Cause __ 
T I A; --- e--en- Failures-Detection Provision

Pemnarks and 
Other Effects

7.12 See 7.7 Connection 
2-25 open 

7.13 See 7.7 Connection 
2-8 open 

7.14 See 7.7 Connection 
2-7 open 

.7.15 See 7.7 Shorts.  
across 
output

7.16 SG-A trip 
bistable,

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset .  
position

See 7.9

See 7.9

See 7.9

Insulation 
failure

switch 
failure, 
jams

For an ECCI trip caused by see 7.7 
RC or RB trip channels AFW 
valve V6A remains in its 
previous state (open) 

Under all modes (SG-A, SG-R, See 7.7 
or SG-A and SG-B trip) AFW 
valve V8B remains in its 
previous state (open)..

If SG-A trips or SG-A and 
SG-B trip AFW valve V8B 
remains in its previous 
state (open) 

Shorts across outputs may 
cause similar failure as in 
above analysis. In the worst 
case valves V6A and V8B 
would not receive correct 
actuation signals.  

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip 
(low SG pressure) are 
removed.

see 7.7

Periodic 
testing 
or local 
indication

Periodic 
testing

See 7.7 None

See 7.7

FOGG logic will 
function as normal, 
however failure 
may not be detected

See 7.7

see 7.7 see 7.7

See 7.7 See 7.7

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the SG 
trip 
channel.

Since only one 
channel out of 
four is affected 
and does not fail 
the systems, 
details analysis 
of short circuit 
has not been 
included.

None

7.17 See 7.16 Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

See 7.16 Unable to reset the memory See 7.16 
lamp assembly when the bi
stable condition no longer, 
exist.

See 7.16 None

S.

Failure

0
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures

Inherent , 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

7.18 See 7.16 Jack J1 
input 
shorted 
to ground

7.19 SG-A trip 
bistable

Jack J3 
input 
shorted 
to ground

7.20 SG-A trip Module 
bistable interlock.  

contact 
(12-28) 
fails open 

7.21 See 7.20 %Module 
:interlock 
-contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

8.1 SG-A 
bypass 
bistable

.Fails in 
reset 
state

Human 
error, 
contami
nation 

Human 
error, 
contami
nation 

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit 

1. Incor
rect 
dead
hand 
setting 
or open/ 
short at 
the bi
stable 
input 
or U4.6 
fails 
con-, 
ducting

The setpoint input is 
shorted to ground and the 
bistable resets.

Same failure as input 
signal fails low. (See 7.2) 

MSIV, LPI, and HPI analog 
SS A channels trip. DHI 
and CFI remain tripped.  

No effect during system 
operation.

Inhibits the SG-A and SG-B 
trip bistables by shorting 
the .plus .side of trip .bi
stable comparators to 
-15V dc.

See 7.16

See 7.2

See 7.2

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing 

SG A bypass 
annunciation, 
periodic 
testing

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
trip.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.

See 7.2 See 7.2

See 7.2 See 7.2

None 
required

None

only 2/3 The trip 
channels logic 
are reqd modules 
for ini- responding 
.tiation, to SG-A trip 
of MSIV, bistable 
HPI and will not 
LPI receive trip 
systems. signal. The 

trip logic 
is modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

_.
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No- Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
E A t l

Remarks and

8.2 See 8.1 Fails in 
tripped 
state

8.3 SG-A 
bypass 
bistable

Relay K1.5 
contacts 
fail 
closed

8.4 See 8.1 Relay K1.5' 
contacts 
fail open

8.5 See 8.3

8.6 SG-A 
bypass 
bistable

Memory 
reset 
switch 
reset 
position 

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

8.7 See 8.6 State reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
loss of 
power, 
U4.6 fails 
open 

Contact 
failures, 
broken 
wire, 
relay coil 
failure 

Short to 
-15V dc, 
RC/SG 
bypass 
failure

Swithc 
f ai lure, 
jams .

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Enables SG-A and SG-B 
bistables-

Prevents reset of bypass 
bistable. Unable to remove 
the deadband circuitry from 
the bistable inputs.  

Removes deadbands and 
enables reset of bypass 
bistables. The bypass bi
stable will reset if P<750 
psig. This would inhibit 
the trip bistable.  

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the trip conditions are 
removed.  

Unable to reset the 
memory lamp assembly 
when the bistable trip 
conditions no longer exist.  

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled. When the 
input signal drops below 
the trip setpoint, the trip 
bistable will be inhibited.

See 8.2

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

See 8.3

Periodic 
testing 

See 8.6

SG-B by
pass bi
stable 
will in
hibit the 
SG bi
stables 
when reqd

Only one 
bypass 
is required 
for bypass.

SG-T3 bvpass bi
stable must also 
be in tripped 
mode to enable 
SG-A and SG-B 
trip bistables.

See 8.2 See 8.2

See 8.1 See 8.1

Failure 
does not 
.impair 
automatic 
or manual 
trip 
actuation

None

See 8.5 None

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
2/3 logic 
trip.

The 2/3 trip 
logic will 
be modified 
to 2/2.

er 

oo 
a____e
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects 
CI l; di De A- ende t ilure

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Dete-cin Provisioln

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFRS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

o4 Name Mode I ause nc . _ ne- - Provision - -S

8.8 See 8.6 State reset See 8.6 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

8.9 See 8.6 

8.10 SG-A 
bypass 
bistable

Jack J1.0 
shorted 
to ground 

Jack J3.0 
shorted 
to -ground

8.11 See 8.10 Jack J2.0 
shorted 
to ground

Human 
error., 
contami
nation 

Human 
error, 
contami
nation

The bistable design incor
porates a manual reset 
feature which is disabled.  

The bypass bistable will be 
in tripped state, enabling 
the trip bistable.

See 8.6 

See 8.6

The bypass bistable will 
-reset and inhibit the trip 
bistable.

See 8.10 The effect of this failure 
is the same as in 8-.7

Periodic 
testing

Bypass hi- None 
stable is 
normally 
reset with 
the RC/SG 
bypass 

The SG-A 
trip bi
stable 
will be 
inhibited, 
if reqd, 
by the 
SG-B by
pass bi
stable.  

If the 
deadband 
is ad
justed .to 
.maximum 
the bi
stable may 
not reset.  

See 8.7 See.8.7

8.12 SG-A 
bypass 
bistable

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open

Mechanical 
failure

MSIV, LPI, and HPI analog 
SS A channels trip. DHI 
and CFI remain tripped.

Channel trip 
alarm

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The MSIV, 
LPI and HPI 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modi fied 
to 1/2.

Failure
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Includina Deoendent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Etfect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Pemarks and 
Other Effecta

8.13 See 8.12 Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed.

9.1 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer

Loss of 
input power 
supply

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit 

Open or a 
short to 
ground

No effect during system 
operation.

The contact buffer module 
disabled. Relay K2 will 
deenergize outputting an 
erroneous signal. The 
closed circuit sending 
"open valve V6A" command 
opens. The open circuit 
sending "close valve V6A" 
command remains open.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing.

is Local indica
tion DS2.0 goes 
dark and indi
cation "open" 
at the indi
cation panel 
goes off.

None 
required

The AF% R 
valves are v 
arranged d 
so that no 
single 
failure can 
terminate 
AFW flow to 
the good SG 
and initiate 
AFW flow to 
the failed 
SG.

None

educes AFW 
alv redun
ancy.

The AFW contact 
buffer is ener
gized only during 
an ECCI trip.

9.2 See 9.1 Relay K1 
fails de
energized 

9.3 See 9.1 Relay K1 
fails 
energized 

9.4 See 9.1 Relay K2 
fails de
energized 

9.5 See 9.1 Relay K2 
fails 
energized

Open 
circuit 

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
short

Coil fail
ure, open 
circuit

If S3-A trips the output of 
the contact buffer module 
will be same as in 9.1 

Same output as in 9.1 for 
all trip except if SG-A 
trips. For SG-A trip valve 
V6A closes which is a 
correct command.  

Same output as in 9.1 except 
when SG-A trips. For SG-A 
trip, valve V6A closes.

See 9.3 same output as in 9.1 but 
only for SG-A trip.

Periodic 
testing 

Local 
indication

Periodic 
testing and 
indication at 
indicator panel

Local 
indication

See 9.1 See 9.1 

See 9.1 See 9.1

See 9.1 See 9.1

See 9.1 See 9.1
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisio~n

Effect 
Upon: 
SF AS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

9.6 See 9.1 N.O. relay 
K1 contact 
fails open

9.7 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer 

9.8 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer

N.O. relay 
K1 contact 
fails 
closed 

N.C. relay 
K1 contact 
fails 
closed

9.9 See 9.7 N.C. relay 
K1 contact 
fails open 

9.10 See 9.8 N.O. relay 
K2 contact 
fails 
closed 

9.11 See 9.7 N.O. relay 
K2 contact 
fails 
closed 

9.12 See 9.8 N.C. relay 
K2 contact 
fails 
closed 

9.13 See 9.7 N.C. relay 
K2 contact 
fails open 

9.14 See 9.7 Switch 51 
fails in 
normal 
position

Mechanical -Incorrect output signal if 
failure SG-A trips.

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamin
ation 

Mechanical 
failure

See 9.  

See 9.8

See 9.7 

See 9.8

see 9.7 

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Incorrect output signal 
when the contact buffer is 
deenergized (no ECCI trip) 
close V6A.

No effect.

Valve V6A will not receive 
"open" signal when contact 
buffer relay K2 is energized

See 9.9

No effect.

No effect.

Valve V6A will 
"close" signal 
trips-

not receive 
when SG-A

AFW contact buffer relay 
K1.0 circuit cannot be 
tested

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic.  
testing 

Periodic 
testing 

See 9.7 

See 9.8

See 9.7

See 9.8

See 9.7 

See 9.7

see 9.1 See-9.1 

See 9.1 See 9.1 

See 9.1 See 9.1

See 9.1 See 9.1 

See 9.1 See 9.1

See 9.1 See 9.1 

See 9.1 See 9.1

See 9.1 See 9.1

Failure 
does not 
affect 
automatic 
control of 
of the 
AFW valve

None

ProvisionNo Name Mode
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode

Inherent 
Symptoms and Local Effects method of Compensating 

Cause Inclucinq Dependent Failures Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

9.15 See 9.1 51 fails 
in test 
position

9.16 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer 

9.17 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer

S2 fails 
in normal 
position 

S2 fails 
in test 
position

10.1 Steam Output 
generator fails low 
B pres
sure 
trans
mitter

10.2 See 10.1 Output 
fails high

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Enercizes relay 11.0 same 
as in 9.3, in the event 
of an SG-A trip.

See 9.14 Relay K2.0 circuit cannot 
be tested

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Sensor 
failure, 
open or 
short 
circuit

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
sensor 
failure

Energizes relay K2.0 same 
as 9.5.  

Low analog pressure signal 
to channel pressure 
instrumentation and trip 
logic. The steam genertor 
B bistable will trip 
analog SS A channel.  

High analog pressure signal 
to channel pressure instru
mentation. SG-B analog 
SS A channel trip is 
disabled.

See 9.3 

Periodic 
testing 

See 9.5

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing, 
interchannel 
comparison

See 9.1 See 9.1 

See 9.14 See 9.14 

See 9.1 See 9.1

The 2/3 
MSIV, HPI 
and LPI 
logic in
hibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
and 
actuate 
MSIV, HFI 
and LPI 
systems.

MSIV, HPI, 
and LPI 
logic will 
be modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2

The trip signal is 
transmitted to 
trip the HPI, LPI 
and MSIV channels

Trip logic 
will he 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

10.3 See 10.1 Output 
signal.  
constant 

Open sig
nal line

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Loose 
termination

Constant analog pressure 
signal to channel pressure 
instrumentation. SG-B analog 
SS A channel trip is 
disabled.

10.4 See 10.1

See 10.2

See 10.1

See 10.2 See .10.2

See 10. 1 See 10.1See 10- 1

No. Name
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Includina Deoendent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

10.5 See 10.1 Signal 
line short 
to ground 

10.6. See 10.1 Hot short 
to signal 
line

11.1 +24 V DC 
trans
mitter 
power 
supply

Loss of 
output

Insulation See 10.1 
failure

Insulation 
failure

Component 
failure 
broken 
wire, out
put shorted 
to ground

The voltage level will be 
superimposed on the trans
mitter signal and generate 
an erroneous signal level.  
In the worst case this 
failure would drive the 
signal into an unsafe 
condition (untripped state) 

The effect of the failure 
is same as in 10.1

See 10.1 

See 10.2

See 10.1

See 10.1 See 10.1 

See 10.2 See 10-2

See 10.1 See 10.1 The +24 V DC trans
mitter power supply 
is common to the 
RC, P8 WST, SG_ A 
and 3G-B channelS.  
A failure in this 
link will effect 
all instrument 
channels.

11.2 See 11.1 Off nominal Component 
output failure

11.3 .See 11.1 Loss of in- Loose 
put power terminal 
supply .

12.1 SG-B 
pressure 
buffer 
amplifier

Output 
fails to 
low or 
zero 
.output

Broken 
wire, short 
to ground, 
internal 
.circuit 
failure

The pressure transmitter 
will generate an erroneous 
output. No significant 
operational impact unless 
the transmitter output is 
driven to extreme conditions 
(See 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3 
for detail). In the worst 
case the SG-B pressure 
fails to unsafe condition 

The effect of the failure 
is the same as 10.1 

Low input signal to the 
SG-B trip bistable causes 
MSIV, HPI, and LPI analog 
SS A channels to trip.

Periodic 
testing, 
interchannel 
comparison

See 10.1

Channel trip 
alarm

Only 2/3 
logic 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
and acti
vate MSIV 
HPI and 
LPI

Trip logic 
will be 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2

See 10. 1 See 10.1

The 2/3 
MSIV, HPI 
logic in
hibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

MSIV, HPT 
and LPI trip 
logic will 
change from 
2/3 to 1/2.

0
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSUPE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 
Including Denendent Failures-

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection . Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

12.2 See 12.1 Output Component 
fails high failure

High input signal to the 
SG-B bistable disables 
MSIV, HPI, and LPI analog 
SS A channel trips-

Interchannel 
comparison

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for ini
tiation of 
MSIV, HPI 
and IPI 
systems.

Trip, logic 
will be 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

12.3 See 12.1 Erroneous See 12.2 
output 

signal

12.4 See 12.1 Jack J3.0 
or J4.0 or 
J5.0 or 
J6.0 
shorted 
to ground

12.5 See 12.1

12.6 See 12.1

Module' 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

Human 
error, 
mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit

SG-B trip channel receives 
erroneous input. In the 
worst case this failure 
prevents an analog SS A 
channel trip.

See 12.1

MSIV, LPI and HPI analog 
SS A channels trip. DHI 
and CFI remain tripped.

No effect during system

Output of the 
buffer amoli
fier is fed 
into PAC.  
Failure can 
be detected 
through PAC 
indication.

See 12.1

See 12.1

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing

See 12.2 See 12.2

See 12.1 See 12.1

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhitits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

None 
required

The MSIV, 
LPI and HPI 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2

None
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FMEA 
STEAM.GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includina Denendent Failures

Inherent 
method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

13.1 SG-B 
pressure 
test 
module

Switch S1 
fails in 
operate #1 
position

13.2 See 13.1 S1.fails 
to #2 
position

Jams

Jams, 
human 
error

Unable to test the SG-B 
pressure buffer amplifier.

The test interlock circuit 
is actuated when S1 is in 
positions 2, 3, 4, or 5.  
This enables the SG channel 
test. This failure will have 
no-effect because contact 
buffer switch S2.0 must also 
be in test position in order 
to perform SG-B channel.  
test.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing, and 
DS1.0 on the 
auxiliary panel 
is on.

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
channel 
trip 
operation 

The SG-B 
channel 
can be 
placed in
to test 
state 
only if 
switch S1 
is in 
position 
.#2 and 
contact 
.buffer 
switch 
S2..0 is 
depressed

Unable to 
complete 
periodic 
test of the 
SG-B.channel 
until the 
failure is 
repaired

Switch positions 
#1 Operate 
*2 Test operate 
#3 Zero 
#4 Pange 
*5 Cal. out.

None

13.3 See 13.1 S1 fails 
position 
3, 4, or

13.4

to 

5

See 13. 1 S2 fails 
in bias 
position

Jams, 
human 
error

See 13.2

echanical This is-the normal switch 
failure, position. The switch enables 
jams checking the buffer ampli

fier internal bias supply.  
Unable to perform this check

See 13.2 

See 13.1

13.5 See 13.1 S2 fails 
to 100% 
position

'Mechanical 
failure, 
jams

The switch circuit is only See 13.1 
enabled during periodic 
test when the channel is 
tripped and S1 is placed 
in position #4.

-Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
channel 
trip op
eration.  
S1 iso
lates S2 
from the 
buffer am
plifier

See 13.2 See 13.2 

See 13.1 See 13.1

None

0
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Including Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

R'emarks and 
Other Effects

circuits 
during 
normal 
plant 
operation

13.6 See 13.1 Loss of 
input 
power

13.7 see 13.1 Test jack 
short to 
ground 

13.8 See 13.1 Output 
signal 
line 
fails open

Loose 
termination 

Human 
error, con
tamination

Broken 
wire

See 13.1 See 13. 1

See 13.1 See 13.1

Any output signal ine See 13.1 
failing open will not 
propagate an effect on 
the buffer amplifier. The 
failure will impair the capa
bility to test the buffer 
amplifier.

The module See 13.1 
only 
actively 
interacts 
with the 
buffer am
plifier 
during 
periodic 
test. The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
channel 
trip 
operation 

See 13.1 See 13.1 

See 13.1 See 13.1

13.9 See 13.1 Output 
signal 
common 
line short 
to ground

Insulation 
f ailure

The failure will have no 
effect on the buffer ampli
fier in operation or in 
test.

None Noner 
required

None
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includina Deoendent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

13.10 
13.10 See 13.1

13.11 See 13.1

Test bias 
or cal.  
output or 
normal 
input lines 
shorted to 
ground

N.C. relay 
K1..2 con
tact fails 
closed

Insulation 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

No effect on the trip chan
nel during normal operation 
because the auxiliary relay 
module isolates test module 
inputs from the buffer am
plifier. During a periodic 
test, a short to ground at 
the buffer amplifier input 
will have to be repaired 
in order to test the buffer 
amplifier.  

This relay is part of a 
series of test relays in 
the test interlock string 
used for indicating No 
indication of test seen 
by PAC.

See 13.1

See 13.1

Failure 
must be 
repaired 
in order 
to test 
the buffer 
amplifier.

None 
required

13.12 see 13.1

14.1 Test 
auxiliary 
relay

N.C.  
K1. 2 
tact 
open

relay 
con
fails

Relay, K1.2 
contact 
fails open

Mechanical Indicates pressure or level 
failure test.  
contamination

Mechanical 
failure

Disables SG-B test. Contact 
buffer sees .an open circuit

Annunciation of 
pressure/level

Periodic 
testing

None 
required 
test 

No effect 
on auto
matic or 
manual 
operation 
of the 
trip 
channel.

None

"The failure 
must be 
repaired 
before the 
SG pressure 
channel can 
be tested.

14.2 See 14.1 Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

Enables SG pressure channel 
testing.

is

Local annunci- See 14.1 
ation, periodic 
testing

0

None

None

See 14.1
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Moe
Symptoms and Local Effects

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
rpon: Remarks and 

O~the- E7ff

14.3 See 14.1 Relay K2.2 
contact 
fails open 

14.4 See 14.1 Relay K2.2 
contact 
fails 
closed 

14.5 See 14.1 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails open 

14.6 See 14.1 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed 

14.7 See 14.1 Relay K2.3 
contact 
fails open 

14.8 See 14.1 Relay K2.3 
contact 
fails 
closed 

15.1 SG-B trip Fails in 
bistable reset state

See 14.1 

See 14.2

Mechanical 
failure 

See 14.2 

See 14.1 

See 14.2

1. Incor
rect 
setpoint 

2. Plus 
side of 
the bi
stable 
com-.  
parator 
shorted 
to -15 
volts 

3. Internal 
circuit 
failure

Disconnects pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
bias input from the buffer 
amplifier.  

Connicts pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
bias input to the buffer 
amplifier.  

Disconnects pressure test 
module calibration signal 
from the buffer amplifier 

Connects pressure test 
module calibration signal 
to the buffer amplifier 

Disconnects pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
normal input from the 
buffer amplifier 

Connects pressure test 
module buffer amplifier 
normal input to the buffer 
amplifier 

Disables SG-B analog SS A 
channel trip. The ECCI and 
MSIV logic sees untripped 
state. AFW valve control 
is partially disabled.

See 14.1 

See 14.1

See 14.1 

See 14.1 

See 14.1 

See 14.1

Periodic 
testing

See 14.1 see 14.1 

See 14.1 See 14.1

see 14. 1 See 14. 1 

See 14.1 See 14.1 

See 14.1 See 14.1 

See 14. 1 See 14.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for ini
tiation of 
of HPI, 
LPI and 
MSIV trips

The HPI, LPI 
and M1SIV 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 2/2.

god peeto Prvso r ctscause
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No.. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

----------- ---------------------------

15.2 See 15.1 Fails to 
tripped 
state

1. Trip 
setpoint 
exceeded 

2. Loss of 
power 

3. Internal 
failure 

4. Open/ 
short at 
the bi
stable 
input

Initiates HPI, LPI, and 
MSIV analog SS A channel 
trip. The trip signal 
propagates to the trip 
logic modules associated 
with each function.

Channel trip 
alarm

The 2/3 
logic will 
inhibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious.

HPI, LPI, 
and MSIV 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

Transistor 
switch 
U10.6 
fails open

15.4 SG-B trip Transistor.  
bistable switch 

U10.6 fails 
closed 

15.5 SG-B trip Transistor 
bistable switch 

U4.6 fails 
open 

15.6 SG-B trip Transistor 
bistable switch 

U4.6 fails 
closed 

15.7 SG-B trip Relay K1.5 
bistable fails de

energized

Internal 
circuit 
failure

See 15.3 

See 15.3 

See 45.3

Open cir
cuit, coil 
failure

If SG-A and SG-B trip bi
stables trip due to low 
steam generator pressure 
FOGG1 will receive an 
erroneous signal (close 
AFWvalve V8A)

If ECCI trip occurs due 
to SG-A low pressure, FOGGI 
will receive an erroneous 
signal (open AFW valve V8A) 

If ECCI trip occurs due 
to RC or RB pressure FOGG2 
will receive an erroneous 
signal. (Close AFW V6B).  

If SG-B trips, FOGG2 
receives erroneous 
command to open AFW 
valve V6B.  

If SG-B trips, AFW valve 
V8B is commanded to remain 
open. If SG-A and SG-B 
trip, AFW valve V6A is 
commanded to close.

See 15. 1

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

The FOGG 
2/3 trip 
will in
hibit 
single 
channel 
erroneous 
inputs.

None FOGG1 or FOGG2 
can be accuated 
only if an ECCI 
trips occur

See 15.3 See 15.3 

.See 15.3 See 15.3 

See 15.3 See 15.3

SG-A and B 
AFW valve 
logic is 
designed 
to pre
vent a 
single 
failure 
from dis
abling AFW 
system

AFW valve 
logic is 
modified

15.3 See 15.1

rov c an 
ne 

s o 
e
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prnvis~ on

Effect 
Upon: 
E'S FAS

Remarks and 
Other Tffec4ts

function.

15.8 See 15.7 Relay K1.5 
fails 
energized

15.9 SG-B trip Connection 
bistable 2-9 open

15.10 See 15.9 

15.11 See 15.9 

15.12 See 15.9

15.13 See 15.9 

15.14 See 15.9 

15-15 See 15.7

Connection 
2-23.open 

Connection 
2-24 open 

Connection 
2-25 open 

Connection 
2-8 open 

Connection 
2-7 open 

Shorts 
across any 
output

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Broken 
wire, loose, 
termination

See 15.9 

See 15.9 

see 15.9

See 15.9 

See 15.9

Insulation 
failure

If an ECCI trip occurs due 
to RC or RB channels, AFW 
valve V8B is commanded to 
close. If an ECCI trip 
occurs due to SG-A, AFW 
valve V6A is commanded to 
open.  

If SG-A trips, AFW valve 
V6A remains in its previous 
state (open).  

If SG-B trips, AFW valve 
V8R remains in its previous 
state (open).  

If SG-B trips AFW valve 
V8B remains open

No effect

Under all modes (SG-A, SG-B 
or SG-A and SG-B trip) AFW 
valve V6A remains in its 
previous state (open).  

If SG-B trips or SG-A and 
trip AFW valve V6A remains 
in its previous state (open) 

Shorts across outputs may 
cause similar failure as in 
above analysis. In the 
worst case valves V6A and 
V8B would.not receive 
correct actuation signals

See 15.7

see 15.7 

See 15.7 

See 15.7

None

See 15.7 

See 15.7

Periodic 
testing or 
local indi
cation

See 15.7 See 15.7

See 15.7 See 15.7 

See 15.7 See 15.7 

See 15.7 See 15.7

See 15.7 -None

See 15.7 See 15.7 

See 15.7 See 15.7 

See 15.7 See 15.7

FOGG logic will 
function normally: 
however failure may 
not be detected.

See 15.12

Since only one 
channel out of 
four is affected 
and does not fail 
the systems, a 
detailed analysis 
of the short cir
cuit has not been 
included

Failure 
Mode

I

Provision ESFAS Other Effects.J - T.
No 

Name
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Failure symptoms and Local Effects 
d F i

No. Name Mode - Cause IncludIn4 e a 71 *+- ;__ roviion SF.

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

D t tin Proviion

Ef fect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

15.16 See 15.7 Memory re
set switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

15.17 SG-B trip Memory re
bistable set switch 

fails in 
normal 
position

15.18 See 15.17 

15.19 See 15.17

15.20 See 15.17

Jack J1 
input .  
shorted, 
to ground 

Jack J3 
input.  
shorted 
to ground

Module.  
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open

Switch, 
failure, 
jams

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip 
(low SG pressure) are 
removed.

See 15.16 Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the bi
stable trip condition no 
longer exists.

Human 
error, 
contami
nat ion 

Human 
error, 
contami
nation

Meclanical 
failure

The setpoint. input is 
shorted to ground and the 
bistable resets.

See 15.7

Periodic 
test ing 

See 15.17

Same failure as input signal Channel trip 
fails low. (See 15.2) alarm

MSIV, LPI, and HPI analog 
SS A channels trip. DHI 
and CFI remain tripped.

Channel.trip 
alarm

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
SG trip 
channel.

None

See 15. 16 None

Only 2/3 
channels.  
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
trip.  

The 2/3 
trip logic 
will in
hibit 
single 
channel 
sourious 
trips.  

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.  

HVI, LPI, 
and MSIV 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modi fied 
to 1/2.  

MSIV, LPI, 
HPI 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

0
A

I
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name

15.21 See 15. 17

16.1 SG-B 
bypass 
bistable

Failure 
Mode

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed 

Fails to 
reset 
output

16.2 SG-B Fails to 
bypass tripped 
bistable output

Cause

Mechanical 
failure 
short 
circuit 

Incorrect 
deadband 
setting.  
Open/short 
at the bi
stable in
put. U4.6 
fails con
ducting

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
setpoint 
exceeded

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Including Dependent Failures 

No effect during system 
operation

Inhibits the SG-A and SG-B 
trip bistables by shorting 
the plus side of trip bi
stable comparators to -15 
V DC.

Enables SG-A and SG-B 
bistables.

Method of 
Detection

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing 

SG-B bypass 
annunciation, 
periodic 
testing

SG bypass 
annunciation

.Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

None 
required

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for ini
tiation of 
MSIV, HPI 
and LPI 
systems.

SG-A by
pass bi
stable 
will in
hibit the 
SG bi
stable 
when reqd

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Femarks and 
Other Effects

None

The trip 
logic 
modules 
responding 
to SG-B trip 
bistable 
will not get 
trip signal 
The trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.  

Only.one by
pass bi
stable is 
required 
for bypass

SG-A bypass bistable 
must also be in 
tripped mode to 
enable SG-A and 
SG-B trip bistables

16.3 See 16.2 Relay K1.5 
contacts 
fail 
closed 

16.4 See 16.1 Relay K1.5 
contacts 
fail open

Contact 
failures, 
broken 
wire 

Short to 
-15 V DC, 
RC/SG by
pass 
failure

Prevents reset of the by
pass bistable.  

Removes deadbands and en
ables reset of bypass bi
stables. The bypass bistable 
will reset if P<750 psig.  
This would inhibit the trip 
bistable.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

See 16.2 See 16.2 

See 16.1 See 16.1
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includina Deoendent Failures
Method of 
Detect ion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Eftect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

16.5 See 16.1

16.6 SG-B 
bypass 
bistable

Memory re
set switch 
fails to 
reset 
position 

Memory re
set switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

16.7 See 16.6 State re
set switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

See 16.6

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the -trip conditions are 
removed., 

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the bi
stable trip conditions no 
longer exist.  

When the input signal 
drops below the trip set
point, the trip bistable 
will be inhibited.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

See 16.6

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
trip 
actuation

None

See 16.5 None

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
2/3 logic 
trip.

The 2/3 trip 
logic will 
be modified 
to 2/2.

16.8 See 16.6 

16.9 SG-B 
bypass 
bistable

State re
set switch 
fails in 
normal 
position 

Jack J1.0 
shorted 
to ground

See 16.6 

Human 
error 
contami
nation

The-bistable design incor
porates a manual reset 
feature which is disabled 

The bypass bistable will be 
in tripped state enabling 
the trip bistable.

S

See 16.6 

Periodic 
testing

Bypass bi- None 
stable is 
normally 
reset with 
the RC/SG 
manual 

The SG-B 
trip bi
stable 
will be 
inhibited 
if reqd by 
the SG-A 
bypass 
bistable

0
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of.  
Cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi sinl

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Femarks and 
Other Effects

16.10 See 16.9 

16.11 See 16.9 

16.12 See 16.9

16.13 See 16.9

17.1 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer

Jack J3.0 
shorted 
to ground 

Jack J2.0 
shorted 
to ground 

Module.  
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28)
fails 
closed

Loss of 
input 
power 
supply

17.2 See 17.1 Relay K1 
fails de
energized

See 16.9 The hypass bistable might 
reset and inhibit the trip 
bistable.  

See 16.9 The effect of this failure 
is the same as in 16.7

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit 

open or a 
short to 
ground, 
transformer 
failure

Open 
circuit

MSIV, LPI, and HPI analog 
SS A channels trip. DHI 
and CFI remain tripped.

No.effect during system 
operation.

The contact buffer module is 
disabled. Relay K2 will de
energize outputting an 
erroneous signal. The closed 
circuit sending "open valve 
V8B" command opens. The open 
circuit sending "close valve 
V8B" command remains open.  

If SG-B trips, AFW valve 
V8B receives incorrect 
signal.

See 16.9 

See 16.9

Channel trip 
alarm

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing

Local indica
tion DS2.0 goes 
dark and indi
cation "open" 
at the indi
cation panel 
goes off

Periodic 
testing

If the 
deadband 
is ad
justed to 
maximum 
the Li
stable may 
not reset.  

See 16.7 See 16.7

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

None 
required

AFW valves 
are ar
ranged so 
that no 
single 
failure 
can fail 
the AFW 
system.

MSIV, LPI, 
and HPI 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

None

Reduces AFW 
valve re
dundancy.

See 17.1 See 17.1

0

N Na

Failure 
M Ae

0

. Provision ESFAS Other EffectsK_ e
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FMEA 
-STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No Name
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

,Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

17.3 See 17.1 Relay K1 
fails 
energized

17.4 See 17.1 Relay K2 
fails de
energized

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
short 

Coil 
failure 
open 
circuit

Relay K1 should be energized 
only if SG-B trips. For all 
other conditions, AFW valve 
V8B receives incorrect 
signals.  

Relay K2 is normally 
energized. AFW valve V8B 
will receive incorrect 
signals under all trip 
conditions except when 
SG-B.trips.

Local indi
cation

Periodic 
testing and 
indication at 
indicator panel

See 17.1 , See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

17.5 See 17.1 Relay K2 
fails 
energized 

17.6 See 17.1 N.O. relay 
K1 contact 
fails-open 

17.7 See 17.1 NO.0 relay 
K1 contact 
fails 
closed 

17.8 See 17.1 N.C. relay 
K1 contact 
fails 
closed 

17.9 See 17.1 N.C. relay 
K1 contact 
fails open.

17.10 See 17.1 NO.0 relay 
K2 contact 
fails open

-See 17.3 AFW valve V8B will receive 
incorrect signal when SG-B 
trips.

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation 

Mechanical 
failure

See 17.7 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

AFW valve V8B will not 
receive a signal to 
-close it.  

Incorrect output signal 
when--the contact.tutfer is 
de-energized (No ECCI trip)

No effect

Valve V8B will not receive 
"open" signal when contact 
buffer K2 is energized.  

See 17.9

See 17.3 

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
.testing 

See 17.1

See 17.7 

See 17.7

see 17.1 See 17.1 

see 17.1 See 17.1 

See 17.1 See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

See 17. 1 See 17.1

Provision ESF AS ote r.~CsNo NaeMd
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prov'ision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

17.11 See 17.1

17.12 See 17.1

17.13 See 17.1 

17.14 See 17.1

NO.C relay 
K2 contact 
fails 
closed 

N.C. relay 
K2 contact 
fails 
closed 

N.C. relay 
K2 contact 
fails open 

Switch S1 
fails in 
normal 
position

See 17.7

Mechanical 
failure

See 17.7

Jams

No effect.

No cffect.

Valve V8B will not receive 
"close" signal when SG-A 
trips.  

AFW contact buffer relay 
K1.0 circuit cannot be 
tested

See 17.7

See 17.7

See 17.7 

See 17.7

See 17.1 See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

See 17.1 See 17.1

Failure 
does not 
affect 
automatic 
control of 
the AFW 
valve.

None

17.15 See 17.1 

17.16 AFW valve 
contact 
buffer 

17.17 See 17.1 

18.1 ECCI trip 
(feed
back 
contact 
buffer

S1 fails 
in test 
position 

S2 fails 
in normal 
position 

S2 fails 
in test 
position 

Loss of 
input 
power

Jams Energizes relay K1.0 
same as 17.3

See 17.14 Relay K2.0 circuit cannot 
be tested.

Jams

Open 
circuit 
at 2-2 
or 2-1

Energizes relay K2.0 
same as 17.5

Local 
indication 

See 17.14 

See 17.5

Relays K1 and K2 will remain Periodic 
de-energized. During digital testing 
Ch 1A or Ch 1B trip no power 
will be transmitted to AFW 
valve contact buffers and 
they will remain de
energized, disabling AFW 
valve open/close command.  
AFW valves V6A and V8B 
remain in open position.,

See 17.1 See 17.1 

See 17.14 See 17.14 

See 17.1 See 17.1

Auxiliary 
feedwater 
to SG-A or 
B can be 
isolated 
with 
valves V7A 
and V9P 
respec
tively 
(analog 
subsystem 
C). These 
valves are

Modifies the 
AFW system 
valve logic

1. For the same 
failure in 
analog sub
svstem B, 
valves V9A, 
V7B; analog 
subsystem C 
valve V7A, V9R 

2. ECCI trip and 
SG-4 or SG-B 
trip are reqd 
to initiate 
the AFW system

Failure 
A

Provision ESFAS Other Effects
o 

ame 
n on 

n



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 32)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

Provision Eother Effects 

in series 
with V6A 
and V8B.

18.2 See 18.1 Transformer Internal 
fails to failure 
zero output

18.3 ECCI trip 
(feed

back) 
contact.  
buffer

18.4 ECCI trip 
(feed
back 
contact 
buffer

Relay K1 
fails 
energized

Relay K1 
fails de
energized

Input 
shorted to 
common

Loose 
termination

See 18.1

Power is supplied to AFW 
valve control. Under normal 
conditions (SG-A and SG-B 
untripped) valves V6A and 
V8B remain open.

See 18.1 

Local 
indication

ECCI channel A trip signal Periodic 
cannot connect power to AFW testing 
contact buffers. However AFW 
contact buffers will receive 
power when ECCI channel 1B 
trips.

See 18.1 

AFW valve 
logic is 
designed 
to prevent 
a single 
failure 
from 
failing 
AFW system 

None 
required

Modifies the 
AFW system 
valve logic.

None

18.5 See 18.3 Relay K2 
fails 
energized.  

18.6 See 18.4 Relay K2 
fails de
energized

Short to 
ground

Same as 18.3

See 18.4 Same as 18.4 (ECCI Ch 1A 
connects power)

See 18.3 

See 18.4

see 18.3 See 19.3 

See 18.4 See 18.4

19.1 Trip 
auxiliary 
relay

19.2 Trip 
auxiliary 
relay

Loss of in
put power, 
relays K1.2 
K2.2 and 
X2. 3 
failures 

SG-B input 
lead fails 
open

Loose 
termination

Trip auxiliary relay 
failures affecting HPI, 
LPI and BIC analog SS A 
channels have been analyzed 
in Tables A-1 and A-3.  

MSIV logic buffer will 
deenergize, causing analog 
SS A channel trip.

Channel trip 
alarm

MSIV 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

MSIV 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2

0

Failure 
Mu^A

No M.
"^ m ..



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 33)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects 

I 1 di

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

NoName M ncu n±DependetF ue Detection Provision ESFS Other Effects

19.3 Trip 
auxiliary 
relay

SG-B input 
lead fails 
shorted to 
ground

Insulation 
failure

MSIV logic buffer will 
remain energized.

Periodic 
testing

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for ini
tiation 
of the 
MSIV 
system.

MSIV 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 2/2.

19.4 See 19.2 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails open

19.5 See 19.3 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed

20. 1 MSIV trip 
logic 
buffer

Loss of 
input power 
(module 
interlocks)

20.2 See 20.1 Loss of in
put power 
(subsystem 
trip)

20.3 See 20.1

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation 

Loose ter
mination, 
module in
terlock 
string 
failure 

Loose ter
mination

Relay K1.1 
fails 
energized

Same as 19.2 

Same as 19.3

See 19.2 

See 19.3

Relay K1.1 will deenergize 
interrupting -15 V DC power 
supply (from subsystem trip) 
to relays K1.2 and K1.3.  
These relays deenergize and 
cause an MSIV analog SS A 
channel trip

Initiates an MSIV channel 
trip (K1.2 and K1.3 de
energize) 

The logic buffer will not 
trip if a module in the trip 
channel is withdrawn or when 
the channel is placed into 
test condition.

Channel trip 
alarm

See 20. 1 

"Test" indi
cation at the 
test auxiliary 
relays and 
DS1.0 lamp at 
the logic 
buffer module

See 19.2 See 19.2 

See 19.3 See 19.3

The 2/3 
logic in
hibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

See 20. 1 See 20.1 

During 
periodic 
test, or 
when a 
module is 
withdrawn 
a chanr.el 
status 
check 
would de
tect the 
failure.

Ca



TABLE 5.6-2 (Sheet 34)

FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Drov-
4

in

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Other Efect

20.4 See 20.1 Relay K1. 1 
fails de
energized 

20.5 See 20.1 N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails open

20.6 See 20.1 N.O.  
K1. 1 
tact 
tom) 
open

20.7 MSIV trip 
logic 
buffer 

20.8 See 20.7

relay 
con
(bot
fails

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
closed 

N.O. relay 
K1. 1 con
tact (bot
tom) fails 
closed

Loose ter
mination 

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure 

See 20.7

Same as 20.1 

Same as 20.2

same as 20.2

No effect on MSIV channel 
trip actuation.

Same as 20.7

See 20. 1 

See 20. 1

See 20. 1

Periodic 
testing

See 20.7

See 20.1 See 20.1 

See 20.1 See 20.1 

See 20.1 See 20.1

Z contact 
relay ar
rangement 
prevents a 
single 
contact 
failure 
from dis
abling 
logic 
buffer.

None

See 20.7 See 20.7

20.9 See 20.7 N.C. relay 
K1. 1 con
tacts (all 
modes).

20.10 See 20.7 Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

See 20.7

Only affects test trip 
indication.  

No MSIV channel trip signal 
is transmitted to the dig

ital B subsystem.

Failure 
M d

See 20.7

See 20.7

None 
required 

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
the MSIV 
in digital 
SS B.

See 20.7

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS B is 
modified 
to 2/2.

. FA Other Effectso 

ame 

o e
N 

N
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FMEA 
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE CHANNELS

No. Name
Failure 

Mode

20.11 See 20.1 Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails open

20.12 See 20.7

20.13 See 20.1

Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed

Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails open

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Including Dependent Failures

Mechanical 
failure 

See 20.7

Mechanical

MSIV channel trip signal is 
transmitted to the digital 
B subsystem.

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

See 20.1

No MSIV channel trip signal See 20.7 
is transmitted to the digi
A subsystem.

HPI channel trip signal is 
transmitted to the digital 
A subsystem.

See 20. 1

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

See 20.1 See 20.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
the MSIV 
in digital 
SS A.  

See 20.1

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS A is 
modi fied 
to 2/2.  

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
SS A i 

modi fied 
to 1/2.

No. Name



TABLE 5.6-3 (Sheet 1)

FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Dependent Failures
Method of 
Dletecti n

Inherent.  
Compensating 

Proviso qjff

Effect 
Upon Remarks and 

Ot'her Effects

1.1 Reactor 
building 
pressure 

transmit
ter 

1.2 to

Output 
fails 
low 

Output 
fails 
high

1. Sensor 
failure 

2. Open/ 
short 

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
sensor 
failure

Low electrical signal, 
indicating high pressure, 
feeds into BIC, BSP, and 
BSV analog SS A channels 
trip.  

High electrical signal, 
indicating low pressure, 
feeds into BIC,.BSP and 
BSV analog SS A channels 
are disabled.

Channel trip 
alarm 

Interchannel 
comparison 
periodic 
testing

The 2/3 
logic (SIC 
BSP, BSV) 
will 
inhibit a 
spurious 
single 
channel 
trip.  

only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired to 
initiate 
BIC, BSP 
and BSV 
systems.

The BIC, BSP 
and BSV 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.  

The BIC,BSP and 
BSV 2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified to 
2/2.

Output 
.fails 
constant 

Open 
signal 
line 

Signal 
line short 
to ground 

Hot 
short to 
signal line

2.1 Transmit- Loss of 
ter power output .  
supply

Internal 
circuit 
-failure, 
sensor 
failure.  

Loose ter
mination 

Insulation 
failure 

Wiring 
failure, 
insulation 
failure

Loose ter
mination

Constant analog signal to 
trip channel instrumentation 
disables all the trip 
functions in this channel

The effect of -this failure 
is the same as 1.1.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as in 1.1.  

The voltage level will be 
super-imposed on the 
transmitter signal and 
generate erroneous signal 
level. In the worst case 
the bistables fail to trip 
when required.  

The BIC, BSP and BSV analog 
SS A channels trip.

See 1.2 

See 1.1 

See 1.1 

See 1.2

Channel trip 
,alarm

See 1.2. See 1.2 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.2 See 1.2

The 2/3 The BIC,BSP, 
trip lo- and BSV 2/3
gic 
modules 
will in-

trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

The 24 V DC instru
ment power supply 
is common to all 
channels in SS A.  
Failure of the

40

1.3

1.4 

1.5

1.6 it

.Detection Provision ESFAS Othpr Effects.
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TABLE 5.6-3 (Sheet 2) 

FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisioen

Effect 
Upon 

E SF A C
Pemarks and

power supply 
will affect 

all of the 
channels.

2.2 Trans
mitter 

power 
supply

2.3 "s

Off nominal 
output

Loss of 
input.  
power

3.1 RB pres- Fails to 
sure buf- low or 

sure buf- zero out
fier put

3.2 "0 Fai ls 
high

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Loose ter
minal 

Loose ter
minal, in
ternal 
circuit 
failure

Internal 
circuit 
failure

The pressure transmitter 
will generate erroneous 
outputs. No significant 
operational impact unless 
the transmitter is driven 
to an extreme condition.  
In the worst case, failure 
will inhibit BIC, BSP, and 
BSV analog SS A trips.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 2.1.  

Low or zero input feeds into 
BIC, BSP, and BSV bistables 
causing analog SS A channel 
trips.  

High input signal to the 
BIC, BSP, and BSV bistables 
disables their trip capa
bility.

Periodic 
test ing

See 2.1

Channel trip 
alarm .

Periodic 
testing

Only 2/3 The BIC, BSP, 
trip chan- and BSV 2/3 
nels are trip logic is 
required modified to 
to initiate 2/2.  
BIC, BSP, 
or BSV 
systems.

See 2.1 See 2.1 

The 2/3 trip 
logic in- and BSV 2/3 
hibits trip logic 
single modified to 
channel 1/2.  
spurious 
trips.

Only 2/3 T 
channels a 
are t 
required i 
to initiate 
the BIC, 
BSP, and 
BSV systems.

he BIC, BSP 
nd BSV 2/3 
rip logic 
s modified

Erroneous 
output 
signal 

Test jacks 
J3,J4,J5

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Human 
error,

In the worst csae this 
failure prevents the 
bistables from tripping 
when reauired.  

The bistables input signal 
will be shorted to ground

See 3.2

Periodic 
testing

See 3.2 . See 3.2

See 3. 1 21 See 3.1

hibit 
spurious 
single 
channel 
trip.

3.3 of

3-4 #1

The PIC, BSP,

to 2/2.

or 

ec 
eN 0. Name Mode



TABLE 5.6-3 (Sheet 3)

FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms.and Local Effects lethod of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
Remarks and 
Other Effects

3.5 "f

4.1 RB pres
sure test 
module

or J6 
shorted 
to ground 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
open 

Switch 
S1 fails 
to oper
ate (#1) 
position

contami- resulting in same effect 
nation as in 3.1.

Mechanical 
failure 
short 
circuit

Jams

No effect during system

Unable to test the RB 
pressure buffer amplifier

Module with
.drawal for 
repair or

Periodic 
testing

None re- None

The Unable to 
failure complete 
doesn't periodic 
impair test of the 
automatic RB channel 
or manual until fault 
operation is repaired.  
of the trio.  
.channel.

switch positions: 
#1 operate 
#2 Test..operate 
#3 Zero 
t4 Range

,Jams, human 
error

The test interlock circuit 
is actuated when ;.1 is in 
position .2, 3, 4 or 5.  
This will cause the trip 
of BIC,. BSP and BSV analog 
SS A channels

Channel 
-trip alarm

The 2/3 trip The BIC, BSP 
inhibits :and BSV.2/3 
spurious trip logic 
single is modified 
channel to 1/2. Unable 
trips. to complete 

periodic test 
of the RB channel.

See 4.2

Mechanic
cal 
failure

Mechanical 
fai lure

See 4.2

This is the normal switch 
position. The switch 
enables checking the buffer 
amplifier internal bias 
supply. Unable to perform 
this check.  

The switch circuit is only 
.enabled during periodic test 

when the channel is tripped

See 4.2

See 4. 1

Periodic 
testing

See 4.2 See 4.2

See 4.1 See 4.1

The failure 
doesn't 
impair auto-

0

4.2 ' S1 fails 
to #2 
posit-ion

4.3 of

4.4 "

4.5 it

S1 fails 
to posi
tion 3, 4, 
or5 

S2 fails 
to bias 
position.

S2 fails 
to 100% 
position

01

N 'one

No- Naine
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TABLE 5.6-3 (Sheet 4) 

FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Includirinc Deedn Failures

Method of 
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
Remarks and 
Other Effects

and SI is placed in 
position #4.

4.6 " 

4.7 RB pres
sure 
test 
module

4.8 " 

4.9 "

4.10 i

Loss of 
input 
power 

Test 
jack 
short to 
ground 

Output 
signal 
line 
fails 
open 

Output 
signal 
common 
line 
short to 
ground.  

Test bias 
or cal.  
output

Broken 
wire 

Human 
error, 
contami
nation 

Broken 
wire 

Insula
tion 
failure

Insulation 
failure

See 4.1

See 4.1

Any output signal line 
failing open will not 
propagate an effect on 
the buffer amplifier. The 
failure will impair the 
capability to test the 
amplifier.  

The failure will have no 
effect on the buffer 
amplifier in operation 
or in test 

The effect of the failure 
is the same as a low signal 
to the buffer amplifier.

See 4. 1

See 4.1

See 4.1

None

matic or 
manual channel 
trip operation 
S1 isolates S2 
from the 
amplifier 
circuits 
during normal 
plant 
operation.  

The module See 4.1 
only acti
vely interacts 
with the Luffer 
amplifier 
during period
ic test. The 
failure doesn't 
impair automa
tic channel 
trip operation.  

See 4.1 See 4.1

See 4.1 See 4.1

None 
required

Channel trip 
alarm

None

The 2/3 trip 
logic inhi
bits single

The 2/3 trip 
logic for BIC, 
BSP and BSV is

Failure 
Mod A CauseOo. m god pnIAn D netFiueN 

Name



TABLE 5.6-3 (Sheet 5)

FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisqion

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
Remarks and 
Other Effects

l ines 
shorted to 
ground

5.1 PBP test 
trip aux
iliary 
relay 
module

5.2 to

5.3

Relay 
K 1. 2 
contacts 
fails 
open

Relay 
K1.2 
contacts 
fails 
closed

I

5.4 RBP test 
trip aux 
iliary 
relay 
module 

5.5 I, 

5.6

Relay 
K2. 2 
contact 
fails 
open.  

Relay 
K2.2 
contact 
fails 
closed 

Relay 
K1.3 
contact 
fails 
open.  

Relay

Mechanical 
Failure

See 5.1

See 5.1

The BIC, BSP and BSV SS A 
channels will trip.  

BIC logic buffer will not 
trip of periodic test is 
in progress

Places BIC logic buffer 
into a test trip state.

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 5.1. Replace 
BIC with BSP.

See 5.1 The effect of this failure 
is same as 5.1. Replace 
BIC with BSV.  

See 5.1 The effect of this failure 
is same as 5. 1. Replace BIC 
with BSV.

channel 
spurious 
trips.

Periodic 
testing

Channel 
trip alarm

See 5.1

See 5.2 

See 5. 1

See 5.1 The effect of this failure See 5.2

modified to 1/2.

The test None 
module is 
also used to 
check the 
bistable set
point. When 
the .setpoint 
is exceeded, 
the bistable 
will trip.  

A 2/3 logic 
configura- is modified 
tion allows 
testing of 
a single 
channel.  
During.channel 
test, tested 
channel is 
placed into 
tripped state.  

See 5.1 See 5.1

BIC trip logic 

from 2/3 to 1/2.

See 5.2 See 5.2 

See 5.1 See 5.1 

See 5.2 See 5.2

S

No ame

Failure 
M A

Provision ESF AS. .
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure

Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon Remarks and

glpoe e e on ro . C) ot fl ets

is same as 5.2. Replace 
BIC with BSV.

See 5.1 Disables placement of the 
MSIV, HPI, and LPI channels 
into test mode using the 
RB pressure test signal

See 5.1 None re- None 
quired. The 
HPI, LPI, and 
MSIV channels 
can be placed 
into test with 
the RC or SG
A/B pressure 
test modules.

See 5.1 Energizes test auxiliary 
relays for HPI, LPI, and 
MSIV test trip. The HPI, 
LPI, and MSIV channels 
will trip.

Loose The relay coils will remain 
terminal deenergized when the RB 

pressure teset module is 
placed into the test 
position. The analog channel 
A logic buffers (LPI, HPI, 
MSIV, BIC, BSV, BSP) remain 
energized.

See 5.2

See 5. 1

The 2/3 
logic inhi
bits single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 trip 

1/2.

Test of the 
analog trip 
channels can 
only be per
formed when 
the channels 
are tripped.

logic is 
modified to

The failure 
must be re
paired before 
periodic test 
can be performed

5.1.0 "

6.1 BIC 
trip 
bistable

Open cir
cuit at 
the input 
of the 
auxiliary 
relay 
module 

Fails 
to reset 
output

Broken 
wire

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
incorrect 
setpoint

Same as 5.9 Same as 5.9

The BIC analog SS A channel 
will remain untripped

Periodic 
testing.

See 5.9 See 5.9

Only 2/3 The 2/3 trip 
channels are 
required for 
initiation to 2/2.  
of the BIC 
system.

K2. 3 
contact 
fails 
closed

5.7 ", Relay 
K2. 3 
contact 
fails 
open

5.8 "f

5.9 it

Relay 
X2. 3 
contact 
fails 
closed 

Loss of 
input 
power 
supply

logic is 
modified



TABLE 5.6-3 (Sheet 7)

FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Incluiiin Dlependent Fai lures

Method of 
Detect ion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

:Effect 
Upon 
ESFAS

Pemarks and 
Other Effects

Fails 
to tripped 
outout,

Internal 
circuit 
failure

The BIC analog SS A Channel 
trips.

Channel 
trip alarm

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
trip Igoic 
modified to 
1/2.

The RIC histable 
trip, also trips 
HPI, LPI, and 
MSIV channels.

The normally conducting 
output transistor will turn 
off. This will result in a 
BIC analog SS A channel 
trip.  

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the trip condition is 
removed.  

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the .  
bistable trip condition no 
longer exists.  

The bistable deadband after 
trip is disabled. When the 
input signal fails below 
4 psig the bistable will 
reset..

See 6.2 

See 6.1 

See 6.4 

See .6.4

See 6.2 See 6.2 

The failure 
does not 
impair auto
matic or 
manual ope
ration of 
this channel.  

See 6.4 None 

The 2/3 trip 
logic latches 
in a trip signal.  
Resetting of the 
bistable will not 
affect the output 
of the digital sub
system.

6.7 State 
reset 
fails in 
normal.  
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams

The manual reset feature is See 6.4 
disabled.

None required

The setpoint input is See 6.4

N Name
Failure 

V de

6.2

cause O

6.3 it Loss of 
input 
power

6.4

Loose 
termina
tion 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams

6.5 

6.6

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
pos it ion 

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
posit ion.  

State 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
nosition

See 6.2 

None

None

None

6.8 BIC Jack Human

Ca.s onl i g e netFiu s Dtcio

only 2/3 The 2/3 trip
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F EE A 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Nethod of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Son 

ESFAS
Pemarks and 
Other Effects

trip J1.0 
bistable shorted 

to ground

Jack 
J2. 0 
shorted to 
ground 

Jack 
J3.0 
shorted to 
ground

error, shorted to ground. The 
contami- bistable will remain 
nation in reset state

See 6.8 See 6.6 See 6.6

See 6.8 The input signal is shorted See 6.2 
to ground, causing a bistable 
trip.

channels logic is 
are required 
for initia
tion of the 
BIC system.  

See 6.6 See 6.6 

See 6.2 See 6.2

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails -open 

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

7.1 BSP trip Fails to 
bistable reset 

output

to Fails to 
tripped 
output

It Loss of 
input 
power

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
short cir
cuit 

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
incorrect 
setpoint 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Loose 
termina
t ion

BIC, MSIV, LPI, and HPI 
analog SS A channels trip.  
DHI and CFI remain tripped.  

No effect during system 
operation

The BSP analog SS A channel 
will remain untripped.

The BSP analog SS A channel 
trips.

The normally conducting 
relay driver transistor 
will turn off. This will

See 6.2

module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Channel 
trip alarm

Channel 
trip alarm

See 6.2 See 6.2

None None

Only 2/3 The 2/3 trip 
channels are 
required modified to 
for initia
tion of the 
BSP system.

The 2/3 trip 
logic inhi
bits single 
channel to 1/2.  
spurious 
trips.  

See 7.2 see 7.2

logic is 

1/2.

The 2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified

6.9 

6.10 it

6.11 "

modified to 
1/2.

6.12 "

7.2

7.3

No NaeMd
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mod e
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Dependent Failures
Method of.  
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon 

ESF AS
Pemarks and 
Other Effects

cause relay K1.5 to deener
gize resulting in a BSP 
analog SS A channel trip.

7.4 BSP 
trip 
bistable

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

7.5 Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

State 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
pos ition

State 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position.  

Jack 
J1.0 
shorted 
to ground 

Jack.  
J2.0 
shorted to 
ground

Switch 
f a i lure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Human 
error, 
contami
nation

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that 
the bistable was tripped 
when the. trip condition is 
removed.

Periodic 
testing

Unable to reset the memory See 7.4 
lamp assembly when the 
bistable trip condition no 
longer exists.  

The histable dead band after see 7.4 
trip is disabled.  
When the input signal falls 
below 25 psig, the bistable 
will -reset.

The manual reset feature is 
disabled.  

The set point input is 
shorted to ground. The 
bistable will remain in 
reset state.

See 7.8. See 7.6

See 7.4 

See 7.1

See 7.6

The failure 
does not 
impair auto
matic or 
manual opera
tion of this 
channel.  

See 7.4 None 

The 2/3 trip 

logic latches 
in a trip 
signal. Reset
ting of the 
bistable will 
not affect the 
output of the 
digital sub
system.  

None required 

See 7.1 See 7.1

See 7.6 See 7.6

7.7 "o

None

None

None

7.8 "

Detection Provision FES F A S .o NaeMd

7.6
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No., Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
PeRarks and 
Other Effects

See 7.8 The input signal is shorted 
to ground, tripping the BSP 
analog SS A channel.

see 7.2 See 7.2 See 7.2

7.11 BSP trio Module.  
bistable 

contact 
(12-28) 
fails open

Mechanical 
interlock

BSP analog SS A channel 
failure

See 7.2 
trip.

See 7.2 See 7.2

7.12

8.1 3SV 
*trip 
bistable

8.2 ".

8.3 is

8.4

Module .  
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed 

Fails 
to reset 
output 

Fails to 
tripped 
output

Loss of 
input 
power

Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails to 
reset 
pos it ion

Mechanical 
failure, 
short cir
cuit 

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
incorrect 
setpoint 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Loose 
termina
tion 

swit-ch 
failure, 
jai

No effect during .system 
operations.

The BSV analog SS A channel 
will remain untripped.

The BSV analog SS A channel

The normally conducting 
relay driver transistor 
will turn off, deenergizing 
output relay K1.5. This 
will result in a BSV analog 
SS A channel trip.  

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the trip condition is 
removed.

nodule with
drawal for 
reoair or

Periodic 
testing

Channel 
trip alarm

See 8.2 

Periodic 
testing

None None

only 2/3 The 2/3 trip 
channels are 
required for 
initiation 
of the BSV 
system.

The 2/3 trip 
logic inhi
bits single 
channel. to 1/2.  
spurious 
trips.  

See 8.2 See 8.2 

The failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation of 
this channel.

logic is modi
fied to 2/2.

The 2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified

None

7.10 " Jack 
J3. 0 
shorted 
to ground

of

"
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
il Dl t in. _

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prvisqio Cf

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. Name Mae cause . Including Dependent c a u - FAS

8.5 " Memory 
reset 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position.

8.6 BSV trip State 
bistable reset 

switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

switch 
fai lure, 
jams

Unable to reset the memory 
lamp assembly when the 
bistable trip condition no 
longer.exists.  

The bistable deadband after 
trio is disabled. When the 
input signal falls below 
25 psig the bistable will 
reset.

See 8. 4 

Periodic 
test ing

See 8.4 None 

The 2/3 trip 
logic latches 
in a trip 
signal. Re
setting of 
the bis
table will 
not affect 
the output 
of the 
digital 
subsystem.

Switch The manual reset feature 

failure, is disabled.  

Human The set point impact is 

error, shorted to ground. The 

contami- histable will remain in 

nation reset state.

Periodic 

Periodic 
testing

None 
required 

Only 2/3 
channels 
are re
quired for 
initiation 
of the BSV 
system.

None 

The 2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified to 
2/2.

8.9 a Jack 
J2. 0 
shorted 
to ground 

8.10 " Jack 
J3.0 .  
shorted 
to ground

0

See 8.8 See 8.6

See 8. U The input signal is 
shorted to ground, 
causing a BSV analog 
SS A channel trip.

See 8.6 

Channel 
trip alarm

See 8.6 See 8.6 

The 2/3 trip 
logic inhi
bits single 
channel 2/2.  
spurious 
trips.

*

The 2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified to

0

Failure

8.7

None

8.6 a

State 
reset 
switch 
falls in 
normal 
position.  

Jack 
J1.0 
shorted 
to ground
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

M ode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Deendent Fai lurs

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
Remarks and 

Other Effects

3.11 "

8.12 11

Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
open 

M odule 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

9.1 BSV trip Loss of 
bistable input 

power 
(module 
inter
locks)

9.2 BIC trip 
logic 
buffer

9.3 of

Loss of 
input 
power 
(subsystem 
trip) 

Relay 
K1.1 
fails 
energized

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
short cir
cuit 

Loose 
termina
tion, 
failure 
in the 
module 
interlock 
string 

Loose 
termina
tion, 
broken 
wire

Internal 
circuit 
failure

RSV analog SS A channel 
trip.

No effect during system

See 8.2

Module with
drawal for 
renair or 
testing

Relay K1.1 will deenergize, Channel 
interrupting -15 V DC power trip 
supply (from subsystem trip) 
to relays K1.2 and K1.3.  
These relays deenergize and 
cause an BIC analog SS A 
channel trip.

Initiates a BIC analog SS A 
channel trip (K1.2 and K1.3 
deenergize)

The logic buffer will not 
trip if a module in the 
trip channel is withdrawn 
or when the channel is 
placed into test 
condition.

See 9.1

Test indi
cation at 
the test 
aux. relays 
and DS 1.0 
lamp in the 
logic buffer 
module is 
dim.

Relay Loose S 
X1.1 fails termina-

-See 8.2 See 8.2

None re
quired

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

None

The 2/3 
logic is 
modi fied 
to 1/2.

See 9.1 See 9.1

Only 2/3 A withdrawn 
channels module in 
are required 
to trip the 
BIC channel 
(assuming a 
module is trip. This 
withdrawn).  
Testing can
not be ini
tiated un
less the 
failure is 
corrected.  

See 9.1 See 9.1

the trip 
string may 
prevent a 
channel 

would modi
fy the 2/3 
logic to 2/2.

.4 NaeMd

9-4 Same as 9-1 See 9. 1
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

N Name

Failure 
M de-

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Cause

Inherent 
Compensating 

Proviso Cj~f

Effect 
Upon Remarks and 

Other Effects

deener
gized

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails open 

9.6 N.0. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (bot
tom) fails 
open 

-9.7 N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
f-ails 
closed.

9.8 BIC trip 
logic 
buffer

N.O. relay 
K 1.1 con-

Mechanical 
failyre 

mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion

Mechanical 
failure,

tact (bot- :contamina
tom) fails tion 
closed

Same as 9.2

Same as 9.2

No effect on BIC channel 
trip actuation

Same as-9.7

See 9.1

See 9.1

Periodic 
testing

See 9.7

See 9.1 See 9.1 

See 9.1 See 9.1 

The Z con- None 
tact relay 
arrangement 
prevents sin
gle contact.  
failure from 
diabling the 
logic buffer.  

See 9.7 See 9.7

N.C.- relay 
K1.1 con
tacts fail 
(all modes) 

Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails 
closed

Aechanical 
failure

Relay 11.2 Mechanical 
contact failure 
fails 
open

Only.affects test trip 
indication.  

go BIC analog SS A channel 
trip signal is transmitted 
to the digital B subsystem 

BIC analog SS A trip signal 
is transmitted to the 
digital B subsystem

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Channel 
trip alarm

None re
quired

None

Only 2/3 The 2/3 
channels are 
required to 
trio the BIC 
in digital 
subsystem B -

logic in 
digital B 
subsystem is 
modified to 
2/2.

The 2/3 The 2/3 logic 
logic inhi- in digital B 
bits single is modified 
channel to 1/2 
spurious

e

9.9 "

9.10 it

9.11 if

01
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

Failure
No. Name Modeu

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provuision

Effect 
Upon 

ESFA S
Remarks and 
Other Effects

trips.

9.12 " 

9.13 "

10.1 DSP trip 
logic 
buffer

10.2 "1

10.3 BSP trio 
logic 
buffer

Relay 
K 1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed 

Relay 
K1.3 
contact 
fails 
open 

Loss of 
input 
power, 
(module 
inter
locks)

Loss of 
input 
power 
(subsystem 
trip) 

Relay KI.1 
fails 
energized

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Loose 
termina
tion, 
failure 
ir the 
module 
interlock 
string 

Loose 
termina
tion, 
broken 
wire 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

No BIC analog SS A channel Periodic 
trip signal is transmitted testing 
to the digital A subsystem.  

BIC analog SS A channel trip See 9.11 
signal is transmitted to 
the digital A-subsystem.

Relay K1.1 will deenergize 
interrupting -15 V DC power 
supply (from subsystem trip) 
to Relays K1.2 and K1.3.  
These relays deenergize and 
cause an BSP analog SS A 
channel trip.  

Initiates a BSP analog SS A 
channel trip (K1.2 and K1.3 
deenergize).  

The logic buffer will not 
trip if a module in the 
trip channel is with
drawn or when the chan
nel is placed into test 
condition.

Channel trio 
alarm

See 10.1

Test indica
tion at the 
aux relays 
and DS1.0 
lamp in the 
logic buffer 
module is 
dim.

See 9.10 See 9.10 

See 9.11 See 9.11

The 2/3 The 2/3 logic 
logic inhi- is modified to 
bits single 1/2.  
channel 
spurious

See 10.1 See 10.1

Only 2/3 A withdrawn 
channels are 
required to 
trip the may prevent 
FSP channel 
(assuming a 
module is would modify 
withdrawn).  
Testing can
not be 
initiated un
less the 
failure is 
corrected.

module in the 
trip string 

a channel 
trip. This 

the 2/3 logic 
to 2/2.
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
symptoms ani Local Effects Method of 
Includina Denendent Failures Detect inn

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisi on

Effect 
Upon 

ESFA S
Remarks and 
Other Effects

Relay K1.1 will deenergize 
interrupting -15 V DC power 
supply (from subsystem 
trip) to Relays K1.2 and 
K1.3.. These relays deener
gi-ze and cause an BSP 
analog SS A channel 
trip.

Channel trip 
alarm

The 2/3 
logic inhi
bits single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails open

N.0.  
K1. 1 
tact 
tom) 
open

relay 
con
(bot
fails

Mechanical 
failure 

nechanical 
failure

Initiates a BSP channel trip See 10.4

see 10.5 See 10.4

See 10.4 See 10.4

See 10.4 See 10.4

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
closed

N.O. relay 
K1. 1 con
tact (bot 
tom) fails 
closed 

N.C. relay 
K1. 1 con
tacts fail 
(all modes)

10.10 BSP trip 
logic 
buffer

mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina-

Relay K1.2 Mechanical 
contact failure 
fails 
closed

No effect on BSP channel 
trip actuation

See 10.7

Only affects test trip 
indication 

No BSP analog SS A channel 
trip signal is transmitted 
to the digital B subsystem.

Periodic 
testing

See 10.7

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

The Z con- None 
tact relay 
arrangement 
prevents 
single con
tact failure 
to fail the 
logic buffer.  

See 10.7 None 

None required None

Only 2/3 The 2/3 
channels are logic in 
required to digital 
trip the subsystem 
BSP in B is modified 
digital sub- to 2/2.

0

10.vsio Relay 
Othrffct

Relay K1. 1 
fails de
energized

Loose 
termina
t ion

10.5 "

10.6 "

10.7 "

10.8 " 

10.9 "

10.4 "t
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Dett iion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisi~on

Effect 
Upon 

ESFA S
Remarks and 
Other Etfects

Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails open 

Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed

Mechanical 
fai lure 

Mechanical 
failure

Relay K1.3 Mechanical 
contact failure 
fails open

BSP channel trip signal is see 10.1 
transmitted to the digital 
B subsystem.

No BSP analog SS A channel 
trip signal is transmitted 
to the.digital A subsystem.

Periodic 
testing

BSP analog SS A channel trip Channel trip 
signal is transmitted to the indication 
digital A subsystem.

system B.  

See 10.1 See 10.1

Only 2/3 The 2/3 logic 
channels are is digital 8 
required to subsystem is 
trip the modified to 2/2.  
BSP in 
digital sub
system E 
(digital SS A) 

The 2/3 The 2/3 logic 
logic inhi- in digital A 
bits single is modified to 
channel 2/2.  
spurious 
trips 
(digital 
SS A.)

11.1 DSV trip 
logic 
buffer

Loss of 
input 
power 
(module) 

inter
locks)

Loss of 
input 
power 
(subsystem 
trip) 

Relay K1.1 
fails 
energized

Loose 
termina
tion, 
failure 
in the 
module 
interlock 
spring 

Loose 
termina
tion, 
broken wire

Internal 
circuit 
fai lure

Relay K1.1 will deenergize 
interrupting -15 V DC power 
supply (from subsystem 
trip) to relays K1.2 and 
K1.3. These relays deener
gize and cause an BSV 
analog SS A channel trip.

Channel trip 
indication

Initiates a BSV analog SS A See 11.1 
channel trip (K1.2 and K1.3 
deenergize).  

The logic buffer will not Test indi
trip if a module in the trip cation at 
channel is withdrawn or when the test 
the channel is withdrawn or aux relays 
when the channel is placed and DS1.0 
into test condition. in the logic 

buffer module

The 2/3 The 2/3 
logic inhi
bits single 
channel 1/2.  
spurious 
trips 

See 11.1 See 11.1

logic is 
modified to

Only 2/3 A withdrawn 
channels are module in the 
required to trip string may 
trip theBSV prevent a channel 
channel trip. This would 
(assuming a modify the 2/3 

module is logic to 2/2.

Failure 
Md 

10.11 " 

10.12 "

10. 13

11.2 "

11.3

o.us Inl n DpenetFiue epto rvso SAN 

Name

".
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

No. .Name
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Including Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon 

ESFAS
Remarks and 
Other Effects

withdrawn).  
Testing can
not be 
initiated 
unless the 
failure is 
corrected.

11.4 BSV trip 
logic 
buffer

11.5 "

11.6 "1

11.7 "

11.8 "

11.9 "

11. 10 "

Relay K1.1 
fails de
energized 

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails open 

N.O. relay 
KM1.1 con
.tact (bot
tom) fails 
open 

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
closed

N.0. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (bot
tom) fails 
closed 

N.C. relay 
M1.1 con
tact fails 
(all modes) 

Relay K1.2 
contact

Loose 
termina
tion

Mechanical 
failure

See 11.1

Initiates a BSV analog SS A 
channel trip

lechanical See 11.5 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion

No affect on BSV channel 
trip ;actuation

dechanical See 11.7 
failure, 
contamina
tion

Only affects test trip

Mechanical No BSV analog SS A trip 
failure signal is transmitted

See 11.1 

See 11.1

See 11.1

Periodic 
test ing

See 11.7

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

See 11.1 See 11.1 

See 11.1 See 11.1

See 11.1 See 11.1

The Z con- None 
tact relay 
arrangement 
prevents 
a single 
contact fail
ure from 
disabling the 
logic buffer.  

See 11.7 .None

None required None

Only 2/3 The 2/3 logic 
channels are is digital B

0.

is dim

N. . aeMd
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FMEA 
REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE CHANNEL

N. nae
Failure 

4cc1 C s~
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

T1 l1 d D A

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon Remarks and

_ _loe_____ _ gg ______ epen e railus U tLo 1'rovision ESFAS Ot__er Effects

to the digital B subsystem required subsystem is 
to trip modified to 
the BSV 2/2.  
in digital 
subsystem B.

11.11 -" Relay K1,2 
contact 
fails 
open

11.12 " Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails 
closed 

11.13 BSV trip Oelay K1.3 
logic contact 

buffer

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure 
fails open

BSV analog SS A trip signal 
is transmitted to the 
digital B subsystem

No BSV analog SS A trip 
signal is transmitted to 
the digital A subsystem 

BSV analog SS A trip signal 
is transmitted to the 
digital A subsystem

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
test ing 

See 11.11

The 2/3 The 2/3 logic 
logic inhi- is digital B 
bits single is modified to 
channel 1/2.  
spurious 
trips.

See 11.10 See 11.10 

See 11.11 See 11.11

1 1 1 1 1 1

fails 
closed

1 1 1 1



TABLE 5.6-4 (Sheet 1)

F MEA 
BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cas Tncludi~inTD elndeint Faurs

Method of 
Dletect ionl

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESPAS

Femarks arid 
Other Effects

o.- o-- ------- - Detecti

1.1 BWST 
level 
trans
mitter

1.2 BWST 
level 
trans
mitter

Output Sensor 
fails low failure or 

open or 
short or 
internal 
circuit 
failure

Output 
fails high

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Low BWST level signal will 
trip the low level trip bi
stable (producing a channel 
trip). The pretrip alarm 
bistable, and inhibit the 
high level alarm bistable.  

High DWST level signal will 
inhibit the BWST trip chan
nel and trip the high level 
alarm bistable.

Channel trip 
alarm

High level 
alarm annunci
ation and in
terchannel 
comparison.

1.3 See 1.2 Output 
signal 
constant

See 1.2 Constant level signal will 
inhibit the BWST trip 
channel.

1.4 See 1.1 Open sig- Loose The effect of this failure 
nal line terminal is the same as output fails 

low (see 1.1).

1.5 See 1 Signal 
line short 
to ground 

1.6 See 1.2 Hot short 
to sig
nal line

Short 
circuit

Insulation 
or wiring 
fault

The effect of this failure 
is the same as output fails 
low (see 1.1).  

The voltage level will be 
superimposed on the trans
mitter signal and gefierate 
an erroneous signal level.  
In the worst case, BWST 
trip channel A remains 
untripped.

Interchannel 
comparison.

See 1.1 

See 1.1

Interchannel 
comparison

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.2 See 1.2

2.1 24V dc 
power 
supply

Loss of 
output

Loose The effect of this failure 
terminal is the same as output fails 

low (see 1.1).

See 1.1 See 1.1 See 1.1

S

A failure at the 
24v dc instrument 
power supply will 
affect all trip 
channels connected 
to the powef-stp 17

*N Nae

Failure 
M dep

The 2/3 
logic will 
inhibit a 
single 
channel 
trip.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
BWST low 
level 
trip.

7WST trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.  

BWST trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.
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FMEA 
BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prnvision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

2.2 24V dc 
power 
supply 

2.3 24V dc 
power 
supply 

3.1 BWST 
level 
buffer 
amplifier 

3.2 3,WST 
level 
buffer 
amplifier 

3.3 BWST 
level 
buffer 
amplifier

3.4 BWST 
level 
buffer 
amplifier

Off nomi
nal output

See 1.2

Loss of in- Open 
cut power circuit 
supply

Fails to 
low or zero 
output.

Outout 
fails 
high

Erroneous 
output 
signal

Jack J3, 
J4, J5, or 
J6 shorted 
to ground

Open or 
short to 
ground

The pressure transmitter 
will generate erroneous 
output. In the worst case 
BWST channel will be 
inhibited.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as loss of 
output (see 2.1).  

Low BWST level signal will 
trip the low level trip.bi
stable (producing a channel 
trip), the pretrip alarm 
bistable and inhibit the 
high level alarm bistable.

See 1.2 High BWST level signal will 
inhibit the SWST trio chan
nel and trip the high level 
alarm bistable.

See 1.2

Human 
error, 
contami
nation

In the worst case, the BWST 
channel will not trip.

The output signal will he 
shorted to ground. The 
effect of this failure is 
the same as. low input 
signal to trip histable.

see 1.2 

See 1.1 

See 1.1

See 1.2

The high level 
alarm bistable 
and the pretrip 
bistable may 
trip if the 
signal change 
is of suffi
cient magni
tude. The 
failure can 
be detected 
during per
iodic testing 

Periodic 
testing, 
interchannel 
comparison

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.2 See 1.2

See 1.2 See 1.2

See 1.1 See 1.1

No Name
Failure 

Mode -------- --- - - - - - --_.o NaeMd
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FMEA 
BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 
Mode Cause

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Includina Deoendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

3.5 BWST Module 
level interlock 
buffer contact 
amplifier (12-28) 

fails open 

3.6 See 3.5 Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed

Mechanical BWST analog SS A channel 
failure trip.

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit

.No effect during system 
generation.

See 1.1 

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing

see 1.1 See 1.1

None 
required

None

4.1 BWST 
level 
test 
module

4.2 DWST 
level 
test 
module

Switch S1 
fails in 
"operate" 
(#1) 
pos it ion

S1- fails 
to #2 
position

Jams

Jams, 
Human 
error

Unable to test BWST level 
buffer amplifier.

The test interlock circuit 
is actuated when S1 is in 
position 2, 3, 4, or 5.  
This will cause the RWST 
channel to trip.

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
channel 
trip 
operation.  

The EWST 
2/3 logic 
inhibits 
a single

Unable to 
comnplet e 
periodic 
test of the 
BWST level 
channel 
until the 
failure is 
repaired.

Switch positions: 
#1 Operate 
#2 Test Operate 
43 Zero 
44 Ranqe 
#5 Cal. Cut.

The 3WST 
2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified

4.3 See 4.2 S1 fails 
to posi
tions 3, 
4 or 5 

4.4 See 4.1 S2 fails 
to bias 
position

See 4.2, See 4.2

Mechanical 
failure,.  
jams

This is the normal switch 
position. The switch enables 
checking of the buffer 
amplifier internal bias 
supply. Unable to preform 
this check.

See 4.2

See 4.1

See 4.2 See 4.2

See 4.1 See 4.1

0

----------
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FMEA 
BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 
Mod ', CausI

Symptoms and Local Effects 
I l1

Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon:

. Nameent iiures Detection Provision ESFAS Other Effects ----------------------------------------------
4.5 See 4.1 S2 falls 

to 100% 
position

4.6 See 4.1 Loss of 
input 
power

Mechanical 
failure, 
jams

Broken 
wire, 
internal 
failure

The switch circuit is only See 4.1 
enabled during periodic test 
when the channel is tripped 
and S1 is placed in posi
tion 44.

See 4.1 See 4.1

Fail ure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
channel 

trip.  
operation.  
S1 iso
lates S2 
from the 
buffer 

amplifier 
circuit 
d ur in g 
normal 
plant 
operation.  

Module 
only 
actively 
interacts 
with the 
buffer 
amplifier 
during 
periodic 
test. The 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
channel 

trip 
operation.

None

See 4.1

4.7 See 4.1 Test jacK 
short to 
ground

Human 
error, con
tamination

See 4.1 See 4.1 See 4.1 See 4.1

Remarks and
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FMEA 
BORATED WATEF STOPAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Dete- ct-ion Pro~viso S f

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFA~S

Remark:s and 
Other Effects

4.8 See 4.1 Output sig
nal line 
fails open

4.9 See 4.1 Output sig
nal common 
line short 
to ground 

4.10 See 4.2 Test bias 
or cal.  
output 
or normal 
input 
lines 
shorted 
to ground 

5.1 LWST trip Fails to 
bistable reset 

output

5.2 BWST trip Fails to 
bistable tripped 

output

5.3 BWST trip Memory re
bistable set switch 

fails to 
reset .  
position

Broken 
wire

Insulation 
failure 

Insulation 
failure 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

open or a 
short at 
the input

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Any output signal line 
failing open will not 
propagate an effect on the 

buffer amplifier. The 
failure-will impair the 
capability to test the 
buffer amplifier.  

The failure will have no 
effect on the buffer ampli
fier in operation or in test

See 4.1

None

The effect of this failure See 4.2 
is the same as a low 3WST 
level. The low BWST level 
bistable will generate a 
BWST analog SS A channel 
trip.  

The bistable will not ini- Periodic 
tiate a BWST channel A trip. testing 
,Channel A remains untripped.

BWST analog SS A trips.  
The.BWST 2/3 trip logic 
sees one tripped channel.

The memory lamp assembly 
will not indicate that the 
bistable was tripped when 
the conditions of trip are 
removed.

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing

See 4.1 See 4.1

None 
required

None

The BWST The 9WST 
2/3 trip 2/3 trip 
trip logic logic is 
inhibits modified 
a single to 1/2.  
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

Only 2/3 -The 2/3 
channels trip logic 
are reqd is ,modified
to ini- 
tiate the 
BWST sys
tem.  

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
channel.

to 2/2.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

None

Failure
No0. Name MoAe au n -
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FMEA 
BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 
lode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includingq ependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisi n

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Othe Eff t 4

Memory re
set switch 
fails in 
normal 
position.

5.5 See 5.3 State re
set switch 
fails to 
reset 
position 

5.6 See 5..3 State re
set switch 
fails in 
normal 
position.  

5.7 See 5.2 Jack 33.0 
shorted 
to ground 

5.8 See 5.1 Jack J1.0 
shorted 
to ground 

5.9 BWST trip Jack J2.0 
bistable shorted to 

ground

5.10 See 5.2 Module 
interlock 
contact 
(12-28) 
fails open

See 5.3

See 5.3 

See 5.3

Human error 
contami
nation 

Human error 
contami
nation 

Human error 
contami
nation

Unable to reset the memory See 5.3 
lamp assembly when the bi
stable trip-condition no 
longer exists.  

The bistable deadband after See 5.3 
trip is disabled. When the 
input signal falls below the 
trip point, the Listable 
will reset.

The manual reset feature is 
disabled.

The input signal is shorted 
to ground, causing a bi
stable trip.  

The setpoint input is 
shorted to ground, causing 
the bistable to be in 
reset state.  

The effect of this failure 
is the same as 5.5

Mechanical BWST analog SS A channel 
failure trip.

See 5.3

See 5.2 

See 5. 1

See 5.5 

See 5.2

see 5.3 See 5.3

See 5.3 See 5.3 

see 5.3. See 5.3

See 5.2 See 5.2

See. 5. 1 See 5.1

See 5.5 See 5.5

The 2/3 
trip logic 
will in
hibit a 
single 
channel 

spurious 
trip.

BWST trip 
logic is 
modi fied 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.

5.4 See 5.3

_S AProcsis_ __ _ _ ____
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FMEA 
nORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision
-----~---~--------------------

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

hemarks and 
Other Effects

5.11 BWST trip Module 
bistable interlock 

contact 
(12-28) 
fails 
closed 

6.1 Pretrip All modes 
alarm 
bistable 
(Ch A 
only)

7.1 High 
level 
alarm 
bistable 
(Ch A 
only) 

8.1 BWST trip 
logic 
buffer

All modes

Loss of in
put power 
(module 
interlocks)

8.2 See 8.1 Loss of in
put power 
(subsystem 

trip) 

8.3 See 8.1 Relay K1.1 
fails 
energized

Mechanical 
failure, 
short 
circuit

No effect during system 
operation.

No effect on BWST trip 
channel.  

No effect on awST trio 
channel. .

Loose ter
mination, 
failure in 
the module 
interlock 
string 

Loose ter
mination 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

Relay K1.1 will deenergize 
interrupting -15V.dc .power 
supply (from subsystem trip) 
to relays K1.2 and K1.3.  
These relays deenergize and 
.cause a SWST analog SS A 
channel trip.  

.Initiates a BWST channel 
trip (K1.2 and K1.3 
deenergize) 

The logic buffer will not 
trip if a module in the 
trip channel is withdrawn 
or when the channel is 
placed .in test.

Module with
drawal for 
repair or 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
.alarm

See 8.1 

Lamp DS1.0 
lamp in the 
logic buffer 
module is dim

None

None 
required 

None 
required

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

None

None 

None

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

See 8.1 See 8.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
the BWST 
channel 
(assuming 
a module 
is with
drawn).

A withdrawn 
module in 
the trip 
string 
might 
prevent a 
channel 
trip. This 
would modify 
the 2/3 
logic to 2/2

Failure 
- A

us 
ame 

a e
n
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F M EA 
BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of

Inherent 
Compensating 

P vi i
- rI s on AOher UEf s

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

8.4 See 8.1 Relay K1.1 
fails de
energized 

8.5 See 8.. 1 N.O. relay.  
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails open

8.6 See 8.1 4.O.  
K1. 1 
tact 
tom) 
open

relay 
con
(bot
fails

Loose ter
mination 

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Same as 8.1

Same as 8.2. Lamp DS2.0 
is dim.  

Same as 8.2

See 8.1 

See 8.1 

See 8.1

See 8.1 See 8.1 

See 8.1 See 8.1 

See 8.1 See 8.1

8.7 BWST trip 
logic 
buffer

N.O. relay 
K1.1 con
tact (top) 
fails 
closed

8.8 See 8.7 N.O. relay.  
K1. 1 con
tact (bot
tom) fails 
closed 

8.9 See 8.7 N.C. relay 
K1.1 con
tacts (all 
modes)

Mechanical 
failure

See 8.7

See 8.7

No effect on BWST analog 
SS A channel trip actuation 
carability.

Same as 8.7

Only affects test trip 
indication.

Periodic 
testing

See 8.7

See 8.7

The Z con- None 
tact relay 
arrange
ment pre
vents a 
single 
contact 
failure 
from dis
abling the 
logic 
buffer.  

See 8.7 See 8.7

None 
required

None
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FAEA 

DORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL CHANNEL

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of

No. Name Mode ... .Cu ause2/ Inclu n2/e3e

8.10 See 8.7 Relay X1.2 See 8.7 
contact 
fails 
closed

8.11 See 8.7 Relay K1.2 
contact 
fails open

see 8.7

8.12 See 8.7 Relay K1.3 See 8.7 
contact 
fails 
clased

8.13 See 8.7 Relay K1.3 
contact 
fails open.

See 8.7

No 3WST channel trip signal See 8.7 
is transmitted to digital 
SS B.

BWST channel trip signal is 
transmitted to digital SS B.

No BWST channel trip signal 
is transmitted to digital 
SS A.

BWST channel trip signal 
is transmitted to digital 
SS A.

Channel B 
trip alarm

Sce 8.7

Channel trip 
alarm

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 

to trip 
BWST in 
digital 
SS B.  

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to trip 
BWST in 
digital 
SS A.  

The 2/3 
logic 
-inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

Effect 
Apon: Oemarks and 

ESFAS 01her Effects

trip logic 
in digital 

SS B is 
modified 
to 2/2 

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital 
ss B is 
modi fied 
to 1/2.  

The 2/3 trip 
logic in 
digital SS A 
is modified 
to 2/2.  

The 2/3 
logic in 
digital SS 9 
is modified 
to 1/2.

09
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No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Includinq Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Fffect 
Upon: 
PS s

Remarks and 
Olther Eff~:ets

1.1 Dedicated 
digital 
input 
module

1.2 Dedicated 
digital 
input 
module 

1.3 Dedicated 
digital 
input 
module

Loss of in- Loose ter
put power mination

HPI trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

HPI trip, 
output 
fails 
tripped

All outputs fail low causing 
HPI, LPI, BIC, BSP, BSV, 
MSIV and BWST analog 
channel A trips.

Component HPI analog channel A at the 
failure 2/3 logic remains untripped.

Component The HPI 2/3 logic sees 
failure analog channel A trip.

Channel A 
trip alarm

Periodic test
ing. LEDs 
associated with 
this channel 
will be off.  

Channel trip 
alarm. LED 
associated with 
this channel 
will be on.

The 2/3 
logic mo
dules will 
inhibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
trip.  

The 2/3 
logic will 
inhibit a 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
trip logic 
modules are 
modified 
to 1/2.

The 2/3 trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modi fied 
to 1/2.

1.4 See 1.2 LPI trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

1.5 See 1.3 LPI trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

1.6 See 1.2 BIC trip 
output 
fails 
untripped

See 1.2 LPI analog channel A at 
the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.  

See 1.3 The LPI 2/3 loqic sees 
.analog channel A trip.  

See 1.2 BIC analog channel A at 
the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.

See 1.2 

See 1.3 

See 1.2

0 
TABLE 5.6-5 (Sheet 1) 

*t 

. $89

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 1.3 See 1.3 

See 1.2 See 1.2

RPS Other Effects
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*9

Failure
No. - Name Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provisin

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.7 See 1.3 BIC trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

1.8 See 1.2 BSP trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

1.9 See 1.3 BSP trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

1.10 See 1.2 BSV trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

1.11 See 1.3 BSV trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

1.12 See 1.2 MSIV trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

1.13 See 1.3 MSIV trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

1.14 See 1.2 BWST trip 
output 
fails 
untripped

See 1.3 The BIC 2/3 logic sees 
analog channel A trip.  

see 1.2 BSP analog channel A at 
the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.  

See 1.3 The SSP 2/3 logic sees 
analog channel A trip.  

see 1.2 BSV analog channel A at 
the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.  

See 1.3 The BSV 2/3 logic sees 
analog channel A trip.

See 1.2 

See 1'. 3 

See 1.2

MSIV analog channel A at 
the 2/3 loqic remains 
untripped.  

The MSIV 2/3 logic sees 
analog channel A trip.  

Bh-ST analog channel A at 
the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.

0

See 1.3 

see 1.2 

See 1.3 

See 1.2 

See 1.3 

See 1.2 

See 1.3 

See 1.2

0

See 1.3 See 1.3 

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 1.3 See 1.3 

See 1.2 See 1.2 

see 1.-3 See 1.3 

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 1.3 See 1.3 

See 1.2 See 1.2
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&*

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includina Denendent Failures notection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prnvisinn

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and

1.15 see 1.3 BWST trip 
output 
fails 
tripped

2.1 Optical 
trans
mitter #1

see 1.3

Loss of in- Loose 
put power terminal

The BWST 2/3 logic sees 
analog channel A trip.  

HPI, LPI, BIC, BSP, BSV, 
MSIV, and BWST analog 
channels A trip.

See 1.3

Channel A 
trip alarm

See 1.3 See 1.3

The 2/3 
trip logic 
modules 
inhibit 
a- single, 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
trip logic 
modules 
are modified 
to 1/2.

2.2 See 2.1 Input 
failures 
all modes

Signal failures at inputs 
1, 5, 9, 23 correspond to 
failures of dedicated input 
module outputs 1, 2, 3, and 
4. Refer to FMEAs for dedi
cated input module outputs.

2.3 Optical 
trans
mitter 
41 

2.4 Optical 
trans
mitter 
41

HPI trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

HPI trip 
output 
fails 
tripped

Component HPI analog channel A at 
failure the 2/3 logic remains 

untripped

Component The HPI 2/3 logic module 
failure sees analog channel A trip.

Local 
indication

Channel trip 
alarm

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
trip.  

The 2/3 
logic will 
inhibit 
a single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
is modified 
to 2/2.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

2.5 See 2.3 LPI trip 
output 
fails 
untripped

See 2.3 LPI analog channel A at 
the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.

See 2.3 See 2.3 See 2.3

RTIS Other Effects
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**

F 

No. Name
ailure 
mode

2.6 See 2.4 LPI trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

2.7 See 2.3 BIC trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

2.8 See 2.4 BIC trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

2.9 See 2.3 BSP trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

2.10 See 2.4 BSP trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

2.11 See 2.4 HPI, LPI, 
RIC or BSP 
outputs 
fail off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fail 
constant 

(DC)

3.1 Optical 
traps
mitter 
#2

Loss of in
put power

Inherent Effect 

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of Compensating Upon: Remarks and 

Cause .IncludingDependent Failures Detection Provision PPS --- OtherEffects

see 2.4 The LPI 2/3 logic sees 
analog channel A trip.

See 2.3 BIC analog channel A at 

the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped.

See 2.4 The BIC 2/3 logic module 
sees analog channel A trip.  

see 2.3 DSP analog channel A at 

the 2/3 logic remains 
untripped..  

See 2.4 The BSP 2/3 logic module 
sees analog channel A trip.  

Channel A dedicated output 

module will detect of f 
nominal/constant signal at 

its input and outputs trip 
signals to the 2/3 logic 
modules.  

Loose The BSV, MSIV, and BWST 
terminal analog actuation channels 

A trip.

See 2.4 

See 2.3 

See 2.4 

See 2.3 

See 2.4 

See 2.4 

Channel A 
trip alarm

See 2.4 See 2.4 

See 2.3 See 2.3

See 2.4 See 2.4

See 2.3 See 2.3 

See 2.4 See 2.4

The 2/3 logic 

inhibits 
a single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

The 2/3 logic 

inhibits 
single.  
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 trip logic 

is modified 
to 1/2.  

2/3 logic 
modules are 
modified to 1/2.
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* **

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

3.2

3.3

3.4 Optical 
trans
mitter.  
#2

3.5 Optical 
trans
mitter 
#2

Input.  
failures 
all modes 

BSV trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

BSV trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

MSIV trip 
output 
fails 
untripped

3.6 See 3.4 MSIV trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

3.7 See 3.5 BWST trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

3.8 See 3.4 BEST trip 
output 
fails 
tripped

Signal failures at input 1, 
2, 3 COPRESPOND TO FAILURES 
,of dedicated input module 
outputs 5, 6, 7- .  

Component 3SV analog actuation 
failure chanr.el A at the 2/3 

logic remains untripped 

Component The BSV 2/3 logic module 
failure sees analog channel A trip.

Component MSIV analog actuation 
failure channel A at the 2/3 

logic remains untripped

See 3.4 

See 3.5 

See 3.4

The MSIV 2/3 logic module 
sees analog channel A trip.  

BkST analog actuation 
channel A at the 2/3 
logic remains untripped 

The BWST 2/3 logic modules 
sees analog channel A trip.

Periodic 
testing

Channel trip 
alarm

Periodic 
testing 

See 3.4 

See 3.5 

See 3.4

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for trip 
actuation 

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for trip 
actuation.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.  

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.

See 3.4 See 3.4 

See 3.5 See 3.5 

See 3.4 see 3.4

Failure 
ModeM %I _

No 

Name
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**

Symptoms and Local Effects method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
i i

No. Name mode Cause Including DepentUD etP v n niLL- Effects

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and

3.9 See 3.4 BSV, MSIV, 
or BWST 
output 
fails off 
nominal 
frequency 
or fails 
constant 
(CC)

See 3.4 Channel A dedicated output See 3.4 
module detects off-nominal/ 
constant signal at its in
put, and provides trip sig
nal to trip BSV or MSIV or 
BWST channel A.

4.1 Optical 
receiver 
module 
#1 

4.2 Optical 
receiver 
module 
#1

Loss of 
power 
supply 

Loss of 
.output 
optical 
signal 
at J1

4.3 See 4.2 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at J2 

4.4 See 4.2 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at J3

Loose The dedicated digital output 
terminal module will detect off nomi

nal or constant frequency 
inputs and outputs trip 
signals to digital output 
driver module HPI, LPI, BIC 
and.BSP trips.

Component 
failure or 
loose op
tical ter
mination 
or opti
cal cable 
failure

Channel A 
trip alarm

HPI analog actuation channel Channel A 
.A tripped. trip alarm

See 4.2 LPI analog actuation 
channel A tripped.  

See 4.2 BIC analog actuation 
channel A tripped.

See 4. 2 

See 4.2

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
a single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

The 2/3 
logic 
inhiLits 
.a sing le 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
logic 
modules 
are modified 
.to 1/2.  

The 2/3 
logic 
modules 
are modified 
to 1/2.

See 4.2 See 4.2 

See 4.2 See 4.2

0

Failure

Sep 3.4 see 3.4
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No. Name
Failure 

Mggg Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Includi r.f~n~n-Fi1t

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 

M~ ~ ~ i 4

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

_ _____ _ s______ o (Al O U.ts

4.5 See 4.2 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at J4 

4.6 See 4.2 Loss of 
output 
signals

5.1 Optical 
receiver 
module 
#2

Loss of 
power 
supply

See 4.2 BSP analog actuation 
channel A tripped.  

See 4.2 Same effect as loss of 
input signals. See 4.2-4.5 

Component The outputs of the optical 
failure receiver #2 will be in the 

tripped state.-

See 4.2 

See 4.2

Channel A 
trip alarm

See 4.2 See 4.2 

See 4.2 See 4.2

The 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
logic 
modules are 
modified 
to 1/2.

5.2 See 5.1 Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at J2

5.3 See 5. 1 

5.4 See 5.1

6.1 Dedicated 
digital 
output 
module

Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at J2 

Loss of 
input 
optical 
signal 
at J3 

Loss of 
dc input 
power

Component 
failure, 
loose op
tical ter
mination, 
or cable 
failure

BSV analog actuation 
channel A tripped.

See 5.2 MSIV analog actuation 
channel A tripped.  

See 5.2 BWST analog actuation 
channel A tripped.

Loose ter
mination

HPI, LPI, BIC, BSP, BSV, 
MSIV, and BWST analog 
channels A remain un
tripped.

See 5.1

See 5.1 

See 5.1

Periodic 
test ing

See 5.1 See 5.1

See 5.1 See 5.1 

See 5.1 See 5.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for trip 
actuation.

,The trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 2/2.

0
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as

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
-il t ti ,.~. ~-,4

Inherent 
Compensating 

P i; i

Effect 
Upon: 
PS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects

No. Name mode - Cause Incluuing DepenentL. u De _ _ -PS nte Efet

6.2 Dedicated 
digital 
output 
module

HPI trip 
output 
fails 
tripped

Component HPI analog actuation 
failure channel A trips.

Channel A 
trip alarm

The 2/3 
trip logic 
module 
inhibits 
a single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.

The 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 1/2.

6.3 See 6.1 HPI trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

6.4 See 6.2 LPI trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

6.5 See 6;.1 LPI trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

6.6 See 6.2 BIC trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

6.7 See 6.1 BIC trip 
output, 
fails 
untripped 

6.8 See 6.2 BSP trip 
output 
fails 
tripped

Component HPI analog actuation 
failure channel A remains un

tripped.  

See 6.2 LPI analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

Component LPI analog actuation 
failure channel A remains un

tripped.  

See 6.2 BIC analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

Component BIC analog actuation 
failure channel A remain un

tripped.  

See 6.2 BSP analog actuation 
channel A trips.

See 6.1 

See 6.2 

See 6.1 

See 6.2 

See 6.1 

See 6.2

Failure

See 6.1 See 6.1 

See 6.2 See 6.2 

See 6.1 See 6.1 

See 6.2 See 6.2 

See 6.1 See 6.1 

see 6.2 see 6.2
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*s

No. Name

Failure 
M~ode

symptoms and Local Effects 
Incluiding Dependent Failures

Inherent 

Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision'

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.9 See 6. 1 BSP trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

6.10 see 6.2 BSV trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

6. 11 See 6.1 BSV trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

6.12 see.6.2 MSIV trip 
output 
fails 
tripped 

6.13 See 6.1 MSIV trip 
output 
fails 
untripped 

6.14 See 6.2 BWST trio 
.output 

6.15 See 6.1 BWST trip 
output 
fails 
untripped

7.1 Digital 
output 
driver

Loss of in
put power

Component BSP analog actuation chan-.  
failure nel A remains untripped.  

See 6.2 BSV Analog actuation 
channel A trips.

Component 
failure

see 6.2

BSV analog actuation chan

nel A remains untripped.  

MSIV analog actuation 
channel A trips.

Component MSIV analog actuation chan
failure nel A remains untripped.

See 6.2

Component 
failure 

Open or a 
short to 
ground

BWST analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

BWST analog actuation chan
nel A remains untripped.  

All of the output relays 
remain deenergized. The 
2/3 logic module channel 
A inputs will be un
tripped.

See 6.1 

See 6.2

See 6.1

See 6.2 

See 6.1 

See 6.2 

See 6.1

Periodic 
testing

See 6.1 See 6.1 

See 6.2 See 6.2

See 6.1 See 6.1

See 6.2 See 6.2 

See 6.1 See 6.1 

See 6.2 See 6.2 

see 6.1 See 6.1

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to ini
tiate a 
channel 
trip.

The 2/3 
logic 
modules are 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

.o _am Moeic1itinyD nn tFiue
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** 
*s*

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
pPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

No. N ame Mode ause n p -L:

7.2 See 7.1 All inputs 
fail un
tripped or 
tripped 

7.3 See 7.1 N.O. relay 
X1 contact 
fails open

7.4 Digital 
output 
driver

N.O. relay 
K1 contact 
fails 
closed

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation 

Mechanical 
failure, 
contami
nation

The effect of these failures 
is the same as for dedicated 
digital output module output 
failures.  

HPI analog actuation chan
nel A remains untripped.

HPI analog actuation 
channel A trips.

See 7.1

Channel trip 
alarm

See 7.1 see 7.1

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.

7.5 See 7. 4 N.O. relay See 7.4 
-K2 contact 
fails open 

7.6 See 7.4 N.0. relay See 7.4 
K2 contact 
fails 
closed

7.7 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K3 contact 
fails open 

7.8 See 7.4 N.0. relay 
K3 contact 
fails 
closed 

7.9 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K4 contact 
fails open

See 7.4 

See 7.4 

See 7.4

LPI analog actuation chan
nel A remains untripped.  

LPI analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

BIC analog actuation chan
nel A remain untripped.  

BIC analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

BSP analog actuation chan
nel.A remains untripped.

See 7. 1 

See 7.4 

See 7.1 

See 7.4 

See 7.1

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See .7.4 See 7.4 

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See 7.4 See 7.4 

See 7.1 See 7.1

S

Failure
C-
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No- Name
Failure 
Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Incluiiin De e~ndent Fail s ii

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Oth) E:ff t

7.13 See 7.4 N.O. relay.  
K4 contact 
fails 
closed 

7.11 See 7.4 N.0. relay 
K5 contact 
fails open 

7.12 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K5 contact 
fails 
closed 

7.13 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K6 contact 
fails open 

7.14 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K6 contact 
fails 
closed 

7.15 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K7 contact 
fails open 

7.16 See 7.4 N.O. relay 
K7 contact 
fails 
closed

See 7.4 

See 7.4 

See 7.4 

See 7.4 

See 7.4 

See 7.4 

See 7.4

BSP analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

DSV analog actuation chan
nel remains untripped.  

BSV analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

MSIV analog actuation chan
nel A remains untripped.  

MSIV analog actuation 
channel A trips.  

BWST analog actuation chan
nel A remains untripped.  

BWST analog actuation 
channel A trips.

See 7.4 

See 7.1 

See 7.4 

See 7.1 

See 7.4 

See 7.1 

See 7.4

See 7.4 See 7.4 

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See 7.4 See 7.4 

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See 7.4 See 7.4 

See 7.1 See 7.1 

See 7.4 See 7.4

god Deeto erviio ecs
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
D t ti;

Inherent 
Compensating

No. Name Mode Cause Including Dependent fai lure

1.1 Trip log- Channel A 
ic nodule input 

fails 
untripped

Channel A 
input 
fails 
tripped

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6

1.7 Tr 
lo 
mo

it Channel B 
input 
fails 
untripped 

Channel B 
input 
fails 
tripped 

Channel C 
input 
fails 
untripped 

Channel C 
input 
fails 
tripped 

ip Short, 
gic across 
dule Channel A

open cir
cuit at 
the input

Trip logic switching relay 
K1.O and indicator relay 

K1.5 remain deenergized.  
Relay contacts K1.0 in the 
2/3 logic configuration 
remain open. Indicator 
relay contact K1.5 also 
remains open resulting in 
indicator light to be 
"dim."

Short to Trip logic switching relay 
ground K1.0 and indicator relay 

K1.5 are energized. Relay 
contacts K1.0 in the 2/3.  
logic configuration close..  
Indicator relay contact 
K1.5 closes and the indi
cator is in "bright."

See 1.1 The effect of this failure 
is the same as in 1.1 
(relays K2.0 and K2.5 re
main deenergized) 

See 1.2 Same as 1.2 (relays K2.0 
and K2.5 energized).  

See 1.1 Same as 1.1 (relays K3.0 
and K3.5 deenergized).  

See 1.2 Same as 1.2 (relays K3.0 
and K3.5 energized).  

Insulation During normal operation a 
failure, short across two inputs has 

.human error no effect. However, if

Periodic only 2/3 
testing channels 

are re

quired 
to actu
ate 

channel 
1A trip 

A channel trip The 2/3 
is annunciated logic 
at the digital will in
indicating hibit a 
panel. A single 
channel trip is channel 
also indicated spurious 
at the logic trip.  
trip module 
panel with a 
LED

See 1.1 

See 1.2 

See 1.1 

See 1.2 

Preoperational 
system checkout.  
If the short is

Effect 
Upon: 
R PR

is modif ied 
from 2/3 to 
2/2

Remarks and 
other Effects 

Identical trip 
logic modules are 
used in ch 1A, 2A, 

3A, 4A, 5A, 6A, 
7A and 1B-7B. Ch 
8B and Ch 9B are 
analyzed in Table 
A- Z.

Trip logic 
is modified 
from 2/3 to 
1/2.

see 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.2 See 1.2 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.2 See 1.2

None A trip 
signal at 
either of

Periodic test of 
the trip relays K1.0, K(2.0, K3.0

0

1.2
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

No~ Na~me
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

TCs I l di D d t I

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

g p en aame M S OAj-4LC uresj et on Provision I nrc Other Effects

and B 
inputs

Short 
across 
channels A 
and C in
puts 

Short 
across 
channels B 
and C in
puts 

Short be
tween chan
nel A, B 
and C in
puts 

Loss of 
-15V 
dc power

either of the two channel 
inputs trip, the trip 
logic module will provide, 
a trip signal to the unit 
control modules associ
ated with that trip logic 
module. If the short is 
to ground, the 2/3 trip 
logic module will trip.  

See 1.7 Same as 1.7 

See 1.7 Same as 1.7

See 1.7

Loose. ter
mination

Same as 1.7

The switching and indi
cator relays are disabled.  
If a trip signal is re
ceived at the trip logic 
module, module will not 
trip.

not detected 
during preopera
tional system 
checkout, failure 
cannot be 
detected without 
tripping that 
channel.

See 1.7 

See 1.7 

See 1.7

Upon loss of 
-15V dc power 
supply, channel 
A, B and C trip 
enable lights 
(D4.0, D55.0, 
D56.0) go off.  
Also the analog 
channel A, B, 
and C trip 
indicators on 
the digital 
indicating 
panel change 
from dim to 
off .

the two 
input or a 
short to 
ground will 
initiate a 
ch 1A trip.

with switches 
S1-S5 will produce 
a 2/3 trip logic 
module trip.

See 1.7 See 1.7 

See 1.7 See 1.7 

See 1.7 See 1.7

Redundant 
digital 
subsystem 
B 2/3 
trip 
logic 
module.

The digital 
system 
logic is 
modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1.

Disables the test trip During testing Only

1.8 

1.9 

1.10

1.11

Trip 
logic 
module

1.12 to Switch Switch None.
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

No~ N'ame
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includina Dependent Failures

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPs

Remarks and 
Other Effects

55.0 
fails in 
normal 
(off) 
position

"I Switch 
S5.0 
fails in 
test posi
tion (on)

failure, capabilities of the module 
jams using switches S1 - S5.

Human 
error, 
jams

Affect testing of channels 
A, B and C.

of the module 
failure will 
be detected 
LED DS13.0 
remains off

Failure can be 
detected during 
logic trip 
module testing 
by changing 
position of 
switches S1.0, 
S2.0, and S3.0.  
LED DS13.0 is 
on indicating 
that S5.0 is 
in test 
position.

the test
ing of 2/3 
logic is 
affected.  
Partial 
test of 
the logic 
module 
can be 
performed.  

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
trip logic 
module.

1.14 Switch 
S1.0 fails 
in normal 
position 

1.15 Switch 
S1.0 fails 
in test 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Swtich 
failure, 
jams, 
human-.  
error

Trip circuitry associated 
with channel A (switching 
relay K1.0 and indicator 
relay K1.5) cannot be 
completely tested. Trip 
logic operation is not 
affected.  

The -15V dc power supply 
is connected to channel 
A trip relay and discon
nected from channel B 
and C trip relays. Only 
channel A can be ener
gized. Channels B and 
C cannot trip.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

See 1.13 None

A trip 
can be 
initiated 
with the 
2/3 trip 
logic in 
digital 
subsystem 
B.

The digital 
subsystem 
logic is 
,modified is .  
1/1.

1.16 Trip 
logic 
module

Switch 
S2.0 fails 
in normal

See 1.14 The effect of this failure 
is similar to 1.14 except 
channel B switching and

Periodic 
testing

See 1.13 None

09

1.13 None

.o Naemd
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FEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures De tetin

Inherent 
Compensating 
Provi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effects~

position

1.17 Switch 
S2.0 fails 
in test 
position 

1.18 Switch 
S3.0 fails 
in normal 
position 

1.19 Swtich 
S3.0 fails 
in test 
position 

1.20 Switch 
S4.0 fails 
in normal 
position 

1.21 Switch 
S4.0 fails 
in test 

1.22 Switch 
S6.0 fails 
in normal 
position

indicator relays are 
affected during testing.  

See 1.15 The -15V dc power supply 
is connected to channel B 
trip relay and disconnected 
from channel A and C trip 
relays. Only channel B can 
be energized. Channels A 
and C cannot trip.  

See 1.14 The effect of this failure 
is similar to 1.14 except 
channel C switching and 
indicator relays are 
affected during testing.  

See 1.15 The -15V dc power supply 
is connected to channel C 
trip relay and discon
nected from channel A and 
B trip relays. Only 
channel C can be energized.  
Channels A and B cannot 
trip.  

See 1.14 No effect during normal 
operation. During trip 
logic module testing, 
testing will be affected 
when S5.0 is placed in 
mode in order to test the 
switching and indicator 
relays. Unable to test 
for shorts at the 2/3 
trip logic.  

See 1.15 No effect on normal 
operation.

See 1.15 

See 1.14 

See 1.15 

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

See 1.14 Unable to test for shorted Periodic 
inputs and DS11.0 indicating testing 
circuit which indicates.  
the state of manual trip 
relay coil K4.0.

See 1.15 See 1.15 

See 1.13 None 

See 1.15 None

See 1.13.  
This 
failure 
does not 
affect 
normal 
operation.

None

See 1.13 None

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual

None

Provision RPS Other Effects
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
T se A4 nI cl di De d t i.es

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
Det- c4 4 - i nsio

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Effectsa

operation 
of the 
logic trip 
module

1.23 Switch 
S6.0 fails 
in test 
position

See 1.15 Manual trip capability is 
disabled. Relay K4.0 will 
not energize.

Periodic 
testing.  
Manual test 
lamp DA11.0 
is on.

1.24 Trip 
logic 
module

Switch 
S7.0 fails 
in normal 
position

1.25. Switch 
S7.0 fails 
in test 
position

See 1.14 The effect of this failure 
is the same as for 1.22 
(DS12.0 and relay coil 

K5.0).  

See 1.15 Same effect as in 1.23.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing.  
Manual test 
lamp DS12.0 
is on.

See 1.22 See 1.22

See 1.23 See 1.23

Relay K4.0 
deener
gized or 
contact 
open 

Relay K4.0 
energized 
or contact 
closed 

Relay K5.0 
deener
gized or 
contact 
open

Mechanical 
failure, 
open 
circuit 

Mechanical 
failure, 
internal 
circuit 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
open 
circuit

Manual trip capability is 
disabled. Both relays, 
K4.0 and K5.0, have to be 
energized for a manual 
trip.  

Contact K4.0 in the manual 
trip logic closes. However, 
it will not produce a 
manual trip, since K5.0 is 
open.  

The effect of this failure 
is similar to'1.26. Replace 
K4.0 with K5.0.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

See 1.23 See 1.23 

Both None 
relays 
K4.0 and 
K5.0 con
tacts 
have to 
close to 
cause a 
2/3 logic 
trip.  

See 1.26 See 1.26

No Nme

Failure 
Mo nA

NoneFailure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation 
of the 
module.

1.26 

1.27 

1.28
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No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

1.29 Relay K5.0 
energized 
or con
tact 
closed 

1.30 Relay K6.0 
energized 
or open 
contact

Mechanical 
failure, 
internal 
circuit 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure, 
internal 
circuit 
failure

The effect of this failure Periodic 
is similar to 1.27. Replace testing 
K4.0 with K5.0.

Open contact K6.0 inter
rupts vital ac power in 
the latch-reset loop 
(K7.0, K6.0, K2.0). This 
will reset the trip logic 
module if the trip condi
tion is removed.

Local indica
tion (result 
lamp DS10.0)

See 1.27 See 1.27

Digital 
subsystem 
B is not 
affected 
by this.  
failure

The 2/3 
trip logic 
module 
contact in 
digital 
subsystem 
B must 
remain 
latched 
in.

1.31 Trip 
logic 
module

1.32 Trip 
logic 
module

1.33

Relay K6.0 
deener
gized or 
closed

Relay K7.0 
contact at 
terminal 
3-B open

of Relay K7.0 
contact at 
terminal 
3-B

Mechanical 
failure, 
open cir
cuit

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

Disables trip logic reset 
capability through reset 
switch.

Trip signal will not latch 
in. When the trip condition 
is removed, trip signal 
will reset automatically.

A trip signal is present on 
the trip bus input to the.  
unit control modules.

Periodic 
testing or 
during reset 
operation.

Periodic 
testing

Spurious 
trip of 2/3 
trip logic 
module

When 
relay 
K7.0 de
energizes 
the trip 
bus out
put will 
reset 
(Latch 
circuit 
can be 
disabled 
through 
logic 
test 
module).  

only 
digital 
subsystem 
A is 
affected.

The 
module 
can be 
reset

None

Digital 
subsystem 

is in 1/1 
logic.  

Dig. SS B 
must remain 
in latch.  

Spurious 
actuation 
of devices 
connected

0 
TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 6) 
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Includina Denendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Proiion

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Other Effects

closed

1.34 Relay K7.0 Mechanical Manual bus cannot be 
contact at failure energized.  
terminal 
3-L open

1.35 Relay K7.0 Mechanical 
contact at failure 
terminal 
3-L closed

1.36 -Vital bus 
input 
fails to 
supply 
power to 
the trip 
bus 

.1.37 " Trip bus 
output 
fails low

Energizes manual bus.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Loose The 2/3 logic trip function Loss of power 
terminal is disabled. Unit control indication 

modules will be in un
- tripped state.

See 1.36 The-unit .control modules 
associated with this 2/3 
trip logic module will be 
in untripped state.

Periodic 
testing

with the 
reset 
switch 
or 
through 
logic 
test 
module.  

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation.  
Manual 
latching 
function 
inside 
the unit 
control 
modules 
is 
disabled.  

Failure 
does. not 
impair 
automatic 
operation 
of the 
digital 
logic.  

only 
Digital 
Channel 
A 2/3 
logic 
module 
is 
affected.

to the unit 
control 
modules.  

Manual 
latching 
function 
inside the 

unit control 
modules is 
disabled.

The digital 
SS is 
modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1.

See 1.36 See 1.36

*

Failure 
uod A

0 0

Provision RPS Other Effects.
No 

Name
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No Name
Failure 

Konde
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provsio .;_

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Othe Effcts

1.38 Test bus 
output, 
fails low

1.39 Trip 
logic 
module,

1.40 

1.41

Manual 
bus fails 
low

Relay.K7.0 
fails 
energized 

Relay K7.0 
fails 
deener
gized

Loose Disables testing of the 
termination unit control modules.  

Loose Disatles manual latching 
termination function inside the unit 

control modules. Unable to 
manually control (inhibit).  
the actuation of the con
trolled device.  

Internal Relay K7.0.is used for 
circuit latching a trip signal to 
failure the trip bus. An energized 

relay K7.0 will cause the 
trip bus to energize.  

Open The 2/3 trip logic output 
circuit, will not latch in when the 
loose trip condition is removed.  
termination

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

spurious 2/3 
trip logic 
module actua
tion.  

Periodic 
testing

No effect 
on auto
matic 
operation.  

No effect 
on auto
matic or 
manual 
initiation 
of a 
channel 
trip.  

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
module 
can be 
reset 
with the 
manual 
reset 
button.  

Redundant 
digital 
SS B 2/3 
trip 
logic 
module 
is not 
affected 
by the 
failure.

None

None 

Spurious 
actuation 
of unit 
control 
modules 
which are 
connected 
to the 
2/3 logic 
trip module.  

When the 
trip condi
tion is 
removed, the 
controlled 
devices in 
the digital 
SS A trip 
channel 
will lose 
actuation 
signal.  
Digital SS 
B provides 
the required 
function.

Relay K7.0 
contact at 
terminal S 
fails

Mechanical This contact connects the 
failure logic test module input to 

the manual bus. Manual bus 
cannot be energized unless

0 
TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 8) 

FREA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

1.42 Periodic 
testing

NoneFailure 
doesn't 
impair 
automatic

r

_
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

No Name
Failure 

Modie
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent Effect 
Compensating Upon: 

Proviisinn RPS
Remarks and 

Other Effects

the logic test module 
rotary switch is in 
position 7.

1.43 Relay K7.0 
contact at 
terminal S 
fails open

mechanical 
failure

Manual bus cannot be ener
gized through logic test 
module. Unable to test the 
unit control module 
latching circuit.

Periodic 
testing

1.44 Relay K8.0 
deener
gized.

1.45 Relay K8.0 
fails 
energized

1..46 N.C. relay 
K8.0 con
tact fails 
open 

1.47 Relay K9.0 
fails 
energized

Open Relay K8.0 is used for 
circuit testing. This relay is 

energized when the logic 
test switch is in posi
tions 8 or 9. Unable to 
transfer control of relay 
K7.0 in the trip logic 
module from the trip bus 
to the test.bus.

Logic 
test 
switch 
failure

Mechanical 
failure, 
contamina
tion 

Internal 
circuit 
failure

N.C. relay K8.0 contact 
opens and deenergizes relay 
K7.0, disabling trip logic 
module latch function.
When trip condition is 
removed, the trip logic 
module will reset. The 
N.O. relay K8.0 contact 
closes, connecting test 
bus to relay K7.0 coil.  
However, since relay 
K9.0 is deenergized, no 
effect will be seen at the 
test bus.  

Disables trip logic module
latching function.  

Relay K9.0 contact closes 
and connects 118 vital ac 
to the test bus. No 
effect on the unit control 
module (relay K1.1 contact

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
trip logic 
module.  

Digital 
subsystem 
B is suf
ficient 
to carry 
out re
quired 
action.

None

The digital 
subsystem B 
logic must 
remain 
latched 
after trip 
condition is 
removed.

See 1.45 See 1.45 -

None 
required

None

0

closed operation 
of the 
trip 
channel.

See 1.42 None

0

. 0 aeMd
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Faiue Dtcin

Inherent 
Compensating 

Drovi sion

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

Relay K9.0 
fails 
deener
gized

2.1 Manual 
trip con
tact buf
fer

Loss of 
power 
supply

Relay K1.0 
contact 
25-26 
fails 
open 

Relay K2.0 
contact 
5-6 fails 
open 

Relay K1.0 
contact 
25-26 
fails 
closed

Internal 
circuit 
failure

open).  

Unable to connect 118V 
vital ac to the test bus 
during periodic test.

Loose Inhibits initiation of 
termination a manual trip.

Mechanical 
failure-

See 2.2

See 2.2

Manual trip relay E4.0 
cannot be energized 
(See 2.1).  

Manual trip relay K5.0 
cannot be energized 
(See 2.1).  

Relay K4.0 will remain 
energized.

Periodic 
testing 

Local indica
tion

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing and 
local indica
tion

Failure 
does not 
impair 
manual 
or auto
matic 
operation 
of the 
digital 
subsystem.  

Automatic 
trip 
logic 
unit 
function 
affected.

The failure 
must be 
repaired 
before per
iodic test 
can be 
performed.  

None

See 2.1 None

See 2.1 None

Both 
manual 
trip 
relays 
must be 
energized 
to cause 
a trip.

None

Relay K2.0 
contact 
5-6 fails 
closed

See 2.2 Relay K5.0 will remain 
energized.

Periodic 
testing and., 
local 
indication

See 2.4 None

This failure does not Periodic

Failure 
Mod A

1.48

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

Cause Includina Denendent Failures Detection RVQ 0*1-e- Effects.
No 

Name

2.6 Manual Relay E1.0 See 2.2 None - None
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
No. name Mode Cause nncJud.Lnq epen K a JC te-oz. ----- Oh Effects

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Ot-her Efet

trip 
tact 
fer

con- contact 
buf- 21-22 

fails open

Relay K1.0 
contact 
21-22 
fails 
closed 

Relay K2.0 
contact 
8-9 fails 
open 

Relay K2.0 
contact 
8-9 fails 
closed 

Switch 
S1.0 fails 
in normal 
position 

"' Switch 
S1.0 fails 
in test 
position 

Switch 
S2.0 fails 
in normal 
position

2.13 Switch 
S2.0 fails 
in test 
position

see 2.2 

See 2.2 

See 2.2 

Switch
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams, human 
error

interfere with normal 
operation of the manual 
trip switch.  

See 2.6

See 2.6

See 2.6

See 2.6

Relay K1 will deenergize.

See 2. 10 See 2.6.  
K2.0.  

See 2.11 See 2.6

Cannot test relay

testing 

See 2.6

see 2.6

See 2.6

See 2.6

See 2.6.

See 2.6

See 2.6

required

See 2.6 See 2.6 

See 2.6 See 2.6 

See 2.6 See 2.6 

See 2.6 See 2.6

See 2.6 See 2.6

See 2.6 

See 2.6

See 2.6

See 2.6

3.1 Reset 
contact 
buffer

Loss of Loose 
power termination

Relay contacts K1.0 and 
K2.0 will be opened and 
reset relay K6.0. remains 
deenergized.

Contact 
buffer lamp 
DS1.0 turns 
off

0

Failure

2.7 

2.8 

2.9 

2.10

2.11

2.12

NoneFailure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
or manual 
trip.
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Prov4 iinl

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and 

Ot4her E*ffectsc

3.2 Reset 
contact 
buffer

3.3

3.4 

3.5

3.6

Relay K1.0 
contact 
fails open 

Relay K1.0 
contact 
fails 
closed

Relay K2.0 
contact 
fails open 

Reset K2.0 
contact 
fails 
closed 

Switch 
S1 fails 
in normal 
position 

S1 fails 
to test 
position 

S2 fails 
in normal 
position 

"I S2 fails 
to test 
position

3.7

3.8 

3.9

4.1 Manual 
trip push 
button 
switch

Switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure 

Switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams, hu
man error 

switch 
failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams, hu
man error

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Reset relay K6.0 remains 
deenergized. Actuation of 
manual reset P.B. will 
not reset the trip logic.  

Actuation of manual reset 
P.B. will reset the trip 
logic.

Same as 3.2 

Same as 3.3

Unable to test relay K1.0.  
No effect on reset 
operation.  

Normally energized relay 
K1.0 deenergizes. No 
effect on reset operation.  

Unable to test relay K2.0.  
No effect on reset opera
tion.  

Normally deenergized relay 
K2.0 is energized. No 
effect on reset operation 
since K2.0 contact is 
open when reset P.B. is 
in normal position.  

Manual trip cannot be 
initiated.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing 

See 3.2 

See 3.3

Periodic 
testing

Local indica
tion

Periodic 
testing

DS2.0 inside 
the contact 
buffer turns 
on

..Periodic 
testing

See 3.1 None

None 
required

None

See 3.1 None

None 
required 

None 
required 

None 
required 

None 
required 

None 
required

This 
failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation

None

None

None

None 

None

None

Failure 
Mode

. P Other EffectsU W
No 

Name
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
cause Includina Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

ProvisCion

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

.Remarks and 
Other Effects

of the 
trip 
logic 
module.

4.2 Manual 
trip 
push
button 
switch

Switch 
fails to 
trip posi
tion

Switch 
failure, 
jams hu
man error

Manual trip relays K4.0 
and K5.0 will energize and 
cause a trip.

Trip annuncia
tion

None The unit 
control 
modules 
transmit 
actuation 
signals 
to devices 
associated 
with this 
trip 
channel.

5.1 Manual 
reset 
push
button 
switch

Switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Manual reset capability 
is disabled

5.2 See 5.1 Switch 
fails to 
reset 
position

Switch 
failure, 

. jams, hu
man error

The reset relay K6.0 will 
be energized. This failure 
will have no effect if 
trip condition is present.  
However if trip condition 
is removed, the trip logic 
module will reset. (Relay 
K6.0 open contact inter
rupts latching circuit).

Periodic 
testing 
local 
indication

Digital 
trip 
channel 
B will 
provide 
backup.

The digital 
system 
logic is 
modified to 
1/1 if trip 
conditions 
are removed.

6.1 Logic Loss of Broken 
test 118 V AC wire

Logic test module is "On Test" 
disabled. light DS1.0

This The failure Logic test rotary 
failure must be switch positions

Failure 
M oA

Periodic 
testing

NoneThe 2/3 
trip 
logic 
can be 
manually 
reset by 
simultan
eously 
depres
sing 
contact 
tuffer 
test 
switches 
S1 and 
S2.

Provision BPS Other Effects. M
No 

Name
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mod nt Cause ~ Symptoms and Local Effects 
IncludAin De de t- F il1

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

goe nm a ures ec on rov sion nra ther Mects

module power is on does not 
affect 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
digital 
trip 
channel.

repaired 
before 
testing can 
be started 
or contin
ued.

1 Operate 
2 Test operate 
3 Blank 
4 Blank 
5 Test trip logic 
6 Blank 
7 Blank 
8 Operate unit 

control test 
switches 

9 Operate control 
switches 

10 Blank

Test circuitry is 
disabled.

Surveillance 
of the light 
panel (on test 
light should 
come on when 
switch is 
turned to 
position #2)

See 6. 1 
the 
system is 
receptive 
to a valid 
trip in 
all test 
positions.

Testing can be performed 
only in this position.  
The trip logic and unit 
control modules cannot be 
tested in other positions 
and the module cannot be 
switch to OPERATE 
position.  

Failure in any of these 
positions will disable the 
test capabilities of the 
logic test module. Test 
can be performed only in 
the test position where 
the switch fails.

Switch failure See 6.1 
will be 
detected during 
periodic testing

Periodic 
testing

Switch 
failures 
do not 
affect 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
trip 
channel.  
The trip 
channel 
is recep
tive to

See 6.1

Any failures 
in the test 
module have 
to be re
paired before 
testing can 
be started 
or continued.

6.3 Rotary 
switch S10 
fails in 
position 
#1

Switch 
failure

6.4 to S10 fails 
in posi
tion .#2

See 6.1

6.5

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams

S10 fails 
in posi
tion #3, 
4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9 
or 10

6.3
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FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Failure Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
i- i

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

No. Name node Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection ov s on 

valid trip 
in all 
test 
positions.

Remarks and 
OthV Ef fects

t Output 
at termi
nal 2-J 
fails low

Output at 
terminal 
2-H fails 
low:

6.8 Logic 
test 
module

Output at 
terminal 
8 fails 
open

Open 
circuit or 
a short to 
ground

Open cir
cuit or a 
short to 
ground 

Broken 
wire

Relay K9.0 inside the trip 
logic module cannot be 
energized. Actuation of 
relay K9.0 enables ener
gizing of the test bus 
with full wave 118V ac.  
This failure disables unit 
control module testing 
using manual and auto 
pushbuttons.  

Relay K8.0 inside the trip 
logic module cannot be 
energized. Relay K8.0 is 
only energized during 
testing when the test 
logic-test switch is in 
position #8 or 9. The 
manual bus cannot be 
energized and test of the 
unit control module at 
the console manual and 
auto pushbuttons is 
disabled.  

Unable to verify that the 
manual bus is isolated 
from trip logic and unit 
control module.

Periodic This 
testing failure 
with the does not 
switch in affect 
position #9. automatic 
Operation of or manual 
K9.0 can be operation 
verified by of the 
sensing full trip 
wave voltage channel.  
on the test bus.

Periodic 
testing with 
the test switch 
in positions #8 
or 9 

Periodic 
testing 
with the test 
switch in .  
position #7.

The failure 
must be re
paired 
before 
testing can 
be performed.

see 6.6 See 6.6 

See 6.6 See 6.6

Output at 
terminal 8 
fails 
shorted to 
ground

Insulation 
failure

See 6.8 See 6.8 This 
failure 
does not 
affect 
automatic 
or manual 
operation 
of the 
trip

The failure 
must be 
repaired 
before 
testing can 
be started 

or contin
ued.

6.6

6.7

6.9

0
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FREA 
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No. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includina Denendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
nP5;

Remarks and 
Other Fffeg-,tA

channel.

Output at 
terminal 
2-L fails 
open

6.11 Output at 
terminal 
2-L fails 
shorted to 
ground

Output at 
terminal 
2-K fails 
open 

Output at 
terminal 
2-K fails 
shorted to 
ground 

Output at 
terminal 
2-N fails 
open

6.15 Logic 
test 
module

Output at 
terminal 
2-M fails 
shorted to 
ground

Broken wire

Insulation 
failure

Broken 
wire

Disables testing of 
relay K7.0. Relays K1.3 
will remain deenergized 
and cannot be used to 
verify energized state of 
relay K7.0.  

A short to ground will 
disable the manual bus.

Cannot verify operability 
of trip bus to test bus 
short circuit indicators 
(K1.4 - Ds6.5, K2.4 - DS 
9.5). Unable to apply 
test signal to test bus.

Insulation A short to ground will 
failure disable the test bus.

Broken wire

Insulation 
failure

Unable to verify operation 
of relay K8.0. Relay 
K3.4 will remain deener
gized when the test switch 
is in positions #5, 6, 7, 
9, or 10.  

A short. to ground will 
short the trip bus to 
ground and disable it.

Periodic 
testing: with 
the test switch 
in position #9 
these relays 
should energize.

See 6.9

Periodic 
testing with 
the test switch 
in positions #6 
and #9

See 6.12

Periodic 
testing with 
the test switch 
in positions 5, 
6, 7, 9, or 10.  

Periodic 
testing with 
the test switch 

.in positions 5, 
6, 7, 9, or 10

See 6.9 See 6.9

See 6.9 Manual 
latching 
function 
is impaired 
in the unit 
control 
modules.  
See 6.6.  

See 6.9 See 6.9

See 6.9 See 6.9

See 6.9 See 6.9

Redundant 
trip 
channel 
in 
digital, 
subsystem 
B.

The digital 
subsystem 
logic is 
modified 
from 1/2 to 
1/1.

6.10

6.12

6.13

6.14
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FREA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Denendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provi sion

Effect 
Upon: 
R~PS

Remarks and 
Qther Effects

6.16 'S Output at 
terminal 
2-D fails 
open

6.17 Output at 
terminal 
2-D fails 
shorted to 
ground

6.18 Output at 
terminal 
2-B fails 
open

6.19 Output at 
terminal 
2-B fails 
shorted to 
ground

6.20 Output at 
terminal 
2-C fails 
open

Broken-wire

Insulation 
failure

Broken 
wire

Insulation 
failure

Broken
wire

This failure will affect 
the latching function.  

A short to ground will 
disable the trip bus 
(assuming the N.O. relay 
K7.0 contact closes during 
trip).  

With an open circuit 
testing associated with 
relay K3.3 cannot be 
performed.  

A short to ground will 
disable the trip bus.  

The latching function is 
disabled.

Periodic 
testing - test 
switch positions 
1, 2, 3, 9

See 6.16

Periodic 
testing - test 
switch in 
positions 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 
and 10.

See 6.18

Periodic 
testing

See 6.9 See 6.9

See 6.15 See 6.15

See 6.9. See 6.9

See 6.15 See 6.15

Digital 
subsystem 
B pro
vides 
backup.

Only Digital 
SS B logic 
is available 
after trip 
condition is 
removed.

6.21 Output at 
terminal 
2-C fails 
shorted to 
ground

Insulation 
failure

A short to ground will 
short the trip bus to 
ground. (Relay K7.0 
energized).

See 6.15 See 6.15

7.1 Unit 
trol 
ule

con- Loss of 
mod- Vital AC 

power

Open or a 
short to 
ground

Output relays K3..O and 
K4.0 will remain in deener
gized state since no current 
will flow through the relay 
coils when a trip signal 
arrives. The unit control 
module is disabled.

0s

Periodic 
testing

Redundant 
UC module 
in digi
tal B

The actua
tion device 
logic is 
modified to 
1/1. Digi
tal B UC 
module can 
actuate a 
.redundant

Short to 
ground will trip 
the breaker at the 
power distribution 
panel.

0

Failure
Provision RPS

n 
amo 

. n ou 

n
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TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 18) 

FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects
Inherent 

Method of Compensating
Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

No ame.Luu.ng Jepnen Failures Detection Provision RPS Other Effects 

device.

Loss of 
manual 
bus input

7.3 Unit 
trol 
ule

7.4 

7.5

7.6

7.7

con- Loss of 
mod- test bus 

input

Loss of 
trip bus 
input 

Vital AC 
shorted 
to manual 
bus input 

Vital AC 
shorted 
to test 
bus.

to Vital AC 
shorted 
to trip 
bus

Open or a 
short to 
ground 

Open or a 
short to 
ground 

Open or a 
short to 
ground 

Insulation 
failure

Insulation 
failure

Insulation 
failure

Manual mode latching 
function is disabled.  

Unit control module output 
circuits cannot be tested.  

Disables unit control 
module trip capability.  

Relays E1.2 and K2.2 will 
energize. These relays 
are part of the manual 
latching function.  

The test bus will be ener
gized.

Unit control module will 
trip (output relays K3.0 
and K4.0 energized).

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing 
and indication 
at local panel 

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Trip 
indication

Automatic 
operaticn 
is not 
affected.  

Automatic 
operation 
is not 
affected.

None

See 7.1 See 7.1

Automatic 
operation 
of the 
module 
is not 
impaired.  

.No 
effect 
on auto
matic 
operation.  
The de
energized 
relay K1..0 
prevents 
energizing 
of output 
relays.  

UC module 
can be 
energiz
ing 
relays 
K1.0 and 
K2.0.

None

None

Spurious actu
ation of the 
unit control 
module.

7n Output re
lay K3.0

Mechanical 
failure

No actuation signal to 
controlled device.

Periodic 
testing

Redundant onl one UC 
UC module module

Failure 
M d?No ae

7.2

7.8



TABLE 5.6-6 (sheet 19) 

FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
il

Inherent 
Method of Compensating 
D t ti; P isio

Effect 
Upon: 
Ps

Remarks and 
ot-her Effects4-

No. Name ModseC Includi. njeenden' za ures

in digi- (Digital SS 
tal SS B. B) is avail

able for 
actuation of 
a redundant 
controlled 
device.

con- Output re
mod- lay K3.0 

contact 
fails 
closed

Mechanical Actuation signal to
failure controlled device.

Trip 
indication

Trip can 
be dis
abled by 
ener
gizing 
relay 
Ki. 0.

Spruious 
actuation of 
a controlled 
device.

Output re
lay K4.0 
ccntact 
fails open 

Output re

lay K4.0 
contact 
fails 
closed

7.12 Relay K1.0 
fails en
ergized

of Relay K1.0 
fails de
energized

mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Internal 
circuit 
failure 
(short)

Open 
circuit

No actuation signal to 
controlled device.  

Actuation signal to con
trolled device.

output relay K3 remains 
deenergized and no actua
tion signal is supplied to 
the controlled device.

No effect on unit control 
module trip operation.
Auto/manual P.B. assembly 
disabled.

Periodic 
testing 

Trip 
indi'cation

Local indica
tion

Periodic 
testing

See 7.8 See 7.8

Trip 
can be 
disabled 
by ener
gizing 
relay 
K2. 0.  

Redundant 
UC module 
in digi
tal SS B.

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation

see 7.9

Controlled 
device in 
digital SS A 
will.not be 
actuated.  
Only digital 
SS B will 
be able to 
perform re
quired 
function.  

Unable to 
manually 
control 

the actua
tion signal

0

Failure

contact'

7.9 Unit 
trol 
ule

7.10

7.11

7.13
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TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 20) 

FHEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
I in lA 4 d D d tF il4- 1 4

Inherent 
Compensating 

n i i;

Effect 
Upon: 

n a
Remarks and

of the 
UC 
module.

7.14 N.C. relay 
K1.0 con
tact on 
the trip 
bus fails 
closed 

7.15 N.C. relay 
K1.0 con
tact on 
the trip 
bus fails 
open

N.O. relay 
K1.0 con
tact on 
the test 
bus fails 
open

7.17 Unit con
trol mo
dule

N.O. relay 
K1.0 con
tact on 
the test 
bus fails 
closed

'I N.O. relay 
K1.0 con
tact at 
terminal 3 
fails open 

N.O. relay 
K1.0 con-

Mechanical 
failure

See 7.14

See 7.14

Mechanical 
failure

Mechanical 
failure

No effect on trip opera
tion. During manual 
operation unable to 
interrupt the trip bus.  

Interrupts trip bus signal 
path. Output relay K3.0 
fails to energize and no 
actuation signal is sup
plied to actuated device

Disables unit control 
module testing and manual 
mode of operation.

Connects the test bus to 
unit control module cir
cuitry. This failure will 
not affect normal trip 
operation.

Manual 
abled.  
button

Periodic 
testing.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

latch circuit dis- Periodic 
The auto push- testing.  

circuit is disabled.

When a trip signal is 
present on the manual bus,

Periodic 
testing

No effect 
on auto
matic 
operaticn.  

Redundant 
UC module 
in digi
tal SS E.

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation 
of the 
module.  

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation 
of the 
module.  

See 7.16

to the 
controlled 
device.

Controlled 
device in 
digital A 
will not he 
actuated.  
Only digital 
SS B will be 
able to per
form reqd 
function.

See 7.13

None

See 7.13

Relay .. : In the worst 
K1.0 can case only

N )fNn
Failure 

N d

7.18

o. meoeaue n u nC

7.16

7.19 See 7.18



TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 21) 

FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
No. Name Mode Ca Including Dependent Falr . o

Inherent 
Compensating 

i i 4

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Eff ects

tact at 
terminal 3 
fails 
closed

N.O.  
K1. 2 
tact 
open

relay K1.2 will energize., 
Since K1.2 is energized and 
K1.0 contact closed the 
auto pushbutton circuitry is 
completed, energizing K1.0.  
If a trip signal is present 
on the trip bus, energizing 
K1.0 will interrupt the 
trip bus. Relay K3.0 will 
deenergize.

relay See 7.18 
con
fails

1.0. relay See 7.18 
KL2 con
tact fails 
closed

Latching function is 
disabled.

Enables latching function.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

be de
energized 
using the 
auto/ 
manual 
push
button 
assembly..  
In the 
worst 
case re
dundant 
UC module 
in digital 
*SS B is 
available.  

.No 
effect 
on auto
matic 
opera
tion.  
The 
manual 
latching 
function 
is used 
only in 
manual 
mode of 
operation.  

This 
failure 
will not 
initiate 
a latch.  
Relay 
K1.0 has 
to be 
energized 
to enable 
latching 
circuit.

the digital 
SS B sub
system UC 
module is 
available.  

only manual 
mode of 
operation 
affected.

See 7.20

01

Failure

7.20

7.21



TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 22) 

FREA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Includin De endent Fa1- ilu4- 4- 4

Inherent 
Compensating 

P 4 i

Effect 
Upon: 

lS

Remarks and

N.C. relay 
K1.2 con
tact fails 
open 

N.C. relay 
K1.2 con
tact fails 
open.

7.24 Unit 
trol.  
ule

con- Switch S1 
mod- fails in 

normal 
position

'I Switch 
S1 fails 
to test 
position

See 7.18 

See 7.18

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Switch 
failure, 
jams

No effect. This contact 
is used only during 
testing with switch S1.0.  

Relay K1.0 cannot be 
tested using switch S1.  

Disables testing on the 
module. Switch S1 performs 
same function as the 
manual pushbutton switch.

The trip bus is disabled.

Does not 
affect 
automatic 
operation.

Periodic 
testing 

Periodic 
testing

Local indica
tion

None

See 7.22 None

Module 
can be 
tested 
using 
the 
manual 
push
button 
switch.  

Digital 
channel 
18 unit 
control 
module 
serves 
as a 
backup.

Only 
Digital SS 
B UC module 
is available

U' Relays 
K2. 0, 
K2. 2, 
switch 
S2 fail 
all modes

8.1 Auto/ 
Manual 
push
button 
assembly

Manual 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams

Failures of relay K2.0, 
K2.2, and switch S2.0 will 
effect unit control module 
(trip circuit #2) same way 
as K1.0, K1.2 and S1.0 
affect trip circuit #1.  

Manual mode of operation 
is disabled. The manual 
mode cannot be used to 
inhibit a trip signal 
which has occurred.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

See 7.12 See 7.12 
-7.25 -7.25

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operation 
of the 
unit 
control 
module.  
51 can be

None

No ae
Failure 

Mod iv

7.22 

7.23

7.25

7.26

.1 - r e go pam rese eCcanuovseCause



TABLE 5.6-6 (Sheet 23) 

FMEA 
DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Deecion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

No. nameoeu g p ..  

used to 
energize 
K1.0.

IV Manual 
switch 
fails in 
depressed 
position 

to Auto 
switch 
fails in 
normal 
position

Switch 
'failure, 
jams 

Switch 
failure, 
jams

When .manual switch is 
depressed, relay K1.0 will 
energize and disconnect 
the trip bus. This will 
inhibit a trip signal.  

During normal operation 
this failure has no effect.  
In manual mode of operation 
the .auto pushbutton cannot 
deenergize relay K1.0 and 
connect the trip .bus.

Periodic 
testing and 
local indica
tion

Periodic 
testing

No.effect during normal 
operation. In the manual 
mode, K1.0 will deenergize 
when manual pushbutton .is 
released.

Periodic 
testing

See 8.3 See 8.3

Failure 
.4

8.2

8.3

Remarks and 
Other Effects

See 7.25

None

Digital 
SS B 
serves 
as a 
-backup.  

Failure 
does not 
impair 
automatic 
operaticn 
of the 
unit 
control 
module.  
S1 can be 
used to 
energize 
K1.0.

8.4 

*56

-Auto 
Switch 
fails in 
depressed 
position

Switch 
failure, 
jams

0
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TABLE 5.6-7 (sheet 1) 

FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Including De~fpndenft Fa1 ire~ n

Inherent 
Compensating

Effect 
Upon: 
E F

Including--ro s F Detection on other 'JEc I s

Remarks and

1.1 Actuation 
channel 
18 unit 
control 
module 
(DB 2
8-9)

Output 
fails 
tripped

1.2 See 1.1 Output 
fails 
unt ripped

Relay K4 
contact 
fails 
closed, 
internal 
circuit 
failure

Contact 
fails open 
Loss of in
put power, 
internal 
circuit 
failure

2.0 Dedicated All modes 
digital 
input 
(DDI 
module)

A tripped output closes 
Ch 18 contacts in Ch A, B, 
and C digital output drivers 
(DOD) into which the FOGG 1 
and FOGG 2 logic outputs 
from SG-A and SG-B bistables 
are fed. The FOGG 2/3 trip, 
logic modules will energize 
if the signal line is con
nected to common (in SG-A 
or SG-B trip bistables). No 
valve actuation signals out
put from the FOGG UC modules 
since an ECCI trip (another 
CH 18 UC module) is required 
for valve actuation. The DOD 
modules output a signal to 
Ch A, B, and C ECCI feedback 
contact buffers. Actuation 
Ch 18 trip will energize the 
AFW contact buffers in ana
log Ch A, 3, and C.  

'The FOGG system OR logic 
inside the DOD modules is 
modified. Only Ch 1A is.  
available. Output from the 
module will be (Ch 1A) and 
(FOGG 1) and (Ch 1A) AND 
(FOGG 2) 

The effect of DDI module 
failures on FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 are same as in 
1.1 and 1.2

Channel 18 unit 
control module 
trip indication

Periodic 
testing

See 1.1 
and 1.2

Output of 
FOGG 1 or 
FOGG 2 is 
a wired 
AND be
tween FOGG 
UC and 
channel 18 
UC. Valves 
will close 
only if 
Ch 1B UC 
energizes 
and FOGG 
UC deener
gizes (or 
remains 
deener

gized).

Actuation 
Ch 1A sig
nal is 
sufficient 
to perform 
the logic.  
inside the 
DOD module

The FOGG 1 
unit control.  
module out
put contacts 
may change 
(depending 
on the state 
of SG bi
stables).  
Valve will 
remain open 
since an
other, DC 
module trip 
(from CH 1B) 
is reqd for 
actuation.

The DOD 
logic is 
modified 
from (FOGG 
1) AND (CA 
TA). Same 
for FOGG 2

See 1.1 See 1.1 
and 1.2 and 1.2

No. Name
Failure 

node Cause



TABLE 5.6-7 (Sheet 2)

FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

symptoms and Local .Effects method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Provis, in

Effect 
Upon: 
ESF AS

No. Name mode including __________I 
n rvso ESA te fet

Remarks and 
Other Effects

3.0 Optical 
t rans
mitter

All models Same as 1.1 and 1.2 See 1.1 See 1.1 
and 1.2 and 1.2

4.1 Optical Actuation 
receiver Ch lA from 

digital A 
fails 
t ripped

Component 
failure

Connects SG-A and SG-B bi
stable FOGG 1 and FOGG 2 
outputs to the 2/3 logic 
modules. Energizes an 
analog channel AFW contact 
buffer.

Local and re
mote indication

Only one 
analog 
channel 
and 1/3 
of the 
digital 
FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 is 
affected.

The AFW .  
valve logic 
is designed 
so that a 
.single 
failure 
cannot ini
tiate or 
terminate 
AFW flow to 
SG-A or SG-B

4.2 Optical Actuation 
receiver Ch iA from 

digjital 
SA A fails.  
untrippoed

Component 
failure

4.3 See 4.1 Actuation See 4.1 
Ch 1B from 
digital 
SS B fails 
tripped

The ECCI or logic (Ch 1A, 
Ch 19) is half disabled in 
only one channel (A, B, 
or C).

Periodic 
testing .

The effect of this failure See 4.1 
is the same as 4.1.

Only the Only one 
ECCI OR is channel is 
disabled. effected.  
FOGG 1 and Half of the 
FOGG 2 AFW ECCI OR 
control - logic is 

in this disabled.  
channel 
can still 
be actu
ated with 
Ch 1B ac
tuation 
signal.  

See 4.1 See 4.1

0

Failure



TABLE 5.6-7 (Sheet 3)

FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

ode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

cause TnInludin De endernt F l
Method of

Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 

Upon: Remarks and
C e De E ure Detection P fects

4.4 See 4.2 Actuation 

Ch 1B from 
digital 
SS B fails 
untripped

See 4.2 The effect of this failure See 4.2 
is the same as 4.2.

See 4.2 See 4.2

4.5 eE 4.1 Loss of in- Loose ter
put power mination

5.1 Dedicate! 
igital 

output 
nodul e 
(Ch 1A, 

Ch 1z)

Loss of in- Loose 
put pow(er te-rminal

The DDO moiule transmits a 
trip signal to DOD module.  
The output of the DOD module 
remains deenergized. (The 
input EX-OR is set in the 
invertinq mode.) 

Ch 1A and Ch 1B outputs go 
low. The relay contacts at 
the output of the DOD module 
close (a low input, energize 
DOD). The AFW contact buffer 
in an analog channel will 
enerqize. A single channel 
to FOGG 1 and FOGG 2 2/3 
logic trip modules will 
energize.

Local 
indication

Local and 
remote 
indication

See 4. 1

Only one 
analog 
channel 
and one 
analog in
put to the 
FOGG .1 and 
FOGG 2 are 
affected.

The AFW 
valve logic 
is designed 
so that a 
single fail
ure cannot 
initiate or 
terminate 
AFW flow to 
SG-A and 
SG-B.

5.2 Dedicated 
digital 
output 
module 
(Ch 1A, 
Ch 1D)

Actuation 
Ch 1A 
fails 
tripped

Internal 
circuit

5.3 qee 5.2 Actuation See 5.2 
Ch 1A fails 
untrippel 

5.4 See 5.2 Actuation See 5.2 
Ch 1B fails 
tripped

Same as 4.1 See 4.1

Same as 4.2 

Same as 4.1

See 4.2 

See 4.1

See 4.1 See 4.1

See 4.2 See 4.2 

See 4.1 See 4.1



TABLE 5.6-7 (Sheet 4)

FMEA 
FOGG, D6HI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method-of 
Cause Includini.yDependent Failures. Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

5.5 See 5.2 Actuation 3ee 5.2 
Ch 1B fails 
untripped

Same as 4.2 See 4.2 See 4.2 See 4.2

6.1 Digital 
output 
driver

Loss of 
+ 15V dc

Loose ter
mination

Output relays cannot be 
energized. AFW contact 
buffer in an-analog channel 
is disabled. A single 
channel input to the FOGG 1 
and FOGG 2 2/3 trip is 
disabled.

Periodic 
testing, loss 
of power 
indication

only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for ener
gizing 
FOGG 1 
and 
FOGG 2 
unit 
control 
module.

FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 to 
2/2. In the 
worst case, 
one valve 
(actuated by 
the analog 
subsystem) 
will be 
disabled.

6.2 See 6.1

6.3 Digital 
output 
driver

Loss of 
+5V dc

Relay K1 
contact 
fails open

6.4 See 6.3 Relay K1 
contact 
fails 
closed

Loose ter
mination, 
internal 
circuit 
failure

\ echanical 
failure

See 6.3

Disables' input signal 
inversion. The module will 
give erroneous outputs 
to correct inputs.  

Fails to energize AFW 
valve contact buffers in 
an analog channel.

Energizes AFW.valve con
tact buffers in an analog 
channel.

Periodic 
testing

Periodic 
testing

Local panel 
annunciation

See 6.1 See 6.1

Digital 
Ch 1B3 
actuation 
signal 
provides 
a backup.  

AFW valve 
logic is 
designed 
so that a 
single 
failure 
cannot 
fail the 
AFW system

ECCI initi
ation signal 
is modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1.

None

Failure
n 

ame
a 

n
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TABLE 5.6-7 (Sheet 5)

FMIEA 
AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

No Name
Failure

Caus I

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating
Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

-- _-_- - e a ures DnsAS Other Effects 
Detd tsI ,4

6.5 See 6.3 Relay K2 
contact 
fails open 

6.6 See 6.3 Pelay K2 
contact 
fails 
closed

See 6.3 See 6.3 See 6.3

See 6.3 See 6.4 See 6.4

Digital See 6.3 
Ch 1A 
actuation 
signal 
provides 
a backup.  

See 6.4 See 6.4

See 6.3 Relay K3 
contact 
fails opern

6.8 See 6.3 Relav E3 

contact 
fails 
closed

See 6.3 FGG 1 trip cannot be 
initiated with actuation 
Ch 1A signal in a single 
channel.  

See 6.3 FoXG 1 2/3 trip logic 
sees one tripped channel.

See 6.3

Channel trip 
indication at 
the 2/3 module

FOGG, DHI,

S

6.7 None

None

'Ch 1B 
actuation 
signal 
provides 
a backup.  

The 2/3 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
trips.  
Also an 
ECCI trip 
from an 
indepen
dent Ch 
1B unit 
control 
module is 
reqd to 
actuate 
the AFW 
valve.



TABLE 5.6-7 (Sheet 6)

FHEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

Svmptoms and Local Effects method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
Pronviso ~

No . Name Modu e Cause - - .-c . P_3*' S- Detection . Prvso S

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

6.9 See 6.3 Relay IK 
contact 
fails open 

6.10 See 6.3 Relay K4 
contact 
fails 
closed 

6.11 See 6.3 Relay K5 
contact 
fails open 

6.12 See 6.3 Relay K5 
contact 
fails 
closed 

6.13 See 6.3 Relay K6, 
contact 
fails open

6.14 See 6.3 Relay K'6 
contact 
fails 
closed

See 6.3 FOGG 1 trip cannot be ini
tiated with actuation Ch 1B 
siqnal in a single channel.  

See 6.3 FOGG 1 2/3 trip logic sees 
one tripped channel.  

See 6.3 Same as 6.7 replace FOGG 1 
with FOGG 2 

See 6.3 Same as 6.8. Replace FOGG 1 
with FOGG 2.  

See 6.3 Same as 6.9. Replace FOGG 1 
with FOGG 2.  

See 6.3 Same as 6.10. Replace 
FOGG 1 with FOGG 2.

See 6.3

See 6.3 

See 6.3 

See 6.8 

See 6.3 

See 6.3

Ch 1A 
actuation 
signal 
provides 
a backup.

None

7.1 Dedicated 
digital 
input 
(DDI) 

module 
(FOGG 1 
and 
FOGG 2 
inputs)

Loss of in- Loose ter
put power mination

The dedicated digital output 
(DDO) module detects loss of 
modulated signal and outputs 
trip signals to FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 2/3 trip logic.

Channel trip 
indication

FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 trip 
logic is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.

0

Failure

See 6.8 See 6.8 

See 6.7 See 6.7 

See 6.8 See 6.8 

See 6.9 See 6.9 

See 6.10 None



TABLE 5.6-7 (Sheet 7)

FMEA 
FOGG, DI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 
Mode

Inherent 
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of Compensating 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures Detection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

7.2 DDI 
(Analog 
B to 
digital 
P only)

7.3 DDI 
(Analog 
B to 
digital 
3 only)

See 7.1

FOGG 1 
output 
fails 
tripped

7.4 See 7.3 FOGG 1 
output 
fails 
untrilpped

7.5 see 7.3 Fo'G 2 
output 
fails 
tripped 

7.6 See 7.3 FOGG 2 
output 
fails 
unt ripped

See 7.1

Internal 
circuit 
failure

In addition to 7.1, the DHI 
and CFI output contact 
buffer relays K1 will 
energize.

FOGG 1 2/3 tirp logic sees 
a single channel trip.

Local indi
cation at the 
output contact 
buffers

Channel trip 
indication

See 7.3 FOGG 1 2/3 trip logic sees Periodic 
an untripped single channel. testing

see 7.3 Same as 7.3. Replace FOGG 1 
with FOGG 2.

See 7.3

See 7.3 Same as 7.4. Replace FOG 1 See 7.4 
with FOGG 2.

DHI and 
CFI out
put con
tact buf
fers are 
energized 
during 
normal 
operation.  

FOGG 1 
2/3 trip 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
for ener
gizing 
the FOGG 
1 unit 
control 
module.  

See 7.3 
Same for 
FOGG 2.  

See 7.4 
Same for 
FOGG 2.

None

FOGG 1 
trip logic 
is modified 
from 2/3 
to 1/2.

FOGG 1 2/3 
trip logic 
module is 
modified 
from 2/3 
to 2/2.

See 7.3 
Same for 
FOGG 2.  

See 7.4 
Same for 
FOGG 2.

.
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FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
- i. i4_

Effect 
Upon: 
EFAS C

Remarks and

No. Name mod e Cause Including Dea,. _U. tu j on

7.7 AD to DB Diif output 
only fails 

tripped 

7.8 See 7.7 DHI output 
fails 
untripued 

7.9 See 7.3 CFI outnut 
fails 
tripped 

7.10 See 7.3 CFI output 
fails un
tripped

Internal DhT output contact buffer 
circuit relay K1 will energize.

See 7.7

See 7.3 

See 7.3

DHI output contact buffer 
relay K1 fails to energize.

CFI output contact buffer 
relay K1 will energize.  

CFI output contact buffer 
relay K1 fails to energize.

Local 
indication 

Periodic 
testing

See 7.7 

Periodic 
testing

None reqd 
during 
normal 
operation 

ECI ac
tivated 
valve 
DHV-YB.

N one

DHI valve 
logic to 
DHV-1,B is 
modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1.

See 7.7 See 7.7

If the 
CFI valve 
fails to 
open, an 
alarm will 
sound. The 
operator 
must cor
rect the 
fault.

None

8.1 optical 
t rans
mitter 

9.1 Optical 
receiver

All modes 

All modes

The effects of optical 
transmitter module failures 
are the same as for DDI 
output failure.  

The effects of optical 
receiver failures are the 
same as for DDI output 
failures.

Failure
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FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Aode
Symptoms and Local Effects 

Cause Includinq Dependent Failures
Method of 
Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

10.1 Dedicated 
digital 
output 
(DDO) 
moduLe 

10.2 See 10.1

10.3 Dedicated 
d i g it a 1 
output 
(DDO) 

module

Input 
signal 
all 
modes

Loss of in- Loose ter
put.power mination

FOGG 1 
output 
fails 
tripped

Internal 
circuit 
failure

10.4 See 10.3 FOGG 1 out- See 10.3 
put fails 
untripped

Same as optical receiver 
output failures.  

The DDO outputs fail low.  
The FOGG 1, FOGG 2, DHI 
(AB to DB only), and CFI 
(AB to DB only) outputs 
from the dedicated output 
driver are untripped.  

FOGG 1 2/3 trip logic sees 
a single channel trip.

FOGG 1 2/3 trip logic sees 
an untripped single channel

Local 
indication

Periodic 
testing

FOGG 1 2/3 
trip logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trip.  

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd..  
to produce 
a trip 
signal at 
the FOGG 1 
UC modes.

FOGG 1 trip 
logic is 
modified 
to 1/2.

FOGG 1 and FOGG 2 
can only be ini
tiated if an ECCI 
trip occurs. Any 
failures at the 
input of the 2/3 
logic will not re
sult in spurious 
actuation of AFW 
valves.

The 2/3 
trip logic 
is modified 
to 2/2.

10.5 See 10.3 FOG- 2 out- See 10.3 
put fails

10.6 See 10.3 FOGG 2 out- See 10.3 
put fails 
untripped

FOGG 2 2/3 trip logic sees 
a single channel trip.  

FOGG 2 2/3 trip logic sees 
an untripped single channel

See 10.3 

See 10.4

See 10.3 See 10.3 
for FOGG 2 for FOGG 2 

See 10.4 See 10.4 
for FOGG 2 for FOGG 2
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FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects 
Cause Includincr Dependent Failures

Inherent 
et hod of Compensating 
netection Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESFAS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

10.7 AB to DHI output 
DB only fails 

tripped

10.8 See 10.7 DHI output 
fails un
tripped

Internal 
circuit 
failure 

See 10.7

DHI output contact buffer 
relay K1 will energize.

Local 
indication

DHI output contact buffer Periodic 
relay K1 remains deenergized testing

10.9 See 10.7 CFI output 
fails 
tripped

10.10 see 10.7 CFI outnut 
fails un
tripped

See 10.7 

See 10.7

CFI output contact buffer 
relay K1 will energize.  

CFI output contact buffer 
relay Ki remains deenergized,

See 10.7 

See 10.8

See 10.7 See 10.7

If the None 
CFI valve 
fails to 
open, an 
alarm will 
sound.-The 
operator 
must cor
rect the 
fault.

11.1 Digital 
output 
driver

Loss of +15 Loose 
V dc power terminal

FOGG 1 and FOGG 2 output 
remains deenergized. The 
DHI and CFI outputs (AB 
to DB only) also remain 
deenergized. The FOGG 1 
and FOGG 2 unit control 
module trip buses are 
disconnected.

Periodic 
testing.

SG-A and 
SG-B AFW 
valve 
logic is 
designed 
so that a 
single 
failure in 
one chan
nel (AA or 
AB or AC 
or DB) 
cannot 
disable 
AFW valve 
,actuation.

AFW valve 
logic is 
modified.  
Only chan
nels AA, AS, 
and AC are 
available.

Failure 
- d-.

None reqd 
during 
normal 
operation

ECI ac
tuated 
valve 
DHV-YB

None

DHI valve 
logic to 
DHP-IB is 
modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1

n 
ame 

a ea 

N
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FNEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

No. Name
Failure 

Mode Cause
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
FSP AS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

11.2 Digital 
output 
driver

Relay K1 
contact 
fails open

Mechanical 
failure

A single channel FOGG 1 in
put into the 2/3 trip logic 
is deenergized.

Periodic 
test ing

Only 2/3 
channels 
are reqd 
to pro
duce a 
trip out
put at the 
FOGG 1 2/3 
logic.

FOGG 1 2/3 
logic trip 
module is 
modified 
to 2/2.

11.3 See 11.2 Relay Ki 
contact.  
fails 
closed

See 11.2 A single channel 
put into the 2/3 
is energized.

FOGG 1 in
trip logic

Channel trip 
indication

2/3 FOGG 
logic 
inhibits 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

1 FOGG 1 2/3 
logic trip 
module is 
modif ied 
to 1/2.

11.4 See 11.2 Relay X2 
contact 
fails open 

11.5 See 11.2 Relay K2 
contact.  
fails 
closed 

11.6 AB to Relav K3 
DB only contact 

fails

See 11.2 A single channel 
put into the 2/3 
is deenergized.  

See 11.2 A single channel 
put into the 2/3 
is energized.

9 echanical 
failure

FOGG 2 in
trip logic

FOGG 2 in
trip logic

DHI output contact buffer 
relay 1 remains deener
gized.

See 11.2

See 11.3 

Periodic 
testing

See 11.2 See 11.2 
for FOGG 2 for FOGG 2

See 11.3 
for 
FOGG 2 

ECI ac
tuated 
valve 
DHV-YB.

See 11.3 
for 
FOGG 2 

DHI valve 
logic to 
DHP-IP is 
modified 
from 1/2 
to 1/1.

11.7 See 11.6 Relay K3 
contact 
fails 
closed

See 11.6 DHI output contact buffer 
relay K1 will energize.

Local 
indication

None reqd None 
during 
normal 
operation

Other Effects
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FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Nethod of 
Detec0tion

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
ESarS

Remarks and 
other Effects

11.8 See 11.6

11.9 See 11.6

11.10 See 11.6

Relay K4 
contact 
fails open

Relay K4 
contact 
fails 
closed 

Relay KS 
contact 
fails open

See 11.6 CFI output contact buffer 
relay K1 remains deener
gized.

See 11.6 CFI output contact buffer 
relay K1 will energize.  

See 11.6 Disconnects actuation Ch 1B 
trip bus to FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 Ch 1B unit control 
modules. Unable to energize 
Ch 1B unit control module.  
AFW valves V6B and V8B 
cannot be acuated.

See 11.6 If the 
CFI valve 
fails to 
open, an 
alarm will 
sound. The 
operator 
must cor
rect the 
fault.

None

Local 
indication

See 11.6 SG-A and The AFW 
SG-B AFU valve 
valve ac- logic is 
tuation modified.  
logic is 
designed 
so that a 
single 
failure 
cannot 
disable 
AFW actu
ation or 
termi
nation.

11.11 See 11.6 Relay K5 
contact 
fails.  
closed.

See 11.6 Connect actuation Ch 18 
trip bus to FOGG 1 and 
FOGG 2 Ch 1B unit control 
modules.

Local 
indication

Ch lB 2/3 None 
trip logic 
module is 
untripped.

S,

Failure 
- d

No . Name Moe au eg.

01
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FMEA 
FOGG, DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

No Nae
Failure 

Mod ~' Ctao
Symptoms and Local Effects 

TI l di 1

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Upon: Remarks and

Ucion Provision pepAe ntder Effects

12.1 FOGG 1 
2/3 trip 
logic 
module

All modes

12.2 See 12.1 Output 
fails 
tripped 

12.3 See 12.1 Output 
fails 
untripped

FOGG 1 2/3 trip logic 
module failures are the 
same as for the 2/3 trip 
logic module analyzed 
in digital subsystem.  
section except for the 
following: the FOGG 2/3 
trip logic doesn-t have 
manual trip switch, manual.  
trip contact buffer, manual 
reset switch, manual reset 
contact buffer, and latch
ing circuit (relay K7.0.is 
disconnected from the logic 
test module).  

The FOGG 1 unit control 
module energizes. If an 
ECCI trip occurs AFW valve 
will not close.  

The FOGG 1 unit control 
module deenergizes or 
remains deenergized. If 
an ECCI trip occurs a 
signal to "close" AFW 
valve is output to the 
controlled valve.

Trip indication

Periodic 
testing

SG can be 
isolated 
with other 
redundant 
AFW valves 

The "AND" 
logic be
tween ECCI 
and FOGG 
1 unit 
control 
modules 
inhibits 
spurious 
AFW valve 
actuation.

AFW valve 
logic is 
modified.  

In the 
worst case 
AFW.valve 
logic is 
modified.

13.1 FOGG 2 
2/3 trip 
logic 
module

All modes Same as 12.1-12.3. Replace See 12.2, 12.3 
FOGG 1 with FOGG 2.

See 12.2 See 12.2 
and 12.3 and 12.3
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FMEA 
FOGG; DHI, AND CFI DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM B CHANNEL

Symptoms and Local Effects Method of
Inherent 

Compensating 
P i i

Effect 
Upon: 

SFAS

Remarks and 
Otiher Effects

No. . - Name. . Mode- . - Cause Including Dependent _lre__ tetie on --

14.1 FOGG 1 
and 
FOGG 2 
logic 
test 
module 

15.1 FOGG 1 
unit 
control 
module 

15.2 FOGG 1 
unit 
control 
module

All modes 

All modes

Output 
relay K3 
contact 
closed

15.3 See 15.2 Output 
relay K3 
fails open

Internal 
circuit 
failure, 
mechanical 
failure

see the FMEA for logic test 
module.  

See the FMEA for unit 
control module.  

AFW valve will remain open.  
An ECCI trip is required to 
close the AFW valve.

See 15.2 Unable to 
valve.

close the AFW

See the FMEA 
for unit con
trol module 

See the FMEA 
for unit con
trol module

See 12.3 See 12.2 

see 12.2 See 12.2

0

Failure

E



TABLE 5.6-8 (sheet 1)

FMEA 
POWEP SUPPLIES

Mo. Name
Failure 

Mode
Symptoms and Local Effects Method of 

Cause Includina Denendent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Provision

Effect 
Upon: 
RPS

Femarks and 
Other Effects

1.1 -15V dc Fails 
instrument 
power 
supply

Component The Power Supply Monitor 
high failure 

failure and trip off analog 
Subsystem A vital ac power.

Channel trip 
alarm

The 2/3 
trip 
logic in 
the 
digital 
subsystem 
inhibit 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips.

The 2/3 
alarm 
logic is 
modified to 
1/2.

Power Supplies 
trip trip 1. -15V dc 
2. +15V dc 
3. +24V dc 
4. 118V ac

Fails 
low 

Output 
lead fails 
open 

Output 
leads 
full 
shorted 

Output 
lead fails 
shorted to 
ground.  

Hot short

Component 
fai lure 

Loose 
termination 

Insulation 
.failure, 
shorted 
terminals

See 1.4 

See 1.4

2.1 +15V dc All modes 
instrument 
power 
supply 

3.1 +24V dc All modes 
power 
supply

See 1.1 

See 1.1 

See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1

+15V dc is also monitored 
by PSM. See 1.1 FMEA for 
-15V dc.  

The.+24V dc power supply 
failures have been analyzed 
in each trip channel FMEA.  
Any failure at the output 
of the power supply will 
affect all trip channels 
(RC, RB, BWST, SG-A, SG-B).  
Failures causing loss of 
+24V dc power will cause 
RC, RB, SG-A, SG-B, and 
BWST channels to trip.

See 1.1 

See 1.1 

See 1.1

See 1.1

See 1.1 

See 1.1

See 1.1 see 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

see 1.1 See 1.1

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1 

See 1.1 See 1.1

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 -

1.5 

1.6 -



TABLE 5.6-8 (Sheet 2)

FMEA 
POWER SUPPLIES

symptoms and Local Effects Method of 
Cause Including Dependent Failures Detection

Inherent 
Compensating 

Proiinl

Effect 
Upon
RPS

Remarks and 
Other Effects

4.1 118V ac Fails 
power low

Analog Subsystem A channels 
will trip.

Channel trip 
alarm, loss of 
power indication

See 1.1 See 1.1

5.1 Power 
supply 
monitor

Loss of 
+15V dc 
input 
power 
supply

Loose Operation of the Power 
terminal Supply Monitor .(PSM) is 

disabled. Relay K1.3 will 
deenergize, trip the shunt 
trip circuit breaker which 
disables analog subsystem A.

Subsystem 
channel trip 
alarms

The 2/3 
trip 
logic 
in the 
digital 
subsystems 
inhibit 
single 
channel 
spurious 
trips

The 2/3 
trip.  
logic 
is modified 
to 1/2

Loss of Loose 
+15v dc terminal, 

short to 
ground

-15V dc 
input 
fails 
high (4V)

15V dc 
power 
supply 
internal 
circuit 
.failure

Loss of Loose 
-15V dc terminal, 

short to 
ground

-15V dc 
input.  
fails 
high

-15V dc 
power 
supply 
internal 
circuit 
failure

The PSM will detect under
voltage and disable analog 
subsystem A.  

The .PSM will detect-over
voltage and disable analog 
subsystem A.  

Same as 5.2 

Same as 5.3

See 5.1 

See 5.1 

See 5.1 

See 5.1

see 5.1 see 5.1 

See 5.1 See 5.1 

See 5.1 See 5.1 

See 5.1 See 5.1

Relay 
. 1.3 con
tact fails 
closed 

Relay 
K1.3 con
tact fails

Mechanical 
failure 

Mechanical 
failure

Same as 5.1

If the PSM detects off
nominal voltage (+15V dc) 
it will not trip @ ac

See 5.1

Periodic 
testing

See 5.1 See 5.1

Loss of 
+15V do 
will

In the 
worst case, 
the 2/3

Failure 
Mode -

5.2 -

5.3

5.4

5.5 -

5.6

5.7

Provision PPS Other Effects.- M
No 

Name



TABLE 5.6-8 (Sheet 3)

FMEA 
POWER SUPPLIES

Nn E
Failure Symptoms and Local Effects 

C I l4 di D d Z

Inherent 
Method of Compensating

Effect 
Unon: Remarks and

No. _ am_ _ __ u nc u nq ea u-Oer Wrtcts

power to analog subsystem A. cause a 
trip. If 
the power 
supplies 
fail 
high, 

several 
modules 
might 
be 
damaged.  
In the 
worst 
case the 
analog 
subsystem 
A fails 
untripped.

trip logic 
is modified 
to 2/2.

5.8 Power 
supply 
monitor 

5.9 -

5.10 -

Jack J1.0 
shorted 
to ground 

Jack J2.0 
shorted 
to ground 

Test 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
in normal 
position

Human 
error 
contamina
tion 

Human 
error, 
contamina
tion

Same as 5.2 See 5.1

Same as 5.4 See 5. 1

Switch Unable to perform on-line 
failure testing of PSM

Periodic 
testing

See 5.1 See 5.1 

See 5.1 See 5.1

Failure 
has to he 
repaired 
before 
testing 
can be 
performed 
or con
tinued.

None

Test 
switch 
S1.0 fails 
to inhibit 
position

Switch 
fai lure, 
human error

6.1 Digital All modes 
subsystem 
A power

PSM cannot detect power 
supply failures, same as 
5.7 

Power supply failures in 
digital subsystem A vill 
inhibit digital subsystem

Local indica
tion (test 
light .on) and 
remote indica
tion 

Local indica
tion

See 5.7 See 5.7

Digital 
subsystem 
B is suf-

Digital 
subsystem 
is logic

open

5.11

1. +15V dc 
2. -15V dc 
3. 24V ac



TABLE 5. 6-8 (Sheet 4) 

FMEA 
POWER SUPPLIES

Symptoms and Local Effects 
T I lA n De A- e 4 Vtilu e j

I nherent 
Method of Compensating 

Detecion Povisin

Effect 
Upon: 
R PS

No0. Name Mo e ause nc- - - -------- - -

trips. ficient 
to pro
vide 
required 
protec
tion.

modi fied 
to 1/1.

Failure 
dt..

supplies 
and PSM

Pemarks and 
Ot-her E'ffelcts

4.118V ac



TABLE 5.7-1 (Sheet 1) 

TRANSFER SYMBOL DEFINITION 

Transfer Symbol Figure 
Number Number 

1 5.7-9 
2 5.7-11 
3 5.7-10 
4 5.7-10 
5 5.7-10 
6 5.7-11 
7 5.7-11 
8 5.7-12 
9 5.7-12 

10 5.7-13 
11 5.7-15 
12 5.7-14 
13 5.7-20 
14 5.7-15 
15 5.7-16 
16 5.7-16 
17 5.7-17 
18 5.7-18, 5.7-19, 5.7-20, 

5.7-21 
19 5.7-22 
20 5.7-23 
21 5.7-24 
22 5.7-25 
23 5.7-26 
24 5.7-26 
25 5.7-27 
26 5.7-18 
27 5.7-26 
28 5.7-28 
29 5.7-24 
30 5.7-29 
31 5.7-30 
32 5.7-31 
33 5.7-31 
34 5.7-32 
35 5.7-32 
36 5.7-35 
37 5.7-36 
38 5.7-35 
39 5.7-39 
40 5.7-36 
41 5.7-37 
42 5.7-38 
43 5.7-41 
44 5.7-40 
45 5.7-42



TABLE 5.7-1 (Sheet 2)

TRANSFER SYMBOL DEFINITION 

Transfer Symbol Figure 
Number Number 

46 5.7-42 
47 5.7-41 
48 5.7-44 
49 5.7-45 
50 5.7-44 
51 5.7-44 
52 5.7-46 
53 5.7-47 
54 5.7-47 
55 5.7-50 
56 5.7-51 
57 5.7-52 
58 5.7-51 
59 5.7-43 
60 5.7-34 
61 5.7-48 
62 5.7-49



NOTES 
1. REACTOR TRIP SWITCH STATION HOUSING IS FABRICATED FROM 

.19 THICK ALUMINUM, CLAR ANODIZED.  

2. CUTER-HAMMER CONTACT BLOCKS, 000L5 ARE RATES AT 
120 VAC 6.0 AMPS, MAXIMUM, NORMAL LOAD BREAK, 10 AMP, 
MAXIMUM, CONTINUOUS CURRENT.  

3. THEASSEMBLED REACTOR TRIP SWITCH STATION WEIGHS 
APPROXIMATELY 00.0 POUNDS AND THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 
IS APPROXIMATELY IN THE CENTER OF THE HOUSING.  

4. AT INSTALLATIDM, TORQUE MOUNTING SCREW TO 74 A 4 INCM-lfONS.
VFV. PS 2 CR0 CR0 POWER BUS ,*OI 

SI2TRIP 340A 
A 4 DEVICE.  

IZ 2 PScRP. CR0 POWER BUS M. 02 
ZOYHl PSTRIP 5 0480 VAC 
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BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANT 

REACTOR TRIP SWITCH STATION 

OUTLINE & INSTALLATION DRAWING 

Figure 2.2-1
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BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANT 

REACTOR TRIP SWITCH STATION 

FIGURE 2.4-1
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VSh Ch.arIN 

2 

VB Ch. IN-OUT 

CRO TimeRO 
Response IN.CDTieRs neOU 

34 

L - Cann Par ir 

(a) 
Response I

VB Ch. C IN 

VB Ch. D IN 

CRD Time 
Response IN

Ch. C OUT 

Ch. D OUT 

Time Response OUT

(b) 
FIGURE 2.6-1 RTSS BLOCK DIAGRAM. a) STATION NO. 1, b) STATION NO. 2



RTS Statinn 
T No. 1 

TB1 IS

Trip Station 
No. 1 Input Trip Station 

No. 1 Output

RTS Station 

No. 2 
TBI TB1

Trip Station 
No. 2 Input Trip Station 

No. 2 Output

FIGURE 2.6-2 REACTOR TRIP SWITCH CHANNELS VITAL BUS CONDUCTOR PATHS



0

RTS Bus Channel Trip Function Channel Combination

FIGURE 2.6-3 RTS SYSTEM TRIP FUNCTION CHANNEL COMBINATION

Ch.  

RTS 

Ch.

Ch. C 

RTS Si 

Ch. D

kAND 8 

\AND D 

1 AND C 

C AND D

I



St. 1

IN OUT

St. 2

(a)

IN 

C D 

(b)

FIGURE 2.64 (a) RTS SYSTEM RELIABILITY DIAGRAM.BASED ON STATION 
REDUNDANCY.  

(b) RTS TRIP FUNCTION RELIABILITY DIAGRAM BASED ON 
CHANNEL COMBINATION.

OUT



Reactor Trip Switch 
System Failure

Station No. IStation 
No. 2 

Failure 
Failure > 

FIGURE 2.7-1 REACTOR TRIP SWITCH SYSTEM FAULT TREE BASED ON STATION 
LEVEL REDUNDANCY.



Loss of Manual 
Trip Capability Top * (A + 8)(A + D)(B + C)(C + D)

RTS Channels 
A OR B Failure

RTS Channels 
A OR D Failure RTS Channels 

B OR C Failure RTS Channels C OR D Failure

FIGURE 2.7-2 LOSS OF TRIP CAPABILITY FOR THE MANUAL REACTOR TRIP FUNCTION 
FAULT TREE (NOT REDUCED, CONTAINS REPEATED EVENTS).



FIGURE 2.7-3 LOSS OF TRIP CAPABILITY FOR THE MANUAL REACTOR TRIP FUNCTION FAULT TREE (REDUCED).



Reactor Trip 
Switch Channel 

Failure

NOTE: ALL FOUR TRIP SWITCH CHANNELS ARE IDENTICAL.  
(lA= 1B= 1C= 1D) 

FIGURE 2.7-4 TYPICAL REACTOR TRIP SWITCH CHANNEL FAULT TREE



To CAD Breaker A -

To ContrGl Room Intif. & Annunc.  
and Coinputoo via PAC 

To SS 8 

To SS C 

To SS .0

Dedicated Sensor Inputs 

Vil.l Pocus A 

hown SS B 

humn SS C 
friont SS 0

Local EiiourouomewI

StjiCOvi Lu,,jl E ,Iitowmctd IRiq--uents 

* A,,~ n~a~, 40O'F t,) I IC'1F 

1 10. humo.1uy. 80%~ huijojnrn 

* Tenutucraweue of auuv adjacetm iuilic 
&1d0 o souclute 40 "IF t I lB'F

L.EGENDt 

Fibre Optic Cable 

tInsulated Electrical Cable 

NJOTES 

11. InPiuls andi 001,111 all shiuNI, scthamatically and do nut represent actual Quanitity 
ot Mie x-puts anud cutuput at tloe actual phylcln loations 

2.Eruvonnuenial fetfuiwimenta for santots. preanuplilioro. or kenot ttaniyugThtaIrW 
are not withn the analyaro scope.

FIGURE 3.3-1 NI/RPS OPERATING INTERFACES



Train A Supply Tioin B Supply 

A 

Centrol Rod Drive Control System 

Cmmcurt breake latter designations coisespond to respective jI/HPS subsystems 

FIGURE 3.-4-1 CONTROL ROD DRIVE "SCRAM" BREAKER CONFIGUREATION

4



SENSORS Nil/APS CABINETS 

(in Main Control Room) 

B & W - Performed In 

Reactor Power 

RC Flow  

RC Piresr NI/RPS 

RC Temnperature Subsystem 

Pressu et Level .A .  

RC Pumnp Status

REACTOR MANUAL 
TRIP SWITCHES 

(Man Control Board)

CONTROL OO ORIVE 
CONTROL SYSTEM

Protection Auxiliary 
Fiber Optic Cables - Cabinet 
frum SS AB.C, 

(1PAC) 

FIGURE 3.4-2 DEFINITION OF SYSTEM & ANALYSIS BOUNDARIES



Uncomipdinted 101 
Chambitl

RT Module

Power Imbalants Signal 
To 

Calculating Moduls

Cma
Total Power Signal To Calculating Woduis

Taip Output To 
Reactor Trip Modula 

Trip Output To 
Reactu Trip Modutr

Scaled RC 
Flow Signal

FIGURE 3.4-3 POWER RANGE NEUTRON MONITORING CHANNEL (TYPICAL FOR SUBSYSTEMS A, B, C, D)



Test Interlock 
Oulput To 
RT Module

FIGURE 3.44 REACTOR COOLANT FLOW CHANNEL

RC flow Loop A 
bP Trianiaste 

RC flow Loop B 
AP I ransftillet

Power

Trip Ouipul 
To rieacio, 
I sp Modaie



Trip OulphI To,, 

Reacto Tiop Mud.r 

* Trrp Ouiput To 
Res:o Trip Module 

Trip Output To 
ReActor lrp Mod.a

FIGURE 3.4-5 REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CHANNEL



-15

K1.2

I 3

6/AT Trip 

Calculating Module Trips 

Low RC Pressure Bistable 

Power/Flow Bistable 

Low Pzr. Level Bistable 

High Pzr. Level Bistable

K1.2Intelock Auxiydary 
Relay Module

Shutdown Bypass 
High Pressure Bistable

High RC Pressure Bistable 

Overpower Bistable 

RC Loop A (Th) 
High Temperature Bistable

FIGURE 3.4-6 CHANNEL TRIP AND SHUTDOWN BYPASS CONFIGUREATION 
(TYPICAL FOR SUBSYSTEMS A, B, C, D)

V 

Shutdown Bypass 
Keyswitch 

Kl1.25 

1 Shutdown Bypass/Test
4

Reactor Trip Module 

Channel Trip Logic

-15V GND



Tfip Output 
To Reactor 
Trip Module 

Trip Output 
To eiaclor 

Tip Module

Test Interlock 
Ouiput To 

RT Module

FIGURE 3.4-7 PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANNEL



RC Loop A Outist 
Temperature Signal 
To Calculating Module

Trip Output 
To 

ReActio Tip Module

AC Loop A Intet 

Temperature Signal 
To Calculating Module 

RC Loop 8 Inlet 
Temperature Sianal 
To Calculdtung Mudule

FIGURE 3.4-8 REACTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE CHANNEL

0 0

RC Loop A 

Outetr RTO 

RC Loop A 

anit TO

Test Interlock 
Output To 
RT Module

Test interlock 
Output To 
RT Module

Test Interlock 
Output To 

RT Module



Anulil Input Signals 

RC Pump IA1 

Diyst.i iput Sagnls RC Pump IA2 
JRC Puuii1, Status) RC Pump 181 

RC Pump IB2

o'AT Trp Output 

To PT Module 

Louw ON8H. Puwci Ullsei RC Pump Status 
Trips Output 10 PT Module 

Culculazai'g Module Suiveillince T7ip.Output 
To PT Module 

Test litolock Tip Oulput 

To AT Module

FIGURE 3.4-9 CALCULATING MODULE TRIP FUNCTIONS 
(TYPICAL FOR SUBSYSTEMS A, B, C, D)
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sT SS 

S913 le-1l 

rhus ougianl scheuul.c*uIjy teptilsCIII a tvpcal optical link belvnen subsytms.  

ldeniocal luni'ti 1011exis belu~ec.% S A-SSC. SSA-SSO. SSB-SSC. SSB-SSO. SSC-SSO.

FIGURE 3.4-10 OPTICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM



M.Tjip S.9 .51 To, SSB 

pw Trip f 9~n.1 To SC 

No. Tip Sr.,,i To SSSO 

SBipau Initriock 

Vilal AC "A- To CR0

FIGURE 3.4-11 SSA REACTOR TRIP MODULE 
(TYPICAL FOR SS A, B, C, D)



FIGURE. 5-1 

AUTOMATIC RPS RESPONSE TO TRANSIENTS AT BELLEFONTE UNITS 1 AND 2 

OVERPOWER P 

POWER/ T 
(STARTUP) (1) P 

LOW DNBR(1) A P 

RC PUMP 
STATUS(1) P 

POWER/FLO6 (1) A P A 

OFFSET(1) 

RC OUTLET TEMP 
HIGH A A 

HIGH PC 
PRESSURE A A A A P 

LOW RC 
PRESSURE (1) p 

PRESSURI Z ER 
LEVEL HIGH- A 

PRESSUPI ZE? 
LEVEL LON% A 

NCTES: 

1. TRIP MAY BE BYPASSED DURING SHUTDOWN.  
2. POSSI3LE CAUSES: ROD EJECTION, ROD WITHDRAWAL, END-OF-LIFE STEAM LINE RUPTURE.  

3. POSSIBLE CAUSES LOCKED ROTOR, SHEARED SHAFT 

4. POSSIBLE CAUSES: LOCA, STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE, STEAM LINE BREAK 

5. P DESIGNATES PRIMARY REACTOR TRIP RESPONSIVE TO THE TRANSIENT 

6. A DESIGNATES ALTERNATE REACTOR TRIP RESPONSIVE TO THE TRANSIENT



Figure 3.5-2 (Sheet 1)

Typical Array of Failures Required to Inhibit RPS RT

RPS 
Failure Array 

ID NO.

Channel 
Trip (1) 
A BC D

Data Link 
Transmit 

A BC D

Data Link 
Receive 
A BCD

Subsystem 
Trip 

A BCD

XxX 

XX X 

x xx 

xxX 

x x 

xX 

x x 
x x 

x x 

x X

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23

x

x

x 

x

x
x

x

x

x 

x
x

x xx

1 

2 

3 

4

x
X

x x 
x 

x

x x 

x

x

x

X

x x 
x x 

x x 

X x 

x x 
x x

x



Figure 3.5-2 (Sheet 2)

Typical Array of Failures Required to Inhibit RPS RT

RPS 
Failure Array 

Ifl NO.

Channel 
Trip (1) 
ARBC D

x 
x

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34

x 
x 

x

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x

x 
x 

x

x 

x 

x

Data Link 
Transmit 

A RC D

Data Link 
Receive 
a B C Dn

Ii- D NO.A BC

Subsystem 
Trip

x x 
x x 

x 

x 

x x 

x 

x 

x. x 

x 

x 

xx

Notes: 

1. Functional elements inclued: sensor, sensor trip logic, 
channel trip logic.  

2. X designates a RT inhbiting failure



EVENT REPRESENTATIONS 

THE RECTANGLE IDENTIFIES AN EVENT 
THAT RESULTS FHOM THE COMBINATION 
OF FAULT EVENTS THROUGH THE INPUT 
LOGIC GATE.

THE CIRCLE DESCRIBES A BASIC FAULT 
EVENT THAT REQUIRES NO FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT.

THE TRIANGLES ARE USED AS TRANSFER 
SYMBOLS. A LINE FROM THE APEX OF 
THE TRIANGLE INDICATES A TRANSFER IN 
AND A LINE FROM THE SIDE OR BOTTOM 
DENOTES A TRANSFER OUT

THE HOUSE IS USED AS A SWITCH TO 
INCLUDE OR E LIMINA TE PAR r'S OF THE 
FAULT TREE.  

LOGIC OPERATIONS 

AND GATE DESCRIBES THE LOGICAL 
OPERATION WHEREBY THE COEXI:STANCE 
OF ALL INPUT EVENTS IS REQUIRED TO 
PRODUCE THE OUTPUT EVENr

OR GATE DEFINES THE SITUATION 
WHEREBY THE OUTPUT EVENT WILL 
EXIST IF ONE OR MORE OF THE INPUT 
EVENTS EXISTS.

THE DIAMOND DESCRIBES A FAULT EVENT THAT IS 
CONSIDERED BASIC IN A GIVEN FAULT TREE. THE 
POSSIBLE CAUSES OF THE EVENT ARE NOT DEVELOPED 
FURTHER BECAUSE THE EVENT IS OF INSUFFICIENT 
CONSEQUENCE OR THE NECESSARY INFORMATION 
IS UNAVAILABLE.  

SAMPLE GATE DEFINES THE SITUATION 
WHEREBY THE OUTPUT EVENT WILL 
EXIST IF N OR MORE OF THE INPUT 
EVENTS EXISTS

FIGURE 3.7-1 FAULT TREE SYMBOLISM



FIGURE 3.7-2 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



RT MODULE

FIGURE 3.7-3 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



A- ILPUT SIGNAL LEAD OPEN OR SNORTED TO CGROUND 
o- OVER.POWER. BiSA3LE T&ST 3ACK 35 SHORTED TO GROUND 

C- POWER /FLOW blITA6LE TEST JACK J 3 5HORTED TO GROUND 

FIGURE 3.7-4 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



A- SU&MMJC-i AMP ItN.PUT.5)I-AAL LEAD CPE-w OR 5"~OR-T61 To G~ROUND 

B- 5umDAiwJq Amf' 7EST JACK ii OR J2 SHORTED TO G~ROUND 

C- -C-ALED DIFF~ AMP TEST JkCyK J1 SHOR~TED TO rROLUhD 

FIGURE 3.7-5 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



A- INPUT SIGCAL LEAD OPEN OR 5HORTED TO GROUND 
1 SIGMWAL LEAD OPEb4 OR SA-40RTED 

FIGURE 3.7-6 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



OUTPUT LEAD OPEN OR. SORTED TO CROUND

FIGURE-3.7-7 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



0l

FIGURE 3.7-8 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



RELA( KI.(O 

CON TACTS 
FAIL IN 

CAL. -SITION

FIGURE 3.7-9 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



,l5T JAQK SIC4JAL LEAD 

,J- OR 35, (OFrN O 
>-ORTED 7C SHORTEC TO 
GROUN RouND

ERiONEOuS FrwLR 

I M BALANCE 

SIGNAL 

LED OIFr 
WTERLOCK 

SPUR IOUS CON'STANT CONSTANT 

SIGNAL FROM OUTPUT- TOP OUTPUT- BOT 

PRT NOULE LINEAR AM R LINEAR AMP 

SCALED DIrF.  
A"P. INTERMAL> 

CKT. PAILURE

FIGURE 3.7-10 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.7-11 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



SUPFER AMP

TRANS MITTER 
COMPONNT 

AlLURE

FIGURE 3.7-12 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.7-13 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



S

BUFFEP AP 
ItJTEP AL Ck'T 

FLUE>

AHp4RC P$RS5SUC BISTABL-E TEST JACK U5 SHORT TO CaROUNED 

R-~w1C PRESSUR~E PSTAEaLL: TE2ST AC.K J3 5HOR.T- TO GIFZCUND 

50S BYPASS Zr. PRESSURe bis-rANBLE TEST JACK -3 SHORT TO G1 OLIND 

D- E-UFFC' AM-LIFICI? TEST JACVI 33, J4, J5,Jo, 5HOPTED TO GROUIJD

FIGURE 3.7-14 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.7-15 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.7-16 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.7-17 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM 

e 9



51CtMAL LEAD 

5HORTED TO

UFFER AIAP 

INTERNAL CKT 
FAILURE

C . UFFER AMP TEST JALK 3!,)J4) JtJ( 
EHCRT TC GROUuD

A. HICN PER LEVEL BI1$TAbLC 
TEST JACK JS 5HORr To 

GROUU D 

B, LOW PeR LEVEL bISTAELE TEST 
jACK( J3 SHORr TO GROUk)D

FIGURE 3.7-18 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



'1LE V t: L- TSO 
L E l. O T SW oR T 
PNSMIT TO SIGNAL POWER SUPPLY 

,01MPONENT < AI t>; 
AILUI AIL HkfH 

FIGURE 3.7-19 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FAJ L TO. TR II 
ON t-is" R-j 
OUTLE.T TEM I 

H iG RCOUTLE 
TEEMA 6IG'rjAI.  

FAIL 
L.Ow/CoN.SrANT 

LEAD OFkNOR SHTE1I 

%SHRTDOATTEoi 

A. HIGH Th IBISTABLE 7EST JACK( 
US SiORrED TO C0ROUND.

FIGURE 3.7-20 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



OUTPUT FAIL 
L-Ow O P, 
CQN TA 14T

jd6N-A PL

FIGURE 3.7-21 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



CIIAN&E L A FAIL 
TO TRIP OM 

O/AT FL?.LtloO 

; A I M Er R C - 3 LU T L T E R R O w iO U S R T M O D U L E] IGNuAL TEMP !:R AL TCTAL POWIER FA AMW.  
Low LON!ST AT WN'P ED NSUTPOWN 

j5 TOTAL POWER 
SILeNAL ;:AIL Met..k! 

LOW' A Ik IMANUAL.  

FlePAS 

HCT S-HORT RTTD LOOP IGNAL 
TO RTD 10uALLIEAD T 1, TV~ea CLDWONVERTER 

SI L ARLOPEM FA ILUJR E IIEkNkL LKT.  
FAGLLR 

LEADA 
BRDG* 

I WTERIMAL CKT.  
FAILURi.  

LED TO CALC.  
MODULE TML.

FIGURE 3.7-22 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



eRIDUE INTERMJA..  
C.KT. FAILURE 

MOTE 

A. 5Ik.IAL CONVERTEP TE5T JACK 
Ul OR JS 5HORTED TO C-ROUND.

FIGURE 33-23 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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CMIAUNEL A FAIL 

TOTRIPO LOA/ 
DM2.R FumCTOlU 

A lutE T RC PRESSURE TOTAL POwER LOW DUoBR TRiP 
5GAAL SIONAL FAL 516QAL FAIL TPuroWLM RT MODU.E OTrEb N orc C) FAIL 

LOw HIGH/CONSTANT LOWERRONEOU5 FAIN CONDUCTIMq UI TRIPPED A IN sHw 
BYP 

KJOT A 

KOT E A K MAuJAL BYPASS 

CAL(. MDUL CALC.MC ULE 
RC LOOP 8IJLET CALL. MODUL TP OuTPuT 

IJTERMAlL C.KT. TERIIINALS emp SiG.JARL 
RTLO 

FAI. LOvv 

ERROMEOUS 

9 STATUS ImPUT 
To C 

t4o rE5 

A. POWER IMBALANCE 56tkikL. LEAD 
TO CM FAIL OPEN OR swo.-r To OR.OUND.  

B. RC LOOP A INLET TEMP SicAl..  

LEAD To Ct FNtL OPEK.  

C. RC LOOP B lbk.Et TEmr lC6gkL 
LEAPD TO CM FAIL OPEN.  

D. TOTrL. POWER IMJPUT Sil.MA.L LEND 
To Com FAL OPe-m CR s5wOP.T To 

FIGURE 3.7-24 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



<ON ALT euFVr 
4TERIJAL ..  

FAILUE

COAJrACr BUFFER 

TIF5T SJT 
- 00 A'LC"$~~'

51ONAL LF.ADS 5TATU$ CON7AC..T 
FAIL CLOSED

FIGURE 3.7-25 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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CALC. MODULE 1 
UfTEAL CL'T. OUIPUT TERIMINALS 

FAILURE ORTED

NOTE: 

A. POWER IMBALAMCE IPUT StSMQAL 
LEAD TO CM FAtL OPEN OR 5HORT TO 
.GjOurJM 

B. TOTAL POWER IMPUT SIG MAL LEAD TO 
LIA FAIL OPEW OR SHORT TO GROuWD 

FIGURE 3.7-26 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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AUX. RELAY 
MODULE INTERNA 

C)<T. FAILUR

CM INTERNA 
CIRCUIT 
F AIL URPE

FIGURE 3.7-27 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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0

FIGURE 3.7-28 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



COPjlazi 
OUTPUT MCtCJLE 

TERMWC

(OtJTAr.  
:U'TP1 -1-0UL 

iN7ERNkL Lc.i.  
FNIdLURE:

FIGURE 3.7-29 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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RELAY COIL 

FAIL FA IL 
EiuERGtZED 

fNPUT SIGWAL To 
CONTACT OUTPUT 

MODULE CONTACT OUTPUT 
FAIL Low O1ODULE INTEpNAL 

CAT. FAILURE 

DEDICATE UL 
OUTPUT MODULE 1PUT 

OUTPUT 5Sibr4AL LDD 
FAI L LOW . A pI L G FROUJUD ED 

IPUT SIGNAL TO DE ICATED ) 

DEDICATE 
OUTPUT MOULE 

OUTPUT MODULE INTERLOCK OED iCA-TED OUTPUT 
FAIL UiJTIPPED FAILURE MN1ODULE INTERNJA 

CKT. FAIL URE

FIGURE 3.7-30 NI/RPS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



INPUT SICZINAL 
TO DEOICATED OUTPUT 

MODULE Fth.. I 
U UNTR IPPE D 

Lt O)PTI CAL 
FAIL RECEWER INTiRNAL 

(-KT. FAILUpE

TRIP INPUT 
51GMJAL, TO 556(C) 
OPTICAL TRAMSMITTEPR 

FAIL UNTRIPPE9
OPTiCAL TPAO MITTER 

At LuRE

DEICA(iTED INPUT71 
"-ODULE INTER -IAL 

C-0 FAILURE

FIGURE 3.7-31 NI/F AULT TREE DIAGRAM
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480 VAC 
Source I

480 VAC 
Source II

L A 

Breaker "C" 

r- - -
I

-J

~~1

B
-j

Breaker "D"

Boundary of Failure Analysis for CRDCS Trip Breakers 

Breaker Open on System Trip Function in a (1 of 2) 

X 2 Configuration: 

CRDCS Trip Function = (A-B) + (A*D) + (B*C) + (C*D)

FIGURE 4.1-1

Signal 
from .  
RPS 

Signal 
from 
RPS

"B"

Signal 
fran 
RPS 

Signal 
f ran 
RPs



MATERIAL LIST 

TI DESCRIPTION

3 

2

3 S 

I 

2S

CIRCUIT BREAKER *AK-2A*25 
SOURCE INTERRUPTION A ASSY 
SOURCE INTRPT 4 TURBINLTRIP ASSY 
MOTOR POWER REF FUSE bOr ASY 

ENCLOSURE PLATE ASSY 
TRANSFER POWER SOURCg ASSY 
TRANSFORMER.POWER STcvA 
TRANSFORMER MASS SIMULATOR ASSY 
TRANSFORMER. 208 VOLT 
TRANSFORMER, CONTROL 
CIRCUIT BREAKER 
FUSE,30AMP 
FUSE.30AMP SLOW-BLOW 
FUSE,5 AMP 
FUSE, 10 AMP 
TB.UNDERWRITERS*I3o4-2 2POLE 

TB.CURTIS HR 8 POLE 
TB, GEEBS 8POLE 
TS. GE -BS 12 POLE 
TB. GE * E825AOdWC

NOTE - I 
CLASS IE CABLE FROM RPS TO SMCLOSURE(COTS) 

NOTEZ 
ALL OTHER CABLES THRU THIS CUTOUT 

TO TERMINAL BLOCKS

SECTION B-8

GROUP I -TRIP BREAKER A 
GROUP 2 -TRIP BREAKER B 
GROUP 3 -TRIP BREAKER C 
GROUP 4 -TRIP BREAKER D

FIGURE 4.5-1

LI2 L3 
o0 110 

P ss Bs 
iss 

PARTIAL REAR VIEW

SECTION A-A
a LA



LEGEM: 
LVENT

OR PUTCIa 

AND TCNG 

TRANSFER IN/CUr

m 

0

IMPROPER BRFAXER 
FUNCTIAL TEST

IMDIPFOPER BREAKER 
FUICTIONAL TEST

FIGURE 4.6-1 CRDC FAULT TREE ANALYSIS (SHEET 1)
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FIGURE 4.6-1 CRDC FAULT TREE ANALYSIS (SHEET 2)



Bypass Switch 

From DB 
From DA 

Dedicated Sensor Inputs 

Vital Power A

----

-1 

-- ,

_ To ESFAS Components 
To Control Room Insir. & Annunc 

and Computer via PAC 
To 0 5 
To DA

ESFAS Component Manual Switches 

From AC 

From AB 

From *AA 

Vital Powei A _ _ -- 1

Subsystem Local Environmental Requirements 

* Air Temperature: 400 to 1100 F 

* Rel. Humidity: 10% to 80% 

* Tempeiatuie of any adjacent surface 
and or stiucture. 400 to 110OF

LEGENO 

- Fibie Optic Cable 

--- - Insulated Electrical Cable

NOTES 

1. Inputs and outputs are shown schematrcally and do not repiesent actual 
quantity of inputs dnd outputs or the actual physical locations.  

2. Environmental requirements for seisors, preamplifiers, or sensor transmitters 
are not within the analysis scope.

FIGURE 5.3-1 ESFAS OPERATING INTERFACES

9

ESFAS 
ANALOG SUBSYSTEM A 

(AA) 

(Typical for Analog Subsystems B & C)



Vital AC 
Bus I

RC fes.ss.  

RB Prestase 

SC-A Pesame 

Sc-B Prsause 

SWST LeveI 

Vital AC 

I.  

Visal AC 
.ua IV 

*n. .& m..m
a.. iii

F----------------
*II

Vital AC 

Single Failee Bus 1t 

Anayss Boundary

FIGURE 5.4-1 ESFAS LOGIC



To MSIV MADV 

0To AFW V.e. Congiol 

- To AFW Valve Conrol 

NOTE. 1. Only one channel shown 

2. 8WST clannl is noi shown.

FIGURE 5.4-2 RC, RB, AND SG-A/B TRIP AND BYPASS LOGIC



Decay Heel Valve intrlock 

Core Flood Valve Interlock

(To Figure 4-7) 

RC/SG By-Pass

HPI Trip

To DA (Figure 4-13) 

LPI Tip 

To DA (Figure 4-13) 
BuTffer o 08 

NOTES 

1. RC trip bistable output is a wiled or OR using AS, SG-A. SG-8. and 

RC bislable output transistors (See Figure 4-2) 

2. PC, SG-8. and RB inputs.  

3. Only one analog channel shown.

FIGURE 5.443 REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE TRIP CHANNELS (ANALOG SUBSYSTEM)

Wide Range 
RC Pressure

RC Pressurt 
By-Pass Switch

8



From Reactor Coolant Systrm

ESFAS Analog 8 . IIV-X8 DHV-XA ESFAS Analog A 

ECt X DHV-YB OHV-YA ECI Y 

To DHP-18 To DHP-lA

FIGURE 5.44 DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM LETDOWN VALVES



From Core Flooding lank TIB
From Core Flooding Tank TIA

From OH
From OH

FIGURE 5.4-5 CORE FLOOD SYSTEM ISOLATION VALVES



To CIA (Fogurm 4-13) 

SIRelayTo OB 

To DIA (Figure 4-13) 

tov i rTo OB 

Note: Only one analog channel shown 

FIGURE 5.4-6 REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE TRIP CHANNELS (ANALOG SUBSYSTEM)

Reactor Building 
Pressure



To FOGG1

SG-A!B 
Piessure Test 

SG-B Piessure Test

HC/SG by-Pass 
(From F-gule 4-3)

ToAFW V21he Control

To AFW Velvt Control

RC/SC By-Pass 
(From Figure 4-3)

FIGURE 5.4-7 STEAM GENERATOR A AND B PRESSURE TRIP CHANNE

L Logi To !DA (To F.gue 4-13) 

CLpo'y~r Buffer Ic 08 

RC PREScURE SG-A/ Pressuie Test 
and R8 Pressure lest 

NOTES 

1. Biltable output as a wred or using brstable output transestors 

2. Only one analog channel shown 

LS (ANALOG SUBSYSTEM)

SG-A

SG-8



To SG-A

V6A 
AA 

VA 
AC-

NOTES 

AA Analog A 
AS Analog 8 
AC, Analog C 
08 Digital B

Motor Operated V8A 
Valves O-FOGGI

Ait Operated 
Valves V9A 

A

FIGURE 5.4-8 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER VALVE LOGIC

0

To SG-B

Vga 
AA 

V98 
Ac

V68 
0T- FO GG2 

V78



I SG-A Trip Sistable Relay K1.5 Contacts 

23 24 25 9 6 7

SG-B Trip Bislable Relay KL5 Coniacts 

23 24 25 9 8 7

-1 II _____I I I

KI K2 

Open Viv.  

Close Viv.  
VSA (AA) 
V9A (AB) 
VA (AC)

AFW Contact Buffer

K1 K2 

Open Viv.  

Close Viv.  
VBB (AA) 
VB (ABI 
V98 (AC

AFW Contact Buffer

Note: 

1. Relay contact shown demnergized 

2. Power input for AFW contact Buffer 

from the ECCI feedback conact buffe 

rot shown.

FIGURE 5.4-9 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER VALVE INITIATION LOGIC

iA

I

a



SG-A Tripped 
SG-8 Untripped

- (To Figure 4-11) 

SG-B 

--I 
FOGG2 (V6B) 

(To Figure 4-11) 

FOGGI 

FOGG2

SG-A and SG-B

- FOGGI 

FOGG2 

FOGG1 

FOGG2

Note: 

1. U10.6 output transistor (represented by an open contact) 
conducts when SG-A of SG-B bistable(s) trip.  

2. U4.6 output transistor (represented by a closed contact) 
conducts when SG-A or SG-B bistables are. untripped.

FIGURE 5.4-10 FOGG LOGIC

SG-A and SG-B 
Untripped



Ued'aled ChIAUUL 7 Trp LolicClose Volvo 

O'Close VtAe 

Unk~~I ToDL tH In XF -olc - SuitorsGG CG I 

Cad 

aOG nDfOLln CCmdl 

FIGURE 5.-1 HOGLGC(ITLBS SY EM 

0G -80H oeIC I

A



0

To DA (Figure 4-13) 

To 0

Test Interlock

Note: Only analog channel A shown, 

Analog Channels 8 and C do not 

use pretrip and high alarm bestables

FIGURE 5.4-12 BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL TRIP CHANNEL (ANALOG SUBSYSTEM)

SWST Level



Dedicated DOr~tal 

Output

Analog Subsystem A 1iuPs 

H PI 

UI 

sic 

- BSP To 2/3 Tisp Loq-c Modules 

MSIV 

'WSI

Note: Only 01ijil A output Ifr. Analog A loq'c bullets snitn 

Each analog system uses two dedicated digital links 

tOigital A and Digtl 6 outPuts)

FIGURE 5.4-13 DEDICATED DIGITAL LINK

From. Ojoa A 
0 utp~,ls 

From~ Analog A 

Logic &ffers



0

Auto/Manual Pushbution 

Not: Only one digiral logic hannel shown

FIGURE 5.4-14 DIGITAL LOGIC CHANNEL



FIGURE 5.5-1

FAILURE COMBINATIONS REQUIRED 
TO INHIBIT HPI AND LPI ACTUATION

ANALOG 
CHANNEL (1) 

A B C

X (3) X 
x

DIGITAL 
CHANNEL (2)

A

VITAL POWER 
SUPPLY

B I II III IV

x
x x

x 

x

x 
x x 

x x 
x

1. Functional elements included: sensor, analog channel trip 
logic, and analog to digital channel link.  

2. Functional elements included: digital channel trip logic, 
and digital channel output modules.  

3. X indicates a trip inhibiting failure for the analog and 
digital channels, or that a vital power supply is not 
available.

ESFAS 
FAILURE 
ARRAY 
I.D.  
NO.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7

Notes:



FIGURE 5.5-2 

FAILURE COMBINATIONS REQUIRED TO INHIBIT TO DHI ACTUATION

ANALOG 
CHANNEL (1)

A 

X 
x 
x

DIGITAL 
CHANNEL (2)

B 

x
B.  

x

VITAL POWER 
SUPPLY 

I II IV

x
Notes: 
1. Functional elements included: sensor, analog channel trip 

logic, and output buffers.  
2. Functional element includes analog B data link and all 

digital B components.

ESFAS 
FAILURE 

ARRAY 

NO.

1 
2 
3



FIGURE 5.5-3

FAILURE COMBINATIONS REQUIRED TO INHIBIT FOGGIS ACTUATION

ANALOG 
CHANNEL (1) 

A B C

x x 
x 

x 
x

x
x

DIGITAL 
CHANNEL 

B

x 
x

x

VITAL POWER 
SUPPLY 

I II III IV

x 
xx

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Note: 
1. Functional element includes all analog components from the 

sensor transmitter to the analog channel contact buffers.

0

ESFAS 
FAILURE 

ARRAY 
I. D.  
NO.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10



EVENT REPRESENTATIONS 

THE RECTANGLE IDENTIFIES AN EVENT 
THAT RESULTS FROM fHE COMBINATION 
OF FAULT EVENTS THROUGH THE INPUT 
LOGIC GATE

THE CIRCLE DESCRIBES A BASIC FAULT 
EVENT THAT REQUIRES NO FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT.

THE HOUSE IS USED AS A SWITCH TO 
INCLUDE OH ELIMINA IL PARIS 1OF I HE 
FAULr TREE.

LOGIC OPERATIONS 

AND GATE DESCRIES [HE LOGICAL 
OPERATION WHERIEBY THE COEXISTANCE 
OF ALL INPUT EVENTS I" HUMEIRLD TO 
PRODUCE TL OUIPUT1 EVENT.

THE TRIANGLES ARE USED AS TRANSFER 
SYMBOLS. A LINE FROM THE APEX.OF 
THE TRIANGLE INDICATES A TRANSFER IN 
AND A LINE FROM THE SIDE OR BOTTOM 
DENOTES A TRANSFER OUT.

OR GATE DEFINES THE SITUATION 
WHEREBY THE OUTPUT EVENT WILL 
EXIST IF ONE OR MORE OF THE INPUT 
EVENTS EXISTS.

THE DIAMOND DESCRIBES A FAULT EVENT THAT IS 
CONSIDERED BASIC IN A GIVEN FAULT TREE. THE 
PbSSIBLE CAUSES OF THE EVENT ARE NOT DEVELOPED 
FURTHER BECAUSE THE EVENT IS.OF INSUFFICIENT 
CONSEQUENCE OR THE NECESSARY INFORMATION 
IS UNAVAILABLE.  

SAMPLE GATE DEFINES THE SITUATION 
WHEREBY THE OUTPUT EVENT WILL 
EXIST IF N OR MORE OF THE INPUT EVENTS EXISTS

FIGURE 5.7-1 FAULT TREE SYMBOLISM



FIGURE 5.7-2 tlS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-3 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-4 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



0

FIGURE 5.7-5 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-6 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

0 9



FIGURE 5.7-7 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-8 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-9 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



ALLT TE'.T SV Lhm 

TE O T0IC

FIGURE 5.7-10 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



TRIP CGMtNTIO R 
REMOVED Ar I PUT.  
TO 2/7 TRIP LOGIC NZOULE

FIGURE 5.7-11 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

C



OPiu LiRLUIT 

(Cft:0KCN WIRE')

FIGURE 5.7-12 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

I



0

OPL i CIPNCU1r 

Qbo yi-ct viR E)

LOCAL TCST MODULC 

IAJTEIfd/L.. rAILURE 

KCAULIkJG PLLAY K2.0 
to wcn11

FIGURE 5.7-13 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-14 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-15 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



DP.W A CiKCuilT 
(5&iomccu w:IRE)

FIGURE 5.7-16 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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RELA K1.3 

FAIL'CCSCT

FIGURE 5.7-17 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

;' Po 0(



FIGURE 5.7-18 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



'0

FIGURE 5.7-19 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



HIGH OR CON'5TAWIT

FIGURE 5.7-20 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



0
FIGURE 5.7-21 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

BWST BUFFER AMP 
OUTPUT FAILS HIGH 

OR CONSTANT

BWST TRANSMITTE 
OUTPUT FAILS HIGI 

OR CONSTANT
<~~~7

RELAY DRIVE 
TRANSISTOR

S



TO GROUND

FIGURE 5.7-22 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



INCORRECT 
(SET POINT 

ADJUSTMENT

JACK J1.0 
(FAILURE\ 

(CONTAMINATION)

FIGURE 5.7-23 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

@1
9



S-ilCI! To-hi v 

IK$DCL~ rTEC TRIZIP

FIGURE 5.7-24 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

0-



0

FIGURE 5.7-25 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-26 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



I.. - - -- -

ACK J 5.0 
FAILURe 

(CONTAwiNATION)

FIGURE 5.7-27 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-28 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



0

JACK J 5.0 
FAILUC) 

(coM rAMIklATIL r)

FIGURE 5.7-29 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



(OwTACT c-6,2

N fRELAY~ I L ouT ALT 
/CoNTACT COIL.  

CO-L FALS 

YPASS INPUTS 

YPASSBbThBuit RC YPAs$ -j r or ePAk 

OUT PUTTR wsTOR BISTARLC FAILS BS 1TASLE OUT Pu' 

&vacL' A MED UWTRIPPE D m S ver> snoTED 

FIGURE 5.7-30 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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(TE rI

FIGURE 5.7-31 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-32 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM.



0

FIGURE 5.7-33 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-34 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-35 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-36 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-37 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-38 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM 

gS
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01

FIGURE 5.7-39 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-40 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

a



0

FIGURE 5.741 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM

*



FIGURE 5.7-42 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



0

tCrA e.'uv.eLL 
k'-~~ CO:41AcT~4' 
I: L5Ft~~s 

ao~s

FIGURE 5.7-43 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-44 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-45 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-46 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.747 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



VMIt

c;T F C : S7'SEtN FAO,.T TAlE 

LAQN '5Sat A To L

FIGURE 5.748 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.749 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-50 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5.7-51 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.7-52 ESFAS FAULT TREE DIAGRAM
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